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vAbstract
Angles-Only Navigation for Autonomous Orbital Rendezvous
by
David C. Woffinden, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2008
Major Professor: Dr. David K. Geller
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The proposed thesis of this dissertation has both a practical element and theoretical component
which aim to answer key questions related to the use of angles-only navigation for autonomous orbital
rendezvous. The first and fundamental principle to this work argues that an angles-only navigation
filter can determine the relative position and orientation (pose) between two spacecraft to perform the
necessary maneuvers and close proximity operations for autonomous orbital rendezvous. Second, the
implementation of angles-only navigation for on-orbit applications is looked upon with skeptical eyes
because of its perceived limitation of determining the relative range between two vehicles. This assumed,
yet little understood subtlety can be formally characterized with a closed-form analytical observability
criteria which specifies the necessary and sufficient conditions for determining the relative position
and velocity with only angular measurements. With a mathematical expression of the observability
criteria, it can be used to 1) identify the orbital rendezvous trajectories and maneuvers that ensure
the relative position and velocity are observable for angles-only navigation, 2) quantify the degree or
level of observability and 3) compute optimal maneuvers that maximize observability. In summary,
the objective of this dissertation is to provide both a practical and theoretical foundation for the
advancement of autonomous orbital rendezvous through the use of angles-only navigation.
(319 pages)
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Notation
In general, the following notation is adopted throughout the dissertation where deviations are
noted in the context of the material. Vectors such as position r, velocity v, angular velocity ω, or
state vectors x are shown in bold type. This standard also applies to distinguish between scalar and
vector functions as well. For example, the function defining a single measurement is denoted as h(x)
where a vector of measurements has the form h(x). Due to the frequent use of the relative position
and velocity in the Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) reference frame, these vectors are uniquely
identified as unsubscripted and unsuperscripted boldfaced r and v. Vectors with superscripts indicate
the coordinate frame representation of the vector. If no superscript is included for a vector, an inertial
reference frame is implied. For example, r
C
is the representation of the chaser’s position vector in the
inertial frame and ωb is the representation of angular velocity in a body frame. Subscripts are used to
provide additional information about the vector. For example, v
T
is the representation of the target
velocity vector in the inertial frame, ωC
C
is the angular velocity of the chaser vehicle in the chaser frame,
and x
P
is the parameter state vector.
Matrices are specified by using capital boldface letters such as P for the state covariance matrix
and Φ for the state transition matrix. Subscripts may be added to clarify any ambiguity or provide
additional information. For example, the matrix In×n represents the identity matrix with n rows and
columns, I
T
is the moment of inertia matrix for the target vehicle, and F x defines the partial matrix
of the state dynamics f(x) with respect to the states x. A diagonal matrix is written as
diag(f) =

 f1 0 00 f2 0
0 0 f3


A boldface q is reserved for quaternions which are represented by a four dimensional vector where
the scaler portion of the quaternion is the fourth element.
q =
[
u sin(θ/2)
cos(θ/2)
]
The unit vector u defines the axis of rotation and θ is the angle of rotation. The quaternion q
I→C
rep-
resents the orientation of the chaser reference frame with respect to the inertial frame. The associated
direction cosine matrix (or attitude matrix) is denoted with the capital bold type letter T . So, the
transformation from the inertial frame to the chaser frame is given by T I→c = T (qI→C). The quater-
nion multiplication operator ⊗ is defined such that qa→c = qb→c ⊗ qa→b corresponds to the sequence
of rotations T a→c = T b→cT a→b. Small rotations can be written in terms of quaternions as
δq(θ) ≈
[
θ/2
1
]
or attitude matrices as
δT (θ) ≈ I − [θ×]
where θ = θu is a small rotation vector, and [θ×] is a cross product matrix defined by the ordinary
cross product [θ×] r = θ × r.
xxii
Lastly, variables typically have true values, nominal values, flight computer values, and measured
values. The nominal value of the true variable x will be denoted as x¯, the estimated value will be
denoted as xˆ, and the measured value will be denoted as x˜.
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3Chapter 1
Introduction
Those who envisioned humans going to the moon and exploring other worlds, those who dreamed of
humanity’s long-term presence in space, and those who actually made it happen, recognized that orbital
rendezvous and docking would play a crucial role in making these imaginations a reality [1]. With the
limited lifting capacity of chemically propelled rockets, orbital rendezvous was a natural solution for
assembling the necessary resources, stage by stage, for the exciting journey ahead. It is no surprise
that once a nation has developed the capability to send a person into orbit, one of the next major
objectives of that space program is to develop and demonstrate the technology for orbital rendezvous.
It is not unreasonable to speculate that as access to space continues to increase, the necessity of orbital
rendezvous will only continue to grow. The motivation will not be fueled by human exploration alone,
but will also emanate from demands to capture, service, monitor, and inspect national and commercial
assets in space.
Although great accomplishments and technical developments have been achieved with regards to
orbital rendezvous and docking, there are limitations with the traditional methods that struggle to
meet the new demands for orbital rendezvous. Presently, to perform such close proximity operations
generally requires significant cooperation between both vehicles and has a man-in-the-loop to ensure
successful maneuvering of both spacecraft. The conventional navigation systems that can perform sim-
ilar rendezvous sequences autonomously still necessitate sophisticated collaboration schemes between
vehicles and utilize instrumentation that is complex, bulky, and heavy. For potential rendezvous mis-
sions where ground or crew intervention is impractical or undesirable and the cooperation between
spacecraft is impaired there is currently no feasible solution; particularly when light weight satellites
are involved. Consequently, this dissertation explores an alternative navigation approach to orbital
rendezvous whose potential has been recognized in the past but now is often overlooked due to mis-
conceptions of its limitations. This technique is not new, goes by a variety of names, and has been
utilized in numerous applications, but its use for orbital rendezvous is only beginning to emerge. This
navigation scheme, known as angles-only navigation, is based on the simple idea of measuring azimuth
and elevation angles (bearings) between two orbiting spacecraft to determine the translational and ro-
tational dynamics of both vehicles. To more completely understand its potential and limitations, this
research investigates the practical implementation and theoretical aspects of angles-only navigation for
autonomous orbital rendezvous.
Prior to formally stating the key objectives of the dissertation, basic concepts related to au-
tonomous orbital rendezvous and angles-only navigation are first introduced. Following this brief
introductory material, the key thesis of the dissertation is given in context of past work and then pre-
sented to show how it extends these previous research findings to add value to current and future orbital
rendezvous missions. This chapter then concludes with an outline of the remaining topics discussed in
the dissertation.
1.1 Autonomous Orbital Rendezvous
The specific definition of orbital rendezvous can be debated, but in general terms it is the process
of bringing two spacecraft together in preparation for one vehicle to either dock with the other or
perform some type of inspection activity. Typically, one vehicle is labeled as the passive or target
vehicle while the other is referred to as the active or chaser vehicle. Although both can potentially
perform maneuvers, the target spacecraft is usually non-maneuvering while the chaser executes the
4necessary velocity and attitude changes to ensure proper relative position and orientation. When
docking occurs the chaser initiates contact with the target and the two are securely joined together.
For inspections the relative distance between the spacecraft may vary from a couple of centimeters to
several kilometers, but the relative motion between them is controlled, typically by the chaser, to allow
relevant observations and interaction. One common example of an inspection procedure is station-
keeping, which describes the condition when the overall relative position between the two vehicles is
held constant.
The basic orbital rendezvous problem has three distinct phases [2, p. 4]: the approach phase,
terminal phase, and docking phase. The primary distinction between the first two phases is how
the relative motion is determined. For the approach phase, the relative motion is inferred from the
estimated inertial motion of each spacecraft. This segment of the mission begins just after launch and
ends when the chaser first observes the target. Once the chaser detects the target and the relative
motion is determined by direct observation, the mode of operation enters the terminal phase. During
this period, the chaser is placed on a trajectory to intercept the target or some strategic location near
the target. The last and final phase, called the docking phase, culminates when the relative velocity
between the two vehicles is eliminated with the spacecraft either positioned for docking1 or situated
for further inspection.
The term autonomous orbital rendezvous can refer to varying degrees of automated rendezvous
operations. In general an automated process is one which operates independently with no external
or human interaction. A completely autonomous system would be entirely self contained, receive no
support from ground operators, onboard crew members, or any other outside system, and have the
capability to respond to abnormal situations for the entire mission from launch until end of operations.
For many rendezvous missions, it may not be practical or desirable to develop full autonomous capability
but have ground controllers or astronauts perform certain tasks when appropriate [3]. However, when it
is not desired or possible for ground support or crew members to safely control the relative motion, the
spacecraft’s onboard computer assumes complete responsibility. Under these conditions, autonomous
orbital rendezvous refers to specific phases of the mission when direct human involvement does not
exist. Regardless of the length of duration for the autonomous operations, there are three levels of
autonomy to consider for orbital rendezvous; fully autonomous, automatic, and supervised. The term
fully autonomous refers to systems that can adapt to off-nominal events which generally requires some
form of on-board mission planner or manager. An automatic system is one that can execute pre-defined
set of sequential operations without human intervention but can not respond to unexpected events and
replan on its own. A system is considered supervised when ground or crew members can monitor events
and issue commands to the system if needed.
Another level of autotomy depends on the interaction between the chaser and target spacecraft.
For example, the orientation of the target vehicle and at times, even its position, may be controlled from
the ground, commands from the chaser spacecraft, or onboard by a pilot to assist in the rendezvous
and docking procedures. This type of cooperation is called active control, where the target can actively
stabilize and position itself for rendezvous and docking maneuvers. A passive control arrangement
occurs when the target vehicle is initially oriented or positioned such that it naturally exhibits proper
behavior without having to maneuver. If the target is tumbling or spinning without any means to
stabilize itself, it is then considered non-cooperative control. One last aspect to consider is the level of
cooperation between both vehicles in terms of relative sensing. A cooperative active sensing system
depends on a direct communication link between the vehicles in order to determine the relative motion.
A cooperative passive sensing system may mount special reflectors, markers, or beacons to assist the
1When the two vehicles are brought to some defined meeting point so that a manipulator device located on one
vehicle can physically capture to other and unite them together, this is called berthing.
5chaser in determining the relative state parameters. If no reflectors, beacons, or direct communication
link is required for relative navigation, then the system is called non-cooperative sensing.
Often times, each of the scenarios considered above are simply categorized as autonomous. So
long as the chaser vehicle is more or less self-directed, the rendezvous scenario may be considered
autonomous, regardless of the targets status as cooperative or uncooperative, passive or active, alien
or familiar, functioning or disabled. It becomes clear that the label autonomous for orbital rendezvous
must be clarified as to the level of human involvement and the degree of interaction between the
rendezvousing vehicles.
1.2 Angles-Only Navigation
The concept of angles-only or bearings-only navigation is not new and has been exploited heavily
in the past. It has played an important role in naval applications [4–6], target tracking [7–11], orbit
determination [12,13], interplanetary navigation [14–16], formation flying for unmanned aerial vehicles
[17], and a variety of other purposes [18]. In principle, the idea is rather simple. By measuring line-
of-sight angles (i.e. azimuth and elevation angles) from some reference location to another object of
interest, these observations can help determine the relative position and velocity between them. If the
position and velocity of one of the points is known, then the position and velocity of the other can
theoretically be deduced. In reality there are subtleties with this method, particularly in determining
the range, that have resulted in great research efforts to more fully understand the potential and
limitations of angles-only navigation.
For rendezvous and docking missions, angles-only navigation inherits unique challenges not faced
in the more conventional applications. First, the general relative dynamics of both the observer and
target are changed. Instead of the observer being at a fixed location on land, positioned at sea,
or flying in the earth’s atmosphere, it is in orbit subject to the dynamics and constraints of the
space environment while performing a variety of maneuvers. Second, the relative distance between the
observer and target varies greatly. The separation between the two spacecraft can range from hundreds
of kilometers to centimeters. Third, the instrumentation and techniques ideally suited for measuring
these relative angles is also different for rendezvous applications. Where volume, power, and mass are
coveted commodities for space vehicles, traditional methods such as radar may not be the best solution.
In fact, it has been argued that for ranges within a few hundred meters, optical sensors provide the
best solution for rendezvous navigation when considering performance, mass, power consumption, and
complexity [19, p. 279].
1.2.1 Motivation and Methods
The primary reason for using only angular measurements for rendezvous and docking is the po-
tential benefit in terms of power, weight, volume, and cost that optical navigation systems can provide.
When hardware such as radar-like systems demand too much in terms of weight, power, and complexity;
angles-only navigation can serve as the primary navigation system. Missions that fit into this category
include orbital rendezvous between small satellites or the servicing, repair, rescue, and inspection of a
target that is passive or uncooperative. When there is a malfunction in the primary navigation system,
angles-only navigation can serve in a support role by acting as a back-up. The justification for having
such a back-up may be warranted for missions of significant importance and that have the flexibility
and resources to incorporate redundant systems. Human missions are prime examples. They have an
inherent priority for safety and mission success and the spacecraft required for human space flight are
typically large enough to accommodate the additional equipment. In addition, the angular measure-
ments can be observed directly by the crew members if needed. Other missions that characterize this
last case include high profile missions involving national assets or interests such a robotic sample return
6mission or the repair and retrieval of large satellites [2, p. 1-3].
The possible methods currently considered for measuring the line-of-sight angles include radio-
frequency (RF) sensors, laser technology, optical cameras, and the human eye. Although radio-
frequency sensing devices are by far the most common sensor for rendezvous missions to date, they
require complex bulky antennas and electronic equipment on the chaser and sometimes on the target
vehicle to provide the necessary relative information. They can potentially operate at large distances
(several hundred kilometers) and are unaffected by lighting conditions, but the maximum operational
range is limited by available power and antenna size. As a consequence, radar techniques tend to have
a comparatively high power consumption and mass. Sensors using laser technology operate on the
same fundamental principles as radar systems with the primary difference being the wavelength of the
electro-magnetic signal. Lasers can provide a very accurate estimate of relative position and attitude
at rather large distances (a few kilometers). However, laser techniques can require high power levels.
They also require moving mirrors or gimbals for scanning motion resulting in reliability concerns. Like
the radar systems, scanning lasers are not dependent on lighting conditions, but they have limitations
within a few meters of the target when the vehicle occupies the sensor’s entire field-of-view. Optical
sensors on the other hand are considered the best option for close-in rendezvous navigation for ranges
within a few hundred meters [20, p. 288]. First, there are no moving parts. Second, measurements can
be taken at close ranges which increase in accuracy as the chaser approaches the target. Third, the
navigation system can be entirely self-contained and the camera package is practically unrestricted in
terms of size and weight. Lastly, the navigation images can be used for multiple purposes, they have
relatively high measurement rates, and multiple cameras can be added at little cost. The downside to
this approach is complex image processing and the camera system’s sensitive to lighting conditions.
Although some optical navigation systems are limited to close ranges (within a few hundred meters),
others have the potential to operate at ranges exceeding that of radar techniques [19, Ch. 7].
1.2.2 Angles-Only Measurements
The traditional concept of angles-only navigation, as illustrated in Figure 1.1(a), uses only the
relative LOS angles measured between the chaser and target vehicles to determine the relative motion
between them. When considering optical cameras, the potential for angles-only navigation is greatly
enhanced when the apparent angular diameter of the target is also measured as shown in Figure
1.1(b). From the object’s image on the camera focal plane, the apparent angular diameter can provide
information on the range and relative attitude. For example, suppose the target was spherical in shape
as shown in Figure 1.1(b). If the size of the target is known, then the relative range can be computed
by dividing the known diameter of the target, DTarget, by its apparent angular size, θTarget.
ρ = DTarget/θTarget (1.1)
Also, the concept of angular measurements to the target can be extended by taking relative observations
to various target features as depicted in Figure 1.1(c). Depending on the number and location of
these features,2 relative attitude and position can be computed by measuring the angular location of
key target markings. Additionally, the potential of angles-only navigation is increased further when
multiple optical navigation cameras or maneuvers are considered.
1.2.3 Angles-Only Measurement Availability
As depicted in Figure 1.2, the possible angular measurements generated by an optical camera
2It is possible with three features to determine the relative attitude of the target vehicle. However, if the plane of
the features is normal to the camera LOS, then a singularity results [21]. A fourth out-of-plane feature will remove the
singularity.
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8can vary from the moment the chaser first detects the target until docking. There are four potential
cases to consider where each phase is fundamentally defined by the available relative measurements.
They include the rendezvous operations, close proximity, final approach, and pre-docking phases. The
measurement availability associated with each stage depends on a number of mission parameters such
as the camera’s field-of-view, pixel resolution, lighting conditions, reflectivity of target’s surface, the
size and shape of the target, the number and size of target features, and image processing. To formally
specify transition indicators from one stage to the next, five specific mission parameters have been
selected including pixel resolution, camera field-of-view, diameter of the target, size of the features,
and the distance of separation between target features. Of course this is a simplified view to a complex
procedure and a more sophisticated approach may be required for specific applications, yet these
parameters do provide a general estimate of the anticipated divisions.
The relative distances associated with each sub-phase will obviously fluctuate according to mis-
sion specifications, but a simple scenario is introduce and utilized to provide an intuitive designation.
Assume a chaser spacecraft containing an optical camera with a field-of-view of ten degrees, θ
FOV
= 10
deg, and a pixel resolution of a hundredth of a degree, θpixel = 0.01 deg/pixel, rendezvous with a target
vehicle one meter in diameter, DTarget = 1 m, with detectable features five centimeters in diameter,
DFeature = 0.05 m, separated by a half meter, DSeparation = 0.5 m. Under these conditions, the boundaries
of the terminal rendezvous phase are formally defined by the availability of specific angular measure-
ments, characterized in terms of key mission parameters, and associated with the relative distance
separating the two vehicles.
Rendezvous Operation Phase (5-100 km): During this period of the mission, the optical camera
can track the centroid of the target vehicle sufficiently well to generate relative azimuth and elevation
measurements. The target is observable on the camera focal plane but the apparent angular diameter
of the target image is less than one pixel so relative range information is unavailable.
θTarget < θpixel
From Equation 1.1 and using the parameters defined in the simple mission scenario, the minimum
distance of this segment is 5 km, which is the distance when the target’s apparent angular diameter
occupies an entire pixel of the camera focal plane. The maximum range that the target can be observed
is dependent on parameters such as reflectivity of the target’s surface, relative position to the sun,
camera sensitivity, and lighting conditions that are difficult to generalize. Based on human space flight
experience, astronauts have been able to visually detect objects at distances over 100 km away [1, p.
287, 311].
Close Proximity Phase (250 m - 5 km): The target vehicle is now close enough so the optical camera
can distinguish the target’s apparent angular size
θTarget > θpixel
and produce three relative measurements: the azimuth and elevation angles to the centroid of the
target and the apparent angular diameter. However, the target is distanced enough that the features
located on the target are undetectable.
θFeature < θpixel
Under these constraints and reverting to Equation 1.1, the maximum and minimum bounds of this
portion of the terminal rendezvous phase is approximately 5 km and 250 m respectively.
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Fig. 1.2: Terminal rendezvous sub-phases.
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Final Approach Phase (3 m - 250 m) At this point the optical camera can now identify three or
more key features located on the target spacecraft
θFeature > θpixel
and measure the relative azimuth and elevation angles to each one. On the other hand, the two vehicles
are separated enough so that the pattern of features remains in the camera’s field of view.
θSeparation < θFOV
For the sample mission scenario, this associates with a minimum distance of about 3 m and a maximum
range around 250 m.
Pre-Docking Phase (3 cm - 3 m) As the chaser approaches the target in preparation for docking, the
optical camera can no longer detect the original feature pattern used in the final approach phase.
θSeparation > θFOV
It now detects important additional features related to the docking mechanism until it is positioned
for contact or capture. Depending on the mode of operation this phase terminates when the relative
distance is zero or a few centimeters.
1.3 Thesis of the Dissertation
As mentioned previously, there are two key elements to this dissertation; a practical and theoretical
component. The practical aspect of the dissertation comes from the basic assertion that; an angles-
only navigation filter can sufficiently determine the relative position and orientation (pose) between
two spacecraft to perform the necessary maneuvers and close proximity operations for autonomous
orbital rendezvous in a closed-loop guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) environment with sensor
measurement errors, actuator performance uncertainties, and various disturbance torques and acceler-
ations. The theoretical component of the dissertation addresses the observability dilemma associated
with angles-only navigation. The possibility of implementing angles-only navigation for orbital ren-
dezvous is often discarded because of its inherent and misunderstood limitation in determining range.
The desire to resolve this debate and clarify the necessary conditions required for observability, moti-
vates the second thesis of the dissertation which states; the observability of the relative position and
velocity between two orbiting vehicles using only angular measurements can be formally characterized
with a closed-form analytical expression. This mathematical representation of the observability crite-
ria can then be used to 1) identify the orbital rendezvous trajectories and maneuvers that ensure the
relative position and velocity are observable for angles-only navigation, 2) quantify the degree or level
of observability and 3) compute optimal maneuvers that maximize observability. The remainder of this
section is dedicated to expanding these ideas, relating them to current and past research efforts, and
specifying the basic approaches to demonstrating each proposed thesis.
1.3.1 Relative Pose Observability Thesis
An angles-only navigation filter can sufficiently determine the relative position and orientation (pose)
between two spacecraft to perform the necessary maneuvers and close proximity operations for au-
tonomous orbital rendezvous in a closed-loop GNC environment with sensor measurement errors, ac-
tuator performance uncertainties, and various disturbance torques and accelerations.
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Related Work
The critical and challenging aspect of autonomously estimating the relative position and velocity
between two spacecraft, as well as their relative orientations and angular rates, has been given consid-
erable attention in the literature. The common approaches that have been discussed include RAdio
Detection and Ranging (RADAR) systems, LIght Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) or LAser Detection
And Ranging (LADAR) systems, the Global Positioning System (GPS), and vision-based systems,
with a few giving specific consideration to the concept of angles-only navigation. The research efforts
that have utilized angles-only navigation techniques applied them in context of optical systems. As
a consequence, particular attention is given to those research efforts that directly involve angles-only
navigation and vision-based methods.
A significant amount of research regarding angles-only navigation for autonomous orbital ren-
dezvous was performed at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory and Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) for Mars sample return [22–24] and satellite inspection/servicing missions [25–27]. The
majority of this work focused on the performance of an angles-only navigation filter in terms of relative
position and velocity since the scope of their research did not necessitate relative attitude estimation.
Further work published in [28] presents an angles-only navigation approach for formation flying using
LOS angular measurements from a vision-based navigation (VISNAV) system [29]. The paper presents
an extended Kalman filter (EKF) formulation to estimate relative position and attitude of two coop-
erating spacecraft using the VISNAV sensor coupled with gyro measurements from each spacecraft.
Another aspect of research in the area of relative navigation has focused on the challenging aspect of
optical sensor development such as the Video Guidance Sensor (VGS) that was developed at the Mar-
shall Space Flight Center under the Autonomous Rendezvous and Capture (ARC) program beginning
in 1987 [30–32]. In conjunction with this sensor research, various triangulation algorithms [21,33] and
image processing techniques [34] have been devised to estimate relative position and attitude using the
proposed optical navigation system. Beyond hardware development, several organizations, including
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and European Space Agency (ESA), have developed software
tools to analyze the performance of vision-based systems used for autonomous rendezvous and dock-
ing [16,35]. Based on the current literature, there are at least three critical aspects of the problem that
are lacking and warrant further investigation.
First, of the limited papers that focused on angles-only navigation for orbital rendezvous, none of
them have considered its application from initial acquisition with the target vehicle until the chaser has
maneuvered into position for docking. The majority of work using optical sensors for relative attitude
and position estimation assume the chaser is within a few hundred meters of the target when target
features are detectable and fail to consider using optical angular measurements at further distances.
Others who have focused on angles-only navigation at larger ranges neglected the possibility of being
close enough to determine the relative orientation between both spacecraft. Including the capability to
estimate both relative position and orientation at varying relative distances has not yet been developed
in a navigation filter.
Second, the bulk of literature in this area focuses solely on the performance of the navigation
filter and neglect its operation in an orbital rendezvous scenario as part of an integrated closed-loop
GNC system. Error covariance analysis has been performed for arbitrary non-maneuvering simple
trajectories, but currently no one has also addressed the problem of understanding the navigation
errors in conjunction with the trajectory, attitude, and ∆v dispersions when an angles-only naviga-
tion filter is implemented in a system with non-perfect actuators, misaligned sensors producing noisy
measurements, and disturbance accelerations and torques acting on both spacecraft while the chaser
processes onboard flight algorithms to execute frequent maneuvers for a specified rendezvous trajectory.
When both rotational and translational maneuvers are performed, as they frequently are for orbital
rendezvous, the performance characteristics of the actuators influences the performance of the relative
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navigation system. It can be shown that an angles-only navigation filter is susceptible to actuator
biases, misalignments, and other error sources which have failed to receive adequate attention in the
literature.
Third, in determining relative attitude and position estimates, it is generally assumed that the
chaser and target vehicles have a certain degree of cooperation. Either information is shared directly
between both vehicles or the target is assumed to be specially equipped to aid in the rendezvous process.
The proposed methods and techniques found in the literature do not address the problem when the
target is considered passive, uncooperative, or non-functioning.
Scope
The proposed research related to the relative navigation filter concentrates on the entire terminal
phase of the orbital rendezvous sequence; from initial target detection to docking. It is neither restricted
to close ranges of several hundred meters nor does it include to entire rendezvous mission. For example,
it does not consider launch window opportunities, various ascent directories, ground tracking, and
phasing schemes required to bring the two vehicles in the same vicinity. It also does not address the
important issues related to docking such as hardware design, impact, interfacing strategies, and the
affects of maneuvering as a combined unit.
This work focuses on the aspects of autonomous orbital rendezvous concerning the GNC system.
In particular, it centers on developing the capability to autonomously estimate the relative position
and velocity between both vehicles, as well as their relative orientations, using optical angular mea-
surements. The crucial and challenging aspect involving sensor development and image processing is
not addressed. Rather certain assumptions about the camera’s specifications and image processing
capabilities are made and then used to analyze the performance of the navigation filter and its op-
eration in a closed-loop GNC setting. It is important to clarify and reemphasize that this work not
only characterizes the navigation performance, but it quantifies the entire GNC system performance
while integrating an angles-only navigation filter into a system containing imperfect sensors, non-ideal
actuators, uncertain initial conditions, additional flight control algorithms, and various disturbance
accelerations and torques acting on each spacecraft. Instead of simply analyzing the navigation errors,
this work also includes trajectory dispersion analysis, mission and trajectory design, rotational and
translational maneuvers, and complex simulation development.
In this dissertation, the term autonomous orbital rendezvous pertains only to the terminal phase.
This implies that once the target vehicle is detected by the chaser, all the necessary actions carried out
by the chaser are self-directed. There are no special requirements for data uplinks from the ground or
particular inputs from onboard crew members. Whether or not autonomous techniques are used in the
approach phase or docking phase is irrelevant for the given scope of this research. It is also assumed
that the target vehicle is passive and uncooperative meaning the target vehicle does not perform
any maneuvers and that all the navigation equipment required for orbital rendezvous is entirely self-
contained with the chaser vehicle. Even though there is no cooperation or communication between
both vehicles, this does not imply certain facts regarding the target vehicle are completely unknown
and unused. In fact, it is assumed that the location of detectable features from the target’s center
of mass are roughly known along with an approximate estimate of the target’s size and moments of
inertia. It is assumed that if the target is rotating, either the rate is slow enough or the chaser can
properly maneuver itself so that a sufficient number of features are detectable. The proposed work
does not stem from a specific mission nor does it hope to be constrained to a singular application.
However, general assumptions about the functionality of the chaser vehicle must be made to validate
the concept of angles-only navigation in a closed-loop GNC setting. It is assumed that the chaser is
a 3-axis stabilized vehicle that uses momentum wheels or thrusters for attitude control and a suite of
impulsive thrusters for translational maneuvers. The proposed navigation system onboard the chaser
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spacecraft includes an optical navigation camera measuring LOS angles to various target features,
gyros, and a star camera. The measurements from these sensors are processed by the angles-only
navigation filter which is implemented as an extended Kalman filter. Regarding the navigation filter
design, two comments need to be made.
First, there are a variety of possible estimation techniques that could be implemented for the
autonomous orbital rendezvous problem. The different Kalman filtering methods [36] alone are numer-
ous including the standard Kalman filter, the extended Kalman filter, the continuous Kalman filter,
the continuous-discrete extended Kalman filter, the continuous-discrete linearized Kalman filter, the
unscented Kalman filter, and the list continues. Other recursive algorithms designed for angles-only
navigation include particle filtering techniques [37–39]. Within this special class, there are also a
plethora of different versions such as the sampling importance resampling (SIR) filter, auxiliary sam-
pling importance resampling (ASIR) filter, regularized particle filter (RPF), ‘Likelihood’ particle filter,
particle filters with improved sample diversity, local linearization particle filters, multiple-model par-
ticle filter, and others [40]. There are also the traditional non-recursive techniques like batch least
squares, weighted least squares, and best weighted least squares [41, Ch. 2.5]. It is not the intent of
this research to determine which method is optimal for orbital rendezvous, though such an investigation
would provide valuable insight.
Second, the number and specific states included in the navigation filter is debatable and ultimately
determined according to specific circumstances. For relative navigation and pose estimation, it is often
arguable whether to use relative states (i.e. relative position and velocity) to limit the size of the
navigation filter or non-relative states (i.e. inertial position and velocity) to maximize the possible
available information. As to which approach is best for orbital rendezvous is a question not answered
in this work although others have begun investigating this problem [42]. However, the approach selected
uses the non-relative states of both vehicles with the intent to capture all the available information
related to the estimation process to serve as a bench mark for the filter’s performance and identify key
characteristics that may be overlooked when using a reduced navigation state.
1.3.2 Relative Position Observability Thesis
The observability of the relative position and velocity between two orbiting vehicles using only
angular measurements can be formally characterized with a closed-form analytical expression. This
mathematical representation of the observability criteria can then be extended to 1) identify the orbital
rendezvous trajectories and maneuvers that ensure the relative position and velocity are observable for
angles-only navigation, 2) quantify the degree or level of observability and 3) compute optimal maneu-
vers that maximize observability.
The term observability of the relative and inertial states refers to whether or not the relative posi-
tion of the chaser with respect to the target or the inertial position of both vehicles can be determined
from azimuth and elevation angle measurements between the two vehicles. If the relative and inertial
states are observable, then the orbits of both can be calculated from the LOS angle measurements. If
they are unobservable, this implies that the relative trajectory and actual orbits can not be determined.
Currently, there are conflicting results on the subject.
The concept of determining the orbit of another object using only angle measurements attracted
the attention of some of the greatest mathematical minds including Pierre-Simon de Laplace [43] and
Karl Friedrich Gauss [13]; both of whom found ways to determine the orbit of celestial bodies using
only angle measurements. Laplace was the first to publish an orbit determination method based only
on angles in 1780 in Me´moires de l’Academie Royale des Sciences de Paris (Collected Works, Vol. X,
93-146). Initially researchers could not compute the complex mathematical solution associated with his
technique and for near-Earth satellites, the complexity only increased. Gauss is ultimately credited for
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creating a practical method for initial orbit determination. In his book Theoria Motus he emphasizes an
approach of orbit determination using three observations but also addresses the topic when an arbitrary
number of observations are used. For angular observations which are close together, Gauss’ method is
considered second to none. However, when observations are spread out over considerable time, there
is no guarantee that the method proposed by Gauss will converge. The third utilized method for orbit
determination is the double r-iteration method developed by Escobal [44], which addresses this flaw in
Gauss’ algorithm. This recent approach possesses the advantage of being able to determine an orbit
with any interval of time between the observations.
These orbit determination algorithms have found frequent and practical use predominantly with
ground-based observation platforms. As depicted in Figure 1.3, moving the optical sensing camera
from a fixed location on Earth to a particular orbit circling the globe does not theoretically change
the validity of the algorithms or the potential to determine the orbit of another target object using
only angular measurements. Even though there are strong similarities between ground-based orbit
determination tracking systems and on-orbit angles-only navigation schemes for orbital rendezvous
there are conflicting results. According to the linearized relative motion dynamics [45] commonly used
for orbital rendezvous, it can be easily shown that the orbit of an unknown target spacecraft can not be
determined with angle measurements alone [46]. The simple fact is that the relative range can not be
determined. Yet, it has also been shown that if angle measurements are processed onboard a chasing
vehicle near the target, that Gauss’s algorithm used primarily on Earth observation platforms, can
determine the orbit of the unknown target [47]. So although angles-only navigation has great potential
to replace many traditional orbital rendezvous navigation methods that often require large, complex,
expensive systems with a single lightweight, low-power, compact camera sensor; its use is justifiably
looked upon with skeptical eyes due to its reputation of not having the ability to determine the relative
range.
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Fig. 1.3: Preliminary orbit determination versus angles-only navigation for orbital rendezvous.
It is proposed that a closed-form analytical expression formally characterizing the observability
criteria can be derived that resolves this debate and clarifies the observability limitations of angles-only
navigation. The closed-form solution to the observability criteria has additional potential beyond linear
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system observability analysis. First, it can be extended to handle nonlinear systems where the non-
linear terms or known disturbance accelerations can be incorporated into the acceleration parameter.
Ultimately, these small yet influential accelerations perturb the relative trajectory to produce observ-
ability. Second, it can be used to determine the degree or level of detectability which characterizes how
accurately the relative states can be determined given a sensing camera with limited accuracy. Gener-
ally, the criteria for observability is based on the assumption that perfect measurements are available,
but in the presence of sensor noise the presented criteria can be extended to indicate the necessary
sensor accuracy in order to ensure observability for a particular rendezvous trajectory. Third, using
the derived criteria, trajectories and maneuvers can be optimized to maximize observability. Thus, the
observability criteria for angles-only navigation provides a tool to help realize the potential and under-
stand the limitations of angles-only navigation for orbital rendezvous and other linear and nonlinear
systems.
Related Work
Currently, there exists a handful of published articles that discuss the possible observability criteria
for angles-only navigation in the context of space applications and of those, only a few devote their
attention directly to orbital rendezvous. The primary contributors to this area of research are from
the field of bearings-only tracking also referred to as target motion analysis (TMA) or passive ranging.
The motivation for research with bearings-only tracking comes largely from naval applications and
work on homing missiles. Although the majority of the existing literature dealing with observability
and angles-only navigation are not couched in context of the orbital rendezvous problem, they do offer
valuable insights about formulating the criteria necessary for observability.
Angles-Only Observability Criteria. Perhaps one of the fundamental papers in the field of bearings-
only tracking was written by Steven Nardone and Vincent Aidala from the Naval Underwater Systems
Center [48]. Using the solution to complex differential equations and algebraic manipulation, they
generated a comprehensive mathematical representation of the observability requirements for TMA.
Their original work related to the ocean environment and only considered two-dimensional relative
motion of the target. Eventually these same ideas were extended to the three-dimensional case [49].
In Nardone and Aidala’s initial work, they also assumed the target was traveling with a constant
velocity (first-order dynamics). Fogal [50] expanded the observability criteria to handle Nth-order
target dynamics (i.e. 1st-order dynamics has a constant target velocity, 2nd-order has constant target
acceleration, 3rd-order is jerk, and so on) in three-dimensions. Other approaches [7, 51] formulated
similar observability requirements by analyzing the properties of various observability matrices.
A natural consequence of using angle measurements to determine relative position and velocity is
that the measurements are generally expressed as nonlinear functions of the relative states. Alternate
methods proposed by Nardone [52] and Song [53] reformulate the problem using pseudo-measurements.
Another option published by Chang [54,55] hinted that using measurement variables as state variables
may result in more accurate state estimates because it makes the measurement equations linear. Other
suggested strategies stemmed from anomalies observed when implementing a bearings-only extended
Kalman filter. Aidala and Hammel [8,11] suggested the use of modified polar coordinates instead of a
Cartesian formulation which automatically decouples the observable and unobservable components of
the state vector. Another valid approach takes a practical perspective to the observability dilemma.
Instead of deriving a complex closed form solution that may have little realistic benefit, Shar [56]
formulates general statements about observability in terms of the number of measurements processed
and relative trajectory.
One direct application of the observability criteria derived from TMA and bearing-only tracking
to space navigation was done by Tuckness and Young [18]. For a lunar transfer trajectory, they
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explored the possibility of using angles-only measurements to the Earth, Moon, and Sun to estimate the
spacecraft’s range to the Earth. One aspect of their work was addressing the observability criteria which
duplicates the method proposed by Fogel [50] combined with a geometric interpretation. Ironically,
the two methods seem to give contradicting results. Psiaki [57] discusses the possibility of autonomous
orbit determination using relative position measurements between two spacecraft. Although he assumes
both relative angular measurements and range are measured, he uses simple orbital geometry and logic
to serve as his observability criteria. With the development of VISNAV, Sun and Crassidis [58] use the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix to determine the observability of relative attitude
and position when taking LOS angular measurements from a chaser spacecraft to beacons located on
a target vehicle during close proximity operations. They consider the possibility of only having one
beacon, two beacons, three beacons, and any arbitrary number of observations. Yim [59,60] looks at the
possibility of autonomous orbit navigation using LOS measurements between two orbiting spacecraft.
His approach for determining observability is a numerical one that uses the condition number of the
observability matrix. Lastly, Raja Chari in his master’s thesis [25] defines observability of an angles-
only navigation system in terms of the navigation filter’s success at estimating the downrange state.
Then, using linear covariance techniques analyzes a variety of orbital rendezvous trajectories and makes
several fundamental observations regarding observability.
The one crucial piece that the current published literature lacks is the ability to clearly characterize
if the relative and inertial states of a chaser and target vehicle are observable during orbital rendezvous
and under what conditions is observability guaranteed. Various analysis tools are available but currently
a purely analytic method of verifying observability in an angles-only environment for autonomous
orbital rendezvous does not exist.
Angles-Only Detectability Criteria. Another key idea related to observability that continues to surface
in the literature addresses the notion of the level or degree of observability. Generally observability is
treated like a light switch, it is either on or off. A system is observable or it is not. There is no ambiguity.
However, Ham and Brown [61] discuss the potential of using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix to gain information about the degree of observability. This novel idea states that
small eigenvalues indicate a high degree of observability and the corresponding eigenvector gives the
direction of this high degree of observability. Although Fogel [50] did not directly address the topic, he
suggested that the observability concept should be generalized to include a metric indicating the degree
of target observability. He argues that such a metric would provide means for evaluating the allowed
sensor noise level and target trajectory deviation from the assumed linear dynamics. The idea that
observability has levels is also confirmed by Hermann’s work [62]. He proposed using Lie differentiation
to determine observability for nonlinear systems and used terms such as locally observable, weakly
observable, and locally weakly observable. Although many recognize its value and importance, they have
been unable to capture this performance metric in a simple concise mathematical formula, particularly
for orbital rendezvous applications.
Optimal Observability Maneuvers. A common consensus in the published literature of bearings-only
tracking, regardless of the techniques employed, is that in order to obtain target observability using only
angle measurements, maneuvers must be performed [5,7,8,63]. However, Nardone [48] and Hepner [51]
also show that certain types of maneuvers, particularly those maneuvers that cause position changes
which lie along the instantaneous bearing lines associated with a constant velocity trajectory (see
Figure 1.4), do not necessarily guarantee observability. Additional work performed by Fogal [50] and
Blackman [9, Chapter 5.3] give a more general principle governing observability and maneuvers. They
state that in order to estimate a target’s position using angle-only measurements, the observer motion
must be one derivative higher than that of the target and that a component of this motion must be
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Fig. 1.4: Unacceptable trajectory with maneuvers.
perpendicular to the LOS. For example, an observer ship moving at a constant velocity can estimate
the position of a stationary target and an accelerating observer can estimate the position and velocity
of a constant velocity target. Essentially the effect of maneuvering acts like having two sensors. The
effectiveness of the maneuver depends on the amount of displacement along the cross LOS to the target.
If certain maneuvers produce observability and others do not, then the next natural step that
has received considerable attention is to determine which maneuvers and trajectories are optimal in
maximizing observability. A significant work was done by Hammel for her Ph.D. dissertation [11] where,
among other things, determines a robust numerical procedure to generate optimal observer trajectories.
Monahan [4] extended her efforts by considering process noise in the state dynamics where as Hammel
and others did not. Others who have added to the area of maneuvering and trajectory design to improve
observability include Fawcett [64], Helferty [65], Passerieux [66], and Tre´mois [67]. The concept of using
maneuvers to improve the state estimate is the foundation for dual control theory which recognizes
that a given control signal serves two purposes [68–70]. Maneuvering not only affects the state directly,
but also affects the future estimation of that state. Controllers are designed to minimize control effort
but also reduce the state errors. Dual control laws typically generate some motion normal to the LOS
vector in order to improve observability.
The author currently can only find two sources that directly discuss the possibility of maneuver
assisted trajectories for the specific purpose of improving observability using angles-only navigation for
orbital rendezvous. The first source originates back to the Apollo era when a group of engineers were
challenged to develop a manual method for orbital rendezvous in the event of onboard flight equipment
failure or loss of communication with ground controllers. Using only a sextant, a clock, slide rule, and
look up tables; an approach was derived that astronauts could use to determine their relative position
to a target spacecraft during orbital rendezvous [46]. During their investigation they concluded that
the system was unobservable but the observability problem could be solved with the aid of a calibrated
thrust maneuver. By making a known velocity change at a particular time and observing the results,
the relative states could be determined. Three procedures were developed and proposed to determine
the relative position and velocity. The last resource, but not least, was the work performed by Raja
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Chari for his master’s thesis at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [25]. He performed
an extensive linear covariance analysis on maneuver assisted trajectories for orbital rendezvous and
developed several insightful and relevant observations regarding observability. He demonstrated that
well-chosen maneuvers can lead to excellent performance in rendezvous and close approach scenarios
using angles-only navigation. However, he offers a conceding, yet challenging remark, “There is a need
for maneuvers to further improve angles-only navigation performance. Whether or not these maneuvers
will create downrange observability in the strict sense is still an unanswered question despite several
unsuccessful attempts by the author to determine this analytically” [25, p. 114]. Up to this point, the
answer to this challenging question has remained unknown.
Scope
To established the observability criteria and demonstrate its capability in identifying the observ-
ability conditions for a variety of orbital rendezvous trajectories and maneuvers, deriving the degree
or level of observability, and ultimately computing optimal maneuvers; several basic assumptions are
made. First, it is assumed that the chaser’s inertial position and velocity are known perfectly while the
target’s position and velocity are completely unknown. This practical constraint is similar to the situ-
ation where angle measurements to an unknown orbiting object are taken from a known ground-based
observatory. If the relative position and velocity to the target are observable, the chaser’s known posi-
tion acts like an anchor such that the target’s inertial position and velocity are consequently observable
too. Second, it is assumed that only one sensing device (i.e. an optical camera) is available and that
it can measure azimuth and elevation angles to the target’s center of mass with a known accuracy.
This implies that the challenging and time-varying limitations due to lighting conditions and image
processing capabilities are accepted to be ideal. Third, although a reasonable assumption for many
applications, but clearly not for all, is that the target is assumed to be non-maneuvering. It simply
follows the predictable Keplerian orbital motion. In conjunction with this idea, disturbance accelera-
tions due to solar radiation pressure, venting forces, atmospheric drag, other planets, or non-spherical
gravity models are not considered to act on either the target or chaser spacecraft. When the chaser
does perform either impulsive or continuous thrust maneuvers, they are known exactly such that the
resulting perturbation to the chaser’s relative trajectory is accurately known. Lastly, this work assumes
the chaser is in the terminal phase of orbital rendezvous where the relative distance between the two
vehicles may range between hundreds of kilometers to a few centimeters.
1.4 Dissertation Overview
The dissertation is divided into three main parts. The first section derives the key equations associ-
ated with relative orbital motion, shows several common rendezvous trajectories, and gives a historical
perspective of those missions and techniques that have come to define many of the fundamental stan-
dards associated with orbital rendezvous today. The second portion focuses on angles-only navigation.
It initially develops the algorithms and system models used for a closed-loop orbital rendezvous simu-
lation and then uses these truth models to construct a prototype angles-only navigation filter. The last
part of the dissertation utilizes the introductory material from the first two sections to answer the two
fundamental assertions proposed in this dissertation. This third segment begins with the relative pose
observability analysis by showing how angle measurements to various target features allows both the
relative position and orientation to be determined. Then, a comprehensive evaluation of the angles-only
navigation filter performance in a closed-loop GNC simulation is performed. This section concludes by
deriving the closed-form analytical observability criteria and then develops the theory for quantifying
the degree of detectability and calculating optimal maneuvers. Once the mathematical framework has
been established, a detailed analysis is performed to validate the observability criteria while providing
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insight into the performance of angles-only navigation for orbital rendezvous applications. Finally, the
key points of the dissertation are summarized with suggestions for future work related to angles-only
navigation and autonomous orbital rendezvous.
[This page intentionally left blank]
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Orbital Rendezvous
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Chapter 2
Orbital Rendezvous Trajectories
The trajectories utilized for orbital rendezvous can be classified in two distinct categories: ren-
dezvous operations and close proximity operations. Rendezvous operations generally occur at larger
relative distances and include approach trajectories that allow the chaser to catch-up to the target in
a strategic manner. Maneuvers required during this stage usually occur at intervals of hours or tens
of minutes which ensure proper phasing between the chaser and target orbits. Close proximity opera-
tions generally occur close to the target and are typically characterized by nearly continuous trajectory
control for docking or natural motion trajectories specially designed for station keeping. This chapter
begins by introducing the fundamental concepts of relative orbital motion and then presents a basis of
relative trajectories utilized for both rendezvous and close proximity operations.
2.1 Relative Orbital Motion
For a variety of space applications ranging from orbital rendezvous, to satellite formation flying,
to inspection missions, it is often convenient to express a vehicle’s position relative to a point other
than the Sun or central planet. Often times this other reference point is the target vehicle, but it can
be any arbitrary point such as the center of mass of a formation cluster. Describing the nonintuitive
relative motion between two or more orbiting vehicles has attracted much attention in the past several
decades and has produce a wealth of fundamental concepts and equations. Many of these ideas will be
required to understand, design, and analyze various orbital rendezvous trajectories, which include the
reference frame used to describe the relative orbital motion, the relative equations of motion, and the
affects of maneuvering during orbital rendezvous.
2.1.1 Relative Reference Frame
The relative reference frame is a rotating reference frame with the target vehicle acting as the
origin as shown in Figure 2.1. The adopted relative coordinate system, known as the Local Vertical
Local Horizontal (LVLH) reference frame, has three orthogonal basis vectors – {ex ey ez} – defined
approximately by the velocity, orbital angular velocity, and position of the target respectively. The
ez-axis points along the radial direction from the Earth to the target vehicle and for this reason is
often labeled as the r-bar. Since this axis describes the altitude or vertical position of the chaser with
respect to the target, it is also referred to as the altitude component or the local vertical. The ey-axis
is perpendicular to the target vehicle’s orbital plane in the direction of the target’s orbital angular
velocity. This out-of-plane motion is commonly known as the cross-track motion of the chaser. The
ex-axis is the local horizontal and is defined as the cross-product of the other two axes. It generally
points along the velocity vector of the target and describes how far downrange the chaser is from the
target. For these two reasons, this axis is called the v-bar or downrange direction. Mathematically,
each of these axes have the following definition,
Downrange: ex = ey × ez
Cross-Track: ey =
ω
T
|ω
T
|
Altitude: ez =
r
T
|r
T
|
(2.1)
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Fig. 2.1: Relative Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) reference frame.
where the target’s angular velocity is proportional to the cross product between its position and velocity
vectors.
ω
T
=
r
T
× v
T
|r
T
|2 (2.2)
Using this relative coordinate system, the chaser’s relative position, r, can be completely described as,
r = xex + y ey + z ez (2.3)
where x, y, and z are the downrange, cross-track, and altitude components of the relative position
vector, respectively.
2.1.2 Relative Equations of Motion
The relative equations of motion between two orbiting vehicles are nonlinear and generally do not
have a closed form solution without making several basic assumptions. One common assumption that
simplifies the problem significantly and ultimately helps produce a closed-form solution is that the two
vehicles are relatively close to one another. Under this assumption, the higher order nonlinear terms
can justifiably be neglected without compromising the solution’s accuracy. The resulting equations
are the well known Clohesy-Wiltshire (CW) equations [45] or Hill’s equations. However, a pseudo
closed-form solution can be derived without dropping the higher-order nonlinear gravitational terms
by treating them as disturbances or accelerations to the linearized system dynamics. The expression for
the relative motion that includes the nonlinear terms or other accelerations due to forces such as thrust
burns, solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, or any other possible external force acting on the
vehicle is derived in this section and will provide a means to establish the observability of angles-only
navigation later in Chapter 8. Let the relative position between two orbiting vehicles r be defined as
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the difference between the target and chaser position vectors, rC and rT .
r = r
C
− r
T
(2.4)
The relative acceleration as viewed in an inertial reference frame is simply the difference in the accel-
eration between the two vehicles,
(r¨)I = r¨C − r¨T (2.5)
where the derivative operator (˙) = d()/dt is with respect to time. A basic assumption for this derivation
of the CW equations is that the target is non-maneuvering but the chaser has the potential to perform
various maneuvers as needed. As a result, in addition to the gravitational acceleration acting on both
vehicles, g(r
C
) and g(r
T
), the thrust acceleration vector Γ also influence the dynamics of the chaser
spacecraft. So the relative acceleration in Eqn 2.5 can be written as,
(r¨)I = [ g(rC) + Γ ]− g(rT) (2.6)
where the chaser and target gravitational accelerations are due to a nonlinear, inverse-square gravity
field.
g(r
C
) =
µ
|r
C
|3 rC g(rT) =
µ
|r
T
|3rT (2.7)
By expanding the chaser’s gravity vector g(r
C
) in a Taylor series about the target reference orbit, it can
be expressed as a function of the target’s gravitational acceleration and the relative distance separating
the two vehicles,
g(r
C
) = g(r
T
) + g1 + g2 + · · · + g∞ (2.8)
where the vectors g1, g2 . . . , g∞, represent the first-order, second-order, and higher-order gravitational
terms, respectively. Substituting the expansion of the chaser’s gravitational acceleration from Eqn 2.8
into the expression for the relative acceleration in Eqn 2.6, the acceleration of the chaser relative to
the target as viewed from an inertial reference frame is an infinite sum of the gravitational vectors.
(r¨)I = Γ+
[
g1 + g2 + · · · + g∞
]
(2.9)
It is important to note that although the first-order gravitational term involves a matrix derived from
the partial derivative of the gravitational acceleration vector with respect to the position,
g1 =
[
∂g(r
T
)
∂r
T
]
r =
[
µ
|r
T
|5 (3rTr
T
T
− |r
T
|I)
]
r (2.10)
the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion require higher-dimensional arrays which can
not be represented in matrix form. As a result a summation convention is used [71] to compute the
higher-order gravity terms.
g1 =
1
1!


3∑
i=1
∂g
Tx
∂r
T
(i)
r(i)
3∑
i=1
∂g
Ty
∂r
T
(i)
r(i)
3∑
i=1
∂g
Tz
∂r
T
(i)
r(i)


g2 =
1
2!


3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
∂2g
Tx
∂r
T
(i)∂r
T
(j)
r(i)r(j)
3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
∂2g
Ty
∂r
T
(i)∂r
T
(j)
r(i)r(j)
3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
∂2g
Tz
∂r
T
(i)∂r
T
(j)
r(i)r(j)


(2.11)
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The cumbersome expressions for the gravitational partials in Eqn 2.11 simplify considerably when
evaluated in the rotating LVLH reference frame. In such a reference frame, the target’s position vector
points in the radial direction,
r
T
=

 00
|r
T
|

 (2.12)
and the gravitation acceleration terms (Eqn 2.11) in LVLH coordinates become,
g1 =
(
1
1!
)
µ
|r
T
|3

 −x−y
2z

 (2.13)
g2 =
(
1
2!
)
3µ
|rT|4

 2xz2yz
(x2 + y2 − 2z2)

 (2.14)
Notice that the direction of the acceleration due to the individual gravity terms is a function of the
relative position of the chaser with respect to the target while the magnitude of the gravitational
acceleration is dependent both on the magnitude of the target reference orbit |r
T
| and the relative
range separating the two spacecraft. The relative acceleration as viewed in the rotating LVLH frame,
r¨, can be obtained from the fundamental transformation,
r¨ = (r¨)I − 2ω × r˙ − ω˙ × r −ω × (ω × r) (2.15)
where r˙ = v is the relative velocity of the chaser as viewed in the rotating frame and ω represents the
angular velocity of the rotating frame with respect to the inertial frame. Substituting the expression
for the relative acceleration as viewed in the inertial frame from Eqn 2.9 into Eqn 2.15, the relative
acceleration as viewed in the rotating LVLH frame becomes,
r¨ = (a+ g1)− 2ω × r˙ − ω˙ × r −ω × (ω × r) (2.16)
where a = Γ +
[
g2 + · · · + g∞
]
represents the higher-order gravitational terms or other potential
accelerations acting on the chaser. For now, let the vectors in Eqn 2.16 be expressed in LVLH coordi-
nates such that the relative position, velocity, and acceleration vectors as viewed in the LVLH frame
along with first-order gravitational term and angular rate can be written in the form,
r =

 xy
z

 r˙ =

 x˙y˙
z˙

 r¨ =

 x¨y¨
z¨

 g1 =

 −ω2x−ω2y
2ω2z

 ω =

 0ω
0

 a =

 axay
az

 (2.17)
where ω2 =
µ
|rT |3
. Substituting the vectors in Eqn 2.17 into Eqn 2.16 and assuming the target is in a
circular orbit such that the angular rate is constant, a set of differential equations emerge similar in
form to the well-known CW equations.
 x¨y¨
z¨

 =

 −2ωz˙−ω2y
3ω2z + 2ωx˙

+

 axay
az

 (2.18)
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The well-known solution to this first-order differential equation is
x(t) = Φ(t, t0) x(t0) +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, µ)Bu(µ) dµ (2.19)
where the state transition matrix is a function of the transfer time ∆t = (t− t0) or the orbital transfer
angle ∆θ = ω∆t,
Φ(t, t0) =


1 0 6(s
θ
−∆θ) (4s
θ
− 3∆θ)/ω 0 2(c
θ
− 1)/ω
0 c
θ
0 0 s
θ
/ω 0
0 0 4− 3c
θ
2(1 − c
θ
)/ω 0 s
θ
/ω
0 0 6ω(c
θ
− 1) 4c
θ
− 3 0 −2s
θ
0 −ωs
θ
0 0 c
θ
0
0 0 3ωs
θ
2s
θ
0 c
θ


(2.20)
and s
θ
= sin(∆θ) and c
θ
= cos(∆θ). In the absense of any relative acceleration, the equations of motion
for the chaser’s downrange, cross-track, and altitude positions and rates as a function of time (t0 = 0)
and the initial conditions can also be expressed in the form,
x(t) =
[
6z0 +
4x˙0
ω
]
sin(ωt) +
[
2z˙0
ω
]
cos(ωt)−
[
6ωz0 + 3x˙0
]
t+
[
x0 −
2z˙0
ω
]
y(t) =
[
y0
]
cos(ωt) +
[
y˙0
ω
]
sin(ωt)
z(t) =
[
z˙0
ω
]
sin(ωt)−
[
3z0 +
2x˙0
ω
]
cos(ωt) +
[
4z0 +
2x˙0
ω
]
x˙(t) =
[
6ωz0 + 4x˙0
]
cos(ωt)−
[
2z˙0
]
sin(ωt)−
[
6ωz0 + 3x˙0
]
(2.21)
y˙(t) =
[
y˙0
]
cos(ωt)−
[
ω y0
]
sin(ωt)
z˙(t) =
[
z˙0
]
cos(ωt) +
[
3ωz0 + 2x˙0
]
sin(ωt)
2.1.3 Relative Orbital Maneuvering
Performing maneuvers for orbital rendezvous can be rather counter-intuitive. For example, to
speed up one must slow down or to slow down one must speed up. Understanding the affects of
maneuvers on the relative motion between two spacecraft is fundamental to developing and analyzing
the trajectories commonly used for orbital rendezvous. One concept that can make many of these non-
intuitive ideas become more intuitive is the idea of repeating relative motion. Imagine two spacecraft,
a target and chaser vehicle, with the same orbital period. After each revolution, they will return to the
same location and consequently have the same relative position. Under this circumstance, the chaser’s
relative motion will naturally repeat and remain unchanged until a maneuver is performed. For station
keeping and other close proximity operations, this is an ideal scenario. Note that the orbital period,
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Fig. 2.2: Impulsive maneuvers that affect the direction but not the magnitude of the orbital velocity.
P , is a function of the orbit’s semi-major axis a, and the gravitational constant µ.
P = 2π
√
a3
µ
(2.22)
The semi-major axis also defines the orbital energy, ǫ.
ǫ = − µ
2a
(2.23)
Combining these observations implies that the chaser’s relative motion with respect to the target will
be periodic if the orbital energy of each vehicle is the same. Extending this idea one step further, the
orbital energy is also a function of the velocity magnitude and radial distance of the vehicle.
ǫ =
v2
2
− µ
r
(2.24)
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(a) Changes in the orbit shape due to in-plane ∆v.
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(b) Changes in the orbit plane due to out-of-plane ∆v.
Fig. 2.3: Changes in the orbit due to impulsive ∆v maneuvers.
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If the chaser and target vehicles have the same velocity magnitude and radial distance, then the relative
motion naturally repeats. This leads to a key result. Assume that both vehicles are in the same circular
orbit as shown in Figure 2.2 such that the chaser is some distance downrange from the target. Changing
the chaser’s velocity such that only the direction of the velocity and not its magnitude is altered causes
the chaser’s orbital energy to remain equivalent to the target’s. Velocity changes that do not alter a
spacecraft’s orbital energy do not affect the orbital semi-major axis, a, but modify the orbital shape
and/or the orbital plane as shown in Figure 2.3. Maneuvers that are in-plane but simply rotate the
direction of the velocity vector change the orbital shape by altering the eccentricity e and argument
of perigee ω orbital parameters as depicted in Figure 2.3 (a). Out-of-plane velocity changes affect the
orbital plane by changing the inclination i and longitude of the ascending node Ω as seen in Figure 2.3
(b).
For the moment, continue to assume that the target and chaser vehicles are in the same circular
orbit as previously explained. In the LVLH frame, the velocity of the chaser vehicle is along the v-
bar. In near Earth orbit, the chaser is traveling at approximately 7, 880 m/s. During the terminal
rendezvous phase, the change of velocity due to a thruster burn is generally less then 1 m/s. An
interesting observation reveals that a ∆v burn perpendicular to the current velocity vector essentially
rotates the vector without changing its magnitude. Looking at Fig 2.4, ∆v burns that have only
components in the radial (altitude) or cross-track directions cause repeating relative maneuvers. A
∆v that has a component in the downrange or v-bar direction will change the velocity magnitude and
hence a change in orbital energy causing the chaser to eventually drift away.
Dv
vc
vc*
Downrange
Altitude
Target
Chaser
Fig. 2.4: Changes in orbital velocity due to small impulsive maneuvers.
2.2 Rendezvous Operations
After the launch and ascent phase, the chaser is maneuvered within the vicinity of the target and
initiates acquisition with the target vehicle. Once the chaser can detect the target using its navigation
sensors it begins the terminal rendezvous phase and continues approaching the target. Generally
maneuvers are intermittently executed placing the chaser on a natural motion trajectory that will
strategically guide it to a relatively close distance to the target. During this phase of rendezvous
operations, there are two fundamental approach trajectories to consider which include the hop and
co-elliptic trajectories.
2.2.1 Hop Trajectory
To introduce the hop trajectory, return to the scenario where the chaser is downrange from the
target on the v-bar as shown in Fig 2.5. If the chaser’s velocity is increased in the downrange direction,
notice that even though the direction was not altered, the growth in the velocity’s magnitude causes
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Fig. 2.5: The relative hop trajectory.
the orbital energy to increase. This change in energy modifies the period of the chaser’s orbit causing
the chaser to hop up and over the target as the target moves forward and under the chaser. The actual
relative size and distance of the hop can be computed as a function of the velocity change along the
v-bar. Once again, refer to Hill’s explicit solution describing the altitude, z(t), of the chaser vehicle.
z(t) =
z˙0
ω
sin (ωt)−
(
3z0 +
2x˙0
ω
)
cos (ωt) +
(
4z0 +
2x˙0
ω
)
For the given scenario, the initial altitude is zero (z0 = 0) and it is assumed that there is no velocity
change in the altitude direction, z˙0 = 0. With these constraints, the closed-form solution reduces to,
z(t) =
2x˙0
ω
(1− cos (ωt)) (2.25)
At a half a period (t = P2 ) when the chaser is at apogee, it reaches the peak of the hop, which is the
chaser’s maximum relative altitude.
z
(
P
2
)
=
4x˙0
ω
(2.26)
From this equation, the maximum relative altitude or height, ∆h, is four times the velocity change
divided by the orbital rate, ω.
∆h = 4
(
∆vx
ω
)
(2.27)
Now, given this same velocity change, how far downrange does the chaser travel after one orbital
period? The answer to this question can also be answered by analyzing Hill’s explicit equation for the
chaser’s downrange, x(t).
x(t) =
(
6z0 +
4x˙0
ω
)
sin (ωt) +
2z˙0
ω
cos (ωt)− (6ωz0 + 3x˙0) t+
(
x0 − 2z˙0
ω
)
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Applying the scenario constraints, z˙0 = 0 and z0 = 0, simplifies the above equation.
x(t) =
4x˙0
ω
sin (ωt)− 3x˙0t+ x0 (2.28)
The question asks how far downrange the chaser travels after one orbital period, so let t = P .
x(P ) = x0 − 3x˙0P (2.29)
Noting that the orbital period is inversely related to the orbital rate, P = 2pi
ω
, the distance downrange
the chaser travels every orbital period, xP , is −6π times the ∆v/orbital rate ratio.
x
P
= −6π
(
∆vx
ω
)
(2.30)
By substituting Eqn 2.27 for ∆vx, the downrange distance can be expressed as a function of the change
in height, ∆h.
x
P
= −3π
2
∆h ≈ 5∆h (2.31)
The relationship between the applied ∆v along the v-bar (∆vx) and the size of the hop is shown
pictorially in Fig 2.6.
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Fig. 2.6: Hop trajectory dimensions.
2.2.2 Co-Elliptic Approach
The co-elliptic orbit serves as a common trajectory to either approach or move away from the
target. On a co-elliptic trajectory the chaser vehicle flies directly over (or under) the target at a
constant altitude. Using Fig 2.7 as a guide, the co-elliptic approach requires the chaser vehicle to be in
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Fig. 2.7: The relative co-elliptic trajectory.
a co-elliptic (or co-centric) orbit with the target. Since they have different radial distances, one vehicle
will travel faster than the other causing the chaser vehicle to either approach or move away from the
target at a constant altitude. Depending on the altitude, z0, of the chaser with respect to the target,
the associated approach velocity can be determined by analyzing Hill’s equation for the altitude rate,
z˙(t).
z˙(t) = z˙0 cos (ωt) + (3ωz0 + 2x˙0) sin (ωt)
For the chaser to maintain a constant altitude above the target, the altitude rate of change, z˙(t), must
be zero. Notice that this condition occurs if the initial altitude rate, z˙0, equals zero and the term
(3ωz0 + 2x˙0) is also equal to zero.
z˙0 = 0 (2.32)
x˙0 = −3
2
ωz0 (2.33)
Thus, if the chaser’s velocity in the altitude and downrange directions meet the above requirements,
then the chaser will be on a co-elliptic approach with an initial altitude, z0.
Often times the question arises, how far downrange does the chaser travel in one orbital period?
or half period? Again, by applying the specific constraints to Hill’s equations, a simple relationship is
produced that relates the downrange distance travelled in one orbital period, x
P
, to the initial height,
z0. The equation describing the downrange motion of the chaser, x(t), is repeated.
x(t) =
(
6z0 +
4x˙0
ω
)
sin (ωt) +
2z˙0
ω
cos (ωt)− (6ωz0 + 3x˙0) t+
(
x0 − 2z˙0
ω
)
Knowing that the orbital rate is inversely proportion to the orbital period, ω = 2pi
P
, the value of x(t)
after one period, t = P , reduces to
x(P ) = −12πz0 + 3x˙0P + x0 (2.34)
Now, since the chaser is on a co-elliptic orbit, then specific information is known about its downrange
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rate, x˙0, from Eqn 2.33. Using this value for the initial downrange rate, x˙0, the downrange location
after one orbit is
x(P ) = −3πz0 + x0 (2.35)
In one orbital period, the chaser will travel downrange precisely, xP, given the initial co-elliptic altitude
of z0.
x
P
= −3πz0 ≈ −10z0 (2.36)
Note that this result is independent of the orbital period! Whether two spacecraft are in high or low
altitude orbits around Earth or any other planet, the distance traveled downrange on the co-elliptic is
the same given a specific relative height, z0.
2.3 Close Proximity Operations
Close proximity operations generally occur when the chaser is close to the target and preparing to
either dock or perform some type of station keeping profile. For docking, a nearly continuous trajectory
control is often implemented. Although this powered flight approach using a closed loop controller is
not the most fuel efficient, it allows the chaser to have fine control precision as it nears the target. Other
trajectories exist, particularly for station keeping, that rely on the natural orbital motion to maintain
a desired relative location. If maneuvers are needed they are usually executed at intervals ranging from
tens of minutes to several hours. These trajectories typically require minimal fuel consumption. Since
both powered flight and natural motion trajectories play a critical role in orbital rendezvous, specific
profiles of each are discussed. There are three common natural motion trajectories that are outlined;
the football, oscillating, and v-bar stationary trajectories. The continuous thrust trajectories that are
reviewed include the v-bar approach and r-bar station-keeping profiles.
2.3.1 V-bar Stationary
Perhaps the simplest example of a natural motion trajectory used for close proximity operations is
the v-bar station-keeping trajectory shown in Figure 2.8 where the chaser vehicles appears to sit fixed
downrange from the target. As alluded to earlier, the chaser maintains this constant relative position
when it is in the same circular orbit as the target with a slight phase in the true anomaly. Although
a simple concept, it provides a practical solution for station keeping and serves as a building block for
other orbital rendezvous strategies.
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Fig. 2.8: The v-bar station keeping trajectory.
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2.3.2 Football Orbit
The football orbit viewed pictorially in Fig 2.9 serves as a unique natural motion trajectory. This
elliptical relative motion is often employed to keep the chaser in a holding pattern downrange from
the target for station keeping, but it is also used to have the chaser circumnavigate or orbit about
the target for inspections. Although several mathematical derivations will be employed to show the
relationship between velocity changes and the size and shape of the football trajectory, first a conceptual
explanation is given to hopefully provide a practical intuition to the problem.
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Fig. 2.9: The relative football orbit.
One way to illustrate this relative motion is using the repeating relative motion concept introduced
earlier and the vis-viva equation. Assume once again that both vehicles are in the same circular orbit
with the chaser downrange. If a thruster burn is applied in the altitude (or radial) direction, the chaser
begins to increase in altitude. Remember, this velocity maneuver does not change the magnitude of the
chaser’s velocity vector, just its direction. As a consequence, the chaser maintains the same semi-major
axis and orbital period, but the shape of the orbit changes. In fact, the eccentricity of the chaser’s orbit
is increased causing apogee 1 to increase and perigee 2 to decrease as shown in Fig 2.9. This change in
apogee and perigee causes the football shaped relative trajectory. As the chaser begins to increase in
altitude its radial distance from the Earth increases. According to the vis-viva equation, an increase
in radial distance causes a decrease in the velocity.
v2 = µ
(
2
r
− 1
a
)
(2.37)
The relative effect is to have the chaser arch upward and then slowly drift back. When the chaser reaches
apogee and begins to head towards perigee, its radial distance decreases and its velocity increases. In
fact, as it approaches perigee, its radial distance is less then the target, causing it to move at a faster
speed underneath the target. Since the velocity change (∆v) due to the thruster does not change the
semi-major axis of the chaser, its orbital period remains the same causing it to return to is initial
relative position prior to the burn.
1Apogee is the point on the orbit that has the furthest distance from the Earth
2Perigee is the point on the orbit that has the shortest distance from the Earth
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Looking at this scenario more closely using Hill’s Equations reveals an interesting relationship
between the size of the football and the magnitude of the radial ∆v burn. Given that the chaser is
some distance downrange, x0, of the target on the v-bar, implies that the chaser’s relative altitude is
zero, z0 = 0. Also, to enter in this relative football pattern from the v-bar, it was shown that the
∆v could not have any downrange component, x˙0 = 0. The portion of Hill’s equations (see Eqn 2.21)
describing the chaser’s downrange position as a function of time, x(t), is restated.
x(t) =
(
6z0 +
4x˙0
ω
)
sin (ωt) +
2z˙0
ω
cos (ωt)− (6ωz0 + 3x˙0) t+
(
x0 − 2z˙0
ω
)
Given the constraints that, z0 = 0 and x˙0 = 0, then the downrange equation reduces to reveal that the
chaser oscillates in the v-bar direction with an initial offset, x0.
x(t) =
2z˙0
ω
[cos (ωt)− 1] + x0 (2.38)
Remember, after a quarter period (t = P/4) when the chaser is at the peak of the football, Eqn 2.38
simplifies even further 3.
x
(
P
4
)
= −2z˙0
ω
+ x0 (2.39)
The semi-major axis of the relative football trajectory is the magnitude of this downrange change after
a quarter revolution. Given that the ∆v is only in the radial (or altitude) direction (∆vz = z˙0), then
the semi-major axis or width of the relative football orbit, a
Football
, is simply twice the velocity change
over the orbital rate, ω.
a
Football
= 2
(
∆vz
ω
)
(2.40)
The value of the football semi-minor axis or its height, b
Football
, can be computed in a similar fashion
using Hill’s equation for the chaser’s relative altitude, z(t), to the target.
z(t) =
z˙0
ω
sin (ωt)−
(
3z0 +
2x˙0
ω
)
cos (ωt) +
(
4z0 +
2x˙0
ω
)
Again, substituting the initial conditions, x˙0 = 0 and z0 = 0, into the above equation shows that the
chaser’s motion in the altitude direction is also cyclic.
z(t) =
z˙0
ω
sin (ωt) (2.41)
Note that the semi-minor axis of the relative football trajectory is the altitude of the chaser at the
peak of the football, which occurs after a quarter of a period.
z
(
P
4
)
=
z˙0
ω
(2.42)
3Note that the orbital angular rate, ω, is inversely related to the period, P .
ω =
2pi
P
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So the semi-minor axis is simply the ratio of the ∆v over the orbital angular rate, ω.
b
Football
=
∆vz
ω
(2.43)
In conclusion, the shape of the relative football trajectory is an ellipse with a 2:1 ratio of the semi-major
axis to the semi-minor axis, where the size of the football is directly proportional to the magnitude of
the change in the radial velocity, ∆vz, as shown in Fig 2.10.
a
Football
b
Football
=
2
(
∆vz
ω
)
(
∆vz
ω
) = 2
1
(2.44)
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Fig. 2.10: Football trajectory dimensions.
2.3.3 Oscillating Orbit
The oscillating orbit is the next fundamental orbit. Perhaps this station keeping motion is more
intuitive to understand than the football orbit. By inclining the orbital plane of the chaser vehicle
as shown in Figure 2.11, cross-track motion is induced. The larger the inclination change the greater
the out-of-plane motion. Allow yet again the chaser to start initially downrange from the target on
the same circular orbit. Now a velocity change in the cross-track direction will change the orbital
inclination of the chaser causing it to have a relative yo-yo affect along the cross-track. From Hills
equations the motion in the cross-track direction, y(t), is completely de-coupled from the other relative
axes.
y(t) = y0 cos (ωt) +
y˙0
ω
sin (ωt)
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Fig. 2.11: Out-of-plane oscillating relative motion trajectory.
Given the assumption that the chaser is initially on the v-bar, then the initial out-of-plane component
is zero (y0 = 0) and the cross-track equation can be simplified.
y(t) =
y˙0
ω
sin (ωt) (2.45)
Suppose it is desired to know the maximum out-of-plane distance, ∆y, the chaser travels given a ∆v
burn in the cross-track direction (∆vy = y˙0). Using Eqn 2.45, the answer is simply the magnitude of
the velocity change divided by the orbital rate, ω.
∆y =
∆vy
ω
(2.46)
Hence, the ∆v required to travel ∆y meters out-of-plane relative to the target is ∆vy = ω∆y.
2.3.4 R-bar Station Keeping
It is often desired to have a relative trajectory that allows the chaser to hover either above or
below the target at a constant relative altitude as shown in Figure 2.12. Unlike a v-bar station-keeping
profile introduced earlier, in order to hold a fixed location directly over the target spacecraft the chaser
must thrust continually using onboard actuators. Although this r-bar station-keeping trajectory is
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Fig. 2.12: Relative r-bar station-keeping trajectory.
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inherently more expensive in terms of fuel expenditure than a v-bar station-keeping trajectory, mission
requirements may justify the additional costs in fuel. The required acceleration in LVLH coordinates,
a(t) = [ax ay az]
T , needed to produce this constant relative motion can be derived from the continuous
linear CW-equations derived in Eqn 2.18.
Downrange: ax = x¨+ 2ωz˙
Cross-Track: ay = y¨ + ω
2y
Altitude: az = z¨ − 2ωx˙− 3ω2z
(2.47)
For an r-bar station-keeping trajectory, the chaser’s relative acceleration and velocity in the downrange,
cross-track, and altitude directions must be zero such that x¨ = y¨ = z¨ = x˙ = y˙ = z˙ = 0. In addition, the
chaser’s relative position in the cross-track and downrange directions are also zero (x = y = 0) with a
constant altitude z = z0 . Plugging these values for the relative acceleration, velocity, and position into
Eqn 2.47 reveals that the constant acceleration needed to maintain a constant altitude either above or
below the target vehicle is simply,
a(t) =
[
0 0 −3ω2z0
]T
(2.48)
2.3.5 V-bar Approach
A common terminal phase approach used for docking is the v-bar approach as illustrated in Figure
2.13. Typically the chaser vehicle is station-keeping on the v-bar when the moment arrives to slowly
close-in on the target. According to orbital mechanics, if the chaser does not perform some onboard
acceleration, it will remain on the v-bar at a constant relative distance either in front of or behind
the target. In order to make this transition along the v-bar towards the target, the chaser must give
an impulsive burn in the downrange direction to initiate the relative motion towards the target and
then continually thrust downward or upward at a rate proportional to the approach velocity. To show
this, refer back to the continuous CW-equations from Eqn 2.18 which are once again re-written for
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Fig. 2.13: Relative v-bar approach trajectory.
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convenience.
Downrange: ax = x¨+ 2ωz˙
Cross-Track: ay = y¨ + ω
2y
Altitude: az = z¨ − 2ωx˙− 3ω2z
(2.49)
For a constant v-bar approach trajectory with a desired relative velocity v
C
and no cross-track or
altitude motion, then the actual relative acceleration, velocity, and position of the chaser must follow
the constraints;
x¨ = 0 y¨ = 0 z¨ = 0
x˙ = v
C
y˙ = 0 z˙ = 0
x = x0vC y = 0 z = 0
(2.50)
Substituting these constraints from Eqn 2.50 into the relative motion dynamics re-written in Eqn 2.49
produces the required continuous thrust acceleration for a chaser spacecraft to approach the target
vehicle along the v-bar at a constant relative rate v
C
.
a(t) =
[
0 0 −2ω v
C
]T
(2.51)
The acceleration profile in Eqn 2.51 assumes the chaser initially has a downrange velocity of v
C
. In the
scenario where the chaser is initially station-keeping on the v-bar (x˙ = 0), this approach speed needs
to be generated. One technique that could be used to change the downrange velocity from zero to v
C
is
to instantaneously change the chaser’s relative velocity. Once the chaser has this desired rate, then all
it must do is continuously thrust radially downward or upward to maintain its position on the v-bar
while it converges toward the target. So the required acceleration profile for a v-bar approach from a
v-bar station-keeping trajectory is simply,
a(t) =
[
v
C
δ(t − t0) 0 −2ω vC
]T
(2.52)
where δ(t− t0) is the Dirac delta function used to model an instantaneous velocity change.
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Chapter 3
Orbital Rendezvous Experience
Currently, the majority of all the spaceflight experience in orbital rendezvous comes from the
United States and Russian space programs. Practically from the on-set, both programs took two
distinct approaches. The U.S. favored a more manual approach which allowed greater initial flexibility
and eliminated the need for additional redundancy and complexity [72]. The downside to this mode of
operation is that each mission becomes unique and requires specialized training and planning making
the process more labor intensive and expensive [73]. The Russians pursued an automated methodology
that used the crew in override or monitoring roles. Although the initial development costs were high, the
system has become very reliable with standardizations that provide significant cost benefits in repetitive
routine operations [74]. The history of these two storied programs reveals the basic challenges associated
with orbital rendezvous and their proposed solutions which have served as standards over the past four
or five decades. In fact, many of the fundamental concepts and techniques of orbital rendezvous
engineered in the early space age continue today largely unchanged. However, the motivation and
purpose for orbital rendezvous is beginning to change from those of the past causing a re-evaluation
of these traditional methods and exploring the possibility of new innovative ideas, particularly in the
area of autonomous orbital rendezvous navigation systems.
Much has been written regarding the technology that has made orbital rendezvous possible [20,75],
some have even reported how it was actually performed for particular programs [76–79], but little has
been mentioned about these particular methods in context of the motivation behind their selection and
how they have affected the course of orbital rendezvous. In addition a thorough summary of both past
and present rendezvous navigation systems and rendezvous operations has not been published. Thus,
the objective of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive overview of the programs and missions that
have come to define orbital rendezvous by 1) highlighting the early rendezvous navigation systems and
techniques in context of the rationale and events behind them, 2) showing how they have matured to
influence ensuing programs, and 3) explaining why and how these traditional methods are beginning
to be replaced in current and future missions with new autonomous approaches.
3.1 The Birth of Orbital Rendezvous
In some respects, the birth of orbital rendezvous came in the 1960’s during the height of the space
race between the United States and the Soviet Union. It was during this era that orbital rendezvous
transformed from a mere concept to reality. For the first time governments established programs and
allocated significant resources for the primary purpose of building equipment, forming procedures, and
establishing the necessary technology for orbital rendezvous. Since orbital rendezvous had never been
previously accomplished, this creation period generated countless ideas that were eventually molded
and refined into the basic standards of today. Ironically, two distinct approaches emerged from these
competitive rivals; manual and automated rendezvous, which have served as standards over the past
several decades. Although these roads to orbital rendezvous were different, they are complimentary
and together converge on the road toward autonomous orbital rendezvous. For this purpose, attention
will be given to the four programs that symbolize this new stage of space flight which includes Vostok,
Gemini, Soyuz, and Apollo.
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3.1.1 Vostok
Some may claim that the first orbital rendezvous occurred on August 12, 1962 when the Russian
Vostok 4 spacecraft piloted by Pavel Popovich was launched into orbit and came within 6.5 km of
Vostok 3, launched the previous day with cosmonaut Andriyan Nikolayev at the controls [80]. Neither
spacecraft had the necessary maneuvering capability to maintain their relative position so they even-
tually drifted over 850 km apart before the end of the day [81]. Regardless of the official status of
this dual mission, it ignited the speculation that orbital rendezvous and docking missions were on the
horizon [82]. Less than a year later, a similar dual mission, historically known for launching the first
woman in space, performed a similar rendezvous feat. On June 16, 1963 Valentina Tereshkova who was
the only cosmonaut launched aboard Vostok 6 came within 5 km of Vostok 5. Once again, the direct
ascent trajectory did not allow the two non-maneuvering vehicles to maintain a close relative distance.
The Vostok program was analogous to the United States Mercury program whose primary ob-
jective was to place an astronaut into Earth orbit, examine man’s ability to survive and function in
the weightlessness of space, and return him safely back to Earth. The Soviet’s initial experience with
manned spaceflight reveals valuable insight about their tendency to gravitate toward automated sys-
tems. The fame of this program came when Yuriy Gagarin orbited once about the earth in Vostok 1
becoming the first man in space on April 12, 1961.1 Shortly after Gagarin’s flight, eighteen Vostok-type
spacecraft were ordered, half of which were for piloted missions and the others reserved for military
reconnaissance missions. The military’s influence in the space program pushed to maximize the use of
automatic devices, with manual override to be used only in emergencies to require minimal redesign
between manned and reconnaissance missions [80]. In addition, the Vostok program lacked specific
objectives and as it evolved the military’s presence became more apparent. At times, the piloted space
program was not only reduced to a non-priority, but it was viewed as a hinderance to the reconnais-
sance effort [81]. This perspective carried over into subsequent programs and continued to prevail as
an underlying idealogy for the Russian space program.
3.1.2 Gemini
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Gemini program served as a bridge between
the path-breaking but limited Earth-orbital missions of Project Mercury and the unprecedented lunar
missions of Apollo. With President John F. Kennedy’s historical speech that committed the United
States of landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely to Earth, Gemini’s central purpose was
defined. Gemini was charged to demonstrate several key objectives including long duration space flight,
astronaut activity outside the confines of a spacecraft, and precision landing. However, Gemini was
first and foremost a project to develop and prove equipment and techniques for orbital rendezvous and
docking [84]. The goal was manned orbital rendezvous, not automated orbital rendezvous. From the
onset of the program, manned space flight was the top priority and automated features were included
only when time and budget constraints allowed. If a decision between manual or autonomous control
was debatable, the scale tipped in favor of manual operation. Autonomy became a nicety, not a
necessity. This trend and view of spaceflight shaped the techniques and methods of orbital rendezvous
implemented by the U.S. space program for the years that followed and continues to exist today.
By the summer of 1965 Gemini’s rendezvous test flights began with Gordon Cooper and Charles
Conrad piloting Gemini V in a phantom rendezvous operation which became the first ever astronaut-
controlled maneuver in space. Later that year the first ever orbital rendezvous between two spacecraft
occurred. On December 4th Frank Borman and James Lovell were launched into orbit aboard Gemini
1Alan Shephard made his famous Freedom 7 flight on May 15, 1961 a month after Yuriy Gagarin’s flight. Shephard
was scheduled to make his launch a few months earlier in March, but due to some minor problems with the booster,
NASA delayed his flight until early May to allow time for more unmanned testing. If this delay had never occurred, the
title of “first man in space” could have belonged to Alan Shephard [83].
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VII for a long duration space flight mission. Eleven days into their flight, on the 15th of December,
Walter Schirra and Thomas Stafford pulled their Gemini VI spacecraft to within 40 m of Gemini VII for
the first-ever orbital rendezvous. Over the next three orbits the two spacecraft stayed within ranges of
30 cm to 90 m. The first docking between two spacecraft finally occurred several months later on March
16, 1966 when Neil Armstrong and Dave Scott docked Gemini VIII with an Agena target vehicle. This
great success did not last long when a stuck thruster valve [85] caused the two vehicles to inadvertently
roll. Unable to stop this undesirable motion, Armstrong undocked Gemini throwing them into a violent
spin. Switching to the reentry control thrusters, they were able to stabilize the spacecraft, but forced
to cut the mission short. The astronauts’ effective display of detecting and resolving mission critical
problems in real-time seemed to reinforce NASA’s position of using manual control over autonomous
systems. The Gemini program ended with four successful missions including the accolades of the
first dual rendezvous, the first rendezvous with a passive target using optical navigation, and various
tethered operations.
The baseline mission for Gemini’s orbital rendezvous flights used an Atlas rocket to launch an
unmanned Agena vehicle into a 298 km circular orbit to serve as the target vehicle. Once in orbit,
Agena was stabilized using attitude and maneuvering control systems. It could be operated either
by radar commands from the Gemini spacecraft or a UHF command link from the ground. Agena’s
docking adapter was equipped with flashing acquisition lights, submerged floodlights, and phospho-
rescent markings to enhance visibility and it also contained a radar transponder that received signals
from the chaser’s transmitter and amplified the return to improve observability [86]. Following Agena’s
successful orbit insertion, the Gemini spacecraft was carried to orbit on a Titan launch vehicle and
acted as the chaser. After the initial ascent phase, the Gemini spacecraft was eventually inserted into
a co-elliptic orbit [87] 28 km below the Agena vehicle as shown in Figure 3.1. This nominal height
differential between the two spacecraft was based on a tradeoff between a desire to be close enough to
allow visual acquisition of the target but distanced enough to minimize the sensitivity to orbit insertion
errors. When Gemini was about 60 km (33 nautical miles) down range, the relative elevation angle to
the target reached the discrete value of 27.2 degrees which cued the astronauts to execute an impulsive
maneuver known as the terminal phase initiation (TPI) burn. This maneuver transitioned the Gem-
ini spacecraft from the coelliptic approach trajectory to an intercept trajectory with the Agena target
vehicle. If needed, two mid-course corrections maneuvers were executed to correct for trajectory disper-
sions [88]. The maneuver resulting from this strategically designed orbit pointed along the line-of-sight
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Fig. 3.1: Gemini co-elliptic approach trajectory.
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to the Agena spacecraft. If for any reason the radar or onboard computer system malfunctioned, the
astronauts could measure the elevation angle with a sextant and perform the maneuver manually.2
During the final breaking phase, the target could be clearly detected against the stellar background
with small line-of-site rates to the target. These and other desirable pilot-oriented features were prime
factors for the selection of the co-elliptic rendezvous flight plan.
Gemini was equipped with an interferometric-type rendezvous radar system that provided range
and angle data at distances varying from 450 km down to 150 m. The onboard computer received this
data and displayed it to the astronauts. When the Gemini vehicle was close enough to Agena, the
astronauts manually controlled the spacecraft using the pilot displays and optical markings on Agena
for navigation aides. At a relative separation between 15-60 m, the rendezvous radar could no longer
generate accurate range data. At this point, visual observations to the docking features provided the
only relative navigation information [74]. Besides relying heavily upon the eyeball ranging system as
some astronauts referred to it [90], the relative orientation between Gemini and Agena was entirely
determined by the astronauts eyesight. Of course Agena was commanded and controlled to some
nominal orientation suitable for docking, but the Gemini spacecraft did not contain the instrumentation
to independently detect the relative attitude between the two spacecraft.
3.1.3 Soyuz
By the spring of 1967, almost two years had passed since a piloted Soviet flight. There was
clearly immense political pressure to get manned flights off the ground as the world witnessed one
successful Gemini mission after another. The long delay only led to exaggerated expectations of the
Soyuz program that it would deliver a spectacular mission involving complicated manned operations
in orbit [91]. In some respects, many of the expectations were met despite some significant set backs.
This program accomplished the first rendezvous and docking between two robotic spaceships, the first
docking of two piloted vehicles, and the first transfer of crew members to another ship [80]. Like the
Gemini program, the Soyuz program established the fundamental orbital rendezvous capabilities and
techniques for the Russian space program. Unlike Gemini however, the Soyuz vehicle was designed
primarily for automated orbital rendezvous with piloted capabilities generally reserved for contingency
operations. It was a far more complex spacecraft than Gemini. Its autonomous operation led to a
longer development process and initial problems that may have cost Russia the race to the moon, but
it eventually produced a reliable efficient system used for decades that followed.
The Soyuz program had the following basic profile for each mission. The active Soyuz vehicle
or the chaser was launched first followed by a direct orbit insertion of the passive or target Soyuz
spacecraft the ensuing day. Each was equipped with the Igla (Needle) rendezvous navigation system
that provided relative position and attitude information for the chaser Soyuz to rendezvous and dock
with the target Soyuz [92–94]. As shown in Figure 3.2, there were five different types of RF antennas
between the two vehicles; each labeled in the top diagram as A, B, C, D, and E. Antenna A was a fixed
omni-direction antenna used by the target Soyuz to identify its location by broadcasting continuous
wave signals. Antenna B was a rotating reception antenna located on both spacecraft used to provide
relative orientation information. Antenna C was a transmit/recieve narrow beam gimbaled dish antenna
located on the chaser Soyuz to track the angular motion of the target vehicle. Antenna D was a fixed
dish antenna mounted on the target spacecraft to transmit ranging data back to the chaser vehicle.
2During the Gemini XII mission, the last flight of the Gemini program, the rendezvous radar system malfunctioned
producing intermittent signals that the onboard computer refused to accept. Buzz Aldrin, whose doctoral work at MIT
focused on this very problem [2], used a manual sighting sextant to measure the relative elevation angle to the Agena target
vehicle. Based on these observations and various rendezvous charts, Jim Lovell was able to pilot the Gemini spacecraft
to rendezvous and dock with Agena [89].
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Fig. 3.2: The Soyuz Igla (Needles) rendezvous radar system.
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Antenna E was another fixed antenna on the chaser used in close proximity operations to eliminate
nonlinear anomalies that were amplified at close ranges.
At the point of orbit insertion, the target Soyuz was remarkably brought within kilometers of
the chaser Soyuz [80] and both vehicles began the mutual search and acquisition phase as shown in
the bottom of Figure 3.2. First, the target spacecraft transmitted signals using its two omni-direction
antennas (A) to alert the chaser vehicle of its current location. Until the signal was acquired, the chaser
spacecraft slowly rotated searching for the beacon signals with its rotating receiver antennas (B). Once
acquisition occurred, the chaser spacecraft pointed itself toward the target and maintained this relative
attitude. When the chaser spacecraft oriented itself properly, it transmitted an interrogation signal
through its narrow beam antenna (C) towards the target. The target craft picked up the interrogation
with one of its rotating reception antennas (B) and used this signal to orient its narrow beam antenna
in the direction of the chaser spacecraft. With both spacecraft generally aligned, the Igla system
began bringing the two vehicles together. The target spacecraft switched off the omni-beacon (A)
but continued to receive the interrogation signals from the chaser vehicle by its rotating antennas (B)
and retransmitted them through its fixed narrow beam antenna (D). The chaser’s gimballed antenna
(C) picked up this rebroadcast signal and the chaser’s onboard computer used these observations to
determine range, range-rate, and the rotation of the line-of-sight vector. Using a control law that kept
the line-of-sight rotation to zero and the range rate to some desired function of range, the chaser vehicle
slowly3 closed the relative distance until docking was achieved.
The heralded Soyuz 1 launch ended in a deadly catastrophe, which derailed the Russian manned
space program. On the 23rd of April 1967, cosmonaut Vladimir Komarov piloted the Soyuz 1 spacecraft
into orbit with plans to rendezvous and dock with the Soyuz 2 vehicle containing three crew members.
It would be the first docking and crew transfer between two piloted spaceships. For years Komarov
and other commanders debated with engineers over the operation mode for docking as to whether the
Igla system should perform the entire procedure. The cosmonauts were reluctant to let automation
do the whole thing and suggested that the Igla system could autonomously bring the active vehicle
within 200-300 m of the passive vehicle, following which the cosmonaut could manually dock the two
spacecraft. Just a few days prior to the launch of Soyuz 1, this semi-automatic approach won approval.
Unfortunately, none of these plans materialized when the Soyuz 1 spacecraft began having problems
with the solar panel deployment, the back-up antenna system, and the attitude control sensor [91]. The
launch of Soyuz 2 was immediately canceled and Soyuz 1 was ordered to return home. Upon reentry,
the parachutes did not open, causing the vehicle to smash into the ground, killing Komarov.
Although manned operations came to a temporary halt, automated missions continued to move
forward. Under the cover name of Kosmos 186 (chaser) and Kosmos 188 (target) two unmanned Soyuz
prototypes were launched in October of 1967 and performed the first ever rendezvous and docking
between two robotic spaceships. After Kosmos 188 direct ascent brought it within 24 km of Kosmos
186, the Igla rendezvous radar system automatically guided the two vehicles together within sixty-two
minutes of the launch of Kosmos 188 [96]. A similar successful unmanned rendezvous and docking
mission was performed six months later with Kosmos 212 (chaser) and Kosmos 213 (target). This
impressive display of automation bolstered their position of using automation and cast a questioning
shadow upon Soviet piloted flights.
By October of 1968, six months following the successful mission of Kosmos 212/213, manned
missions were back in the rotation. On the 27th of October, a day after the unmanned launch of Soyuz
2, Georgiy Beregovoy was placed into orbit aboard Soyuz 3. The Igla system automatically brought the
Soyuz 3 vehicle to within 200 m of the Soyuz 2 target when Beregovoy took over the controls. Due to
piloting errors, he exhausted too much fuel and was unable to dock the spacecraft [96]. The perception
3For the Soyuz 4/5 rendezvous mission, the Soyuz 4 approached the Soyuz 5 craft at a rate of 25 cm/s until hard
dock [95].
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of manual control was once again tainted. What finally cemented Russia’s commitment to automated
space flight came a few months later in December of 1968 when Apollo 8 circled the moon. Unable to
keep pace with Apollo, the Russian space program shifted gears. It now claimed that manned lunar
flights were never in their plans but that the key of exploring other planets was automation beginning
with the development of orbital space stations. From this point on, automation and space station
building became the rallying creed of the Russian space agency. The high expectations of the Soyuz
program eventually materialized in January of 1969 with the Soyuz 4/5 orbital rendezvous, docking
and crew transfer mission that the Russians strategically proclaimed as the world’s first “experimental
orbital station” [95]. The program finally concluded in October of 1969 with an impressive rendezvous
mission involving three Soyuz vehicles, but these final missions failed to receive much attention with
NASA already sending routine trips to the moon.
3.1.4 Apollo
The Apollo lunar program was the original motivation and inspiration for the U.S. Space program
to develop the capabilities for orbital rendezvous. It was well understood that in order to go to the
moon and return the astronauts safely back to Earth, orbital rendezvous would be required and the time
had finally come for its implementation. Although these moon missions were unprecedented and would
eventually take 24 astronauts to lunar orbit and land 12 of them on the surface, the orbital rendezvous
and docking techniques had been tried and proven. For Apollo, the critical orbital rendezvous phase
occurred in lunar orbit with the ascent stage of the lunar excursion module (LEM) chasing the target
command/service module (CSM) in order to rendezvous and dock prior to the return trip back to
Earth. Similar to the Gemini program, the LEM was equipped with a digital guidance computer, an
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), optical equipment, and rendezvous radar [97, 98]. The rendezvous
radar provided the range, range rate, and bearing to the CSM and operated at ranges from 740 km to
24 m [74]. During the entire rendezvous process, astronauts played an important role from monitoring
the launch to actually docking the LEM to the CSM.
Approximately 70 seconds after the CSM passed over the LEM’s landing site in its 110 km circular
orbit, the LEM ascent stage was launched from the lunar surface as shown in Figure 3.3. At an altitude
of 18 km it was inserted into a transfer orbit (point A) that would bring it 28 km below the CSM (point
B) into a co-elliptic phasing orbit. About 2.5 hours after lift-off the terminal phase initiation (TPI)
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Fig. 3.3: Apollo orbital rendezvous scenario.
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burn occurred (point C).4 At this critical point the look angle to the CSM as measured from the LEM’s
local horizontal (i.e. elevation angle), reached 26.6 degrees. Regardless of the actual height differential
between the two vehicles, this angle corresponded with a required thrust in the direction toward
the CSM which provided a convenient visual reference in emergency backup situations. Nominally,
the magnitude of this burn was about 7.6 m/s and would cause the LEM to intercept the CSM
approximately 45 minutes later following a 130 degree central-angle travel. This central travel angle
(i.e. the angle between point C, the center of the moon, and D) of 130 degrees was chosen from Gemini
experience as the optimum value to produce desirable line-of-sight rates during the final approach. The
entire rendezvous sequence is completed approximately 3.5 hours after lift-off with the docking of the
two spacecraft [78].
After the historic lunar missions of Apollo, the United States followed the Russian course of
pursuing the capability of developing orbital space stations for long space duration missions. The first
of which, Skylab, was built and visited using the Apollo spacecraft. The same Apollo vehicle was also
used to rendezvous and dock with the Russian Soyuz vehicle for the first ever link-up between spacecraft
from different nations. Although these missions played an important role in gaining experience with
orbital rendezvous, they essentially implemented the same orbital rendezvous technology and techniques
described previously for the Apollo lunar missions. The close of the Apollo era signaled the beginning
of a new phase of orbital rendezvous.
3.2 Orbital Rendezvous Refined
Following the race to the moon humans had developed the ability to have frequent access to space
and maintain a long term presence there. The focus of the two competing space programs shifted
from creating orbital rendezvous technology to implementing these newly acquired capabilities. The
innovative applications ranged from the construction and routine use of space stations to retrieving and
servicing a variety of space assets. Although orbital rendezvous played a pivotal role and advancements
continued, the major emphasis was on the application of orbital rendezvous, not the enhancement of its
fundamental principles. As expected, both the United States and Russian space programs utilized their
respective manual and automated rendezvous approaches with limited modifications to either of the
two original systems. The emerging vehicles from this era capable of performing rendezvous operations
included the US Space Shuttle and the Russian manned and unmanned vehicles, Soyuz and Progress.
3.2.1 Space Shuttle
In just over two decades from June 1983 to August 2005, the Space shuttle performed 57 missions
that had as one of its objectives at least one rendezvous or close proximity operation. The vast experi-
ence of Shuttle with respect to rendezvous and docking is meticulously documented with descriptions
of the first rendezvous demonstration flights, satellite servicing missions, deployment and retrieval of
scientific payloads, missions retrieving and returning satellites back to Earth, flights to the Russian
space station Mir, and the assembly, crew exchange and re-supply missions to the International Space
Station (ISS) [79]. Even though the Shuttle was expected to perform a greater variety of complex
rendezvous missions than Gemini or Apollo, the rendezvous navigation system used for these missions
still had a striking similarity to its predecessors. It has guidance digital computers, IMU’s, optical
equipment, and rendezvous radar. The range of operation of the rendezvous radar system depends
on the target vehicle’s status. If it has active sensing capabilities (i.e. contains a transponder), the
rendezvous radar system can operate at ranges from 555 km to 30 m. If the target has passive sensing
4For the Apollo 11 lunar mission the height differential was actually 26 km instead of the nominal 28 km. This lower
relative altitude decreased the catchup rate and required an extra 6.5 min to get the proper angular geometry for the
terminal-phase burn.
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where the radar is simply reflected off the target vehicle, the rendezvous radar has a range of 22 km to
30 m [74]. There are also three additional tools available on the Shuttle to help the astronauts navigate
during the rendezvous and docking phase. Mounted in the orbiter’s payload bay is a laser ranging
device that provides range, range rate, and bearing to the target for display to the crew at distances
varying from 1.5 km to 1.5 m. There is also a centerline camera attached to the center of the orbiter’s
docking mechanism. When the Shuttle is within 90 m of the target, it generates images that serve as a
visual aid to the crew for docking. Also available to the crew is a hand-held laser ranging device which
can measure range and range rate during approach to complement the other navigation equipment.
The aggressive requirements for the Shuttle necessitated the orbiter to have the capability to
rendezvous, retrieve, deploy, and service multiple targets that had ranging sizes, possessed varying
degrees of navigational aids (transponders or lights), and in many cases not designed (or functioning)
to support these operations [99]. In addition, when the Shuttle was not visiting on of the different
space stations it was typically larger than its rendezvous target which often contained sensitive pay-
loads. With Apollo and Gemini plume impingement issues were not significant, but for Shuttle serious
considerations regarding contamination and induced dynamics on the target had to be faced. As a
consequence, the approach trajectory was redesigned. Instead of the direct approach as performed
previously, the Shuttle would transition to a station keeping point and then perform one of a variety
of possible final approach trajectories.
A typical rendezvous scenario for the shuttle to the International Space Station is as follows [100].
The ground controllers compute the necessary phasing maneuvers to get the Space Shuttle within 74
km of the target, as shown in Figure 3.4 (point A). From this moment on, either the Shuttle’s GN&C
system automatically calculates and executes the remaining maneuvers or the flight crew manually
guides the spacecraft. Initially the onboard GN&C system has control and automatically executes the
first maneuver that transfers the crew to a specified point about 15 km behind the target (point B) in
preparation for the terminal phase initiation maneuver. Once the Shuttle executes this initiation burn
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to place itself near the target, it enters a trajectory that will pass underneath the target (point C) and
place it in front of the target (point D). Shortly before the Shuttle passes underneath the target (or
crosses the R-bar), the astronauts assume control over the vehicle. Using hand controls and displays,
the crew members will manually guide the Shuttle until it is securely docked.
There are two common final approach modes used by the shuttle; the V-bar or R-bar approaches. If
the R-bar approach is selected, an impulsive maneuver in the negative downrange direction is performed
when the Shuttle crosses the R-bar (point C) reducing the forward velocity. Due to orbital mechanics,
the Shuttle will naturally follow a course which crosses the R-bar again. At this point another impulsive
maneuver directed up and in the negative downrange direction causes the Shuttle to slowly hop its way
up to the target. For a V-bar approach the Shuttle transfers to a point downrange from the target
(point D). The final approach begins with a change of velocity toward the target. To remain on the
V-bar, an upward ∆v is required causing the Shuttle to slowly hop towards the target. It will gradually
move toward the target at a controlled rate proportional to the relative range distance (v = range1000 m/s)
until the vehicles have docked.
3.2.2 Soyuz/Progress
The man-rated Soyuz vehicle and the cargo carrying Progress vehicle are Russia’s work horses for
space station activity. Initially, these vehicles were equipped with the Igla rendezvous and docking
system but in the mid-80’s the Soviet space program replaced the Igla system with the new Kurs
(Course) system. During the transition to the new system the Mir space station actually incorporated
both; the Kurs system from one docking port and the Igla system from another. Currently the Kurs
system supports the rendezvousing and docking efforts at the International Space Station. It provides
all of the necessary relative navigation information from target acquisition to docking which includes
range, range-rate, line-of-sight angles, and relative attitude measurements. Some of the noticeable
changes between the Igla and Kurs systems is that Kurs uses a different set of antennas, allows for
acquisition and maneuvering at much greater distances (hundreds of kilometers instead of tens of
kilometers), and allows for rendezvous with non-maneuvering targets (space stations).
Similar to the Igla system, Kurs utilizes a range of antennas on both the active Soyuz/Progress
vehicles and the targeted space station as illustrated in Figure 3.5. There are four types of antennas
on the active chaser vehicle. The first type is an omni-directional transmit and receive antenna and
there are two mounted on the Soyuz spacecraft; one on the front docking port (A1) and the other on
the back-side of the vehicle (A2). These antennas are used during the acquisition phase to determine
the general direction of the target vehicle. Once acquisition is established, they begin transmitting and
receiving signals that determine the relative range and range-rate. The next type of antenna is the wide
angle gimbaled antenna (A3) and is used to help point the chaser toward the target. The third antenna
type (A4) is a fixed electronic scanning antenna (similar to Antenna C on the Igla system). The last
antenna (A5) is a fixed narrow-beam reception antenna which is used in the close proximity phase to
measure the bearing angles to the target and determine relative attitude. In addition to the antennas
on the chaser vehicle, there are also four types of antennas mounted on the the target vehicle (i.e. Mir
space station). There are two omni-directional transmit/receive antennas (B1 and B2) mounted on the
ends of the solar panels that are initially used to broadcast a beacon signal to alert the Soyuz/Progress
vehicle of its location. The remaining three antennas are primarily used during the proximity phase.
The fixed antenna with a 30 degree cone (B3) is used to determine range and range-rate when antennas
B1 and B2 are turned off during the proximity phase. The fixed antenna with a 20 degree cone (B4)
is used over the final 30 m to improve the range measurement quality. The last antenna (B5) is a
motor driven conical scanning antenna that rotates at 700 rpm. The chaser spacecraft can determine
the relative attitude of the two spacecraft by measuring the amplitude and phase shift of the carrier
signal as received on antenna A5 [101].
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The typical phasing and rendezvous sequence for the Soyuz/Progress vehicle is illustrated in Figure
3.6. Following the launch and the initial orbit insertion (M0), two maneuvers (M1 and M2) are executed
to transfer the Soyuz/Progress vehicle to its correct phasing altitude. A trajectory correction maneuver
(M3) is eventually made to offset any trajectory dispersions following the initial velocity changes. Up
to this point, all the maneuvers are controlled from the ground. When the time comes to transfer up to
the target, an intercept maneuver (M4) is executed by the onboard control system. Shortly after this
∆v (∼200 km), the spacecraft enters the operational range of the Kurs rendezvous system. The Kurs
system begins its search and acquisition phase. The passive target transmits a homing signal on its
omnidirectional antennas (B1 and B2) while the two antennas on the front docking port (A1) and back-
side (A2) of the Soyuz or Progress vehicle are enabled to detect these alerting signals and ultimately
determine which hemisphere the target is located (see Figure 3.5). If needed an attitude maneuver
is initiated to ensure the spacecraft is properly pointed in the direction of the target. Once the Kurs
system knows which hemisphere the target is in and the Soyuz is oriented appropriately, the scanning
antenna (A3) is activated to determine more precisely the pointing direction to the target. Eventually
the distance and orientation of the Soyuz spacecraft with respect to the target is sufficient to allow
the main tracking antenna (A4) to interrogate the target to obtain range and range-rate information.
With this additional information, the Kurs system updates the estimated position of both vehicles and
executes a correction maneuver (M5). To ensure a smooth braking velocity profile when approaching
the target orbit, three impulsive maneuvers are implemented (M6-M8) as shown in Figure 3.7. The first
one (M6) occurs when the Soyuz is about 1 km below the target’s orbit. Following the last maneuver
(M8), it is likely that the current approach trajectory is not aligned with the target’s docking port.
In order to position itself along the target’s docking axis for the final approach, the Soyuz performs
a fly-around at a relative distance between 200-400 m. Regardless of whether docking axis is pointed
along the V-bar, R-bar, or some inertially fixed axis, the Soyuz begins transferring to intersect this
final approach line. During the fly-around, the scanning antenna on the Soyuz (A4) tracks the target
antenna B3 to obtain range, range-rate and LOS angle information while antenna A5 tracks B5 to
deduce the relative attitude. After the fly-around, the spacecraft will hold a constant relative position
about 200 m from the target while waiting for the go-ahead signal from the ground. Once approval is
given, it begins the final approach following a straight line closed loop controlled trajectory with an
initial closing rate of 1 m/s. When the relative distance drops below 30 m, antenna A4 on the Soyuz
begins receiving signals from antenna B4 (in addition to signals from B3) to continue estimating range.
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Fig. 3.6: Phasing and rendezvous sequence for the Soyuz/Progress vehicles.
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By the time contact is made, the relative velocity is generally reduced to 0.1-0.3 m/s [102,103].
The Kurs navigation system is the current standard of automatic rendezvous systems and has a
rich tradition of success. However, there are several drawbacks primarily in the form of mass, power,
and implemented technology. The total mass for the Kurs equipment on the Soyuz or Progress vehicle
is about 85 kg while consuming 270 watts of power. On the target side, the total mass is around 80
kg with a power consumption of 250 watts [101]. In addition, it still uses vacuum tube technology
with questionable lifetime. Although this system works for its current application and may continue
for years to come, this current design will not satisfy many new demands and needs for current and
future autonomous orbital rendezvous missions.
3.3 The Push for Autonomy
The great accomplishments and technical developments that have been achieved with regards to
orbital rendezvous are slowly being overshadowed by their limitations to meet new demands. Presently,
to perform such close proximity operations generally requires significant cooperation between both ve-
hicles, cumbersome navigation instrumentation, or a man-in-the-loop to ensure successful maneuvering
of both spacecraft. Future concepts no longer limit the chaser vehicle to a large spacecraft piloted by
astronauts or guided by bulky automated systems relying on sophisticated collaboration schemes; but
they also include smaller spacecraft operating in conditions where human involvement is undesirable
or impractical and the cooperation between vehicles does not exist. The idea of performing rendezvous
maneuvers autonomously without necessitating complex communication schemes between spacecraft
while incorporating light weight, low power, compact navigation sensors has become a sought after ideal
for a variety of missions. This autonomous capability allows for the possibility of robotic rendezvous
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and docking missions such as sample return missions [22], a reduction in the work load on human
missions, or the servicing and retrieval of a variety of target objects that may be functioning or mal-
functioning [104], alien or familiar, passive or active, cooperative or uncooperative. As a consequence of
this new demand, conventional navigation systems are being put aside and new innovative approaches
are being considered and implemented. In particular, the manual and automated methods are slowly
converging to the road of autonomous orbital rendezvous [105,106] as evidenced in the recent and com-
ing orbital rendezvous missions that include: Engineering Test Satellite-VII (ETS-VII), eXperimental
Satellite System-11 (XSS-11), Demonstration of Autonomous Rendezvous Technology (DART), and
Orbital Express.
3.3.1 ETS-VII
In anticipation of developing the H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) for logistic support for the ISS, the
National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) created the Engineering Test Satellite-VII
(ETS-VII) flight experiment to develop the necessary autonomous rendezvous and docking technology
for future missions. On July 7, 1998 the day of Tanabata the Japanese Stellar Festival, ETS-VII
successfully performed the first autonomous rendezvous and docking procedure between uninhabited
spacecraft [107, 108]. The two satellites, Hikoboshi (2,500 kg) and Orihime (400 kg) named after the
hero and heroine of Tanabata, were launched together by NASDA’s H-II rocket on November 28, 1997
and injected into their 550 km mission orbit. The chaser satellite, Hikoboshi, was equipped with GPS
receivers, rendezvous laser radar (RVR) for relative range and bearing angles data, and a camera-type
proximity sensor (PXS) to measure relative position and attitude. The target satellite, Orihime, was a
cooperative target and had passive RVR reflectors and a PXS marker to help the chaser navigate. It also
was equipped with a GPS receiver and transmitted this data to the chaser using a direct communication
link between the two vehicles. Depending on the relative distance separating both spacecraft, there
were three possible navigation methods that could be used. For ranges between 10 km to 500 m, the
GPS measurements were used for relative navigation. During the final approach phase (2-500 m), the
three dimensional relative position vector generated by the RVR sensor was used. Once the vehicles
were within 2 m of one another the PXS sensor was utilized for the final docking phase.
For the first actual flight experiment, the ground support crews sent a separation command to
the chaser to release the target satellite, which it did by pushing out Orihime at a speed of 1.8 cm/s.
Immediately the chaser Hikoboshi vehicle began to control the relative position and attitude automat-
ically and separated to the 2 m station keeping point where it held this position for 15 minutes using
the PXS navigation system. Then the docking command was sent from the ground and Hikoboshi
began approaching the target at 1 cm/s and docked with the target. Over three weeks later after some
unexpected delays, the second flight experiment was performed. The chaser separated from the target
and departed along the V-bar to a distance of 525 m. Due to anomalies with the thrusters the approach
was delayed and modifications were made that eventually allowed the chaser to redock. By the third
flight experiment they were finally able to test and verify their autonomous flight management software
along with the capability for remote pilot rendezvous.
3.3.2 XSS-11
Commissioned by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and under the direction of the
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company (LMSSC), the eXperimental Satellite System-11 (XSS-11)
Demonstration Mission had the mandate to develop and verify on-orbit guidance, navigation, and
control capabilities to safely and autonomously rendezvous a micro-satellite5 with multiple space ob-
jects [109]. All the target objects would be derelict or have no means of assisting the chaser XSS-11
5The mirco satellite class vehicle 0.76 x 0.63 x 0.56 m, dry/wet weight of 105/145 kg
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Fig. 3.8: XSS-11 orbital rendezvous scenario.
vehicle during the rendezvous and close proximity operations. The XSS-11 spacecraft contained a
LN-200 IMU for angular rate and acceleration sensing, a Coarse Sun Sensor (CSS) assembly for sun
acquisition, a Visible Camera System (VCS) for star detection and target imaging, and a scanning
LIDAR instrument to determine relative range and angle measurements to the target. Although pro-
visions were made to allow ground controllers to interact with the vehicle, XSS-11’s on-board planner
could autonomously guide the spacecraft by selecting from a variety of operational modes. The space-
craft was not simply operating automatically, but had the unique capacity to also respond to various
situations autonomously.
A typical rendezvous scenario, as shown in Figure 3.8, starts with XSS-11 in some initial phasing
orbit waiting to transfer to the target vehicles orbit (point A). Once the proper alignment occurs, the
transfer burn (point B) will carry XSS-11 to a coasting orbit (point C) where it will remain for about
48 hours until it performs a height adjustment maneuver (point D) to set up the terminal approach
phase (point E). It remains on this co-elliptic trajectory until the LIDAR system acquires the target
object (point F) which then initiates the close proximity phase by either transferring to the V-bar or
initiating a survey orbit.
XSS-11 was launched on April 11, 2005 from Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) on a Minotaur
ELV. Initial testing and operational procedures were performed using the Minotaur 4th stage (1 x 1
x 2.3 m) that actually released the XSS-11 spacecraft as the target object. The mission duration is
slated to be 12-18 months and by the fall of 2005 it had performed over 20 rendezvous maneuvers with
the Mintoaur 4th stage, several days of circumnavigation operations, and hours of active, closed-loop
station keeping at various ranges and vantage points. Current plans suggest that XSS-11 will conduct
rendezvous and proximity maneuvers with several US-owned dead or inactive target objects near its
current orbit.
3.3.3 DART
In an attempt to establish an autonomous rendezvous capability for the United States, the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) developed the Demonstration of Autonomous
Rendezvous Technology (DART) test flight [110–112]. The DART mission would only last 24 hours and
in that time it would automatically perform flight operations from orbital insertion to close proximity
operations. According to the mission scenario, it would come within 5 m of the target vehicle, the
Multiple Paths, Beyond-Line-of-Sight Communications (MUBLCOM) satellite that was positioned in
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a 500 km polar orbit. All the maneuver sequences would be preplanned and controlled onboard without
any human intervention from ground controllers to be consistent with the objective that DART be a
demonstration of autonomous rendezvous.
As planned, DART would be launched aboard a Pegasus XL launch vehicle and inserted into an
initial parking orbit as shown in Figure 3.9 (point A of orbit 1). DART would remain in this orbit
until the proper phasing existed to transfer to the second phasing orbit (from point B to C) which
would place the DART chaser vehicle in a co-elliptic orbit 7.5 km below the target communications
satellite and 40 km behind it. Once the relative geometry between the two vehicles was appropriate
(at point D), another transfer maneuver would be performed that would bring the DART spacecraft 3
km behind the target vehicle (point E). After a period of station keeping, DART would then perform a
hop maneuver to position itself within 1 km of MUBLCOM and begin performing a variety of approach
and circumnavigating maneuvers.
DART, a 6 foot long 800 pound spacecraft, was equipped with two GPS receivers for primary nav-
igation data and the Advanced Video Guidance Sensor (AVGS) for relative position and orientation
information. The experimental communications target satellite, MUBLCOM, also had GPS and was
specially outfitted with retroreflectors designed for the AVGS sensor. During the mission, MUBLCOM
would stabilize its orientation in all three axes and broadcast its GPS position information to DART
who would use this information to compute the relative range when the two vehicles had large sep-
aration distances. Once the two rendezvousing vehicles were within 200-500 m, DART would begin
transitioning its navigation data source from GPS to AVGS which was capable of providing bearing
data (azimuth and elevation angles) to the target at these distances. When the relative range between
DART and MUBLCOM was within 200 m, AVGS could then measure azimuth, elevation, range, and
relative attitude.
On the 15th of April 2005, just 4 days after the launch of XSS-11, DART was successfully launched
into orbit. For the first 8 hours from launch to early orbit to the initial rendezvous phases, DART
performed as planned with only a few noticeable anomalies with the navigation system. However, when
DART began its transfer out of the second staging orbit to begin proximity operations (point D in
Figure 3.9), it began using excessive amounts of fuel. As DART approached MUBLCOM, it missed
an important trigger point that would have initiated the final transition to full AVGS operation.
Consequently, the AVGS sensor never supplied DART’s navigation system with accurate range to
MUBLCOM. About 11 hours into the mission it detected that its propellant supply was depleted. It
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immediately began a series of maneuvers for departure and retirement not realizing it had collided with
MUBLCOM almost four minutes earlier! According to the summary of the accident report, navigation
errors due to a 0.6 m/s offset in DART’s GPS receiver caused unnecessary thruster firings and depleted
the fuel supply. It is suggested that these biased measurements would not have doomed the flight had
the pre-programmed gain matrix in the navigation filter been properly tuned [113].
3.3.4 Orbital Express
The Orbital Express mission [3, 114–116], launched atop an Atlas V rocket on March 8, 2007,
from Cape Canaveral, Florida had an aggressive agenda to demonstrate the potential to approach,
rendezvous, and capture another spacecraft autonomously and then service this vehicle using robotics.
Unlike any mission preceding it, it performed a series of capture and separation scenarios over a wide
range of conditions including approaches from several meters to many kilometers followed by electrical
coupling, fluid transfer, and the exchange of critical components such as batteries and computers using
an on-board robotic arm. The Orbital Express Demonstration System (OEDS) was a cooperative
agreement between the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and NASA who selected
the Boeing Company to carry out the mission goal of validating the technical feasibility of robotic,
autonomous on-orbit refueling and reconfiguration of satellites.
The demonstration system included a prototype servicing satellite, the Autonomous Space Transfer
and Robotic Orbiter (ASTRO), that served as the chaser vehicle and a surrogate next-generation
serviceable satellite, NEXTSat, that acted as the target. ASTRO was equipped with the Autonomous
Rendezvous and Capture Sensor System (ARCSS) that consisted of three imaging sensors; a narrow
field of view acquisition and track sensor, a mid to short-range wide field of view visible track sensor,
and an infrared sensor for continual observations during day and nighttime operations. In addition
to these imaging sensors, ARCSS has a precision laser rangefinder used for mid range tracking. For
ranges within several hundred kilometers, ARCSS can generate range and bearing data initially using
the narrow field of view visible sensor. As the separation distance is reduced, the infrared sensor and
laser rangefinder can provide the same relative navigation information. As the image of NEXTSat
becomes more prominent, the attitude of the target satellite in addition to the range and LOS angles
is computed using Boeing’s Vision-based Software for Track, Attitude, and Ranging (Vis-STAR). This
unique imaging software package can process either the visible or infrared camera images providing
complete coverage regardless of lighting, range, or background conditions. The ASTRO chaser satellite
also had the Advanced Video Guidance Sensor (AVGS), used previously for the DART program.
3.4 Summary
The road to autonomous orbital rendezvous is the convergence of two idealogies initiated during
the first days of space flight. Although the United States and Russian space programs sought the
same objective, they seemed to diverge in their approach practically from the on-set. Following the
national mandate to place a man on the moon and return him safely to Earth, the United States
gravitated toward a manual methodology to orbital rendezvous that reduced development time and
increased the capability to handle unanticipated anomalies. The close ties of the Russian military
to their fledgling space program directed their focus towards an automated mind-set that minimized
redesign efforts between manned and reconnaissance missions. These initial trends of manual and
automated rendezvous were only cemented as time passed with the intense political competition so
evident during the Vostok, Gemini, Soyuz, and Apollo programs.
For decades, both approaches have been tried and proven in a variety of applications carried out
by the U.S. Space Shuttle program and the Russian Soyuz and Progress vehicles in connection with
the Soviet’s space station program. As claimed, their advertised strengths have been supported, but
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their known weaknesses have also become evident. Manual orbital rendezvous has become mission
unique even for routine missions. Specialized training and planning is required making the process
labor intensive and expensive. Automated orbital rendezvous has high development costs and often
requires rigorous cooperation between both vehicles. This approach can lead to reliable techniques
with standardizations that provide significant cost benefits in repetitive routine operations, but it can
also be a rather inflexible system in responding to off-nominal events.
For potential rendezvous missions where ground or crew intervention is impractical or undesirable
and the cooperation between spacecraft is impaired or nonexistent, there is currently no feasible solution
when considering the traditional methods of the past; particularly when small light weight chaser
spacecraft are involved. In an attempt to meet these new and increasing demands, the standard orbital
rendezvous techniques are being re-evaluated and refined with more autonomous solutions. This push
for autonomy in orbital rendezvous is evident in the missions of ETS-VII, XSS-11, DART, and Orbital
Express, and will continue to expand with future space exploration endeavors.
Part III
Angles-Only Navigation
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Chapter 4
Space Navigation and Kalman Filtering
Generally, the primary objective of space navigation is to provide the best possible estimate of a
spacecraft’s position and velocity given noisy sensor measurements, imperfect dynamics models, and
uncertain initial conditions. Of course there are typically a variety of other key parameters that may be
estimated such as another vehicle’s position and velocity, the orientation of the satellite, sensor biases,
etc. All these elements are often referred to as the states of the system. This term is frequently used
not only to describe the position and velocity variables, but all the other possible variables of interest.
Depending on the estimation technique or the filter implemented for navigation purposes, the term
best estimate, may be defined according to different criteria. Regardless of the particular estimation
method used in navigation, the logic behind a navigation filter is to process information collected from
sensors and various mathematical models to generate the best possible estimation of the states. If the
sensors provide accurate measurements while the predictions from the dynamic models are inadequate,
the navigation filter uses the information from both sources, depending heavily upon the measurements
in estimating the states. On the other hand, if a very detailed model of the system’s dynamics has
been developed, while very crude sensors are used, the navigation filter favors the information provided
by the models in its estimation of the states. Both the sensors and dynamic models provide data that
the filter must combine to provide an optimal estimate.
The actual technique or method proven to provide the best estimate for a linear dynamic system and
commonly modified to handle nonlinear systems is known as Kalman filtering. It takes into account
the performance statistics of both the measurement instruments, the dynamics of the system, and
knowledge of the given initial conditions when computing the estimate. To motivate the fundamental
concepts and equations used in a Kalman filter, the following scenario [117] is introduced and referred
to throughout the chapter to help illustrate key ideas.
Suppose a fisherman wishes to navigate in the darkness of night along the local river to
his favorite fishing hole. He enters his boat from the dock and uses a quick push to enter
the rushing current of the river. Attached to the back of the boat is a small yet constantly
running motor that the fisherman uses to ensure he stays on course. Periodically, situations
do arise when he must pull out the oars and perform large instantaneous paddle strokes to
make sharp course corrections. Fortunately, he has a decent map of this particular area so
he knows the basic route and rate at which the river will carry his boat. Unfortunately,
his perfect fishing spot is not very large and in order to get to this secret location and stay
there, he must be able to determine his position accurately, which he finds challenging in
pitch darkness. To help him, he has brought special sensors that will give him important
measurements to calculate his location. He recognizes that these measurements will have
errors and that he will be unable physically to constantly use the sensors to monitor his
position. This fact does not bother the fisherman too much. Since he has a rough idea of
the course and rate of the river and a general feel for the direction and strength at which
he maneuvers the boat, he figures he can estimate his position accurately enough until he is
able to take measurements. At which time, he will combine the information collected from
the different sensors and his current best estimate to update his position fix.
The fisherman quickly realizes this will be a difficult task. What if his measurements do
not agree with where he thinks he should be? He knows the measurements are contaminated
with noise and yet he also acknowledges that his calculations are based off simple river
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models which neglect possible unforseen currents that could affect his course. Also, it is
difficult to know exactly how the little propeller engine performs and how each paddle
stroke actually affects his orientation and motion during his journey. He concludes that
he must somehow use the information from both sources, where his final estimate favors
the more reliable one. He figures if there is a technique he could use that would balance
the information from the sensors with his own predictions, he can continue the pattern of
taking measurements when time allows and using his knowledge of the river and his various
maneuvers to estimate his position when he can not. If he can keep this cycle of predicting
and measuring during his journey, he feels very confident that he will eventually arrive at
his desired destination. What is the technique that will help him navigate along the river?
A solution to this fisherman’s dilemma, and a variety of other estimation problems including space
navigation, is the Kalman filter, named after R.E. Kalman who is formally credited with its devel-
opment. This particular method of estimating the states, such as the fisherman’s position, based on
noisy measurements and mathematical models governing the state dynamics, was not seriously ad-
dressed until the 1960’s with the advancement in computers and a space initiative that demanded it.
The Kalman filter is generally a two step process diagramed in Fig 4.1. It predicts or propagates the
states to some future time using a model of the system’s dynamics and also updates the state estimate
and statistical properties when measurements are available. For this work, this paradigm is slightly
modified to include a third process which allows for instantaneous corrections such as impulsive trans-
lation or rotational maneuvers. Following a brief introduction to key concepts related to navigation,
the equations and ideas associated with these three important processes are then discussed in greater
detail [118].
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Fig. 4.1: The Kalman filter process.
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4.1 Key Navigation Terminology
There are several key terms used in navigation to help quantify how accurately the navigation
system is able to estimate the various states of interest and reveal how well the desired course was
actually followed. First, a few definitions and notations need to be introduced. The true state vector,
such as the actual trajectory followed by a spacecraft, is represented with the bold-faced letter x. The
nominal or desired value of the state vector, such as a pre-planned rendezvous trajectory, is denoted as
x¯ while the estimated state vector computed by the flight computer is expressed as xˆ. In Figure 4.2,
each of these terms is graphically represented for a spacecraft’s flight path. The difference between the
true state vector and the pre-planned nominal state vector is the dispersion vector, δx.
δx = x− x¯ (4.1)
The covariance of the dispersion vector, D, characterizes how far the actual trajectory is expected to
drift from the desired flight path due to uncertainties with maneuver execution, algorithm performance,
and various disturbances acting on the vehicle.
D = E[ δx δxT ] (4.2)
Another important quantity of interest is the accuracy or precision of the estimated state vector. The
difference between the true state vector and the estimated value produced by the navigation algorithm
is the state error, δe.
δe = x− xˆ (4.3)
The covariance of the state error, P , mathematically describes the quality of the flight computer’s
estimate of the state knowing faulty measurements are being processed and incomplete system dynamic
models are being implemented.
P = E[ δe δeT ] (4.4)
It is the state covariance matrix that will be used extensively by the navigation filter to characterize
the statistical properties of the state estimate and help determine the best estimate of the state while
the dispersion covariance matrix will be used to evaluate the overall performance of the spacecraft’s
guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) system.
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Fig. 4.2: Key navigation state variables.
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4.2 State and Covariance Propagation
The purpose of propagating the state and the state covariance matrix is to have a current estimate
of the states along with a knowledge of their accuracy when measurements are unavailable. If the time
arises when measurements are observed, the information obtained from these measurements combined
with the predicted values are used to generate an optimal updated estimate of the states. By ensuring
the propagated values and the measurements represent the states at the same moment in time, the
navigation filter is able to use information from both sources to provide an optimal estimate. The
mathematical models used to represent the true state dynamics along with the techniques implemented
to propagate both the state and state covariance matrix are now presented.
4.2.1 State Dynamic Models
The true spacecraft dynamic models for a closed-loop GN&C system as illustrated in Figure 4.3
are represented by
x˙ = f(x, uˆ, t) +w (4.5)
where x is a vector of nx true states, uˆ is a vector of nuˆ actuator commands issued by the control
system, and w is a vector of zero-mean white noise processes with covariance
E[ w(t) wT (t′) ] = Sw δ(t − t′) (4.6)
The accelerations and torques that are sometimes neglected in the dynamic model include venting
forces, drag, solar radiation pressure, gravitational attraction from other planets, or higher order gravity
terms. The covariance matrix Sw of these small yet potentially significant disturbances represents the
strength of the process noise and essentially defines the quality of the dynamic models themselves.
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Fig. 4.3: Closed-loop GN&C system diagram.
4.2.2 State Propagation
For a navigation filter, it is often undesirable if not practically impossible to estimate each state
related to the problem. Typically, only the key parameters are estimated such that the nxˆ dimensional
navigation state xˆ is derived from a subset of the true state vector (nxˆ < nx). In addition, the actual
equations of motion describing the state dynamics are slightly modified to a more manageable form
for developing the filter. These design models, which are simplified expressions of the truth models
introduced in Eqn 4.5, are scaled to capture the needed complexity required for state estimation but
reduced to simplify computational requirements. Lastly, propagating the actual value of the state
vector is not possible because it is not known. The filter can only propagate an estimated value of each
state. For many space applications, this is done in an EKF where the differential equations of motion
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of the navigation state are integrated forward in time.
˙ˆx = f(xˆ, uˆ) (4.7)
When maneuvers are executed, it is often critical for the navigation filter to reliably know what
forces and torques are actually imparted on the vehicle so it can adequately predict the navigation
states. Instead of increasing the complexity of the state dynamic models, another possible technique
is to incorporate accurate measurements from inertial sensors such as gyros and accelerometers. The
vector of ny continuous measurements y˜ generated by these instruments are
y˜ = y + η (4.8)
where y represents the noiseless inertial measurements (but may include other error sources such as
biases, scale factors, and misalignments captured in the state dynamics) that can be used directly by
the navigation filter to propagate the states. If the covariance of the measurement noise η is given by
E[ η(t) ηT (t′) ] = Sη δ(t− t′) (4.9)
then the nonlinear state dynamics model (Eqn 4.5) can be equivalently expressed as a function of the
state, the commanded control input, the errorless inertial measurements, and time.
x˙ = f(x, uˆ,y, t) +w (4.10)
This implies that the estimated state (Eqn 4.7) can be propagated in the navigation filter using the
actual inertial measurements acknowledging the errors associated with these measurements will ulti-
mately influence the accuracy of the state prediction.
˙ˆx = f(xˆ, uˆ, y˜, t) +w (4.11)
4.2.3 Covariance Propagation
The propagation of the state covariance matrix is directly related to the propagation of the state
error vector (Eqn 4.3), the difference between the true and estimated state values. In fact, by under-
standing the time evolution of the state error vector, the equation defining the time evolution of the
covariance matrix can be derived. In order to derive the equation governing the dynamics of the state
error, linearize the system dynamics by expanding Eqn 4.10 in a Taylor series about xˆ and y˜,
x˙ =
{
f(xˆ, uˆ, y˜, t) +
[
∂f(x, uˆ,y, t)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xˆ,y˜
]
δe+
[
∂f(x, uˆ,y, t)
∂y
∣∣∣∣
xˆ,y˜
]
η + . . .
}
+w (4.12)
Keeping only the first order terms of the Taylor series in Eqn 4.12 and noting the time derivative of
Eqn 4.3, the dynamics of the state error can be written as,
δe˙ = F xˆ δe + F y˜ η +w (4.13)
where F xˆ and F y˜ are partials of the state dynamics with respect to the states and inertial measure-
ments, respectively.
F xˆ =
[
∂f(x, uˆ,y, t)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xˆ,y˜
]
F y˜ =
[
∂f(x, uˆ,y, t)
∂y
∣∣∣∣
xˆ,y˜
]
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The solution to this well known linear differential equation (see Appendix A.1) involves the exponential
of the F xˆ matrix also known as the state transition matrix Φ(t, t0) = e
F xˆ(t−t0).
δe(t) = Φ(t, t0) δe(t0) +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)F y˜ η(τ) dτ +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)w(τ) dτ (4.14)
By substituting the expression for the state error defined in Eqn 4.14 into the definition of the state
covariance matrix (Eqn 4.4), the necessary equation to propagate the covariance matrix begins to
emerge.
P (t) = E
[ (
Φ(t, t0) δe(t0) +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)F y˜ η(τ) dτ +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)w(τ) dτ
)
(4.15)
(
Φ(t, t0) δe(t0) +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)F y˜ η(τ) dτ +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)w(τ) dτ
)T ]
When the terms in Eqn 4.15 are expanded, this equation becomes a summation of nine different
expected value operations. However, it can be reduced to the following mathematical expression by
observing that many of the terms cancel out assuming the state process noise, w, the measurement
noise, η, and the states are uncorrelated.
P (t) = Φ(t, t0)E
[
δe(t0) δe(t0)
T
]
ΦT (t, t0) (4.16)
+
∫ t
t0
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)F y˜ E
[
η(τ) η(τ ′)T
]
F Ty˜ Φ
T (t, τ ′) dτ ′ dτ
+
∫ t
t0
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)E
[
w(τ)w(τ ′)T
]
ΦT (t, τ ′) dτ ′ dτ
This equation can be reduced even further by noting a few observations. First, the expected value of
the state error vector squared at time, t0, by definition is the initial covariance matrix, P (t0).
P (t0) = E[ δe(t0) δe(t0)
T ]
Second, from Eqn 4.6 the expected value of the state process noise squared is simply the strength of
the process noise, Sw, times the dirac delta function.
E[ w(τ) wT (τ ′) ] = Sw δ(τ − τ ′)
Third, the expected value of the measurement noise squared in Eqn 4.9 equals the product of the
strength of the noise, Sη, with the dirac delta function.
E[ η(τ) ηT (τ ′) ] = Sη δ(τ − τ ′)
Fourth, the integral of a function times a shifted dirac delta function equals the function evaluated at
the shifted time interval. ∫
f(τ)δ(τ − τ ′) dτ = f(τ ′)
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Using these identities, Eqn 4.16 becomes,
P (t) = Φ(t, t0)P (t0)Φ
T (t, t0) (4.17)
+
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)F y˜ Sη F
T
y˜ Φ
T (t, τ) dτ +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)SwΦ
T (t, τ) dτ
This equation is known as the discrete Ricatti equation. The first integral involving the strength of the
inertial measurement error, Sη, is referred to as the Inertial Measurement Error Covariance Matrix,
Qη. This matrix characterizes the added uncertainty of the propagated states due to errors with the
sensor measurements.
Qη =
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)F y˜ Sη F
T
y˜ Φ
T (t, τ) dτ (4.18)
The second integral of the state process noise strength, Sw, is known as the State Process Noise
Covariance Matrix, Qw. This matrix characterizes the added uncertainty due to the limitations in the
system dynamic models.
Qw =
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)SwΦ
T (t, τ) dτ (4.19)
Using these two key matrices, the fundamental discrete Ricatti equation used to propagate the state
covariance matrix in the navigation filter has the form,
P (t) = Φ(t, t0) P (t0) Φ
T (t, t0) +Qη +Qw (4.20)
4.3 State and Covariance Correction
Unlike the little engine that slowly moved the fishing boat up the river at a steady pace, when
the occasion required a sharp course correction, the fisherman would exert large paddle strokes that
seemed to change his velocity and angular rate instantly. In order to accurately predict his current
position, the fisherman needed to account for these impulsive-like maneuvers as the journey progressed.
Similar to the state and covariance matrix propagation, a technique is needed to correct the state and
covariance matrix following these short abrupt translational and rotational changes. The remainder
of this section defines the mathematical models used to describe these impulsive corrections and the
algorithms used to correct the state and state covariance matrix.
4.3.1 Impulsive Dynamic Models
Often times when impulsive maneuvers such as thruster accelerations are executed to either repo-
sition the spacecraft or change its orientation, it is convenient to express these changes as instantaneous
corrections to the state vector. Corrections at time tj are represented as,
x+cj = x
−c
j + d(x
−c
j ,∆uˆj , tj) + ∆wj (4.21)
where the correction d(x−cj ,∆uˆj, tj) is a function of x
−c
j , the true state vector just before the correction
was applied, and ∆uˆj a vector of n∆uˆ instantaneous corrective actuator commands issued by the flight
computer. A random execution error ∆wj with covariance
E[∆wj ∆w
T
j ] = S∆wj δjj′ (4.22)
is also experienced during the correction. This additional error source accounts for uncertainties asso-
ciated with the actuators’ performance.
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4.3.2 State Correction
When an impulsive maneuver is executed, the navigation state must be corrected to account
for this instantaneous state correction. The correction algorithm in the navigation filter computes the
correction based on the latest state estimate while assuming the random execution errors are nominally
zero.
xˆ+cj = xˆ
−c
j + d(xˆ
−c
j ,∆uˆj , tj) (4.23)
4.3.3 Covariance Correction
The correction of the state covariance matrix is directly related to the the state error following the
maneuver. The state error prior to the corrective action is the difference between the true state and
the estimated state at time tj.
δe−cj = x
−c
j − xˆ−cj (4.24)
After the correction, the state error becomes,
δe+cj = x
+c
j − xˆ+cj (4.25)
Recall from Eqn 4.21 the true state correction equation. This expression can be linearized by expanding
the correction function into a Taylor series and dropping the higher order terms such that,
x+cj = x
−c
j +
{
d(xˆ−cj ,∆uˆj , tj) +Dxˆ δe
−c
j
}
+∆wj (4.26)
where Dxˆ is the partial derivative of the correction function with respect to the state.
Dxˆ =

 ∂ d(x−cj ,∆uˆj, tj)
∂ x
∣∣∣∣∣
xˆ−cj

 (4.27)
By definition the corrected state covariance matrix P+cj at time tj is given as,
P+cj = E[(δe
+c
j )(δe
+c
j )
T ] = E[(x+cj − xˆ+cj )(x+cj − xˆ+cj )T ] (4.28)
Now, substituting Eqn 4.26 describing the linearized version of the true state correction and Eqn 4.23
defining the estimated state correction, the corrrected covariance matrix becomes
P+cj = E[(δe
−c
j +Dxˆ δe
−c
j +∆wj)(δe
−c
j +Dxˆ δe
−c
j +∆wj)
T ] (4.29)
This expression can be reduced further by noting several key observations. First, the covariance of the
state prior to the correction, P−cj is defined by,
P−cj = E[(δe
−c
j )(δe
−c
j )
T ] (4.30)
Second, the covariance of the random execution error is
E[∆wj ∆w
T
j ] = S∆wj
So, assuming no correlation between the actuator execution error and the state error, the final state
covariance correction equation becomes
P+cj = [I +Dxˆ]P
−c
j [I +Dxˆ]
T + S∆wj (4.31)
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4.4 State and Covariance Update
Referring back to the fishing scenario, a critical element for the fisherman in navigating his boat
to his coveted fishing spot involves updating his predicted estimates with periodic measurements. In
addition, once he updates his position, he also needs to re-calculate the accuracy of this new updated
estimate. Continuing the analogy, the fundamental ideas and equations associated with updating the
state and covariance matrix are introduced.
Suppose the moment came for the fisherman to take the first set of measurements. He pulls
out his suite of sensors and as if time froze, he instantly collects a variety of measurements
using different sensors for each one. For example, he has one sensor that measures the
angles to several different stars and another sensor observes the relative distance to the
shore line. All the measurements are unique, and each adds valuable insight to his position
fix. Unfortunately, each of his measurements place him at a slightly different position since
he had problems holding the various instruments still and some of his instruments were
not as accurate as others. The moment he has dreaded finally arrives. The fisherman has
a rough estimate of his location, xˆ , based on the river models outlined in his traveling
brochure and noting the various maneuvers he performed since leaving the dock. He also
knows the accuracy of this estimate having propagated the covariance matrix to the point in
time the measurements were taken, P . In his mind the lingering question remains, “What
is the best possible update to my position estimate, xˆ+, and its accuracy, P+, based on
these noisy measurements, z˜, I have just collected?”
There are a variety of techniques that could be used to update the state and state covariance
matrix given particular measurements. These concepts include least squares, weighted least squares,
best weighted least squares, recursive least squares, and Kalman filtering. It will be shown that the
fundamental equations used in the navigation filter to update the states and state covariance matrix
are essentially the results of using a recursive least squares method that leads to an optimal technique
incorporated in a Kalman filter.
4.4.1 Measurement Dynamics Models
The task of updating his position based on noisy measurements and an uncertain mathematical
predictions seems almost overwhelming. In an effort to try something, the fisherman decides that he
must first understand the details about the sensor measurements and how they relate to his position.
He recognizes that the nz measurement vector generated from the collection of observations from each
sensor, z˜, are simply the ideal measurements he would expect to observe, z, contaminated by noise, ν.
z˜ = z + ν (4.32)
Although he does not understand exactly how the noise affects each measurement, he figures a reason-
able model for the sensor noise is to treat them as random variables that are unbiased and uncorrelated
in time.
E[ ν(t) ] = 0 (4.33)
E[ ν(t) ν(t′) ] = R δ(t− t′) (4.34)
The matrix R is known as the Measurement Covariance Matrix and represents the strength of the
measurement noise or the accuracy of each measurement. The fisherman is convinced that the mea-
surements he observes are directly related to his position. If he is located at the fishing dock he would
expect to get different measurement readings than those measurements collected when he is several
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miles down stream. He makes the conclusion that under perfect conditions, the ideal measurements,
z, must be functions of the true states,
z = h(x) (4.35)
where h(x) can be a vector of either linear or nonlinear functions relating the states to the measure-
ments. Now the measurement equation introduced in Eqn 4.32 can be rewritten as,
z˜ = h(x) + ν (4.36)
Although the measurement equation may be nonlinear – as is typically the case – if the spacecraft is
near a known reference state, xˆ , such that it differs from the true state vector by a relatively small
amount, δe,
x = xˆ + δe (4.37)
then the problem can be expressed linearly. For example, the measurement equation (Eqn 4.36) can
be linearized by using a Taylor series expansion and dropping the higher order terms.
z˜ = h(xˆ ) +
[
∂h
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xˆ
]
δe+ ν (4.38)
Remember, z˜, represents the actual measurement collected from the sensors. The term h(xˆ ) from
the linearized measurement equation represents the predicted measurement, zˆ, that would have been
observed if the spacecraft was located at the estimated location, xˆ .
zˆ = h(xˆ ) (4.39)
The measurement residual, the difference between the actual measurement and the reference measure-
ment δz˜,
δz˜ = z˜ − zˆ (4.40)
can be written as a linear combination of the state error vector, δe,
δz˜ =H δe+ ν (4.41)
where the H matrix is the partial of the measurement function with respect to the states.
H =
[
∂h(x)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xˆ
]
This H matrix is extremely important in navigation and goes by several names including the mea-
surement sensitivity matrix or the measurement partial. The individual rows of this matrix are known
as the measurement geometry vectors because they essentially describe the geometry between the
particular measurements and the states of interest. In fact, they point in the direction in which infor-
mation regarding the states can be obtained and their magnitude indicates the usefulness of the given
measurements.
The fisherman would like to use the linear measurement equation (Eqn 4.41) to help him compute
his position error, δe. He quickly realizes that he will likely never know his position error exactly
because of the sensor noise. Instead of finding the exact solution, his task is to determine the best
solution, δeˆ. Once this optimal estimate is computed, the updated or refined state estimate, xˆ+, can
be computed and a significant portion of the fisherman’s dilemma is solved.
xˆ+ = xˆ + δeˆ (4.42)
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With this updated value of the state, the fisherman will then be able to update the covariance matrix
giving him important information regarding the accuracy of this new updated state estimate.
P+ = E[ (x− xˆ+)(x− xˆ+)T ] (4.43)
The remaining discussion in this section is devoted to developing the actual update equations for both
the state and state covariance matrix used in the Kalman filter.
4.4.2 State Update Equation
Suppose the only states the fisherman is interested in are the latitude and longitude components
of his position so his state vector consisted of 2 elements (nxˆ = 2). When the opportunity for taking
measurements arrives, he only takes 2 measurements (nz = 2), whose measurement geometry vectors
were linearly independent such that the measurement sensitivity matrix,
H =
[
ha
hb
]
(4.44)
is a square invertible matrix. Under the condition that the number of linearly independent measure-
ments equals the number of states, the actual state error vector, δe, can be obtained by multiplying
Eqn 4.41 by the inverse of the measurement partial and solving.
δe =H−1 δz˜ − (H−1 ν) (4.45)
Since the errors due to each sensor measurement are random, the best possible estimate, δeˆ, is one
that uses the expected or average value of the noise, which was previously defined to be zero.
δeˆ =H−1 δz˜ (4.46)
Having computed the best possible estimate for the state error and substituting Eqn 4.46 into the state
update equation in Eqn 4.42, the fisherman concludes that his best updated estimate must be,
xˆ+ = xˆ +H−1 δz˜ (4.47)
xˆ+ = xˆ +H−1 (z˜ − zˆ)
where z˜ is the measurement vector containing the two actual measurements and zˆ represents the two
measurements he predicted the sensors would observe. He refers to the inverse of the measurement
partial as the gain, K
K =H−1 (4.48)
because it represents how much he must change (or gain) his initial estimate in order to get the best
approximation now that he has taken measurements. Each time that a new measurement is taken, the
fisherman concludes he will use the simple update equation involving the gain.
xˆ+ = xˆ +K (z˜ − zˆ) (4.49)
Although he did not know the solution yet, the fisherman figures there must be a better gain matrix that
could generate a more optimal estimate if it could some how include additional information regarding
the accuracy of each measurement and the precision of his initial estimate. Also, he is convinced there
must be a way to incorporate any arbitrary number of measurements taken at different periods of time
in updating his state. If these assumptions are true, what is the all encompassing gain, K, that would
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allow him to do these things? With this question, the fisherman begins his quest to determine the
optimal gain.
Least Squares. The first issue the fisherman addresses is incorporating an increased number of mea-
surements to reduce the effect of instrument noise in his position estimate. The fisherman recognizes
that each sensor has errors. So, instead of taking only two measurements, he will take several other
types of measurements (nz > 2) such that the number of observations exceeds the number of states
(nz > nxˆ). Now the measurement sensitivity matrix,H , is no longer a square matrix, and consequently
it is no longer invertible. Given this over-determined system, what is the optimal solution? Once again,
he refers back to the measurement equation (Eqn 4.41),
δz˜ =H δe + ν
and decides that the best estimate, δeˆ, is the one that minimizes the error, ν.
ν = δz˜ −H δe (4.50)
In other words, the best estimate is the one that makes the magnitude of the squared error, |ν |2, as
small as possible. Mathematically this is known as the least squares method and the task is to select,
δeˆ, that minimizes the following equation.
|ν |2 = νTν = δeT HTH δe− 2 δz˜TH δe+ δz˜T δz˜
To find the value of δe that minimizes the magnitude of the squared error, he takes the partial with
respect to δe and sets it equal to zero.
0 =
∂(νTν)
∂ δe
= 2 δeT (HT H)− 2 (HT δz˜)T
The solution, δeˆ, which minimizes the error by satisfying this equation, is referred to as the least
squares solution.
δeˆ = (HHT )−1HT δz˜ (4.51)
According to the principles of least squares, the update equation for the state given an initial reference
state, xˆ , becomes
xˆ+ = xˆ +K(z˜ − zˆ)
where K now represents the least squares gain.
K = (HHT )−1HT (4.52)
Weighted Least Squares. Although the fisherman likes the flexibility of least squares in handling a
larger number of simultaneous measurements (nz ≥ nxˆ), he recognizes a critical flaw with the least
squares technique that needs to be accounted for and adjusted. The least squares method assumes each
measurement is equally reliable, but from experience the fisherman knows this is not always the case.
For example, if some measurements are taken with his very crude sensors while others are observed with
the very expensive and accurate ones, each should be weighted differently depending on their reliability.
This method of updating the estimate by favoring or weighting more accurate measurements is known
as weighted least squares. Similar to least squares, weighted least squares tries to minimize the sum of
the weighted squared errors.
νTWν = (δz˜ −H δe)T W (δz˜ −H δe)
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The estimate, δeˆ, that minimizes this function can be determined by taking the partial of the weighted
sum with respect to, δe.
0 =
∂(νT W ν)
∂ δe
= 2 δeT (HT W H)− 2 (HT W δz˜)T
Once again, solving for δe, the value that minimizes the weighted sum of the squares of the residuals
now includes the weighting matrix.
δeˆ = (HTWH)−1HTW δz˜ (4.53)
The weighted least squares update equation for the state assuming an initial reference state, xˆ , becomes
xˆ+ = xˆ +K (z˜ − zˆ)
where the gain, K, is now referred to as the weighted least squares gain.
K = (HTWH)−1HTW (4.54)
Best Weighted Least Squares. Initially the quality of sensor measurements, W , was based on the
fisherman’s intuition and previous observations. It turns out that the fisherman has the owner’s manual
of each sensor which contain precise information about their performance capabilities. Instead of
guessing, he wants a more precise method to determine this weighting matrix, W . Is there a best
weighting matrix? There is, and it is based off the accuracy of the sensor measurements. Remember that
the measurement covariance matrix, R, from Eqn 4.34 represents the accuracy of each measurement. If
the variance of a measurement, σ2, is small then the measurement is extremely accurate. On the other
hand, if the variance is large, the measurement is considered inaccurate. Naturally one may conclude,
those measurements with small variances should be weighted more heavily to emphasis these quality
observations. On the other hand, those measurements with large variances should be weighted less
heavily as to not emphasis them. All these critical terms that indicate the accuracy of a measurement
are contained in the measurement covariance, R. It seemed logical to the fisherman that the optimal
weighting matrix should some how be related to the inverse of the measurement covariance matrix.
W = R−1 (4.55)
The fisherman had to find some criteria that would define the best weighting matrix. After much
thought, he decides the optimal weighting matrix should be the weighting matrix that minimizes the
uncertainty in the updated estimate (or in other words, the weighting matrix that minimizes the
updated covariance matrix, P+). Under this definition, the optimal weighting matrix would produce
the most accurate prediction possible. Like his intuition suggested, he eventually discovered that the
optimal weighting matrix is indeed the inverse of the measurement covariance matrix as long as the
measurement function is linear and the updated estimate is unbiased. Using this optimal weighting
matrix, the state update equation for the best weighted least squares is,
xˆ+ = xˆ +K (z˜ − zˆ)
where the gain, K, is recognized as the best weighted least squares gain.
K = (HTR−1H)−1HTR−1 (4.56)
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Optimal Least Squares (The Kalman Filter). Up to this point, the fisherman has recognized that
the measurements may not be equally reliable and should be weighted differently according to their
precision. Not only should they be weighted differently, but to get the best weighting matrix, the inverse
of the measurement covariance matrix should be used. However, a valuable known piece of information
has been neglected when computing the updated estimate, which has bothered the fisherman for some
time. The final updated estimated is not only dependent on the measurements and their accuracy,
but also on the current best estimate of the states and the reliability of these predictions. What if
the measurements are extremely accurate and the current estimate is a very poor prediction, then
the estimator or filter should weight the measurements more heavily in determining the updated state
value. The fisherman reasons that the converse should hold true also. If the current estimate is based
off detailed and precise dynamics models of the system, while very crude sensors are being used, then
he should practically discard the sensor measurements and base the updated estimate solely on the
predicted value. Currently, each of the least squares estimators have neglected to incorporate the
accuracy of the most recent estimate when computing the gain. Surely, the calculation of the best gain
must include this key piece of information. By now the fisherman could not help but have the standard
update state equation engrained in his head.
xˆ+ = xˆ +K (z˜ − zˆ)
The haunting question still sounded in his ears, “What is the optimal gain, K, that will give the most
accurate estimate?” He figures the best gain, like the best weighting matrix, is the one that provides
the most accurate updated estimate. In mathematical terms, it is the one that minimizes the updated
state covariance matrix, P+. The fisherman begins to derive a simple formula for the covariance update
equation in terms of the gain by substituting the expression for the state update (Eqn 4.49) into the
equation defining the covariance update (Eqn 4.43).
P+ = E
[
{x− xˆ −K(z˜ − zˆ)} {x− xˆ −K(z˜ − zˆ)}T
]
(4.57)
Rearranging terms and expanding, he arrives to the following relationship for the updated covariance
matrix.
P+ = E
[
(x− xˆ )(x− xˆ )T +K(z˜ − zˆ)(z˜ − zˆ)T KT (4.58)
−K(z˜ − zˆ)(x− xˆ )T − (x− xˆ )(z˜ − zˆ)T KT ]
Noting that the expectation operator is linear he expands the expression further to terms involving the
state residuals, the measurement residuals, and the cross correlation between the state and measurement
residuals.
P+ = E
[
(x− xˆ )(x− xˆ )T ]+K E [ (z˜ − zˆ)(z˜ − zˆ)T ] KT (4.59)
−K E [ (z˜ − zˆ)(x− xˆ )T ]− E [ (x− xˆ )(z˜ − zˆ)T ] KT
First, the expected value of the squared difference between the true state, x, and the state estimate prior
to the measurement updates, xˆ , by definition is the state covariance matrix prior to the measurement
update, P .
E
[
(x− xˆ )(x− xˆ )T ] = P (4.60)
Second, the expected value of the squared difference between the actual measurement, z˜, and the
expected measurement, zˆ, is the Measurement Residual Covariance, R (see Appendix A.2).
E
[
(z˜ − zˆ)(z˜ − zˆ)T ] = R = HP HT +R (4.61)
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Third, the correlation between the measurement residuals and the state residuals is (see Appendix
A.3),
E
[
(z˜ − zˆ)(x− xˆ )T ] = H P (4.62)
E
[
(x− xˆ )(z˜ − zˆ)T ] = P HT (4.63)
Substituting Eqns 4.60-4.63 into Eqn 4.59 gives the fisherman a function relating the updated covariance
matrix to the gain K.
P+ = P +K (HP HT +R) KT −K H P −P HT KT (4.64)
Now, the optimal gain K must minimize the scalar function J = yT
[
P+
]
y for any arbitrary nonzero
y vector. Substituting Eqn 4.64 into the cost function J , it takes the expanded form,
J = yT [P ]y + yT
[
K HP HTKT
]
y + yT
[
KRKT
]
y − yT [K H P ]y − yT
[
P HT KT
]
y (4.65)
To determine the optimal gain, he takes the partial of J with respect to K and sets it equal to zero
noting special attention needs to be made when taking a partial with respect to a vector [118,119].
0 =
∂J
∂K
=
[
∂J
∂yTK
] [
∂yTK
∂K
]
=
[
∂J
∂yTK
]
yT (4.66)
Substituting Eqn 4.65 into Eqn 4.66 and reducing he gets the following equality which must equal zero
for any vector y.
0 = yT
[
2KHP HT + 2KR− 2P HT
]
yT
Solving for the gain which satisfies this equation, the fisherman finally has what he is searching for! He
has derived the optimal state update equation that minimizes the updated state covariance,
xˆ+ = xˆ +K (z˜ − zˆ)
with the gain, K,
K = P HT
(
HP HT +R
)−1
= P HT R−1 (4.67)
which the fisherman finally recognizes as the well known Kalman gain. He is amazed with the results
for several reasons. First, this gain is optimal according to just about any criteria. Second, he notices
that he could take any arbitrary number of measurements and process them to update the states, unlike
the least squares methods which required the number of measurements to equal or exceed the number
of states being estimated. With this discovery, he is satisfied that he has found the perfect gain that
he will allow him to update his states when a series of measurements are collected.
4.4.3 Covariance Update Equation
Before the fisherman could congratulate himself on such a fine job of calculating the updated
estimate, he wanted to know the accuracy of this new estimate by computing the updated covariance
matrix, P+. Using the definition of the updated covariance matrix,
P+ = E[ (x− xˆ+)(x− xˆ+)T ]
the fisherman began to derive a standard formula for the covariance update equation when the state
update equation has the form,
xˆ+ = xˆ +K (z˜ − zˆ)
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with K representing any gain matrix, optimal or not. By substituting the expression for the state
update into the covariance update equation (Eqn 4.43), the fisherman had previously derived the
relationship in Eqn 4.64 which is rewritten below.
P+ = P +K (HP HT +R) KT −K H P −P HT KT
By rearranging these terms and factoring,
P+ = (P −K H P )(I −HT KT ) +KRKT (4.68)
a fundamental equation for the state covariance update equation emerges which is known as the Joseph
Form.
P+ = (I −K H)P (I −KH)T +KRKT (4.69)
Assuming the gain K is the Kalman gain, the Joseph form can be reduced even further to the well
known Kalman filter state covariance update equation.
P+ = (I −K H)P (4.70)
At last, the fisherman’s navigation dilemma is solved! He now has the ability to optimally estimate his
position and other key parameters at any instant in time by propagating, correcting, and updating the
state and state covariance matrix for the entire journey.
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4.5 Navigation Filter Summary
In summary, the basic flow of the navigation filter implemented for this research is represented
in the flow chart shown in Fig 4.4. Having defined the initial conditions, the states and covariance
matrix are propagated forward in time to provide the most current estimate of the states. If an
impulsive maneuver is executed, both the state and state covariance matrix are corrected to account for
this instantaneous change. When measurements are available, the predicted state values are updated
and the filter outputs these new estimates as the updated state values for that time period. The
cycle continues as the time elapses. The states are propagated forward accounting for any impulsive
burns that may have taken place until a another series of measurements are taken. When that times
arrives, the states and covariance matrix are again updated with the new measurements. This flow of
propagating, correcting, and updating the states and covariance matrix repeats until the estimation
process is completed.
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Fig. 4.4: Navigation filter flow chart summary.
The fundamental equations used to propagate the state and state covariance matrix are given
below where the state is propagated forward in time by integrating the nonlinear dynamics while the
covariance matrix is propagated forward using the discrete Ricatti equation.
˙ˆx = f(xˆ, uˆ, y˜, t) (Eqn 4.5) State Propagation
P = Φ(t, t0) P 0 Φ(t, t0)
T +Qη +Qw (Eqn 4.20) Covariance Propagation
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For the state and covariance correction, impulsive dynamics are assumed possible where instantaneous
corrections in both translational and rotational maneuvers are permitted. The fundamental equations
used for the state correction at time tj are summarized below.
xˆ+cj = xˆ
−c
j + d(xˆ
−c
j ,∆uˆj , tj) (Eqn 4.23) State Correction
P+cj = [I +Dxˆ]P
−c
j [I +Dxˆ]
T + S∆wj (Eqn 4.31) Covariance Correction
Lastly, once measurements are available the state and covariance matrix are updated using the Kalman
gain and the standard update equations associated with a Kalman filter.
xˆ+ = xˆ +K(z˜ − zˆ) (Eqn 4.49) State Update
P+ = (I −K H)P (Eqn 4.70) Covariance Update
where
K = P HT
(
HP HT +R
)−1
(Eqn 4.67) Kalman Gain
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Chapter 5
Orbital Rendezvous GNC Simulation Modeling
For space applications, computer simulations become critical tools to test the feasibility and mea-
sure the performance for any proposed mission. Due to the expense and limited access to space, it
is very rare and uncommon to have the opportunity to test flight a spacecraft. Generally, it gets one
chance, and that is the actual mission itself. Under these circumstances, the majority of testing is
performed through computer simulations which typically require detailed modeling of the system. In
order to ensure mission success, especially for critical missions, much attention and effort is focused on
generating models that simulate the performance of the actual system. To analyze the performance of
an angles-only navigation filter for orbital rendezvous, a high fidelity, 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF), non-
linear simulation has been created in MATLAB and Simulink to model the closed-loop GNC dynamics.
As outlined in Fig 5.1, the rendezvous simulation consists of two major components: the spacecraft
system dynamics and the GNC flight algorithms. The spacecraft system models represent the actual
dynamics of two orbiting spacecraft, the forces and torques acting on each vehicle due to the space
environment, and the various sensors and actuators onboard the chaser. The GNC fight software con-
sist of the guidance, navigation, and control algorithms necessary to orient and maneuver the chaser
spacecraft along a desired rendezvous trajectory.
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&Rotation
Sensors Target
Translation
& Rotation
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Forces & Torques
Spacecraft System Dynamics
Navigation
Angles-Only
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Targeting/Pointing
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Spacecraft Dynamics
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u u
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Fig. 5.1: Closed-loop GN&C system diagram for orbital rendezvous.
The same mathematical models implemented in a rendezvous simulation to characterize the space-
craft system dynamics also serve as truth models for developing the GNC flight algorithms. Truth
models are intended to imitate the real world environment. For example, they define the actual trans-
lational and rotational dynamics experienced by both the target and chaser spacecraft during on-orbit
operations. They designate the exact disturbance accelerations and torques due to the space environ-
ment. In addition, they define the true measurements detected by the various sensors onboard the
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chaser and the velocity changes and torques generated by the chaser’s actuators. Of course the degree
of detail contained in these models may vary depending on available resources, but they are the most
thorough and accurate representation of the system accessible for the design effort. The basic equations
formulated in the navigation filter and other flight algorithms are based on a simplified version of the
simulation truth models known as design models. The design models are more manageable expressions
of the cumbersome and complex formulas used to simulate the actual system performance. For exam-
ple, the acceleration due to gravity used in the truth model may include higher order harmonics to
account for the non-spherical shape of the planet, while the design model may assume a point mass
gravitational source. Since the development of both the simulation tool itself and the development
of the navigation filter are based on the system truth models, this chapter has two key objectives; 1)
outline the simulation models and flight software used in the orbital rendezvous simulation tool and 2)
establish the truth models that will be used in the following chapter for a rigorous development of an
angles-only navigation filter.
5.1 Spacecraft System Dynamics
The orbital rendezvous system dynamics capture the rotational and translational motion of both
a target and chaser vehicle. The forces and torques experiences by each spacecraft from the space
environment include J2 gravity, gravity-gradient torques, and random disturbance accelerations and
torques due to atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, and n-body gravity terms. To maneuver
itself, the chaser has a suite of impulsive thrusters for translational control and momentum wheels for
rotational control. In addition, the chaser is equipped with three strap-down gyros that continuously
monitor the angular rate of the chaser spacecraft, a star camera for determining the inertial attitude of
the chaser, and an optical camera that predominantly measures relative azimuth and elevation angles
to the target. Depending on the relative distance, the chaser can take bearing angles to the target’s
centroid or other key features located on the target with the capability of also measuring the relative
range indirectly observed from the apparent angular size of the target spacecraft. The truth model
state for the orbital rendezvous simulation is a 59-dimensional vector defined by 13 target states x
T
,
13 chaser states x
C
, and 33 parameter states x
P
associated with various aspects of the sensors and
actuators onboard the chaser.
x = [x
T
, x
C
, x
P
]T (5.1)
The 13 target states include the inertial position and velocity vectors, the quaternion defining the
orientation of the target with respect to the inertial frame, and the target’s angular rate coordinatized
in the target vehicle reference frame.
x
T
=
[
r
T
, v
T
, q
I→T
, ωT
T
]T
(5.2)
Similarly, the 13 chaser states are inertial position and velocity, the inertial-to-body quaternion, and
its angular rate.
x
C
=
[
r
C
, v
C
, q
I→C
, ωC
C
]T
(5.3)
The parameter states consist of the star camera misalignment ǫS
S
and the optical camera misalignment
ǫO
O
each referenced in their respective camera frames. In addition, the parameter states include the bias,
misalignment and scale factor terms associated with the gyros bCω, ǫ
C
ω, f
C
ω; thrusters b
C
∆v
, ǫC
∆v
, f C
∆v
; and
momentum wheels bC
τ
, ǫC
τ
, f C
τ
; all coordinatized in the chaser frame.
x
P
=
[
ǫS
S
, ǫO
O
, bCω, ǫ
C
ω, f
C
ω, b
C
∆v
, ǫC
∆v
, f C
∆v
, bC
τ
, ǫC
τ
, f C
τ
]T
(5.4)
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Based on these 59 state parameters the truth models for the state dynamics, actuators, and sensors
incorporated into the rendezvous simulation are formulated.
5.1.1 Spacecraft Dynamic Models
The dynamics for the true state vector which includes the target states, chaser states, and param-
eter states are grouped together and modeled mathematically as,
Target States


r˙
T
= v
T
v˙
T
= g
T
+wgT
q˙
I→T
= 12 ω
T
T
⊗ q
I→T
ω˙T
T
= I−1
T
[
τ T
g
− ωT
T
× I
T
ωT
T
]
+wαT
(5.5)
Chaser States


r˙
C
= v
C
v˙
C
= g
C
+wgC , (vC)
+c = (v
C
) c + u
∆v
q˙
I→C
= 12 ω
C
C
⊗ q
I→C
ω˙C
C
= I−1
C
[
uC
τ
+ τ C
g
− ωC
C
× I
C
ωC
C
]
+wαC
(5.6)
Parameter States


ǫ˙S
S
= − ǫ
S
S
τǫs
+wǫs ǫ˙
O
O
= − ǫ
O
O
τǫo
+wǫo
b˙
C
ω = −
bCω
τbω
+w
bω
ǫ˙Cω = −
ǫCω
τ Cǫω
+wǫω f˙
C
ω = −
f Cω
τfω
+w
fω
b˙
C
∆v
= −b
C
∆v
τ
bv
+w
bv
ǫ˙C
∆v
= −ǫ
C
∆v
τǫv
+wǫv f˙
C
∆v
= −f
C
∆v
τ
fv
+w
fv
b˙
C
τ
= − b
C
τ
τ
bτ
+w
bτ
ǫ˙C
τ
= − ǫ
C
τ
τǫτ
+wǫτ f˙
C
τ
= − f
C
τ
τ
fτ
+w
fτ
(5.7)
where I
T
and I
C
are the target and chaser inertia matrices respectively. The accelerations due to
gravity acting on the target and chaser vehicles, g
T
and g
C
, are based on point mass and J2 gravity
models [120]
g = −µ r|r|3 − µ
J2R
2
eq
2 |r|5
[
6 (r · n)n+ 3 r − 15 (ır · n)2 r
]
(5.8)
where µ is the gravitational constant, J2 is the oblateness parameter of the planet, Req is the equatorial
radius, r is the position vector of the spacecraft, ır is the unit position vector of the vehicle, and n is
the rotation axis of the planet. The gravity gradient torques, τ T
g
and τ C
g
, are also derived from point
mass gravity models [121]
τ =
3µ
|r|5
[
q
I→b
r × I
v
· (q
I→b
r)
]
(5.9)
where |r| is the magnitude of the spacecraft’s radial position, q
I→b
is the quaternion representing the
orientation of the vehicle with respect to the inertial frame, and I
v
is the spacecraft’s moment of inertia
tensor. The control inputs, uC
τ
and u
∆v
, are the torques and impulsive velocity changes executed by
the actuators on the chaser spacecraft. The random disturbances, wgT , wαT , wgC , and wαC , account
for disturbance forces and torques acting on each spacecraft such as drag, solar radiation pressure,
venting gases, higher order gravity model terms, other celestial bodies, etc. The strength or power of
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these random accelerations are captured in the variance of the uncorrelated white noise processes.
E
[
wgT(t)wgT(t
′)T
]
= σ2v˙T I3×3δ(t− t′) E
[
wαT(t)wαT(t
′)T
]
= σ2ω˙T I3×3δ(t− t′)
E
[
wgC(t)wgC(t
′)T
]
= σ2v˙C I3×3δ(t− t′) E
[
wαC(t)wαC(t
′)T
]
= σ2ω˙C I3×3δ(t− t′)
(5.10)
For example, if a satellite has a large surface area and is in a low earth orbit (LEO) such that the
drag forces and torques are relatively high but difficult to accurately model, then the variances σ2v˙T ,
σ2v˙C , σ
2
ω˙T
, σ2ω˙C are set to large values. Instead of modeling each minute detail, all the smaller external
forces and torques excluded from the system model are represented in these variances. The process of
selecting values for the variances of these disturbances follows a trial and error technique outlined by
Lear [119], where the magnitude of the disturbance strength is associated with the expected downrange
and attitude error anticipated after one orbit.
The parameter state dynamics are modeled as first-order order Markov processes also known as
exponentially correlated random variables (ECRV). Depending on time constant τ , the parameter states
can range from being a constant (τ = ∞) to white noise random variables (τ = 0). A small value of
τ implies a rapidly changing random variable and a large value of τ signifies a more slowly changing
random variable. The 11 white noise terms in Eqn 5.7 driving the first-order Markov process parameter
states have specific variances of the form,
E
[
ωp(t)ωp(t
′)T
]
= σ2ωp I3×3δ(t− t′) (5.11)
5.1.2 Actuator Models
The actuators onboard the chaser spacecraft include momentum wheels for attitude control and a
system of impulsive thrusters for translational control. The actual torques generated by the momentum
wheels for a commanded torque τˆ C
cmd
, includes a random noise term wC
τ
, a bias bC
τ
, scale factor f C
τ
, and
misalignment ǫC
τ
of the momentum wheels.
uC
τ
= δT (ǫC
τ
)
[ {
I3×3 + diag(f
C
τ
)
}
τˆ C
cmd
+ bC
τ
+wC
τ
]
(5.12)
The covariance of the momentum wheel noise is
E
[
wC
τ
(t)wC
τ
(t′)T
]
= Sτ δ(t− t′) (5.13)
The thruster impulsive ∆v model also includes error sources such as random thruster errors wC
∆v
, biases
bC
∆v
, scale factor biases f C
∆v
, and misalignments ǫC
∆v
.
uC
∆v
= T (q
C→I
)δT (ǫC
∆v
)
[ {
I3×3 + diag(f
C
∆v
)
}
∆vC
cmd
+ bC
∆v
+wC
∆v
]
(5.14)
where ∆vC
cmd
is the commanded impulsive velocity change. The covariance of the thruster noise is
E
[
wC
∆v
(t
k
)wC
∆v
(t
k′
)T
]
= S∆v δkk′ (5.15)
5.1.3 Sensor Models
The gyro model is based upon a package of three orthogonal strap-down gyros, each measuring the
chaser angular velocity along its input axis. The measured angular velocity from the gyros is defined
as the true angular rate plus gyro bias bCω, scale factor error f
C
ω, sensor noise (angular random walk)
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ηCω, and gyro misalignment ǫ
C
ω,
ω˜C
C
= δT (ǫCω)
[ {
I3×3 + diag(f
C
ω)
}
ωC
C
+ bCω + η
C
ω
]
(5.16)
where the covariance of the gyro noise is
E
[
ηCω(t)η
C
ω(t
′)T
]
= Sωδ(t− t′) (5.17)
The star-camera is used to measure the 3-axis orientation of the chaser vehicle. The model accounts
for the uncertainty in the alignment of the star-camera frame with respect to the chaser frame ǫS
S
and
sensor noise νS
S
. The output of the star-camera model is a quaternion of the form
q˜
I→S˜
= q
S→S˜
⊗ q
S¯→S
⊗ q
C→S¯
⊗ q
I→C
(5.18)
where q
S¯→S
represents the small angular rotation associated with the misalignment of the star camera
δq(ǫS
S
), and q
S→S˜
is the angular error due sensor noise δq(νS
S
) with the covariance of the measurement
noise νS
S
given by
E
[
νS
S
(tk)ν
S
S
(tk′)
T
]
= R
S
δkk′ (5.19)
The optical tracking camera is used by the chaser to image and track the target’s centroid or
known target features. The instrument effectively provides line-of-sight information (i.e. azimuth and
elevation angles) by measuring feature pixel location in the camera focal plane. At specified relative
distances, the optical camera can produce a course measurement of the relative range from the apparent
angular size of the target. The camera model contains an uncertainty in the alignment of the optical
tracking camera frame with respect to the chaser frame, ǫO
O
. The azimuth and elevation measurements,
α˜ and e˜ along with the apparent range ρ˜ from the optical tracking camera1 are given by,
α˜ = tan−1
(
iy
ix
)
+ να (5.20)
e˜ = sin−1(iz) + νe (5.21)
ρ˜ = |(r
T
+ r
F
)− (r
C
+ r
O
)|+ νρ (5.22)
where [ix iy iz]
T are the individual components of the relative line-of-sight unit vector ıOρ between the
optical camera and the target (or target features) represented in the optical frame as shown in Figure
5.2 (a). Notice from the diagram that the unit vector can be written in terms of the noise free angle
measurements, α and e.
ıOρ =

 cos(e) cos(α)cos(e) sin(α)
sin(e)

 (5.23)
The relative range unit vector can also be expressed in terms of the true states,
ıOρ =
[
δT (ǫO
O
) T c→o¯ T (qI→C)
][ {rT + T (qT→I )rTF} − {rC + T (qC→I )rCO}
|{r
T
+ T (q
T→I
)rT
F
} − {r
C
+ T (q
C→I
)r0}|
]
(5.24)
where the feature position in the target frame, rT
F
, and the optical tracking camera position in the chaser
frame, r0 , are indicated in Figure 5.2(b). By defining the optical camera noise vector ν
O
O
= [να νe νρ ]
T ,
1When focal plane measurements are generated by the optical navigation system and not angular measurements, see
Ref. 122 for measurement equation and measurement partial derivation.
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Fig. 5.2: Relative angular measurements and the line-of-sight vector to the target.
the covariance of the camera measurement noise becomes,
E
[
νO
O
(tk)ν
O
O
(tk′)
T
]
= R
O
δkk′ (5.25)
5.2 GNC Flight Algorithms
The main emphasis of the GNC flight algorithms is the development and validation of an angles-
only navigation filter for orbital rendezvous. Although the key elements of the filter are presented here
to provide a cohesive summary of the GNC algorithms contained in the orbital rendezvous simulation
tool, a thorough derivation is given in the following chapter. It is important to note that the guidance
and control algorithms utilized in the simulation are included primarily to support the analysis of the
navigation filter performance. It is not the intent to develop and implement state-of-the art guidance
strategies or control techniques for orbital rendezvous. However, it is the hope to include these critical
links so the effectiveness of angles-only navigation embedded in a closed-loop GNC environment can be
properly evaluated in later chapters. As indicated in Figure 5.3, the flight algorithms for the current
rendezvous simulation cause a chaser vehicle that is initially station-keeping on the v-bar behind a
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Fig. 5.3: Operational modes for guidance and navigation algorithms.
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target spacecraft to gradually advance towards the target for eventual docking. During the chaser’s
journey its onboard GNC algorithms transition through a variety of modes, depending on the relative
distance separating the two spacecraft. For example, the navigation filter passes through three distinct
modes; rendezvous, close proximity, and final approach, as various types of measurements become
available during the rendezvous and docking scenario. The guidance logic specifying both the desired
approach trajectory and attitude configuration also evolves from its initial mode of v-bar approach and
target tracking schemes to the final guidance algorithms of x-axis approach and attitude matching.
The specific mathematical models and flight modes used for the guidance, navigation, and control
algorithms are now defined.
5.2.1 Navigation
The angles-only rendezvous navigation filter is an extended Kalman filter that has the ability
to process a variety of angular measurements using an optical camera and attitude information from
gyros and a star camera. Depending on the type of angular measurements that can be generated,
the navigation filter can potentially have three distinct modes as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The first
mode, referred to as the rendezvous mode, occurs when the chaser is at large relative distances such
that the only available angular measurements are the line-of-sight azimuth and elevation angles to the
target’s centroid. As the chaser approaches the target and the apparent angular size of the target
spacecraft fills the focal plane of the optical navigation camera, the navigation filter transitions to the
close proximity mode. During this phase both azimuth, elevation, and a pseudo-range measurements
become available to help estimate the navigation states. Lastly, as the chaser closes in on the target
and pre-selected features become visible, the navigation mode enters the final approach phase where
angular measurements to these three distinct points are incorporated into the angles-only navigation
filter. No longer is a range measurement derived from the image of the target vehicle, but azimuth and
elevation measurements to each target feature indirectly reveal both the relative range and the relative
Rendezvous
Line-of-sight Angles
CloseProximity
Apparent Angular Diameter
Final Approach
Feature Measurements
Fig. 5.4: Navigation modes during approach trajectory.
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orientation between both spacecraft.
The states modeled for the navigation filter and consequently available for other algorithms in the
flight computer are represented by a 32-state vector,
xˆ = [xˆ
T
, xˆ
C
, xˆ
P
]T (5.26)
consisting of 13 target states, 10 chaser states, and 9 parameter states. Similar to the truth models,
the navigation states include the inertial position and velocity vectors, the attitude quaternion, and
the angular velocity of the target.
xˆ
T
=
[
rˆ
T
, vˆ
T
, qˆ
I→T
, ωˆT
T
]T
(5.27)
The chaser states for the navigation filter differ slightly than those presented initially with the actual
system dynamics. Instead of including the chaser’s angular velocity, the attitude model (given below in
Eqn 5.31) operates in model replacement mode [122]. In other words, gyro measurements replace the
Euler equations that would otherwise model the dynamics of the chaser angular velocity state. Since
gyro measurements are unavailable for the target, this technique is not used with the target states. So
the navigation chaser states consist of the chaser’s inertial position, velocity, and quaternion.
xˆ
C
=
[
rˆ
C
, vˆ
C
, qˆ
I→C
]T
(5.28)
Lastly, the number of parameter states are significantly reduced. Instead of keeping the original 11
Markov processes, the navigation filter only retains three; the gyro bias bˆ
C
ω, star camera misalignment
ǫˆS
S
, and the optical camera misalignment ǫˆO
O
.
xˆ
P
=
[
bˆ
C
ω, ǫˆ
S
S
, ǫˆO
O
]T
(5.29)
The dynamic models used to propagate these 32 navigation states are
Target States


˙ˆr
T
= vˆ
T
˙ˆv
T
= gˆ
T
˙ˆq
I→T
= 12 ωˆ
T
T
⊗ qˆ
I→T
˙ˆωT
T
= Iˆ
−1
T
[
τˆ T
g
− ωˆT
T
× Iˆ
T
ωˆT
T
]
(5.30)
Chaser States


˙ˆr
C
= vˆ
C
˙ˆv
C
= gˆ
C
+ uˆ
∆v
˙ˆq
I→C
= 12 (ω˜
C
C
− bˆCω)⊗ qˆI→C
(5.31)
Parameter States


˙ˆ
bCω = −
bˆ
C
ω
τbω
˙ˆǫS
S
= − ǫˆ
S
S
τǫs
˙ˆǫO
O
= − ǫˆ
O
O
τǫo
(5.32)
where the accelerations due to gravity on the target and chaser vehicles, gˆ
T
and gˆ
C
, are point mass
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plus J2 gravity models [120]. The gravity gradient torque, τˆ
T
g
, acting on the target vehicle is based on
point mass models [121]. For the prototype filter, the states are propagated by integrating the nonlinear
models using a 4th order Runge-Kutta integration technique. Due to covariance singularities associated
with the use of quaternions [123], a modified state vector is adopted to propagate the covariance matrix
and utilized to update both the states and the covariance matrix. The modified state vector is used to
propagate and update the covariance and update the states using the 3-dimensional rotation vectors,
θˆ
T
T and θˆ
C
C. To achieve this, the quaternion kinematics are also replaced using the Bortz equation [122].
Thus, the quaternion errors δq are replaced by the 3-dimensional small-angle rotation vectors δθ, and
the linearized Bortz equation is used to derive the attitude covariance propagation equations [122]. As
a result, the 32-dimensional navigation state is converted into a 30-dimensional modified state vector,
mˆ . The covariance matrix stored on the flight computer, Pˆ , is propagated forward using the linear
equation,
Pˆ = ΦˆPˆ 0Φˆ
T
+ Qˆw + Qˆη (5.33)
where Φˆ is the state transition matrix, Pˆ 0 is the initial covariance matrix, Qˆw is the state process noise
covariance matrix and Qˆη is the flight computer’s value of the gyro process noise covariance matrix.
When measurements are available, the modified states and the state covariance matrix are updated
using the fundamental update equations,
mˆ+ = mˆ + Kˆ (z˜ − zˆ) (5.34)
Pˆ
+
=
(
I − KˆHˆ
)
Pˆ (5.35)
where, Kˆ = Pˆ Hˆ
T
(HˆPˆ Hˆ
T
+ Rˆ)−1, is the Kalman Gain and the superscript minus and plus signs
indicate the time period just before and after the measurement updates. All the updated navigation
states except the attitude states are contained in the new modified state vector. The quaternions
defining the target and chaser orientation are updated using the small rotation vectors.
qˆ+
I→T
= δq(θˆ
T
T
)⊗ qˆ
I→T
qˆ+
I→C
= δq(θˆ
C
C
)⊗ qˆ
I→C
Finally, when an impulsive ∆v maneuver is used to correct the chaser velocity, a correction must be
made to the navigation state and covariance matrix.
(vˆ
C
)+c = (vˆ
C
) c + uˆ
∆v
(5.36)
Pˆ
+c
= (I + Dˆ) Pˆ
c
(I + Dˆ)T + Sˆ
∆v
(5.37)
Once again, the superscript (-c) and (+c) signs indicate the time period just before and after the
instantaneous corrective maneuver. The estimated velocity change is computed as a function of the
commanded impulsive maneuver ∆vˆC
cmd
and the orientation of the chaser vehicle relative to inertial
space qˆ
C→I
.
uˆ
∆v
= T (qˆ
C→I
)∆vˆC
cmd
(5.38)
5.2.2 Guidance
For this work, the term guidance refers to the algorithms that specify the desired position and
velocity of the chaser vehicle as well as its desired orientation and angular velocity during the given
rendezvous scenario. Although targeting algorithms such as Lambert targeting or CW-targeting are
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Fig. 5.5: Guidance approach modes.
commonly used for trajectory control during a significant portion of the rendezvous phase, for this
simulation a proportional-derivative (PD) controller is used to track a desired approach trajectory
during these final close-in proximity operations. In the simulation there are two possible approach
trajectories as depicted in Figure 5.5.
The first approach trajectory is the v-bar approach. This guidance algorithm causes the chaser to
approach the target along the v-bar at a constant rate v
LVLH
. The desired position and velocity of the
chaser’s center of mass for this approach scheme is given by,
rˆ
des
= rˆ
T
+ T (qˆ
LVLH→I
)rˆLVLH
rel-des
(5.39)
vˆ
des
= vˆ
T
+ T (qˆ
LVLH→I
)vˆLVLH
rel-des
− T (qˆ
LVLH→I
)(ωˆLVLH × rˆLVLH
rel-des
)
where ωˆLVLH is the angular velocity of the rotating LVLH reference frame and rˆLVLH
rel-des
and vˆLVLH
rel-des
are
the desired position and velocity of the chaser’s center of mass in LVLH coordinates. In terms of the
desired approach speed vLVLH , the initial downrange separation distance xLVLH , and the initial time of the
maneuver sequence t
LVLH
; the desired relative velocity and position as a function of time is computed
with the simple algorithm,
vˆLVLH
rel-des
=
[
v
LVLH
0 0
]T
(5.40)
rˆLVLH
rel-des
=
[
x
LVLH
0 0
]T
+ (t− t
LVLH
) vˆLVLH
rel-des
The second approach trajectory is the x-axis approach. This strategy is implemented in the
final stages prior to docking. Instead of the chaser advancing towards the target along the v-bar, it
determines where the x-axis or docking axis of the target is located and guides the chaser along this
line at a slower rate v
Dock
until the chaser reaches the target. This trajectory is specified by the nominal
position of the chaser attach point rC
attach
(co-located with the optical camera r0) relative to a docking
port location on the target rT
dock
(defined as Feature 1, rT
F1
),
rˆdes = rˆT + T (qˆT→I )
[
rˆ
T
dock
+ T (qˆ
D→T
)rˆD
rel-des
]− T (qˆ
C→I
)rˆC
attach
(5.41)
vˆdes = vˆT + T (qˆT→I )
[
T (qˆ
D→T
)vˆD
rel-des
+ ωˆT
T
× (rˆT
dock
+ T (qˆ
D→T
)rˆD
rel-des
)
]
(5.42)
−T (qˆ
C→I
)(ωˆC
des
× rˆC
attach
)
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where rˆD
rel-des
and vˆD
rel-des
are the desired position and velocity of the chaser attach point rˆC
attach
relative
to the rotating docking port frame as a function of time. The logic used to compute the desired relative
velocity and position in the target docking port frame is dependent on the specified docking approach
speed v
Dock
, the initial relative distance of the chaser x
Dock
in the target reference frame, and the time
marker for the beginning of this new mode t
Dock
.
vˆD
rel-des
=
[
v
Dock
0 0
]T
(5.43)
rˆD
rel-des
=
[
x
Dock
0 0
]T
+ (t− t
Dock
) vˆD
rel-des
Similar to the trajectory profiles, there are two desired orientation modes; target tracking and
attitude matching, for the chaser spacecraft as shown in Figure 5.6. For the majority of the time,
it is desired that the chaser tracks the target such that its optical camera is pointing in the target’s
direction. Since the camera is mounted on the body x-axis of the chaser, the pointing logic aligns the
body x-axis of the chaser with the line of sight vector to the target, rˆ
rel
.
rˆ
rel
= rˆ
C
− rˆ
T
(5.44)
For the rendezvous scenario, it is assumed that the body z-axis is in the orbiting plane and the y-axis is
perpendicular to both the x-axis and z-axis (there is an arbitrary degree of freedom and this assumption
can be changed if desired). These two pointing requirements define the desired orientation of the body
axes. The x-axis points towards the target, the z-axis is in the orbiting plane (or perpendicular to the
chaser’s orbital angular rate ωˆ
C
), and the y-axis is chosen to complete the orthogonal basis.
x =
rˆ
rel
|rˆ
rel
| , y = z × x, z =
x× ωˆ
C
|x× ωˆ
C
| (5.45)
By defining the orientation of the axes of the chaser’s body frame in inertial coordinates, these three
vectors in Eqn 5.45 ultimately define the desired quaternion (the inertial to desired chaser body frame
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Fig. 5.6: Attitude pointing modes.
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quaternion) used for the pointing logic [124, Section 5.2.2],
qˆ
des
=


(
z2−y3
s
)
(
x3−z1
s
)
(
y1−x2
s
)
s


(5.46)
where s = 12
√
1 + x1 + y2 + z3 [125]. As the chaser vehicle tracks the target, it must rotate so the
target remains within the field of view of the camera. The rate at which the line of sight vector, rˆ
rel
,
rotates is the desired angular velocity for the target pointing mode. Using the concept of instantaneous
angular velocity, the desired angular velocity is proportional to the cross product of the line of sight
vector and the relative velocity, vˆ
rel
= vˆ
C
− vˆ
T
, and inversely proportional to the square of the relative
distance.
ωˆC
des
= T (qˆ
des
)
[
rˆ
rel
× vˆ
rel
|rˆ
rel
|2
]
(5.47)
At short ranges when the chaser approaches the target for inspection, berthing, and/or docking,
the desired attitude and angular rate of the chaser is simply specified to match the attitude and angular
rate of the target. In this attitude matching mode, the mathematical representation of the chaser’s
desired orientation qˆ
des
and angular rate ωˆC
des
simply becomes,
qˆ
des
= qˆ
I→T
(5.48)
ωˆC
des
= T (qˆ
T→C
)ωˆT
T
(5.49)
This specialized strategy is valid for either a final approach trajectory for docking or an inspection and
hold approach aimed to track a particular area of the target.
5.2.3 Control
For both rotational and translational control, a proportional-derivative (PD) controller is employed
for analyzing the angles-only navigation filter in a closed loop GNC environment. The translation
control algorithm computes the required ∆v to track the desired trajectory specified by the guidance
algorithms in Eqns 5.41-5.42 and 5.43-5.44 depending on the specified approach mode.
∆vˆrqd =Kr (rˆdes − rˆC) +Kv (vˆdes − vˆC) (5.50)
The proportional and derivative control gains,Kr andKv , are determined based on the desired natural
frequency ωr and damping ratio ζr of the translational control system.
Kr = ω
2
r
I3×3 Kv = 2ζrωrI3×3 (5.51)
The commanded velocity change ∆vˆC
cmd
issued to the actuators is the required maneuver ∆vˆ
rqd
trans-
formed to the chaser frame.
∆vˆC
cmd
= T (qˆ
I→C
)∆vˆ
rqd
(5.52)
The commanded torques for the chaser spacecraft for both tracking the target and matching the chaser’s
orientation with the target’s attitude are computed as,
τˆ C
cmd
=K
θ
(θC
des
) +Kω
(
ωˆC
des
− ωˆC
C
)
(5.53)
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where the desired angular offset, θC
des
, is the angular difference between the desired attitude quaternion
for the chaser qˆ
des
and its current attitude, qˆ
I→C
.
[
θC
des
1
]
= qˆ
des
⊗ qˆ
C→I
(5.54)
Once again, the attitude control gains,K
θ
andKω are determined by the natural frequency ωθ , desired
damping ratio ζ
θ
of the attitude control system, and the moment of inertia of the chaser spacecraft
I
C
[124, Section 5.2.3].
K
θ
= ω2
θ
I
C
Kω = 2ζθωθIC (5.55)
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Chapter 6
Angles-Only Navigation Filter
The angles-only rendezvous navigation filter is an extended Kalman filter that has the primary
purpose of determining the relative motion between two orbiting vehicles using azimuth and elevation
bearings between the chaser spacecraft and target vehicle. In estimating both the translational and
rotational motion (pose), the filter processes chaser attitude data received from gyros and star camera
along with a variety of potential types of angular measurements using an optical camera. As the
chaser approaches the target for rendezvous and docking operations, the filter transitions through
three different navigation modes depending on the relative distance separating the two spacecraft. As
depicted previously in Figure 5.4, the first mode, referred to as the rendezvous mode, occurs when
the chaser is at large relative distances. At this phase, the only available angular measurements
are the line-of-sight azimuth and elevation angles to the target’s centroid. As the chaser approaches
the target and the apparent angular size of the target spacecraft fills the focal plane of the optical
navigation camera, the navigation filter transitions to the close proximity mode. During this stage
of the mission both azimuth, elevation, and a pseudo-range measurements become available to help
estimate the navigation states. Lastly, as the chaser closes in on the target and pre-selected features
become visible, the navigation mode enters the final approach phase where angular measurements to
these three distinct points are incorporated into the angles-only navigation filter. No longer is a range
measurement derived from the image of the target vehicle, but azimuth and elevation measurements to
each target feature indirectly reveal both the relative range and the relative orientation between both
spacecraft. The general equations associated with propagating, correcting, and updating the state and
state covariance matrix in the navigation filter have been introduced in Chapter 4. This chapter is
dedicated to developing the system dynamic models incorporated in the navigation filter along with the
important parameters associated with propagating, correcting, and updating the states and covariance
matrix for an angles-only navigation for autonomous orbital rendezvous.
6.1 State and Covariance Propagation
The navigation states for the rendezvous navigation filter is a 32-state vector xˆ consisting of 13
states related to the target vehicle xˆ
T
, 10 states describing the chaser spacecraft xˆ
C
, and 9 parameter
states xˆP .
xˆ = [xˆ
T
, xˆ
C
, xˆ
P
]T (6.1)
The 13 target states include the inertial position and velocity vectors, the quaternion defining the
orientation of the target with respect to the inertial frame, and the target’s angular rate coordinatized
in the target vehicle reference frame.
xˆ
T
=
[
rˆ
T
, vˆ
T
, qˆ
I→T
, ωˆT
T
]T
(6.2)
The 10 chaser states are inertial position and velocity, and the inertial-to-body quaternion. Note that
the chaser state does not contain angular velocity because the attitude model (given below) operates
in model replacement mode [122] where gyro measurements replace the Euler equations that would
otherwise model the dynamics of the angular velocity state. For the target, this is not the case since
target gyro data is unavailable.
xˆ
C
=
[
rˆ
C
, vˆ
C
, qˆ
I→C
]T
(6.3)
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The 9 parameter states are the gyro bias bCω coordinatized in the chaser frame, the star camera misalign-
ment ǫS
S
, and the optical camera misalignment ǫO
O
, each referenced in their respective camera frames.
xˆP =
[
bˆ
C
ω, ǫˆ
S
S
, ǫˆO
O
]T
(6.4)
The decision to use inertial states (i.e. inertial position and velocity of both vehicles) instead of relative
states (i.e. relative position and velocity) is a debatable topic for relative navigation and pose estimation
[42]. Generally, it can be argued that it is desirable to have the inertial states to maximize the available
information and improve accuracy while it can also be debated that using relative states limits the size of
the navigation filter and computational requirements at little cost to performance. The justification for
selecting the inertial states for this research is that this approach attempts to capture all the available
information related to the estimation process to serve as a bench mark for the filter’s performance and
identify key characteristics that may be overlooked when using a reduced navigation state.
The dynamic models used to propagate the navigation states are,
Navigation Target States


˙ˆr
T
= vˆ
T
˙ˆv
T
= gˆ
T
˙ˆq
I→T
= 12 ωˆ
T
T
⊗ qˆ
I→T
˙ˆωT
T
= Iˆ
−1
T
[
τˆ T
g
− ωˆT
T
× Iˆ
T
ωˆT
T
]
(6.5)
Navigation Chaser States


˙ˆr
C
= vˆ
C
˙ˆvC = gˆC
˙ˆq
I→C
= 12 (ω˜
C
C
− bˆCω)⊗ qˆI→C
(6.6)
Navigation Parameter States


˙ˆ
bCω = −
bˆ
C
ω
τbω
˙ˆǫS
S
= − ǫˆ
S
S
τǫs
˙ˆǫO
O
= − ǫˆ
O
O
τǫo
(6.7)
where Iˆ
T
is the target inertia matrix. The accelerations due to gravity on the target and chaser vehicles,
gˆ
T
and gˆ
C
, are point mass plus J2 gravity models [120]. The gravity gradient torque, τˆ
T
g
, acting on
the target vehicle is based on point mass model [121]. The navigation state vector xˆ is propagated
forward in time by integrating the nonlinear dynamics using a fourth-order Runge-Kutte integration
algorithm [126].
Due to covariance singularities associated with the use of quaternions [123], a modified state
vector is adopted to propagate the covariance matrix. This modified state vector is also utilized to
correct the covariance matrix when impulsive maneuvers are executed as well as update both the
states and covariance matrix when measurements are received. The modified state vector replaces the
4-dimensional quaternion states, qˆ
I→T
and qˆ
I→C
, with the 3-dimensional rotation vectors, θTT and θ
C
C (see
Appendix B.2). As a result, the 32-dimensional navigation state is converted into a 30-dimensional
modified state vector, m
m = [m
T
, m
C
, x
P
]T (6.8)
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with 12 modified target states mT , 9 modified chaser states mC , and the original 9 parameter states
x
P
.
m
T
=
[
r
T
, v
T
, θT
T
, ωT
T
]T
m
C
= [ r
C
, v
C
, θC
C
]T x
P
=
[
bCω, ǫ
S
S
, ǫO
O
]T
(6.9)
Technically, the Bortz [127] equation describes the nonlinear equations of motion for the 3-element
vector for the attitude dynamics of the target and chaser vehicle. However, the Bortz equation like the
quaternion kinematics (see Appendix B.1) can be linearized to have the following small rotation vector
dynamics (see Appendix B.2).
θ˙ = (ω − ωˆ)− ωˆ × θ (6.10)
So the dynamics for the modified state vector used to derive the partials for propagating the covariance
matrix and updating the state vector becomes,
Modified Target States


r˙
T
= v
T
v˙
T
= g
T
+wgT
θ˙
T
T
= (ωT
T
− ωˆT
T
)− ωˆT
T
× θT
T
ω˙T
T
= I−1
T
[
τ T
g
− ωT
T
× Iˆ
T
ωT
T
]
+wαT
(6.11)
Modified Chaser States


r˙
C
= v
C
v˙
C
= g
C
+ uˆ
∆v
+wgC
θ˙
C
C
= (bˆ
C
ω − bCω)− (ω˜CC − bˆ
C
ω)× θCC − η
(6.12)
Modified Parameter States


b˙
C
ω = −
bCω
τbω
+w
bω
ǫ˙S
S
= − ǫ
S
S
τǫs
+wǫs
ǫ˙O
O
= − ǫ
O
O
τǫo
+wǫo
(6.13)
Note that the kinematic equation for the small rotation vector can manifest a different form when
the estimated angular rate ωˆ is based of the gyro angle measurements ω˜. For example, the attitude
dynamics for the chaser vehicle incorporates gyro data to replace Euler’s equations, such that the
estimated angular rate for the chaser spacecraft is modeled as
ωˆC
C
= ω˜C
C
− bˆCω (6.14)
Using the gyro model in Eqn 5.16, solving for the true angular rate ωC
C
, and substituting this expression
into Eqn 6.10 along with the estimated value in Eqn 6.14 produces an alternate model for the small
rotation vector dynamics in Eqn 6.12.
θ˙
C
C
= (bˆ
C
ω − bCω)− (ω˜CC − bˆ
C
ω)× θCC − η (6.15)
The covariance matrix utilized in the navigation filter P is propagated forward using the linear equation
(Eqn 4.20),
P = ΦP 0 Φ
T + Qη +Qw
where Φ is the state transition matrix, P 0 is the initial covariance matrix, Qw is the state process noise
matrix, and Qη is the inertial measurement noise matrix. Each one of these matrices is now derived
for an angles-only navigation system for autonomous orbital rendezvous.
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6.1.1 State Transition Matrix, Φ
For a linear system (or a nonlinear system that has been linearized), the state transition matrix
is what its name implies. It is a matrix of the solution to the state dynamics. Given a known initial
state estimate, the the state transition matrix can be used to transition or determine the state values
at any other time period of interest. The state transition matrix generated by the flight computer Φ
is the matrix exponential eF∆T where F = F
mˆ
represents the partial of the modified state dynamics
with respect to the modified state.
F
mˆ
=
∂f(m, uˆ, y˜, t)
∂m
∣∣∣∣
mˆ
(6.16)
The matrix exponential is computed numerically by expanding the matrix exponential in a Taylor
series to 4th order1 and evaluating.
Φ = eF (t−t0) = I + F∆T +
F 2∆T 2
2!
+
F 3∆T 3
3!
+
F 4∆T 4
4!
(6.17)
Partial of System Dynamics with Respect to Modified States, F mˆ
The partial of the modified state navigation dynamics with respect to the modified states F
mˆ
is
a 30× 30 matrix,
F
mˆ
=


F
TT
012×9 012×9
09×12 F CC F CP
09×12 09×9 F PP

 (6.18)
where F
TT
is the partial of the modified target dynamics with respect to the modified target states, F
CC
is the partial of the modified chaser dynamics with respect to the modified chaser states, F
PP
represent
the partial of the parameter state dynamics with respect to the parameter states, and F
CP
is the partial
of the modified chaser states with respect to the parameter states. The partial of the modified target
state dynamics (Eqns 6.11) is a sparsely populated matrix,
F
TT
=


∂r˙
T
∂r
T
∂r˙
T
∂v
T
∂r˙
T
∂θT
T
∂r˙
T
∂ωT
T
∂v˙
T
∂rT
∂v˙
T
∂vT
∂v˙
T
∂θT
T
∂v˙
T
∂ωT
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂r
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂v
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂θT
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂ωT
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂r
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂v
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂ωT
T


=


03×3 F T1 03×3 03×3
F
T2
03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 F T3 F T4
F
T5
03×3 F T6 F T7


(6.19)
1A closed form solution for the parameter states can be derived. Also, Lear [119] has generated a compact form for
the state transition matrix for the position and velocity states based on a fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator for J2
gravity.
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such that
F
T1
= I
3×3
F T3 = −[ωˆTT×] F T4 = I3×3
F
T2
= − µ|rˆ
T
|3

I − 3 iˆ
T
iˆ
T
T

− µJ2R
2
eq
2|rˆ
T
|5
n
−30(nT iˆ
T
)niˆ
T
T
+ 6nnT + 3I − 15iˆ
T
iˆ
T
T
− 15(nT iˆ
T
)2I
+75(nT iˆT)
2
iˆT iˆ
T
T
− 30iˆT iˆ
T
T
nn
T (I − iˆT iˆ
T
T
)
o
F
T5
= Iˆ
−1
T

3µ
|rˆ
T
|5
 h
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
×
i
Iˆ
T
T (qˆ
I→T
)−
h
Iˆ
T
T (qˆ
I→T
)rˆ
T
×
i
T (qˆ
I→T
)

+
−15µ
|rˆ
T
|6

iˆ
T
T
nh
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆT×
i
IˆT T (qˆI→T) rˆT
o

F
T6
= Iˆ
−1
T
3µ
|rˆT |5
nh
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
×
i
Iˆ
T
−
h
Iˆ
T
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
×
io h
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
×
i
F
T7
= Iˆ
−1
T
nh
(Iˆ
T
ωˆ
T
T
)×
i
− ωˆT
T
× Iˆ
T
o
where F
T1
is the partial of the of the target’s velocity with itself, F
T2
is the partial of the acceleration of
the target spacecraft due to gravity with respect to the radial position of the target, F
T3
is the partial
of the small rotation vector dynamics with respect to the small angle rotation vector, F
T4
is the partial
of the rotation vector but with respect to the angular velocity of the target vehicle, F
T5
is the partial
of the target spacecraft’s angular velocity dynamics with respect to its radial position, F
T6
is the same
partial but with respect to the small rotation vector, and F
T7
is also the same partial but with respect
to the angular velocity of the target. The partial of the modified chaser dynamics (Eqns 6.12) with
respect to the modified states is
F
CC
=


∂r˙
C
∂r
C
∂r˙
C
∂v
C
∂r˙
C
∂θC
C
∂v˙
C
∂r
C
∂v˙
C
∂v
C
∂v˙
C
∂θC
C
∂θ˙
C
C
∂r
C
∂θ˙
C
C
∂v
C
∂θ˙
C
C
∂θC
C


=


03×3 F C1 03×3
F
C2
03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 F C3

 (6.20)
where F
C1
is the partial of the of the chasers velocity vector with itself, F
C2
is the partial of the chaser’s
gravitational acceleration with respect to the chaser’s radial position, and F
C3
is the partial of the
chaser’s attitude dynamics with respect to the small rotation vector.
F
C1
= I3×3 F C3 = −
[(
ω˜
C
C
− bˆCω
)×]
F
C2
= − µ|rˆC |3

I − 3iˆ
C
iˆ
T
C

− µJ2R
2
eq
2|rˆC |5
n
−30(nT iˆ
C
)niˆ
T
C
+ 6nnT + 3I − 15iˆ
C
iˆ
T
C
− 15(nT iˆ
C
)2I
+75(nT iˆC)
2
iˆC iˆ
T
C
− 30iˆC iˆ
T
C
nn
T (I − iˆC iˆ
T
C
)
o
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The derivation of these partials is in Appendix C.2. The partial of the parameter dynamics (Eqns 6.13)
with respect to the parameter modified states is,
F
PP
=


∂b˙
C
ω
∂bCω
∂b˙
C
ω
∂ǫS
S
∂b˙
C
ω
∂ǫO
O
∂ǫ˙S
S
∂bCω
∂ǫ˙S
S
∂ǫS
S
∂ǫ˙S
S
∂ǫO
O
∂ǫ˙O
O
∂bCω
∂ǫ˙O
O
∂ǫS
S
∂ǫ˙O
O
∂ǫO
O


=


F
P1
03×3 03×3
03×3 F P2 03×3
03×3 03×3 F P3

 (6.21)
where F
P1
is the partial of the of the gyro bias dynamics with respect to the gyro bias, F
P2
is the partial
of the star camera misalignment dynamics with respect to the misalignment error, and F
P3
is the partial
of the optical camera’s misalignment dynamics with respect to the optical camera misalignment error.
F
P1
=
(
− 1
τbω
)
I3×3 F P2 =
(
− 1
τǫs
)
I3×3 F P3 =
(
− 1
τǫo
)
I3×3
The parameter partials are derived in Appendix C.3. Lastly, the partial of the chaser dynamics with
respect to the parameter states has the form,
F
CP
=


∂r˙
C
∂bCω
∂r˙
C
∂ǫS
S
∂r˙
C
∂ǫO
O
∂v˙
C
∂bCω
∂v˙
C
∂ǫS
S
∂v˙
C
∂ǫO
O
∂θ˙
C
C
∂bCω
∂θ˙
C
C
∂ǫS
S
∂θ˙
C
C
∂ǫO
O


=


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
F
CP1
03×3 03×3

 (6.22)
where F
CP1
, the partial of the small rotation dynamics with respect to the gyro bias is summarized
below and derived in Appendix C.4.
F
CP1
= −I3×3
6.1.2 Initial Covariance Matrix, P 0
The initial covariance matrix for the navigation filter has three main partitions: the initial covari-
ance matrix of the target, chaser, and parameter state estimates.
P 0 =


P
TO
012×9 012×9
09×12 P CO 09×9
09×12 09×9 P PO

 (6.23)
where the uncertainty with the initial attitude and angular rate of the target spacecraft are characterized
by the variances, σ2
θT
and σ2
ωT
respectively; the uncertainty with the chaser’s initial attitude is given by
σ2
θC
, and the variances for the initial parameter state are given as σ2
b0
for the initial gyro bias, σ2
ǫs0
for
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the initial star camera misalignment, and σ2
ǫo0
for the initial optical camera misalignment such that,
P
T0
=


P
rvT
06×3 06×3
03×6 σ
2
θT
I3×3 03×3
03×6 03×3 σ
2
ωT
I3×3

 P P0 =


σ2
b0
I3×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 σ
2
ǫs0
I3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 σ
2
ǫo0
I3×3


P
C0
=

 P rvC 06×3
03×6 σ
2
θC
I3×3


The covariance matrices P
rvT
and P
rvC
define the accuracy of the initial estimate of the target’s and
chaser’s inertial position and velocity, respectively. For orbital rendezvous problems, it is often con-
venient to initialize the covariance matrix of the target and chaser’s inertial position and velocity in
the LVLH coordinate system and then transform them to the inertial coordinates. For this purpose,
the initial position and velocity covariance matrix of both vehicles, is originally defined in the LVLH
frame, P
LVLH
, and then transformed to the inertial frame, P
I
.
The initial covariance matrix of a spacecraft’s position and velocity in LVLH coordinates is popu-
lated as follows. From the relative motion analysis in Section 2.1, the downrange (x), cross-track (y),
and altitude(z) positions were represented with the coordinate system, (ex ey ez), shown in Fig 2.1.
Now let the position and velocity of a vehicle in LVLH coordinates be defined as
x
LVLH
= [x y z x˙ y˙ z˙] (6.24)
Assuming that there is no correlation between the various components, the covariance matrix would
be a diagonal 6x6 matrix with the downrange (σ2x), cross-track (σ
2
y), altitude (σ
2
z), downrange rate
(σ2x˙), cross-track rate (σ
2
y˙), and altitude rate (σ
2
z˙) variances along the main diagonals. These variances
represent how accurate the initial position and velocity of the vehicle is known along these three
particular axes. However, for relative orbital motion there is a strong negative correlation between the
altitude position uncertainty to the downrange velocity uncertainty, and also between the downrange
position and altitude velocity. This can be seen using orbital mechanics. From Fig 6.1, notice that
a positive downrange error produces a negative velocity error in the altitude direction. Conversely, a
positive altitude position error results in a negative downrange velocity error. This cross correlation
between downrange uncertainty and altitude velocity uncertainty along with the altitude uncertainty
and downrange rate error is quantified by the correlation coefficient, f. The value of the correlation
coefficient ranges between a positive and negative one. For strongly correlated terms, the magnitude
approaches one, and for non-correlated terms the value approaches zero. In the particular case of
relative position and velocity, the correlation coefficient reflects the strong negative correlation between
the initial downrange and altitude positions and velocities, f = −0.9. So, the LVLH Covariance Matrix
is initialized as
P
LVLH
=


σ2x 0 0 0 0 f σxσz˙
0 σ2y 0 0 0 0
0 0 σ2z f σx˙σz 0 0
0 0 f σx˙σz σ
2
x˙ 0 0
0 0 0 0 σy˙ 0
f σxσz˙ 0 0 0 0 σ
2
z˙


(6.25)
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Fig. 6.1: Correlation between downrange and altitude position and velocity.
Once the different variances for each relative position and velocity are defined for the specific mission
scenario, the covariance for both the target and chaser are obtained by taking the transformation,
P
rvT
= T
LVLH→I
P
rvT LVLH
T
LVLH→I
T (6.26)
P
rvC
= T
LVLH→I
P
rvC LVLH
T
LVLH→I
T (6.27)
where T
LVLH→I
is the LVLH-to-inertial transformation matrix.
6.1.3 State Process Noise Covariance Matrix, Qw
The state process noise covariance matrix represents the added uncertainty in the predicted esti-
mate due to limitations of the navigation models of the true system dynamics. The integral expression
for Qw as derived in Eqn 4.19 is
Qw =
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)SwΦ
T (t, τ) dτ (6.28)
whereΦ(t, t0) is the state transition matrix and Sw is the covariance matrix of the white noise processes.
The matrix Sw defines the strength of the process noise affecting each of the 30 modified states,
Sw =


SwT 012×9 012×9
09×12 SwC 09×9
09×12 09×9 SwP

 (6.29)
where the matrix SwT characterizes the errors in the models governing the modified navigation target
states, SwC represents the model uncertainty associated with the modified chaser state dynamics, and
the matrix SwP describes limitations of the dynamic modeling of the parameter states. The greatest
source of error in propagating the translational and rotational dynamics of both spacecraft are the
unmodeled accelerations and torques due to solar radiation pressure, drag, venting forces, etc. The
affect these small, yet influential, accelerations and torques have on the model accuracy for both the
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target and chaser vehicles are defined in Eqns 5.10 by the variances σ2v˙T , σ
2
ω˙T
and σ2v˙C , σ
2
ω˙C
, respectively.
SwT =


03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 σ
2
v˙T
I3×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 σ
2
ω˙T
I3×3

 SwC =


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 σ
2
v˙C
I3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3

 (6.30)
The modeling errors associated with the assumption that the gyro bias and the misalignment factors
of both the star camera and the optical camera are adequately modeled as an ECRV are reflected by
the terms, σ2bω, σ
2
ǫs
, and σ2
ǫo
in Eqns 5.11.
SwP =


σ2bωI3×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 σ
2
ǫs
I3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 σ
2
ǫo
I3×3

 (6.31)
Now that all the terms in Eqn 6.28 representing the the state process noise covariance matrix have been
defined, the next important step is evaluating this integral. Several different possible techniques exist
that solve this integration problem numerically. Each of them revolves around the idea of substituting
an approximate value for the state transition matrix and solving. From the state transition matrix
equation (Eqn 6.17), a numerical approximation of the matrix exponential can be obtained by keeping
the first two terms of the Taylor Series expansion such that,
Φ(t, t0) ≈ I + F∆T (6.32)
Substituting Eqn 6.29 for Sw and Eqn 6.32 for the state transition matrix Φ(t, t0) into Eqn 6.28 and
evaluating yields the following approximation for the state process noise covariance matrix,
Qw ≈
∫ t
t0


QwT 012×9 012×9
09×12 QwC +QwCP QwCPP
09×12 Q
T
wCPP QwP

 dτ (6.33)
where QwT is considered the state process noise covariance matrix associated with the target vehicle,
QwT =


σ2v˙T


I
(
∆T 3
3
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I(∆T )

 06×6
06×6 σ
2
ω˙T


I
(
∆T 3
3
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I(∆T )




(6.34)
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QwC is the state process noise covariance matrix representing the modeling errors with the dynamics
of the chaser vehicle,
QwC =


σ2v˙C


I
(
∆T 3
3
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I(∆T )

 06×3
03×6 03×3


(6.35)
QwP is the noise covariance matrix added to the chaser parameter states due to the limitations of
modeling the gyro bias and misalignment terms as Markov processes,
QwP =


(σ2bω∆T ) I3×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 (σ
2
ǫs
∆T ) I3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 (σ
2
ǫo
∆T ) I3×3

 (6.36)
QwCP is the additional noise covariance on the attitude of the chaser state due to the gyro bias process
noise,
QwCP =
(
σ2bω∆T
3
3
)


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3

 (6.37)
and QwCPP is the cross-correlation term defined as,
QwCPP =
(−σ2bω∆T 2
2
) 
03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
I3×3 03×3 03×3

 (6.38)
The derivations of the state process noise matrices are given in Appendix D.
6.1.4 Inertial Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix, Qη
Essentially the inertial measurement noise covariance matrix is the added uncertainty to the esti-
mate of the chaser’s attitude due to the errors with the gyro measurements. By definition, this matrix
was derived in Eqn 4.18 as,
Qη =
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, τ)F y˜ Sη F
T
y˜ Φ
T (t, τ) dτ
where Sη is the (3 × 3) gyro measurement noise covariance matrix Sω defined in Eqn 5.17, F y˜ is the
(30 × 3) partial matrix of the navigation state dynamics with respect to the gyro measurements as
derived in Eqn 6.41, and Φ is the state transition matrix. For the numerical approximation of the
inertial measurement noise covariance matrix Qη, the state transition matrix as defined in Eqn 6.17 is
approximated by keeping only the first term in the Taylor series expansion such that,
Φ ≈ I (6.39)
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The only inertial measurement processed by the navigation filter is the chaser angular rate measured
by the gyros.
y˜ = ω˜C
C
(6.40)
The partial of the modified state dynamics with respect to gyro angular rate measurements is a (30×3)
tall matrix. The only modified navigation state dependent on the gyro angular rate measurement is
the small rotation vector characterizing the chaser’s attitude.
F y˜ =
∂f(m, uˆ, ω˜C
C
, t)
∂ω˜C
C
=


018×3
F
CY1
09×3

 (6.41)
The matrix F
CY1
represents the partial of the modified chaser attitude dynamics with respect to the
inertial measurement as derived in Appendix C.5.
F CY1 =
∂θ˙
C
C
∂ω˜C
C
= −I3×3
Under these conditions, the inertial measurement noise covariance matrix is approximated as,
Qη = ∆T


018×18 018×3 018×9
03×18 Sω 03×9
09×18 09×3 09×9

 (6.42)
6.2 State and Covariance Correction
When an impulsive ∆v maneuver is used to correct the chaser velocity, a correction must be made
to the navigation state and covariance matrix. As derived in Eqns 4.23 and 4.31, this is done using the
following equations.
(vˆ
C
)+c = (vˆ
C
) c + uˆ
∆v
(6.43)
P+c = (I +D) P c(I +D)T + S
∆w
(6.44)
The superscript (-c) and (+c) signs indicate the time period just before and after the instantaneous
corrective maneuver. The estimated control input to the system uˆ
∆v
, the partial derivative D, and the
thruster noise covariance S
∆v
, associated with the instantaneous velocity change are now defined.
6.2.1 Impulsive Dynamic Models
The estimated velocity change is computed as a function of the navigation states xˆ−cj prior to the
impulsive burn and the commanded velocity change ∆vˆC
cmd
from the onboard GNC flight algorithms
(see Eqn 5.52).
uˆ
∆v
= d
∆v
(xˆ−cj ,∆uˆj, tj) = T (qˆC→I )∆vˆ
C
cmd
(6.45)
6.2.2 Impulsive Covariance Matrix, D
Note that the commanded velocity is in the chaser body frame but the resulting ∆v on the
chaser’s inertial velocity must be approximated in the inertial frame. As a result, this requires the
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commanded ∆v vector to be estimated in the inertial frame. Since the actual transformation between
the inertial-to-chaser reference frames is not known exactly, the navigation filter must rely on its current
estimate which has a certain level of uncertainty associated with it. This additional error introduced
to the chaser’s velocity covariance is characterized by the partial derivative, D. The correction of the
navigation state covariance in Eqn 6.44 is accomplished using the following partial derivative:
D =
[
∂d(m−cj ,∆uˆj , tj)
∂m
]∣∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=
[
∂d
∂r
T
∂d
∂v
T
∂d
∂θT
T
∂d
∂ωT
T
∂d
∂r
C
∂d
∂v
C
∂d
∂θC
C
∂d
∂bCω
∂d
∂ǫS
S
∂d
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
Since the impulsive maneuver is only a function of the chaser states, the impulsive covariance matrix
D, has the form,
D =


012×12 012×9 012×9
09×12 DC 09×9
09×12 09×9 09×9

 (6.46)
where D
C
represents the partial with respect to all of the modified chaser states. Recall that the
impulsive maneuver only affects the chaser’s velocity state. However, the impulsive maneuver dynamic
equation (see Eqn 6.45) is only a function of the chaser’s attitude θC
C
. Therefore, the partial D
C
can be
written as,
D
C
=


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 ∂d∆v/∂θ
C
C
03×3 03×3 03×3

 (6.47)
Lastly, the partial of the ∆v maneuver with respect to the modified chaser attitude state equals the
cross-product matrix of the commanded velocity change in the inertial frame.[
∂d
∆v
∂θC
C
]
mˆ
=
∂
∂θC
C
{[
(I − [θC
C
×]) T
I→Cˆ
]T
∆vˆC
cmd
}
[
∂d
∆v
∂θC
C
]
mˆ
=
∂
∂θC
C
{
T
Cˆ→I
[θC
C
×]∆vˆC
cmd
}
[
∂d
∆v
∂θC
C
]
mˆ
=
∂
∂θC
C
{ −T
Cˆ→I
[∆vˆC
cmd
×]θC
C
}
[
∂d
∆v
∂θC
C
]
mˆ
= − [∆vˆI
cmd
×]
(6.48)
6.2.3 Actuator Noise Covariance Matrix, S∆w
It is assumed only the chaser is capable of using onboard actuators to alter its location or orien-
tation. As a result, the actuator noise covariance matrix S∆w is limited to affecting only the chaser
states.
S∆w =


012×12 012×9 012×9
09×12 S∆Cw 09×9
09×12 09×9 09×9

 (6.49)
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In addition, the chaser only has onboard thrusters that impulsively provide the control authority to
alter the chaser’s velocity instantaneously.
S∆Cw =


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 S∆v 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3

 (6.50)
The magnitude of the resulting velocity change due to the thruster noise was defined previously in Eqn
5.15,
E
[
wC
∆v
(t
k
)wC
∆v
(t
k′
)T
]
= S
∆v
δkk′ (6.51)
where S
∆v
equals,
S
∆v
= σ2
∆v
I3×3 (6.52)
6.3 State and Covariance Update
When a measurement from either the star camera or the optical navigation camera is available, the
navigation state and state covariance matrices are updated to incorporate the additional information.
The star camera outputs an inertial to sensor quaternion which represents the measured orientation of
the sensor with respect to the stars or inertial frame. The optical camera has the potential to detect
the azimuth, elevation, and range to the target vehicle as shown in Figure 6.2. At large distances the
optical camera measures only the azimuth and elevation angles to the target. These line-of-sight angles
help determine the position and velocity states. As the chaser approaches closer and the target’s image
occupies multiple pixels of the camera’s field-of-view (FOV) relative range can be roughly measured by
observing the apparent angular diameter. Eventually the chaser is close enough to the target such that
the optical camera can detect and measure the relative azimuth and elevation angles to key features
rigidly located on the target spacecraft. These feature observations not only provide information
regarding the attitude or orientation of both spacecraft, but the angular separation between these
features is directly related to the relative range separating the two rendezvousing spacecraft.
Once a series of measurements are observed, the modified states and the state covariance matrix
are updated using the fundamental update equations (see Eqns 4.49 and 4.70),
mˆ+ = mˆ + Kˆ (z˜ − zˆ) (6.53)
P+ = (I −KH)P (6.54)
where,K = P HT (HP HT+R)−1, is the Kalman Gain (see Eqn 4.67) and the superscript minus and
plus signs indicate the time period just before and after the measurement updates. All the updated
navigation states except the attitude states are contained in the new modified state vector. The
quaternions defining the target and chaser orientation are updated using the small rotation vectors.
qˆ+
I→T
= δq(θˆ
T
T
)⊗ qˆ
I→T
qˆ+
I→C
= δq(θˆ
C
C
)⊗ qˆ
I→C
The measurement equations used by the flight computer to estimate the various measurements, zˆ, along
with the associated measurement sensitivity matrix, H , and the measurement covariance matrix, R
are developed in the remainder of this section.
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Fig. 6.2: Key features located on target.
6.3.1 Estimated Navigation Measurements, zˆ
In order to estimate the actual measurements produced by the optical camera and star camera,
the navigation filter must rely on the current state estimate xˆ to compute these values.
zˆ = h(xˆ) =
[
zˆ
O
zˆ
S
]
(6.55)
The mathematical relationship established between the navigation states and the measurements also
provides the foundation for deriving the measurement partials required for the measurement sensitiv-
ity matrix, H . Besides simply deriving the expressions used to estimate the optical camera feature
measurements zˆ
O
and the star camera attitude measurements zˆ
S
the other objective of this discussion
is to derive the filter measurement equations used for computing the measurement sensitivity matrix.
Optical Camera Angular Measurements, zˆ
O
The navigation estimate of the angular measurements to the target features is based on the model
in Eqns. 5.20-5.22,
zˆ
O
= hˆ
O
(mˆ) =


hˆα(mˆ)
hˆe(mˆ)
hˆρ(mˆ)

 =


αˆ
eˆ
ρˆ

 =


tan−1
(
ıˆy
ıˆx
)
sin−1(ˆız)
|(rˆ
T
+ rˆ
F
)− (rˆ
C
+ rˆ
O
)|

 (6.56)
where rˆ
O
is the position of the optical camera in inertial coordinates relative to the chaser’s center
of mass, rˆ
F
is the value of the feature location relative to the target’s center of mass stored in the
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Fig. 6.3: Relative measurements from the optical camera to an arbitrary target feature.
flight computer, and [ˆıx ıˆy ıˆz]
T are the individual components of the estimated relative line-of-sight
unit vector ıˆOρ between the optical camera and the target (or target features) represented in the optical
frame as illustrated in Fig 6.3. This unit vector as observed from the optical camera is approximated
by the navigation filter using the current best estimate of the modified states mˆ.
ıˆoρ =
ρˆo
|ρˆo| (6.57)
The estimated relative range vector ρˆo between the optical camera mounted on the chaser vehicle and
the target feature is
ρˆo =
[
(I − [ǫˆO
O
×]) T
C→Oˆ
(I − [θˆC
C
×]) T
I→Cˆ
]
(6.58)
[(
rˆ
T
+
{
(I − [θˆT
T
×])T
I→Tˆ
}T
rˆT
F
)
−
(
rˆ
C
+
{
(I − [θˆC
C
×])T
I→Cˆ
}T
rˆC
O
)]
where θˆ
C
C
= θˆ
T
T
= 0 prior to the measurement update.
Star Camera Attitude Measurements, zˆ
S
When processing star camera data, a derived measurement [122] is calculated. It is effectively the
residual to be processed by the Kalman filter.[
1
2 z˜S
1
]
= q˜
I→S˜
⊗ [qˆ
C→I
⊗ qˆ
S→C
⊗ δq(ǫˆS
S
)
]
(6.59)
and the flight computer estimate of the derived star-camera measurement is a function of the modified
state rotation vector, θC
C
, and the camera misalignment, ǫS
S
.
z˜
S
= h
S
(m) = T (qˆ
C→S
)θC
C
+ ǫS
S
(6.60)
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Since the best estimate of θˆ
C
C
prior to a measurement is zero, the flight computer’s estimate of the derived
star-camera measurement zˆ
S
is simply the current approximation of the star camera misalignment ǫˆS
S
zˆ
S
= ǫˆS
S
(6.61)
To show this, recall that the quaternion output from the star camera defining the orientation of
the sensor with respect to the inertial frame q
I→S
can also be expressed as rotation matrix T
I→S
.
zq = qI→S
or (6.62)
zq = T I→S
For this simple derivation, the attitude matrix representation of the vehicle’s orientation is adopted
although either notation could be used to derive the same fundamental results. Assume now that
reference values for the orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the inertial frame, T
I→Cˆ
, and
the attitude matrix for the body-to-star camera frame, T
C→Sˆ
, are known. The ideal star camera
measurement, zq, can then be written as a function of the modified states, m, and the known rotation
matrices stored in memory.
zq = T I→S
zq = T Sˆ→S T C→Sˆ T Cˆ→C T I→Cˆ
The rotation matrix, T
Cˆ→C
represents the small errors between the estimated orientation of the space-
craft and the actual orientation with respect to the inertial frame. In terms of the small rotation angles,
θC
C
, this rotation matrix can be written as,
T
Cˆ→C
= I − [θC
C
×]
The rotation matrix, T
Sˆ→S
represents the small errors between the estimated orientation of the star
camera and the actual orientation with respect to the Chaser frame. In terms of the small rotation
angles, ǫS
S
, this rotation matrix can be written as,
T
Sˆ→S
= I − [ǫS
S
×]
The actual star camera measurement, z˜q, is also a function of the modified states, m, the known
rotation matrices stored in memory, plus a measurement noise term, νS
S
.
z˜q = T I→S˜ (6.63)
z˜q = T S→S˜ T Sˆ→S T C→Sˆ T Cˆ→C T I→Cˆ (6.64)
When a sensor, such as a star camera, measures the orientation of a vehicle, these errors are modelled as
small rotation angles or rotation matrices. For example, due to measurement noise, there is a difference
between the actual sensor frame and the measured sensor frame represented as the rotation matrix,
T
S→S˜
. This small rotation matrix can in turn be expressed as function of the small rotation angles in
a skew-symmetric matrix.
T
S→S˜
= I − [νS
S
×]
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Using these mathematical models of the various error sources, it can now be seen how the star camera
measurement is a function of the states, noise term, and the key parameters stored in memory.
z˜q = T I→S˜ (6.65)
z˜q =
(
I − [νS
S
×] ) ( I − [ǫS
S
×] ) T
C→Sˆ
( I − [θC
C
×] ) T
I→Cˆ
Instead of processing this attitude quaternion (or matrix) measurement directly, it is often convenient
mathematically2 to manipulate it first by forming a derived measurement. Suppose the derived mea-
surement represented the difference or residual between the true inertial-to-sensor attitude matrix,
T
I→S
, and the current best estimate of the inertial-to-sensor attitude matrix, T
I→Sˆ
.
T
Sˆ→S˜
= T
I→S˜
(
T
I→Sˆ
)T
(6.66)
The estimated inertial-to-sensor attitude matrix is derived from the estimated inertial-to-body attitude
matrix and the body-to-sensor attitude matrix stored in memory.
T
I→Sˆ
= T
C→Sˆ
T
Cˆ→C
T
I→Cˆ
(6.67)
Prior to a measurement update the predicted attitude matrix equals the identity matrix because it is
assumed θC
C
is initially zero.
T
Cˆ→C
= I − [θC
C
] = I (6.68)
So the best estimate of the inertial-to-sensor attitude matrix is the current inertial-to-body attitude
matrix rotated to the sensor frame using the known body-to-sensor attitude matrix.
T
I→Sˆ
= T
C→Sˆ
T
I→Cˆ
(6.69)
Substituting Eqn 6.69 into the residual or rotation matrix defined in Eqn 6.65 produces,
T
Sˆ→S˜
= T
I→S˜
(
T
C→Sˆ
T
I→Cˆ
)T
(6.70)
T
Sˆ→S˜
= T
I→S˜
T
Sˆ→I
T
Sˆ→C
The derived measurement, z
S
, is defined as a vector of small rotation angles between the estimated
and true orientation of the sensor with respect to the inertial frame.
T
Sˆ→S
= I − [z
S
×] (6.71)
The actual small-angle rotation measurement, z˜
S
, can be computed from the actual star camera mea-
surement, z˜q = TI→S˜, and the stored rotation matrices in memory by equating Eqn 6.70 and Eqn
6.71,
I − [z˜
S
×] = T
I→S˜
T
Cˆ→I
T
Sˆ→C
(6.72)
and extracting the three small rotation angles from the skew-symmetric cross product matrix, [zˆ
S
×].
An accurate first order expression, sufficient for computing the measurement sensitivity matrix, can be
developed by substituting the actual star tracker measurement equation into the derived measurement
2Regardless of the specific form that the orientation of the spacecraft is represented in, such as a quaternion, Euler
angles, attitude matrix, etc., computing the partials for the Measurement Sensitivity matrix becomes an extensive task.
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equation above.
I − [z˜
S
×] =
[ (
I − [νS
S
×] ) ( I − [ǫS
S
×] ) T
C→Sˆ
( I − [θC
C
×] ) T
I→Cˆ
]
T
Cˆ→I
T
Sˆ→C
(6.73)
I − [z˜
S
×] = ( I − [νS
S
×] ) ( I − [ǫS
S
×] ) T
C→Sˆ
( I − [θC
C
×] ) T
Sˆ→C
(6.74)
Expanding this equation and dropping higher order terms yields,
I − [z˜
S
×] = I − T
c→Sˆ
[θC
C
×] T
Sˆ→C
− [ǫS
S
×] − [νS
S
×] (6.75)
Remember that the state, θC
C
, represents the small angles of rotation away from the predicted estimate
of the chaser spacecraft’s attitude in body coordinates. By pre and post multiplying by the body to
sensor rotation matrix and the sensor-to-body rotation matrix respectively, it rotates the cross-product
matrix to the sensor reference frame.
[z˜
S
×] = [θS
C
×] + [ǫS
S
×] + [νS
S
×] (6.76)
Since each of these vectors are now expressed in the sensor reference frame, the derived measurement
equals,
z˜
S
= θS
C
+ ǫS
S
+ νS
S
or (6.77)
z˜
S
= T
C→S
θC
C
+ ǫS
S
+ νS
S
Now the actual derived measurement is accurately approximated as a function of the states plus noise.
z˜
S
= h
S
(m) + νS
S
In the absence of sensor noise, the true derived attitude measurement is a function of the star camera
misalignment ǫS
S
and the chaser’s attitude error θC
C
.
z
S
= h
S
(m) = T (qˆ
C→S
)θC
C
+ ǫS
S
(6.78)
However, the filter’s best estimate of the derived measurement zˆ
S
prior to the measurement update
assumes both the measurement noise νS
S
and the chaser’s attitude error θˆ
C
C
are zero. Therefore, the
flight computer’s estimate of this derived measurement is simply the current approximation of the star
camera misalignment error ǫˆS
S
.
zˆ
S
= ǫˆS
S
(6.79)
6.3.2 Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, H
The measurement sensitivity matrix, also called the measurement partial, plays a vital role in
navigation. It is the connecting link between the observed measurements and the states by providing a
linear relationship between the measurement perturbations and the state perturbations. This partial of
the measurement vector function, h(mˆ), with respect to the modified states is the H matrix required
to update the state and state covariance matrix.
H =


H
O
H
S

 =


∂h
O
(m)
∂m
∂h
S
(m)
∂m


mˆ
(6.80)
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The remainder of this section is dedicated to deriving the measurement partials associated with the
optical camera angular measurements, H
O
and the star camera measurements H
S
.
Optical Camera Feature Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, H
O
The measurement sensitivity matrix for the relative angular measurements from the optical camera
to various target features, including the target centroid, is defined as (see Eqn 6.56).
H
O
=
[
∂hˆ
O
(m)
∂m
]∣∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=


∂hˆα(m)
∂m
∂hˆe(m)
∂m
∂hˆρ(m)
∂m


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=


∂αˆ
∂m
∂eˆ
∂m
∂ρˆ
∂m


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=


hα
he
hρ


(6.81)
where hα, he, and hρ are the measurement geometry vectors for azimuth, elevation, and range mea-
surement, respectively. Theoretically, from the nonlinear measurement functions in Eqn 6.56, the
measurement sensitivity matrix for the relative measurements to the target can be derived by taking
the partial of these equations with respect to the modified states.
hα =
∂α
∂m
=
[
∂α
∂rT
∂α
∂vT
∂α
∂θT
T
∂α
∂ωT
T
∂α
∂rC
∂α
∂vC
∂α
∂θC
C
∂α
∂bCω
∂α
∂ǫS
S
∂α
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
he =
∂e
∂m
=
[
∂e
∂r
T
∂e
∂v
T
∂e
∂θT
T
∂e
∂ωT
T
∂e
∂r
C
∂e
∂v
C
∂e
∂θC
C
∂e
∂bCω
∂e
∂ǫS
S
∂e
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
hρ =
∂ρ
∂m
=
[
∂ρ
∂r
T
∂ρ
∂v
T
∂ρ
∂θT
T
∂ρ
∂ωT
T
∂ρ
∂r
C
∂ρ
∂v
C
∂ρ
∂θC
C
∂ρ
∂bCω
∂ρ
∂ǫS
S
∂ρ
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
Due to the implicit relationship between the angle measurements and the modified states there is
another method that proves to be more efficient and practical.
Looking closely at Fig 6.3, the relative range between the optical camera and the target features
can be expressed as a function of the azimuth, elevation, and range measurements.
ρo = ρ


cos(e) cos(α)
cos(e) sin(α)
sin(e)

 (6.82)
This same relative range vector as observed from the optical camera can also be written as a function
of the modified states m,
ρo =
[
(I − [ǫO
O
×]) T
C→Oˆ
(I − [θC
C
×]) T
I→Cˆ
]
(6.83)
[(
r
T
+
{
(I − [θT
T
×])T
I→Tˆ
}T
rT
F
)
−
(
r
C
+
{
(I − [θC
C
×])T
I→Cˆ
}T
rC
O
)]
Instead of using the explicit forms of the measurements as in Eqn 6.56, the expressions found in Eqn
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6.82 and 6.83 can be manipulated using the chain rule 3 to generate the necessary measurement partials.
According to the chain rule, the partial of the relative range vector with respect to the modified states
equals,
∂ρo
∂m
∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=
[
∂ρo
∂α
∂α
∂m
+
∂ρo
∂e
∂e
∂m
+
∂ρo
∂ρ
∂ρ
∂m
]
mˆ
(6.84)
Note that the measurement geometry vectors naturally emerge from the chain rule expansion.
∂ρo
∂m
∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=
[
∂ρo
∂α
]
mˆ
hα +
[
∂ρo
∂e
]
mˆ
he +
[
∂ρo
∂ρ
]
mˆ
hρ (6.85)
Using Eqn 6.82, the partial of the relative range vector with respect to azimuth, elevation, and range
can be computed and substituted back into Eqn 6.85 to give,
∂ρo
∂m
∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=
[
ρ poα
]
mˆ
hα +
[
ρ poe
]
mˆ
he +
[
ioρ
]
mˆ
hρ (6.86)
where the vectors, poα and p
o
e, represent the partials of the line-of-sight unit vector i
o
ρ to the target
vehicle in the camera frame with respect to the azimuth and elevation measurements, respectively.
poα =


− cos(e) sin(α)
cos(e) cos(α)
0

 and poe =


− sin(e) cos(α)
− sin(e) sin(α)
cos(e)


It is important to note that the vectors – poα, p
o
e, and i
o
ρ – are orthogonal to each other. This implies
that the dot product between any two of these vectors will always be zero.
poα · poe = (poα)T poe = 0
poα · ioρ = (poα)T ioρ = 0
poe · ioρ = (poe)T ioρ = 0
With this orthogonality property, the measurement geometry vector for each of the three relative
measurements – α, e, and ρ – can be obtained by taking the dot product of Eqn 6.86 with respect to
the three vectors, poα, p
o
e, and i
o
ρ, respectively.
hα =
(poα)
T
ρ (poα)
T poα
[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
(6.87)
he =
(poe)
T
ρ (poe)
T poe
[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
(6.88)
hρ =
(ioρ)
T
(ioρ)
T ioρ
[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
(6.89)
3The chain rule states the following: If u is a function of r and s, u(r, s), where both r and s are functions of the
variable x, r = r(x) and s = s(x), then the partial of u with respect to x according to the chain rule is
∂u
∂x
=
∂u
∂r
∂r
∂x
+
∂u
∂s
∂s
∂x
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The last important property between these vectors is that, poe and i
o
ρ, are unit vectors and the magnitude
of the vector, poα, squared is cos
2(e).
poα · poα = (poα)T poα = cos2(e)
poe · poe = (poe)T poe = 1
ioρ · ioρ = (ioρ)T ioρ = 1
Substituting the equivalent expressions into Eqns 6.87-6.89, the expression for the measurement geom-
etry vectors now becomes,
hα =
(poα)
T
ρ cos2(e)
[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
(6.90)
he =
(poe)
T
ρ
[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
(6.91)
hρ = (i
o
ρ)
T
[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
(6.92)
The last step is to compute the partial of the relative range vector with respect to the modified
states.
[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
=
[
∂ρo
∂ r
T
∂ρo
∂ v
T
∂ρo
∂ θTT
∂ρo
∂ ωT
T
∂ρo
∂ r
C
∂ρo
∂ v
C
∂ρo
∂ θCC
∂ρo
∂ bCω
∂ρo
∂ ǫS
S
∂ρo
∂ ǫO
O
]
mˆ
(6.93)
The relative range vector as a function of the states was derived in Eqn 6.83. In particular it is a
function of the inertial position of both the target and chaser vehicles as well as the orientation of the
chaser.
ρo(m) =
[
(I − [ǫO
O
×]) T
C→Oˆ
(I − [θC
C
×]) T
I→Cˆ
]
([
r
T
+
{
(I − [θT
T
×])T
I→Tˆ
}T
rT
F
]
−
[
r
C
+
{
(I − [θC
C
×])T
I→Cˆ
}T
rC
O
])
Partial with Respect to Target Position. The partial with respect to the target vehicle’s inertial posi-
tion is the inertial-to-optical camera attitude matrix.[
∂ρo
∂r
T
]
mˆ
=
[
(I − [ǫO
O
×]) T
C→Oˆ
(I − [θC
C
×]) T
I→Cˆ
]
mˆ
= T
I→O
(6.94)
Partial with Respect to Target Velocity. Since the relative range vector is not dependent on the target’s
velocity, the partial with respect to the velocity of the target spacecraft is zero.[
∂ρo
∂v
T
]
mˆ
= [ 0 ]
3×3
(6.95)
Partial with Respect to Target Attitude Error. The partial with respect to the target vehicle’s rotation
vector is the target-to-optical camera attitude matrix times the skew symmetric cross product matrix
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of the feature position vector. Observe that there are two possible methods to represent this partial,
depending on the particular application.[
∂ρo
∂θT
T
]
=
∂
∂θT
T
{T I→O [ T Tˆ→I(I + [θTT×])rTF − rO ] }[
∂ρo
∂θT
T
]
=
∂
∂θT
T
{
T
Tˆ→O
(I + [θT
T
×])rT
F
− T
I→O
r
O
}
[
∂ρo
∂θT
T
]
=
∂
∂θT
T
{
T
Tˆ→O
(I + [θT
T
×])rT
F
}
[
∂ρo
∂θT
T
]
=
∂
∂θT
T
{
T
Tˆ→O
[θT
T
×]rT
F
}
[
∂ρo
∂θT
T
]
=
∂
∂θT
T
{−T
Tˆ→O
[rT
F
×]θT
T
}
[
∂ρo
∂θT
T
]
= −T
Tˆ→O
[rT
F
×]
[
∂ρo
∂θT
T
]
mˆ
= −T
T→O
[rT
F
×]
Partial with Respect to Target Angular Velocity. Once again, since the relative range vector is not
dependent on the Target’s angular velocity, the partial is also zero.[
∂ρo
∂ωT
T
]
mˆ
= [ 0 ]
3×3
(6.96)
Partial with Respect to Chaser Position. The partial of the relative range vector with respect to the
inertial position of the chaser vehicle is the negative of the attitude matrix between the inertial and
optical camera reference frames.[
∂ρo
∂r
C
]
mˆ
= − [ (I − [ǫO
O
×]) T
c→oˆ
(I − [θC
C
×]) T
I→cˆ
]
ˆ˜x
= − T
I→O
(6.97)
Partial with Respect to Chaser Velocity. Similar to the partial with respect to the target’s velocity,
the partial with respect to the chaser’s velocity is also zero.[
∂ρo
∂v
C
]
mˆ
= [ 0 ]
3×3
(6.98)
Partial with Respect to Chaser Attitude Error. The partial of the relative range vector with respect
to the chaser’s attitude error (which is a representation of the chaser’s orientation), reveals that the
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relative measurements to the target spacecraft provide information regarding the attitude of the chaser
vehicle. The partial is proportional to the relative distance between the two vehicles.[
∂ρo
∂θC
C
]
= T
I→O
{
∂
∂θC
C
(−T
C→O
[θC
C
×]rC
O
)}
+
{
∂
∂θC
C
(−T
C→O
[θC
C
×])
}({rC
T
+ rC
F
} − {rC
C
− rC
O
})
[
∂ρo
∂θC
C
]
= T
I→O
{
∂
∂θC
C
(
T
C→O
[rC
O
×]θC
C
)}
+
{
∂
∂θC
C
(
T
C→O
[
({rC
T
+ rC
F
} − {rC
C
− rC
O
})×] θC
C
)}
[
∂ρo
∂θC
C
]
mˆ
= T
C→O
[rC
O
×] + T
C→O
[
({rC
T
+ rC
F
} − {rC
C
− rC
O
})×]
[
∂ρo
∂θC
C
]
mˆ
= T
C→O
[(
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
)×] (6.99)
Partial with Respect to Gyro Bias. As expected, this partial with respect to the gyro bias is also a
3× 3 zero matrix. [
∂ρo
∂bCω
]
mˆ
= [ 0 ]
3×3
(6.100)
Partial with Respect to Star Camera Misalignment. The relative range measurement is not a function
of the star camera misalignment and is therefore zero.[
∂ρo
∂ǫS
S
]
mˆ
= [ 0 ]
3×3
(6.101)
Partial with Respect to Optical Camera Misalignment. This partial matrix will not be zero, and is
derived similar to the inertial misalignment vector.[
∂ρo
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
=
∂
∂ǫO
O
{
(I − [ǫO
O
×]) T
I→Oˆ
({r
T
+ r
F
} − {r
C
+ r0})
}
[
∂ρo
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
=
∂
∂ǫO
O
{
− [ǫO
O
×] ({rO
T
+ rO
F
} − {rO
C
+ rO
O
}) }
[
∂ρo
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
=
∂
∂ǫO
O
{ [({rO
T
+ rO
F
} − {rO
C
+ rO
O
})×] ǫO
O
}
[
∂ρo
∂ǫO
O
]
mˆ
=
[({rO
T
+ rO
F
} − {rO
C
+ rO
O
})×] = [ρO×] (6.102)
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Substituting Eqns 6.94-6.102 into Eqn 6.93 yields the partial of the relative range vector with respect
to the modified states.[
∂ρo
∂m
]
mˆ
=
[
T
I→O
0 −T
T→O
[rT
F
×] 0 −T
I→O
0 T
C→O
[(
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
)×] 0 0 [ρO×] ]
With this value of the relative range partial, the measurement geometry vectors can now be
determined as a function of the modified states by substituting it into Eqns 6.90-6.92.
hα =
(poα)
T
ρ cos2(e)
[
T
I→O
0 −T
T→O
[rT
F
×] 0 −T
I→O
0 T
C→O
[(
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
)×] 0 0 [ρO×]]
he =
(poe)
T
ρ
[
T
I→O
0 −T
T→O
[rT
F
×] 0 −T
I→O
0 T
C→O
[(
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
)×] 0 0 [ρO×]]
hρ = (i
o
ρ)
T
[
T
I→O
0 −T
T→O
[rT
F
×] 0 −T
I→O
0 T
C→O
[(
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
)×] 0 0 [ρO×]]
Expanding,
hα =
[
 
poα
T T
I→O
ρ cos2(e)
0 −
 
poα
T T
T→O
[rT
F
×]
ρ cos2(e)
0 −
 
poα
T T
I→O
ρ cos2(e)
0
 
poα
T T
C→O
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
ρ cos2(e)
0 0
 
poα
T [ρO×]
ρ cos2(e)
]
he =
[
 
poe
T T
I→O
ρ
0 −
 
poe
T T
T→O
[rT
F
×]
ρ
0 −
 
poe
T T
I→O
ρ
0
 
poe
T T
C→O
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
ρ
0 0
 
poe
T [ρO×]
ρ
]
hρ =
[
(ioρ)
T T
I→O
0 −(ioρ)
T T
T→O
[rT
F
×] 0 −(ioρ)
T T
I→O
0 (ioρ)
T T
C→O
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
0 0 (ioρ)
T [ρO×]
]
Simplifying produces the final measurement geometry vectors for the three relative measurements.
hα =
[

T
O→I
poα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0

[rT
F
×]T
O→T
poα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 −

T
O→I
poα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 −
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
T
O→C
poα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 0 −
 
[ρo×]poα
T
ρ cos2(e)
]
he =
[

T
O→I
poe
T
ρ
0

[rT
F
×]T
O→T
poe
T
ρ
0 −

T
O→I
poe
T
ρ
0 −
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
T
O→C
poe
T
ρ
0 0 −
([ ρo ×

poe
T
ρ cos2(e)
]
hρ =
[
(T
O→I
ioρ)
T 0

[rT
F
×]T
O→T
ioρ
T
0 −

T
O→I
ioρ
T
0 −
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
T
O→C
ioρ
T
0 0 −

[ρo×]ioρ
T
]
Note that (ρo × ioρ) = 0 and the transformation of the cross product between two vectors is simply
the cross product of the two vectors in the new transformed coordinate frame.
hα =
[

pIα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0

[rT
F
×]pTα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 −

pIα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 −
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
pCα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 0 −
 
[ρo×]poα
T
ρ cos2(e)
]
he =
[

pIe
T
ρ
0

[rT
F
×]pTe
T
ρ
0 −

pIe
T
ρ
0 −
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
pCe
T
ρ
0 0 −
 
[ρo×]poe
T
ρ
]
(6.103)
hρ =
[

iIρ
T
0

[rT
F
×]iTρ
T
0 −

iIρ
T
0 −
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C

×
i
iCρ
T
0 0 0
]
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Lastly, switching the order of the cross product operation gives the concluding relative measurement
sensitivity matrix,
hα =
[

pIα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 −

pTα × r
T
F
T
ρ cos2(e)
0 −

pIα
T
ρ cos2(e)
0

pCα ×
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
iT
ρ cos2(e)
0 0
 
poα × ρ
oT
ρ cos2(e)
]
mˆ
he =
[

pIe
T
ρ
0 −

pTe × r
T
F
T
ρ
0 −

pIe
T
ρ
0

pCe ×
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
iT
ρ
0 0
 
poe × ρ
oT
ρ
]
mˆ
(6.104)
hρ =
[

iIρ
T
0 −

iTρ × r
T
F
T
0 −

iIρ
T
0

iCρ ×
h
rC
T
+ rC
F
− rC
C
iT
0 0 0
]
mˆ
where once again ibρ is the line-of-sight unit vector in either the target or chaser reference frame and i
I
ρ
is the same unit vector expressed in the inertial frame. The vectors, pIe and p
I
α, along with, p
b
e and p
b
α,
represent the partials of the line-of-sight unit vector in the camera frame with respect to the relative
azimuth and elevation measurements, (pce and p
c
α), transformed in the inertial and body coordinates,
respectively.
Derived Attitude Measurement Sensitivity Matrix, H
S
The measurement geometry vector or the measurement sensitivity matrix for the derived small
angle measurement is the partial of this measurement equation with respect to each of the 30-modified
states.
H
S
=
∂z
S
∂m
∣∣∣∣
mˆ
=
[
∂z
S
∂ r
T
∂z
S
∂ v
T
∂z
S
∂ θTT
∂z
S
∂ ωT
T
∂z
S
∂ r
C
∂z
S
∂ v
C
∂z
S
∂ θCC
∂z
S
∂ bCω
∂z
S
∂ ǫS
S
∂z
S
∂ ǫO
O
]
mˆ
Since the derived measurement in Eqn 6.78 is only a function of the states, θC
C
and ǫS
S
, the majority
of the partials equal zero. The only non-zero partials are trivial to solve and is the attitude matrix
between the body and sensor reference frames and the identity matrix. Notice that if the the sensor
and body reference frames are aligned, the partial of the derived attitude measurement with respect
to the small rotation vector becomes the identity matrix. This implies that the derived measurement
is directly measuring the states, θC
C
and ǫS
S
.
H
S
=
[
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 T C→S 03×3 I3×3 03×3
]
mˆ
6.3.3 Measurement Covariance Matrix, R
The measurement covariance utilized in the filter, R, represents the accuracy of the relative mea-
surements and the derived attitude measurement used to update the state and the state covariance
matrix. By definition it is the expected value of the squared difference between the actual measurement
and the true measurement, or the square of the measurement error.
E[ ν(tk)ν(tk′)
T ] = R δ(tk − tk′)
For the rendezvous application, it is assumed that each of the measurements is uncorrelated so that
the covariance matrix has the form,
R =
[
R
O
0
0 R
S
]
(6.105)
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where the actual dimensions of the measurement covariance matrix depends on the number of angular
measurements processed during the update phase.
E[ νO
O
(tk)ν
O
O
(tk′)
T ] = R
O
δ(tk − tk′)
E[ νS
S
(tk)ν
S
S
(tk′)
T ] = R
S
δ(tk − tk′)
Optical Camera Angular Measurement Covariance Matrix, R
O
The measurement covariance for the set of relative angular measurements from the optical camera
onboard the chaser spacecraft to a particular target feature including its centroid, has the form (see
Eqn 5.25),
R
O
=


σ2α 0 0
0 σ2e 0
0 0 σ2ρ


where σ2α is the azimuth variance, σ
2
e represents the uncertainty with the elevation measurement, and
σ2ρ is the relative range variance. Of course, if multiple angular measurements are extracted from the
optical camera or pseudo-range measurements are unavailable, then the dimensions of R
O
would adjust
accordingly.
The accuracy of the relative measurements from the optical camera depends on the camera’s field-
of-view and the number of pixels (pixel resolution). The measurements are obtained from the image
of the target. After the image is processed, the location of the target’s centroid or the centroid of key
features located on the target are expressed as a pixel on the image as shown in Fig 6.4. The azimuth
and elevation angle measurements are functions of the centroid’s pixel location where the range is a
function of the pixel length of the target image or target feature. Due to the finite number of pixels
in the image, the azimuth, elevation, and range measurements are limited in their accuracy. The
error for the azimuth and elevation angle measurements are predominantly affected by pixel resolution
Centroidof
Target Image
# of PixelsFOV
qpixel
Target Image
qTarget
Fig. 6.4: Image pixels and angle measurement relationship.
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δθ = θpixel, which is the ratio of the field-of-view divided by the number of pixels.
δθ =
FOV
# of Pixels
(6.106)
The variance of the uncertainty associated with pixelation affects is simply expected value of the angle
error squared, σ2
θ
= E
[
δθ2
]
, which is the resolution of the optical camera.
σ2
θ
= θ2
pixel
(6.107)
Consequently, the variance of the azimuth and elevation measurements are the same and equal the
pixelation variance,
σ2α = σ
2
e = σ
2
θ
(6.108)
The variance of an optically determined range measurement can be derived assuming the shape of
the target is known. For simplicity, assume the target is a sphere. By knowing the diameter of the
spacecraft, DTarget, the relative range measurement, ρ, can be calculated based on the apparent size of
the target spacecraft. When the distance between the chaser and target vehicles is large enough such
that the diameter is much less than the relative distance between the two spacecraft, DTarget << ρ, then
the diameter of the vehicle can be expressed as a function of the relative range and the measured pixel
length of the target, θTarget (see Section 1.2).
DTarget = θTarget ρ (6.109)
This idea is very common when computing the arc length of a circle where the distance around a circle
equals the angle θ times the radius of the circle as shown in Fig 6.5. The relationship between small
changes in the range, δρ, and small changes in the angle, δθ, can be derived by taking the derivative
q
r
D = q r
Fig. 6.5: Computing range from an arc length.
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of Eqn 6.109 with respect to the angle, θ.
∂DTarget
∂θTarget
=
∂(θTarget ρ)
∂θTarget
(6.110)
0 = ρ+ θTarget
(
∂ρ
∂θTarget
)
(6.111)
Notice from Eqn 6.109 that θTarget = DTarget/ρ. Substituting this value of the apparent angular size
into Eqn 6.111 yields the relationship between small resolution errors and relative range measurement
errors.
∂ρ
∂θTarget
= − ρ
2
DTarget
(6.112)
δρ = −
(
ρ2
DTarget
)
δθTarget (6.113)
Recall that the error in the target angular measurement is simply the pixel resolution δθTarget = δθ. So
the variance of the range measurement is computed by taking the expected value of σ2ρ = E[δρ
2], which
is a function of pixelation variance, σ2
θ
.
σ2ρ =
(
ρ2
D
)
σ2
θ
(6.114)
In conclusion, the measurement covariance for relative measurements to key features of the Target,
including its centroid have the form,
R
O
=


σ2
θ
0 0
0 σ2
θ
0
0 0
(
ρ2
DTarget
)
σ2
θ


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Star Camera Attitude Measurement Covariance Matrix, RS
The measurement covariance matrix for the derived attitude measurements defined in Eqn 5.19,
R
S
, represents the sensor errors about the x, y, and z axes of star camera reference frame.
R
S
=


σ2xs 0 0
0 σ2ys 0
0 0 σ2zs


Define the boresight of the star camera is along the sensor’s x-axis and the pixel plane of the camera
containing the star constellations is in the y/z plane as shown in Fig 6.6. Due to the setup of the star
camera, angle errors about the boresight of the camera tend to be greater than those in the pixel plane.
As a consequence, the variance along the boresight or the x-axis is larger than the variances along the
other y-axis and z-axis.
σ2θx > σ
2
θy
and σ2θz
xs
ys
zs
Star
Camera
Fig. 6.6: Star camera reference frame.
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Part IV
Angles-Only Navigation for
Autonomous Orbital Rendezvous
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Chapter 7
Relative Pose Observability Theory and Analysis
Algorithms exist that can determine the relative position and attitude between two orbiting space-
craft when LOS angular measurements to three known target features are observed [21, 33]. The de-
velopment of such algorithms and others [128] suggests two important points. First, the potential of
angles-only navigation as a practical solution for relative navigation for orbital rendezvous has clearly
been recognized in the research community. Second, the relative position and orientation between
two orbiting spacecraft are theoretically observable when only angle measurements to three identified
target features are utilized. Although this fundamental concept has found use in a variety of fields
ranging from robotic navigation to machine vision, a formal derivation proving observability analyti-
cally in context of orbital rendezvous has alluded the author. Undoubtedly the essential elements are
found intermittently throughout the literature [129], but a brief proof demonstrating the conditions
that ensure observability for an orbital rendezvous applications is developed. Besides re-establishing
the accepted notion that angle measurements to known target features can theoretically be used to
uniquely identify the relative pose between two objects, the other key objective of this chapter is to
validate this concept in an autonomous orbital rendezvous setting by implementing an angles-only nav-
igation filter in a closed-loop GNC environment. Consequently, the first section of this chapter derives
the observability conditions necessary for determining the relative pose between two vehicles and the
second and final section demonstrates these theoretical findings by implementing them in a practical
autonomous orbital rendezvous scenario.
7.1 Relative Pose Observability Criteria
Suppose a target spacecraft is nadir-pointing such that the target x-axis is along the v-bar, its
y-axis points radially upward, and the z-axis is directed toward the negative cross-track direction as
depicted in Figure 7.1. On the target vehicle there are three known features {r
F1
r
F2
r
F3
} situated in
an orthogonal triad. In the target reference frame, the locations of these three features are known and
defined as,
rT
F1
=

 xF10
0

 rT
F2
=

 0y
F2
0

 rT
F3
=

 00
z
F3

 (7.1)
where x
F1
is the position of the first feature along the target’s x-axis, y
F2
is the distance of the second
feature along the y-axis, and z
F3
is the location of the third feature on the z-axis. The position of the
target relative to the chaser spacecraft r is defined as the vector pointing from the chaser vehicle to
the target spacecraft,
r = r
C
− r
T
(7.2)
where r
C
and r
T
are the inertial position vectors of the centers-of-mass or some other reference point
on the chaser and target vehicles, respectively. In the chaser reference frame, the location of each
of the three target features relative to the chaser
{
rC
1
rC
2
rC
3
}
can be expressed as a summation of the
relative position of the target spacecraft in the chaser frame rC plus the location of each feature location
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rC rT
xT
yT
rF1
rF2
rF3
xC
yC
V-bar
Altitude
Target
Chaser
zC
zT
r
r3
r2
r1
Fig. 7.1: Target feature measurement observability vectors.
transformed into the chaser frame (see Figure 7.1).
rC
1
= rC + T
T→C
rT
F1
rC
2
= rC + T
T→C
rT
F2
(7.3)
rC
3
= rC + T
T→C
rT
F3
The rotation matrix T
T→C
represents the relative attitude or orientation of the target with respect to
the chaser spacecraft. For small angular differences, this transformation matrix can be written in the
form,
T
T→C
= I − [ǫC×] (7.4)
where ǫC represents the small relative rotation vector. Notice that the relative position of the target
features in the chaser frame is a function of the unknown relative position vector rC, the unknown
relative attitude ǫC, and the known feature locations relative to the target.
rC
1
= [ x1 y1 z1 ]
T = f(rC, ǫC, rT
F1
)
rC
2
= [ x2 y2 z2 ]
T = f(rC, ǫC, rT
F2
) (7.5)
rC
3
= [ x3 y3 z3 ]
T = f(rC, ǫC, rT
F3
)
7.1.1 Target Feature Measurements
For each LOS measurement there are two corresponding angle measurements; an azimuth (αi) and
elevation (ei) measurement. In the chaser frame these two measurements are a function of the relative
position to the particular target feature as shown in Figure 7.2. For this analysis, each of the observed
angle measurements is converted to a derived measurement. By taking the tangent of each angle the
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derived measurement is simply the ratio of the elements of the relative position vector.
mα1 = tan (α1) =
y
1
x
1
me1 = tan (e1) =
z
1
x
1
mα2 = tan (α2) =
y
2
x
2
me2 = tan (e2) =
z
2
x
2
(7.6)
mα3 = tan (α3) =
y
3
x
3
me3 = tan (e3) =
z
3
x
3
The fundamental observability question asks whether or not these six derived angle measurements
can be used to determine the six elements of the two unknown state vectors, the relative position
and orientation. As derived, the collection of angle measurements to each of the target features is a
function of the relative position vector to the target features themselves which in turn are functions of
the unknown relative position vector rC and the unknown relative attitude ǫC.
m = [mα1 me1 mα2 me2 mα3 me3 ]
T = h(rC, ǫC) (7.7)
Assume that for a particular rendezvous mission a predefined nominal relative trajectory r¯C and relative
attitude profile ǫ¯C has been generated such that the six angle measurements can be written as,
m = h(r¯C + δrC, ǫ¯C + δǫC) (7.8)
and expanded in a Taylor series to first order,
m = h(r¯C, ǫ¯C) +
[
∂h
rC
∣∣∣∣
r¯C,ǫ¯C
]
δrC +
[
∂h
ǫC
∣∣∣∣
r¯C,ǫ¯C
]
δǫC (7.9)
where h(r¯C, ǫ¯C) represents the nominal measurement profile m¯. The measurement error between the
actual and nominal measurement δm can be written in linear form,
δm =Hδx (7.10)
a
i
e
i
Chaser
TargetFeature
yC
zC
xC
ri
c
Fig. 7.2: Angle measurement geometry.
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where the measurement sensitivity matrix H is a 6× 6 matrix and the state error δx is a 6× 1 vector
defined as,
H =
[ (
∂h
rC
) (
∂h
ǫC
) ]
r¯C,ǫ¯C
δx =
[
δrC
δǫC
]
(7.11)
By linearizing the measurement equation, the observability criteria can be derived from the measure-
ment sensitivity matrix H . If it is invertible (full rank, non-singular, or determinant is non-zero) then
the system is observable because the state error can be determined precisely from the feature measure-
ments to the target. If it is not, then the relative position and attitude are unobservable. Evaluating
the partials in Eqn 7.11 the H matrix has the form,
H =


hα1 hα1[r
T
F1
×]
he1 he1 [r
T
F1
×]
hα2 hα2[r
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r¯C,ǫ¯C
(7.12)
where the measurement partials associated with the azimuth and elevation angles to each LOS target
feature equal,
h
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=
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i
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Recall that the measurement sensitivity matrix in Eqn 7.12 must be evaluated at the nominal relative
position r¯C and relative orientation ǫ¯C in the chaser frame. Nominally the chaser is pointing directly
at the target and its relative attitude is matched with the target such that the relative position of the
target is some nominal distance x¯ along the chaser’s body x-axis r¯C = [x¯ 0 0]T and the small relative
rotation vector is zero ǫ¯C = [0 0 0]T . As a result, the nominal position vectors to each of the target
features defined in Eqn 7.3
{
r¯C
1
r¯C
2
r¯C
3
}
become,
r¯C
1
= [ x¯
1
y¯
1
z¯
1
]T = [ (x¯+ x
F1
) 0 0 ]T
r¯C
2
= [ x¯
2
y¯
2
z¯
2
]T = [ x¯ y
F2
0 ]T (7.14)
r¯C
3
= [ x¯
3
y¯
3
z¯
3
]T = [ x¯ 0 z
F3
]T
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Substituting the nominal relative position vector elements from Eqn 7.14 into the measurement sensi-
tivity matrix H in Eqn 7.12 simplifies it to,
H =


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

(7.15)
7.1.2 Observability Criteria
Now the observability question asks whether or not the matrix H in Eqn 7.15 is invertible (full
rank, non-singular, or has a non-zero determinant). If the determinant proves to be nonzero,
det (H) = x
F1
[
x¯ x
F1
(y2
F2
+ z2
F3
)− 2z2
F3
y2
F2
x¯6(x¯+ x
F1
)2
]
6= 0 (7.16)
this implies the measurement sensitivity matrix is invertible and consequently the relative position and
orientation are observable when LOS angles to three known target features are measured. However,
note that the determinant in Eqn 7.16 could be zero on two conditions, each revealing the special
geometric configuration that renders the relative position and orientation unobservable. The first and
most apparent scenario that causes the determinant to be zero is if the location of feature one is at the
origin x
F1
= 0. The resulting geometry of this situation is depicted in Figure 7.3. When the approach
trajectory to the target is perpendicular to the plane generated by the three feature position locations,
xT
yT
F3
xC
yC
V-bar
Altitude
Target
Chaser
zC
zT
F1
F2
Fig. 7.3: Unobservable target feature measurement geometry.
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the system is unobservable! Perhaps this phenomenon can be explained by a simple analogy. Suppose
someone was standing in front of a doorway while another individual was positioned to the side of
the door frame (as if they could stand where the supporting wall holding the door is usually located).
Who would be able to detect when the door slightly rotated along its hinges creating a slight opening?
Surely, the viewer to the side of the door would notice the small perturbation while to the observer
looking straight on may not even notice a change occurred. A similar type of affect is experienced
when the chaser approaches the target perpendicular to the plane formed by the three target features.
It can not detect small rotations about the hinges formed by the target features and therefore there
are a variety of potential orientations that would generate similar feature measurements. The second
unobservable scenario occurs when the location of feature has the discrete value of
x
F1
=
2 z2
F3
y2
F2
x¯(y2
F2
+ z2
F3
)
(7.17)
Another way to view this is that there is a blind spot at the relative distance defined by the specified
location of each target feature.
x¯ =
2 z2
F3
y2
F2
x
F1
(y2
F2
+ z2
F3
)
(7.18)
At this particular location on the approach trajectory, the determinant of H is zero and therefore can
not be inverted, causing the relative position and orientation to be unobservable!
7.2 Relative Pose Estimation Analysis
The ultimate objective of this analysis is two-fold. First, evaluate the performance of the prototype
angles-only navigation filter (see Chapter 6) in determining the relative pose between two orbiting
spacecraft. Second, determine the performance of the entire closed-loop relative position and attitude
control system while implementing the angles-only navigation filter in a rendezvous and close proximity
scenario. The rendezvous analysis is conducted using a standard Monte-Carlo simulation method as
presented in Chapter 5 and redrawn in Figure 7.4. Recall that flight computer actuator commands
and white noise processes drive truth models which in turn generate the true state x of the system
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Fig. 7.4: Monte-Carlo simulation for GN&C analysis.
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along with simulated sensor measurements. The navigation algorithm processes the sensor data and
produces a navigation state xˆ and a navigation state error covariance Pˆ . The navigation state is used
by the guidance and control functions of the flight computer to generate the actuator commands to
close the loop of the system. The key variables that characterize the performance of the navigation filter
and consequently reveal how well the control system is able to follow the desired reference trajectory
are the true navigation errors, δe = x − xˆ, and the true dispersions, δx = x − x¯. For example, the
covariance of trajectory and attitude dispersions, navigation errors, and ∆v or fuel usage is often of
primary interest. In a Monte-Carlo program, the covariance of the dispersions and navigation errors
are computed numerically by collecting and compiling the results of N simulations.
Dtrue ≈ 1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
δxδxT P true ≈ 1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
δeδeT (7.19)
Using 200 Monte-Carlo runs, the performance of the proposed angles-only navigation filter is tested
with a simple rendezvous and docking scenario. The results include both the relative position and
attitude navigation errors and the relative trajectory dispersions of the closed loop GN&C system.
7.2.1 Reference Mission and Trajectory
The reference mission places the chaser and target vehicles in low-Earth near-circular orbits. The
target is in a passive local-horizontal local-vertical (LVLH) orientation and the chaser actively controls
its relative attitude and position. Initially, the chaser is 1 km behind the target on the local-horizontal
and begins a 1 m/s approach along the v-bar as illustrated in Figure 7.5. Until the chaser is within
500 meters of the target it will continue to follow the v-bar approach strategy while the attitude control
system orients the chaser spacecraft to track the target. During this phase the navigation filter process
only azimuth and elevation angles to the centroid of the target. However, once the chaser is within
500 meters, the navigation mode switches to the close-proximity mode where the apparent angular
diameter of the target is detectable and a pseudo-range measurement is processed along with the
bearing angles. Once the relative range separating the two vehicles drops below 100 meters, all three
Target
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V-bar Approach
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Target Tracking
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CloseProximity
Modes:
Attitude Matching
X-axis Approach
Final Approach
100 m
500 m
1000 m
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Altitude
Fig. 7.5: Reference mission trajectory with various GN&C modes.
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Target Vehicle Error Sources 3-σ Monte-Carlo Nav Filter
Attitude and attitude rate per axis 0.3 rad 0.3 rad
navigation/dispersion error 0.01 mrad/s 0.01 mrad/s
Position and velocity per axis 30 m 30 m
navigation/dispersion error 36 mm/s 36 mm/s
Rotational disturbances per axis 0.001 mrad/s/
√
s 0.001 mrad/s/
√
s
(10 deg/orbit) (10 deg/orbit)
Translational disturbances downrange 0.06 mm/s/
√
s 0.06 mm/s/
√
s
(100 m/orbit) (100 m/orbit)
Chaser Vehicle Error Sources 3-σ
Attitude and attitude rate per axis 0.001 rad 0.001 rad
navigation/dispersion error 0.001 mrad/s — mrad/s
Position and velocity per axis 30 m 30 m
navigation/dispersion error 36 mm/s 36 mm/s
Rotational disturbances per axis 0.001 mrad/s/
√
s 0.001 mrad/s/
√
s
(10 deg/orbit) (10 deg/orbit)
Translational disturbances downrange 0.06 mm/s/
√
s 0.06 mm/s/
√
s
(100 m/orbit) (100 m/orbit)
Control Parameters
Rotational natural frequency 1/ωr, ζ 30 sec, 0.7 —
and damping ratio
Translational natural frequency 1/ωθ, ζ 200 sec, 0.7 —
and damping ratio
Sensor Error 3-σ
Gyro error drift rate 3.0 deg/hr/axis 3.0 deg/hr/axis
scale factor 0.0001 ppm/axis 0.0001 ppm/axis
misalignment 0.001 mrad/axis 0.001 mrad/axis
random walk 0.05 mrad/
√
s 0.05 mrad/
√
s
Star camera error misalignment 1 mrad/axis 1 mrad/axis
noise 1 mrad/axis 1 mrad/axis
measurements ∆t = 10 s ∆t = 10 s
Optical tracking camera error misalignment 1 mrad/axis 1 mrad/axis
noise 1 mrad/axis 1 mrad/axis
measurements ∆t = 60 s ∆t = 60 s
feature location error 1 cm 1 cm
Actuator Error 3-σ
Maneuver execution error directional 1 mrad/axis 1 mrad/axis
bias 0.1 mm/s 1 mm/s
scale factor 1000 ppm 1000 ppm
random 3 mm/s 3 mm/s
min impulse 5 mm/s 5 mm/s
Torque execution error directional 1 mrad/axis 1 mrad/axis
bias 0.1 mN·mm 0.1 mN·mm
scale factor 1000 ppm 1000 ppm
Feature and Camera Locations
Target Feature Locations rT
F1
[-0.8 0.0 0.0] m [-0.8 0.0 0.0] m
(Target-body frame) rT
F2
[-1.0 0.2 0.0] m [-1.0 0.2 0.0] m
rT
F3
[-1.0 0.0 0.2] m [-1.0 0.0 0.2] m
Navigation Camera Location r
0
[1.0 0.0 0.0] m [1.0 0.0 0.0] m
Table 7.1: Initial condition, disturbance, control, sensor, and actuator parameters for the Monte-Carlo
simulation analysis.
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of the GNC modes change. At this point the navigation filter begins to receive angle measurements to
three known target features. In addition, the guidance logic for translational control causes the chaser
to gradually approach the target along the body x-axis of the target (which is nominally aligned with
the local-horizontal) at a reduced rate of 10 cm/s. Lastly, the attitude control system tries to match
the chaser’s attitude and angular rate with that of the target in preparation for docking. The approach
scenario takes just over 30 minutes at which time the tracking camera is about 1 meter away from the
target’s docking port.
The optical camera is mounted to the chaser spacecraft 1 meter from the its center-of-mass in the
direction of the positive body x-axis (toward the target) and co-located with the chaser attachment
point rC
attach
, as depicted previously in Fig 5.2 (b). A docking port rT
dock
is fixed to the target structure
0.8 meters from its center-of-mass in the direction of the negative body x-axis (toward the chaser)
and co-located with Feature 1. Feature 2 is positioned 20 cm in front of the docking port rT
dock
in the
negative body x-axis and up 20 cm in the body y-axis. Feature 3 is also located 20 cm from rT
dock
in the negative body x-axis direction but 20 cm out in the positive body z-axis. The chaser’s flight
computer processes a variety of measurements including discrete star-camera measurements every 10
seconds and continuous strap-down gyro data. The line-of-sight angular measurements from the optical
camera, which include the bearings to the target features (known to a 3σ accuracy of 1cm), are taken
every 60 seconds. Translation control is achieved with short maneuvers modeled as impulsive burns
with a minimum impulse of 5 mm/s while attitude control is achieved with momentum wheels. The
model parameters and initial conditions for both the Monte-Carlo simulation and navigation filter are
summarized in Table 9.1.
7.2.2 Relative Navigation Analysis
The relative navigation performance is presented in Figure 7.6. The magnitude and LVLH com-
ponents of the 3σ relative position error are shown at the top of the figure. The magnitude and
components of the 3σ relative attitude error in the chaser body frame are shown with the lower plots.
Note that the data for the magnitudes of the 3σ relative position and attitude errors are plotted as a
function of the chaser’s center-of-mass relative downrange distance to the target’s center-of-mass. At
the end of the simulation, the range between centers-of-mass is 4.8 m, and the distance between the
optical tracking camera and the target features is only 3 m. The components of the relative navigation
errors are plotted as a function of time where the total relative position and attitude errors are given as
a function of range. The three different navigation modes experienced during the rendezvous scenario
are indicated by the varying colored backgrounds in each plot. The first (light orange) tint corresponds
with the rendezvous navigation mode (500 m - 1 km) where only angle measurements to the target’s
centroid are available. The second (light green) background signifies the close proximity mode (100 m
- 500 m) when both bearings and a pseudo-range measurements are processed. The last (light purple)
region represents the final approach mode (0 m - 100 m) where angle measurements to three target
feature measurements are provided.
As seen from the relative position plots in Figure 7.6, the total relative position navigation error
is dominated by the downrange component. After the first few optical camera measurements, the
statistical 3σ errors in cross-track and altitude drop from their initial 40 meter values to about 2
meters while the downrange uncertainty remains largely unchanged. It is not until the chaser begins
to get pseudo-range measurements that the downrange errors begin to drop. By the time the chaser
is 500 meters away from the target (t = 15 min), the downrange error has dropped near the 2 meter
mark due to the quality of the apparent angular diameter measurement. At this point when the
target fills the field-of-view of the camera and only target feature measurements become available, the
downrange error begins to grow until it reaches a local maximum 3σ value near 10 meters and then
eventually reduces to a level near 25 cm. This is due to the geometry of the problem. At large enough
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Fig. 7.6: Above: Relative navigation position errors in LVLH coordinates. Below: Relative attitude
errors in the Chaser frame. The 3σ statistical results from 200 Monte-Carlo simulations are shown
with thick black lines and the 3σ position errors generated by the navigation filter are displayed with
colored lines. The thin gray lines represent samples of the navigation errors from the 200 Monte-Carlo
runs.
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distances, getting angle measurements to three or more target features is similar to getting a single
angle measurement to the target’s center of mass because the separation between features can not
be distinguished. These measurements are able to detect deviations in the cross-track and altitude
motion but it becomes difficult to determine range. It is not until the chaser approaches more closely
to the target that the angular separation between the target features can be adequately detected which
directly corresponds to the relative distance separating the two vehicles. As the optical camera is
able to distinguish the feature locations, the navigation filter is able to more precisely determine the
downrange position of the chaser. In fact, the improvement in the downrange estimate is proportional
to the inverse of the relative range. At the end of the scenario when the two vehicles are 4.8 meters
apart (chaser’s attachment point and target’s docking port are 3 m apart), there is a 3σ error of 5 cm
in the relative cross-track and altitude directions and about 23 cm downrange for a total 3σ relative
position error near 25 cm.
The initial relative attitude uncertainty is approximately 15 degrees 3σ per axis and remains at this
level until the chaser is 500 meters away from the target (t = 15 min) and feature measurements become
available. As angle measurements to these distinct features on the target are processed, the attitude
errors methodically decrease as the relative range is reduced. At the final downrange position where the
relative distance between the optical camera and the target docking port is 3 m, there is approximately
a 3σ statistical relative attitude error of about 2.5 degrees in each axis. The total magnitude of the
final 3σ relative attitude navigation errors is about 4.5 degrees. These relative navigation errors will
only reduced further as the chaser closes in for final docking.
7.2.3 Closed-loop System Analysis
While an evaluation of the navigation system is important, it is the performance of the entire
closed-loop relative position and attitude control system that must be carefully evaluated. The closed-
loop analysis must include the effects of sensors, actuators, dynamics, and flight software, including
navigation, guidance, and control algorithms. The top of Figure 7.7 shows the 3σ relative dispersion
ellipses between the chaser and target vehicles’ centers-of-mass along the nominal relative trajectory
in LVLH coordinates. These ellipses represent the 99.74% probability dispersion bounds. The total 3σ
magnitude of the relative position dispersions is also included as a function of the nominal downrange.
Looking closely at the zoom-in plots of the position dispersions in the bottom of Figure 7.7, notice that
even though the navigation errors in the altitude and cross-track directions are on the order of 25 cm
(see Figure 7.6), the trajectory dispersions from the nominal v-bar approach in these same axes are as
much as 12 m. In fact, the total navigation error during the final 100 meters reaches a maximum near
10 m while the trajectory dispersions during this same time period grow to 20 m. These dispersions are
driven primarily by the desire to approach the target along its body x-axis, which is in turn dispersed
from the nominal local horizontal orientation. When the attach point on the chaser vehicle is 3 meter
away from the target docking port, the total 3σ value of the relative position error is 1.25 meters.
From a GN&C viewpoint, the mission objective is to eventually approach the object along the
target’s body x-axis. More specifically, during the final approach phase the objective is to move the
attach point along the target’s docking frame x-axis toward the docking point. Recall that the attach
point and the docking point are offset 1 m and 0.8 m from their respective spacecraft’s centers-of-mass.
Thus, the key performance measure is the dispersion of the attach point from its nominal location in the
target’s docking frame. This single performance measure combines the effects of both relative position
dispersions and relative attitude dispersions. Figure 7.8 shows the relative position dispersion between
the attach point on the chaser vehicle and the docking port in the target frame. In the target frame,
notice the relative position errors are now on the order of 300 meters versus the 40 meters initially
viewed in the LVLH rotating reference frame. The uncertainty seems to funnel linearly downward as
the chaser approaches the target on the v-bar. Although the starting dispersion levels between the
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Fig. 7.7: Relative position dispersions in LVLH coordinates. The 3σ statistical results from 200 Monte-
Carlo simulations are shown with thick black lines with the nominal trajectory displayed with a colored
(red) line. The thin gray lines represent samples of the trajectory dispersions from the 200 Monte-Carlo
runs.
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Fig. 7.8: Relative position dispersions between the chaser attachment point and the target docking
port in target-body reference frame. The 3σ statistical results from 200 Monte-Carlo simulations are
shown with thick black lines with the nominal trajectory displayed with a colored (red) line. The thin
gray lines represent samples of the trajectory dispersions from the 200 Monte-Carlo runs.
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Fig. 7.9: Relative attitude dispersions. The 3σ statistical results from 200 Monte-Carlo simulations are
shown with thick black lines. The thin gray lines represent samples of the trajectory dispersions from
the 200 Monte-Carlo runs.
attachment point and the docking port are significantly larger in the target frame than the dispersions
between the centers-of-mass between both vehicles in the LVLH frame, the final values are less. When
the attachment point is at the final 3 meter position, the total 3σ position uncertainty is 1.1 m versus
1.25 meters. These values are 15 cm less than the relative dispersion levels between the vehicles’ centers-
of-mass expressed in the LVLH frame (see top of Figure 7.7). The discrepancy in trajectory control
only becomes more noticeable as the chaser closes in for docking. The relative attitude dispersions
are shown in Figure 7.9. Unlike the impulsive ∆v maneuvers, the continuous attitude control system
allows the relative attitude dispersions to mimic the navigation errors (Figure 7.6).
In summary, it has been shown theoretically that the relative position and attitude between two
spacecraft (pose) can be determined with only angle measurements to key target features. This affir-
mation has only been confirmed with the development and implementation of a prototype angles-only
navigation filter in a closed-loop GN&C environment. In addition, the results also demonstrate that
closed loop relative attitude and position control performance can be achieved to provide dispersion
levels that will enable rendezvous and close proximity operations. However, the simulation results also
reveal the well-known weakness associated with angles-only navigation. When feature measurements
or the apparent angular diameter of the target are unavailable, the chaser can not determine its down-
range location as it approaches the target on the v-bar approach. These results seem to indicate that
the relative position and velocity are unobservable when using angles-only navigation in the traditional
sense. This nagging dilemma has plagued the use of angles-only navigation in a variety of applications,
and emerges once again. In an attempt to understand this recognized yet little understood subtlety, the
following chapters are dedicated in developing the mathematical framework to resolve this observability
issue associated with angles-only navigation for autonomous orbital rendezvous.
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Chapter 8
Relative Position Observability Theory
In principle, the concept of angles-only navigation is rather simple. By measuring the line-of-
sight angles (e.g. azimuth and elevation angles) between some reference location to another object of
interest over a period of time, the relative position and velocity can be determined. This simplicity has
attracted its use in a variety of applications under an assortment of names. It is known as bearings-
only tracking, bearings-only TMA, passive ranging, or passive target localization in naval [4–7,10] and
homing missile applications, optical navigation [14–16, 130] for interplanetary missions, angles-only
or relative line-of-sight (LOS) observations [12, 13, 43, 44, 131, 132] in orbit determination, or visual
navigation and tracking [17, 133] for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) formation flight. Regardless of
the different names and utilizations, there is one common subtlety with angles-only navigation: its
apparent limitation in determining range.
Considerable attention has been devoted to resolving this observability dilemma which indicates
its unique challenge. A natural consequence of using angle observations to determine relative position
and velocity is that the measurements are typically nonlinear functions of the relative states. One
unwieldy approach to establish observability is to use classical nonlinear techniques which rely on
Lie algebra and differential geometry methods [62, 134–140]. In general, discussing observability for
nonlinear systems becomes quite difficult. An alternative approach introduced by Steven Nardone and
Vincent Aidala from the Naval Underwater Systems Center reformulated the problem to fit in a linear
framework allowing direct utilization of linear observability criterion [48, 49]. As a result, a closed
form analytical solution was developed specifying the criteria for observability for the case of line-of-
sight angular measurements to a target traveling at a constant relative velocity. Others have extended
this initial research effort by considering nth-order target dynamics [50], modifying the original state
vector [8, 11,54,55], and using pseudo-measurements [52,53].
There also exists a handful of published articles that discuss possible observability criteria for
angles-only navigation in the context of on-orbit space applications and of those, only a few devote
their attention directly to orbital rendezvous. For a lunar transfer trajectory, Tuckness and Young [18]
explore the possibility of using angles-only measurements to the Earth, Moon, and Sun to estimate
the spacecraft’s range to the Earth. Their analytical observability criteria essentially duplicates the
results previously published by the bearings-only tracking community [50]. Sun and Crassidis [58]
compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix to determine the observability of
both relative attitude and position when taking LOS angular measurements from a chaser spacecraft
to beacons located on a target vehicle during orbital rendezvous. Yim [59, 60] looks at the possibility
of autonomous navigation using LOS measurements between two orbiting spacecraft. His approach for
determining observability is a numerical one that uses the condition number of the observability matrix.
Lastly, Raja Chari [25, 26] defines observability of an angles-only navigation system in terms of the
navigation filter’s success at estimating the downrange state. Then, using linear covariance techniques
he analyzes a variety of orbital rendezvous trajectories and makes several fundamental observations
regarding observability.
One crucial element still lacking in the current literature is a concise mathematical representation
of the general observability requirements for angles-only navigation during orbital rendezvous. To fill
this void, this chapter presents an analytical expression that clearly defines the conditions that ensure
observability when only LOS angular measurements are used. Using the state transition matrix to de-
scribe the linearized relative orbital motion, the nonlinear angle measurements between two spacecraft
are recast as LOS vector observations and expressed as a function of the initial relative position and
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velocity vectors. This approach leads to a mathematical derivation that has an intuitive geometrical
interpretation for the resulting observability criteria. Although the application presented is orbital
rendezvous, the results are valid for general linear dynamic systems.1
The closed-form solution to the observability criteria has additional potential beyond linear system
observability analysis. First, it can be extended to handle nonlinear systems where the nonlinear terms
or known disturbance accelerations can be incorporated into the observability criteria. Second, it can
be used to determine the degree of detectability which is the ability of the sensing camera to detect
a change in the trajectory due to known accelerations. Generally, the criteria for observability is
based on the assumption that perfect measurements are available, but in the presence of sensor noise
the presented criteria can be extended to indicate the necessary sensor accuracy in order to ensure
observability for a particular rendezvous trajectory. Third, using the derived criteria, trajectories
and maneuvers can be optimized to maximize observability. So the objective of this chapter is to 1)
develop an analytical expression characterizing the conditions required for observability; 2) show how
the observability criteria can be extended to handle the nonlinear dynamics associated with orbital
rendezvous 3) mathematically characterize the degree or level of detectability and 4) introduce how the
observability criteria can be used for deriving optimal maneuvers.
8.1 Relative Orbital Motion in Dimensionless Time
The closed form solution of the relative motion dynamics have been previously derived in Eqn 2.18,
commonly known as the CW-equations. In simplifying the notation, it will prove beneficial to express
these differential equations in terms of a dimensionless time quantity, τ = ωt, such that the equations
of motion are independent of the orbital rate, ω. The derivative with respect to the dimensionless time
quantity τ is represented by the operator ()′ = d()/dτ such that the first- and second-order derivatives
with respect to time equal (˙) = ω ()′ and (¨) = ω2 ()′′ respectively. In terms of the dimensionless time
quantity, the CW-equations in Eqn 2.18 can be expressed in a form that is independent of the orbital
angular rate, 
 x′′y′′
z′′

 =

 −2z′−y
3z + 2x′

+

 axay
az

 (8.1)
where x, y, z are the components of the relative position vector in the LVLH coordinate system and
ax, ay, az represent relative accelerations along each axis from either thruster burns, ejection mech-
anisms, solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, third-body perturbations, differential J2 affects,
higher order gravitational terms neglected in the linearized model, or any other possible external force
acting on the vehicle. The x-axis or downrange component is the local horizontal generally point-
ing along the target’s velocity vector, the y-axis or cross-track is normal to the orbiting reference
plane aligned with the orbital angular velocity ω, and the z-axis or altitude is the local vertical point-
ing radially upward. Due to transforming the problem into dimensionless time, velocity has units of
meters-per-rad (m/rad) or simply meters and accelerations also have similar units of meters (m/rad2).
The dimensionless CW-equations formulated in Eqn 8.1 can also be written in state space form
x′ = Ax + Bu where x(τ) = [r v] = [x y z x′ y′ z′] is the well-known solution to this first-order
differential equation where the control input u represents the accelerations a(τ) altering the chaser’s
relative trajectory.
x(τ) = Φ(τ, τ0) x(τ0) +
∫ τ
τ0
Φ(τ, µ)Ba(µ) dµ (8.2)
1The observability criteria presented in References [48, Nardone] and [49, Hammel] are actually specific examples of
the general results derived in this chapter.
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The state transition matrix Φ(τ, τ0) as a function of dimensionless time and expressed in the short
hand notation ∆τ0 = τ − τ0, τ = ω t, τ0 = ω t0, sθ = sin(∆τ0), cθ = cos(∆τ0) equals,
Φ(τ, τ0) =


1 0 6(s
θ
−∆τ0) 4sθ − 3∆τ0 0 2(cθ − 1)
0 c
θ
0 0 s
θ
0
0 0 4− 3c
θ
2(1− c
θ
) 0 s
θ
0 0 6(c
θ
− 1) 4c
θ
− 3 0 −2s
θ
0 −s
θ
0 0 c
θ
0
0 0 3s
θ
2s
θ
0 c
θ

 (8.3)
Traditionally, the linearized equations of motion for orbital rendezvous assume that the target is in
a circular orbit. However, Yamanaka and Ankersen [141], Broucke [142], and others have shown that
even with eccentric target orbits, the relative motion can be expressed in a linear form. As a result,
the observability criteria presented in this chapter can easily be extended to include elliptical orbits.
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x
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p = 0
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Chaser
Fig. 8.1: Natural relative trajectories in LVLH reference frame.
Common spacecraft trajectories resulting from the linearized models are shown in Figure 8.1. These
relative orbits can be classified by their shape to form a one-parameter family. The shape parameter
p which ranges between 1 and −1 is the ratio of the extreme maximum and minimum altitude values,
p = za/zb, where the absolute value of za is smaller than zb. Each value of p is associated with a
particular shape or relative trajectory. For example, if p = 1 the chaser is on a co-elliptic trajectory
where it maintains a constant altitude either above or below the target. On the other extreme, if p = −1
then the spacecraft is on a relative football orbit. These family of orbits can be shifted, enlarged, or
inverted about either the x-axis or z-axis. Other typical relative orbits and their p values [46] are shown
in Figure 8.1. This concept of having a family of orbits will be utilized in developing the observability
criteria in the following section.
8.2 Measurements and Measurement Profiles
Prior to establishing and applying the observability criteria for angles-only navigation, several
key concepts need to be defined. First, it is important to note the difference between the terms
measurement and measurement profile. The reference to a measurement alludes to a sensor reading
at a particular instant in time. A measurement profile represents a continuous function describing all
the various individual measurements over a specified observation period from τ0 < τ < τf . For angles-
only navigation, angular measurements such as azimuth and elevation angles, α and e, as defined in
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Fig. 8.2: Line-of-sight measurements.
Figure 8.2(a) are utilized to determine the relative position and velocity. These same relative angle
measurements can be recast in the form of a line-of-sight (LOS) unit vector measurement, ır.
ır =


cos(e) cos(α)
cos(e) sin(α)
sin(e)

 (8.4)
Similarly, the collection of the time varying azimuth α(τ) and elevation e(τ) measurements can produce
a LOS profile ır(τ) over the observation time frame.
ır(τ) =


cos e(τ) cosα(τ)
cos e(τ) sinα(τ)
sin e(τ)

 (8.5)
By definition, the profile of this LOS unit vector is also the relative position vector divided by the
range separating the two spacecraft as depicted in Figure 8.2(b).
ır(τ) =
r(τ)
|r(τ)| (8.6)
Lastly, there are three specific LOS measurement profile definitions that are utilized: the nominal LOS
measurement profile, the true LOS measurement profile, and a unique LOS measurement profile. Each
of these particular concepts is briefly explained enroute to developing the mathematical expression of
the analytical observability criteria.
8.2.1 Nominal Measurement Profile
Let the nominal state vector x¯(τ) = [r¯ v¯] = [x¯ y¯ z¯ x¯′ y¯′ z¯′] be defined as the relative position
and velocity of the chaser spacecraft relative to the target when the relative acceleration term in the
linearized dynamic model is zero, a(τ) = 0, such that the relative motion dynamics in Eqn 10.2 reduces
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to;
x¯(τ) = Φ(τ, τ0) x(τ0) (8.7)
Simplifying the notation by letting Φ = Φ(τ, τ0) and x0 = x(τ0), the nominal linear system described
in Eqn 8.7 can be written in the form,[
r¯(τ)
v¯(τ)
]
=
[
Φrr Φrv
Φvr Φvv
][
r0
v0
]
(8.8)
and expanded such that the nominal relative position vector r¯(τ) as a function of τ can be written as
a linear combination of the initial conditions.
r¯(τ) = Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 (8.9)
Substituting the expression for r¯(τ) from Eqn 8.9 into Eqn 8.6, the nominal LOS angle measurement
at any given time τ or its continuous profile ı¯r(τ) over the time interval [τ0 τf ] can be written as,
ı¯r(τ) =
r¯(τ)
|r¯(τ)| =
Φrr r0 +Φrv v0
|Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 |
(8.10)
8.2.2 True Measurement Profile
The true or actual state vector x(τ) = [r v] = [x y z x′ y′ z′] is defined as the relative position and
velocity of the chaser spacecraft relative to the target when the relative acceleration in the linearized
dynamic model (Eqn 10.2) is non-zero.
x(τ) = Φ(τ, τ0) x(τ0) +
∫ τ
τ0
Φ(τ, µ)Ba(µ) dµ (8.11)
In matrix form, the relative position and velocity as a function of τ can also be express in terms of the
elements of the state transition matrix and the initial conditions.[
r(τ)
v(τ)
]
=
[
Φrr Φrv
Φvr Φvv
][
r0
v0
]
+
∫ τ
τ0
[
Φrr(τ, µ) Φrv(τ, µ)
Φvr(τ, µ) Φvv(τ, µ)
] [
03×3
I3×3
]
a(µ) dµ (8.12)
In this case, the true relative position vector r(τ) is a function of the initial relative position and
velocity vectors plus the displacement due to the accelerations acting on the chaser spacecraft.
r(τ) = Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ (8.13)
The convolution integral in Eqn 8.13 represents the additional change or deviation δr(τ) in the nominal
relative position due to the acceleration of the chaser vehicle,
δr(τ) =
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ (8.14)
such that the true relative position equals the nominal relative position plus some perturbation from
the nominal trajectory.
r(τ) = r¯(τ) + δr(τ) (8.15)
Note that since an instantaneous change in the relative position is not realizable, the initial value of
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the perturbation vector is zero, δr(τ0) = 0. Substituting the expression for r(τ) from Eqn 8.13 (or Eqn
8.15) into the general formula for a LOS measurement in Eqn 8.6, the true LOS angle measurement at
any given time τ or its continuous profile ır(τ) over the time interval [τ0 τf ] can be written as,
ır(τ) =
Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ
|Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ |
(8.16)
Thus, the LOS angle measurement is a function of the initial conditions, the partitions of the state
transition matrix, and the perturbing accelerations acting on the chaser spacecraft or it can be expressed
in terms of the nominal relative position vector r¯ and the deviation vector δr.
ır(τ) =
r¯(τ) + δr(τ)
| r¯(τ) + δr(τ) | (8.17)
8.2.3 Unique Measurement Profile
A unique LOS measurement profile is one for which, during a given observation period there is
no other possible trajectory that could generate the same angular measurements at each and every
time instant. For different relative trajectories, there may be intermittent measurements with the
same azimuth and elevation readings, but for the entire process the overall measurement profile must
be unique. If a measurement profile is unique, it acts like a fingerprint where the solution can be
identified because the measurement profile is associated with only one possible set of initial conditions.
This implies that no other combination of initial position and velocity vectors could generate the same
observed measurement profile. Under such conditions, the system is considered observable because the
initial conditions can be determined uniquely from the measured azimuth and elevation angles.
8.3 Observability Criteria
The fundamental observability question asks whether or not the initial position and velocity of
the chaser can be uniquely determined from angle measurements alone. Notice that the nominal LOS
measurement profile in Eqn 8.10 is not unique. For any particular initial state x0, the same LOS
measurement profile would also be obtained if the initial state was scaled ρx0 by any factor ρ > 0.
ı¯r(τ) =
[Φrr (ρ r0) +Φrv (ρv0)]
|Φrr (ρ r0) +Φrv (ρv0)|
=
[Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ]
|Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 |
(8.18)
For any positive scaling term, regardless of how many angle measurements are taken, it is impossible
to distinguish which scaled initial conditions produced the nominal measurement profile. The factor
that can not be determined is the relative range. As a consequence, the nominal relative position
and velocity is unobservable. Although the angle measurements are unable to determine the initial
conditions precisely, they do indicate which family [46] of orbits the spacecraft is following. For example,
in Figure 8.3 the observed LOS measurement profiles (or elevation measurements over the observation
period) are unique to each type of relative orbit (i.e. football orbit, co-elliptic, or stationary) even
though the scaled individual members of that family can not be distinguished. As derived in Appendix
E, the only parameter that can not be determined from the LOS angle measurements is the range or
scaling factor ρ where the LOS profile is identical for all ρ > 0. Despite this initial setback, observability
can be obtained if the chaser experiences an appropriate acceleration profile that helps determine the
unknown range parameter.
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Fig. 8.3: Family of orbits with unobservable line-of-sight (LOS) measurement profile.
8.3.1 Unobservable Maneuvers
Even though maneuvering the chaser spacecraft will typically generate observability, there are a
few special cases when maneuvers do not produce observability. If during the entire observation period
the additional change in the position vector δr due to an acceleration is parallel to the nominal LOS
vector ı¯r,
δr(τ) = α(τ) r¯(τ) (8.19)
where α(τ) > −1, then the actual LOS measurement profile ır defined in Eqn 8.17
ır(τ) =
r¯(τ) + α(τ) r¯(τ)
| r¯(τ) + α(τ) r¯(τ) | (8.20)
will have no noticeable change from the nominal measurement profile ı¯r,
ır(τ) =
[1 + α(τ)] r¯(τ)
|1 + α(τ)| |r¯(τ)| = ı¯r(τ) (8.21)
even when the initial conditions are scaled by an arbitrary factor ρ so long as α(τ) > −ρ.
ır(τ) =
[ρ+ α(τ)] r¯(τ)
|ρ+ α(τ)| |r¯(τ)| = ı¯r(τ) (8.22)
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Even though a maneuver is executed, the observed LOS profile is not unique. This rare yet special
class of maneuvers that does not produce a change in the LOS measurement profile consequently does
not generate observability because the range or scale on the initial conditions can not be determined.
Graphically, this concept is depicted in Figure 8.4(a). If a maneuver sequence does not cause the actual
LOS measurement profile to differ from the nominal LOS profile, then it is impossible to distinguish
which set of initial conditions caused the resulting observations.
8.3.2 Observable Maneuvers
So what type of maneuvers will guarantee observability? In other words, what acceleration profile
a(τ) will change the LOS vector such that the range can be uniquely determined? When maneuvers
are performed, the actual LOS measurement profile for a given set of initial conditions is
ır(τ) =
r¯(τ) + δr(τ)
|r¯(τ) + δr(τ)| (8.23)
as derived in Eqn 8.17. When the initial position and velocity conditions are then scaled by the factor
ρ, the LOS profile for accelerations that are independent of the relative position can be expressed as,
ır(τ) =
ρr¯(τ) + δr(τ)
|ρr¯(τ) + δr(τ)| (8.24)
The acceleration a(τ) or the corresponding perturbation from the nominal trajectory δr that will
ensure observability can be derived from the condition that the LOS measurement profile must be
unique. This implies that regardless of the possible scaling term ρ, the resulting measurement profile
following the maneuver will be unique. Mathematically this is stated as,
r¯(τ) + δr(τ)
|r¯(τ) + δr(τ)| 6=
ρ r¯(τ) + δr(τ)
|ρ r¯(τ) + δr(τ)| (8.25)
for any ρ > 0 (except when ρ = 1). This criteria for observability can be simplified as,
ap
{
r¯(τ) + δr(τ)
}
6= a
{
ρr¯(τ) + δr(τ)
}
(8.26)
where the scalar terms a and aρ represent the magnitude terms in the denominators of Eqn 8.25.
a =
∣∣r¯(τ) + δr(τ)∣∣ aρ = ∣∣ρr¯(τ) + δr(τ)∣∣
A sufficient but not necessary condition that will ensure two vectors are not equal is when they
are not parallel to each other. Mathematically, this occurs when the cross-product between the two
vectors is non-zero. The observability criteria can be reduced further by taking the cross-product of
Eqn 8.26 with the vector [r¯(τ) + δr(τ)] to get the sufficient conditions for observability.
a (ρ− 1)
[
δr(τ)× r¯(τ)
]
6= 0 (8.27)
Following the cross-product operation, the range term can be eliminated by dividing both sides by
a(ρ− 1).
δr(τ)× r¯(τ) 6= 0 (8.28)
This condition will ensure measurement uniqueness for any ρ > 0. Extending these results, observability
is guaranteed when the change in position due to the thrust accelerations is not aligned with the natural
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LOS profile.
δr(τ) 6= α(τ) r¯(τ)
or (8.29)∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
There are a few special theoretical cases when the change in the chaser’s position due to maneu-
vering is along the natural LOS measurement profile,
δr(τ) = α(τ) r¯(τ) (8.30)
but the system still becomes observable. For example, if the perturbation from the nominal trajectory
δr is constrained according to Eqn 8.30, then the criteria for a unique measurement introduced in
Eqn 8.25 reduces to the following inequality,
[1 + α(τ)]
|1 + α(τ)| 6=
[ρ+ α(τ)]
|ρ+ α(τ)| (8.31)
So long as the above inequality holds for any ρ > 0 (not equal to 1) then the measurement will be
unique and render observability. This occurs if α(τ) has the following values at any moment in time.
−ρ < α(τ) < −1 for ρ > 1
−ρ > α(τ) > −1 for 0 < ρ < 1
These specific ranges of α(τ) ensures the numerators in Eqn 8.31 have opposite signs. Essentially the
above conditions generate a change in the LOS vector by instantaneously rotating it 180 degrees so the
difference is a minus sign. In all practicality this should not occur because it represents the undesirable
scenario when a maneuver sequence causes the chaser to pass through the target onto the other side
causing the LOS vector to point in the opposite direction. However, this special situation does reveal
that the range can be theoretically determined even though the change in position due to the thruster
accelerations is in line with the LOS measurement for all τ .
8.3.3 Observability Criteria Summary
In summary, if the resulting perturbation in the relative position δr(τ) due to a maneuver is not
in the direction of the nominal relative position r¯(τ) for all τ , then the measurement profile is unique
and observability is guaranteed. This special misalignment between the perturbation vector δr(τ) and
the nominal position vector r¯(τ) occurs under two situations. First, if the two vectors are not parallel
to each other (see Eqn 8.29). If for all possible scalar functions α(τ),
δr(τ) 6= α(τ) r¯(τ)
or (8.32)∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
then the perturbation vector can not point in the same direction as the nominal relative position.
The other possible condition occurs when the perturbation vector is parallel with the nominal relative
position vector but pointing in the opposite direction with a magnitude greater than the nominal range.
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Fig. 8.4: Unobservable and observable maneuver profiles.
Mathematically, this unique situation arises when,
δr(τ) = α(τ) r¯(τ)
or (8.33)∫ τ
0
Φrv(τ, t)a(t) dt = α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
for all α(τ) with a magnitude less than -1. Maneuvers or accelerations that change the nominal LOS
profile ı¯r(τ) will produce observability because the true LOS measurement profile ır(τ) becomes unique.
The greater the change, the greater the degree of detectability. When a calibrated maneuver alters
the natural measurement profile, the amount of angular change θ between the nominal and true angle
measurements is directly related to the initial range as shown in Figure 8.4(b).
θ = cos−1(¯ır · ır) (8.34)
This angle is called the observability angle. If a maneuver is executed but the resulting perturbation
does not change the LOS measurement profile as depicted in Figure 8.4(a), then the system is un-
observable. The reason this class of accelerations does not produce observability is because the LOS
measurement profile is not unique. Scaled versions of the original initial conditions would generate
the same measurement pattern even though a maneuver is executed. The necessary and sufficient2
2The condition A is said to be necessary if and only if the falsity of A guarantees the falsity of B. The condition A
is said to be sufficient if and only if the truth of A guarantees the truth of B.
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conditions for observability are satisfied when,
δr(τ) 6= α(τ) r¯
∫
τ
τ
0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ] for any α(τ)
or or
δr(τ) = α(τ) r¯
∫
τ
τ
0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ = α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ] for α(τ) < −1
(8.35)
A compact and simple requirement for observability can be derived from the traditional observabil-
ity criteria in Eqn 8.35 using the definition of the observability angle θ in Eqn 10.7. If the observability
angle is non-zero at some point during the observation period,
θ(τ) 6= 0 for any τ0 < τ < τf (8.36)
then the relative position and velocity are observable. If the observability angle is zero when angle
measurements are monitored, then the relative states are unobservable.
8.4 Nonlinear Observability Criteria
If strategic maneuvers can generate observability of the relative states for angles-only navigation,
the question arises as to whether or not the higher-order gravitational terms neglected in the linearized
CW-equations act as pseudo-maneuvers and also produce observability. Answering this simple question
becomes a difficult challenge. By including the nonlinear terms as a disturbance acceleration, the
system dynamics (Eqn 8.1) become analytically intractable. Unlike the non-conservative forces such
as onboard maneuvers, the accelerations due to the higher-order gravitational terms are dependent
on the relative position of the chaser. As a result, analytic solutions generally do not exist. One
approach to circumvent this problem is to develop quasianalytical solutions by employing perturbation
analysis methods [143–147]. Using this quasianalytical solution, this section reveals that measurement
uniqueness is still maintained when the observability conditions derived in Eqns 8.35 are satisfied, even if
those accelerations are the higher-order gravitational terms dropped from the linearized CW-equations.
8.4.1 Nonlinear Relative Acceleration
There is a valid reason for commonly omitting the higher-order gravitational terms for most orbital
rendezvous applications; they are small and their affects are often inconsequential. If one of the
gravitational terms could be considered influential, it would be the second-order term g2. The remaining
terms are generally orders of magnitude less and as the order of the gravitational acceleration increases,
their affect greatly diminishes. In fact, for relative distance between the two orbiting spacecraft is small
ρ << |r
T
|, the relative acceleration a(τ) can be accurately approximated with only the second order
gravitational term.
a(τ) ≈ g2(τ) (8.37)
When the higher-order gravitational terms [g2 + · · · + g∞] are expressed as functions of the
dimensionless time quantity τ , their resulting values have a scaling term equal to the inverse of the
angular rate squared ω2 = µ/|r
T
|3. For example, the second-order gravitational term g2 in Eqn 2.14
becomes,
g2(τ) =
3
2|r
T
|
[
2xz 2yz (x2 + y2 − 2z2) ]T (8.38)
Notice that the second-order term, as well as all the higher-order gravitational accelerations, is depen-
dent on the true relative position. For relatively short observation periods, the true relative position
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is nearly equal to the nominal relative position such that the acceleration profile can be approximated
even further,
a(τ) ≈ g¯2(τ) (8.39)
by substituting the nominal downrange, cross-track, and altitude elements – x¯, y¯, z¯ respectively – into
the second-order acceleration profile (Eqn 8.38)
g¯2(τ) ≈ κ
[
2x¯z¯ 2y¯z¯ (x¯2 + y¯2 − 2z¯2) ]T (8.40)
where κ is the scaling constant inversely proportional to the inertial position of the target.
κ =
3
2|r
T
| (8.41)
8.4.2 Nonlinear Measurement Uniqueness Derivation
From Appendix E, it has been shown that if the chaser does not undergo any perturbing accelera-
tion, its relative position and velocity are unobservable because the resulting LOS measurement profile
is not unique. Although the angle measurements can help identify which family of orbits the chaser is
following, the relative range ρ can not be determined. In order to detect the relative range and ensure
observability, the chaser must accelerate and alter its nominal flight path. If a calibrated maneuver is
executed onboard the chaser vehicle, this non-conservative force generates observability. To show that
the higher-order gravitational terms also generate observability, an approach is taken as illustrated in
the following thought example.
Suppose there were five money bags each containing different amounts of $100 bills. By looking
into each bag, it was proven that each bag had a unique total sum. For example, one bag had $1000,
the other had $500, the third had $800, the fourth collected $300, and the last one contained $400.
They were all different. To each bag was added an arbitrary number of coins totalling less than one
dollar. Without looking into each bag and counting exactly how much was added, is it possible to
guarantee that the amount of money in each bag is still unique; that no two bags have the same total
sum? Of course, it can be easily argued that each bag is different than the others. If they originally
differed by at least $100 and then only pennies were added to each bag, it is impossible that two bags
have the same amount. Following this analogy, if it can be proven that if only the second-order term
g2 produces a unique LOS profile, then it can be concluded that the acceleration due to the total sum
of all the higher-order gravitational terms also produces a unique LOS measurement profile. If the
resulting LOS profile is unique when only the second-order term is evaluated, adding the other less
influential terms will not degrade the reality of measurement uniqueness.
Recall that a measurement profile is unique if for any set of initial conditions the resulting LOS
profile due to a maneuver can not be duplicated given any other possible scaled values of the initial
relative position and velocity vectors. Mathematically, this implies that the differential acceleration
a(τ) ≈ g¯2 for any scaled initial conditions (see Eqn 8.40) must satisfy the constraint that no two LOS
profiles be the same,
r¯ +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ
|r¯ + ∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ|
6=
ρ r¯ +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) ρ
2 g¯2(µ) dµ
|ρ r¯ + ∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) ρ2 g¯2(µ) dµ|
(8.42)
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for any ρ > 0 (except when ρ = 1) where r¯ = Φrr r0 + Φrv v0 is the nominal position vector. This
criteria for measurement uniqueness can be simplified to,
ap
{
r¯ +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ
}
6= a
{
ρ r¯ +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) ρ
2 g¯2(µ) dµ
}
(8.43)
where the scalar terms a and aρ represent the magnitude terms in the denominators of Eqn 8.42.
a =
∣∣∣r¯ + ∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ
∣∣∣ aρ = ∣∣∣ρ r¯ +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) ρ
2 g¯2(µ) dµ
∣∣∣
A sufficient but not necessary condition that will ensure two vectors are not equal is when they are not
pointing in the same direction. Mathematically, this occurs when the cross-product between the two
vectors is non-zero. The observability criteria can be reduced further by taking the cross-product of
Eqn 8.43 with the vector
[
r¯ +
∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ
]
to get the sufficient conditions for observability.
aρ (ρ− 1)
{∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ× r¯
}
6= 0 (8.44)
Following the cross-product operation, the range term can be eliminated by dividing both sides by
aρ(ρ− 1). {∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ
}
× r¯ 6= 0 (8.45)
This condition will ensure measurement uniqueness for any ρ > 0 for the approximated higher-order
gravitational acceleration profile outlined in Eqn 8.37. Extending these results, observability is ensured
when the change in position due to the disturbance accelerations is not aligned with the nominal LOS
profile. Substituting the expression for the nominal relative position in terms of the initial position
and velocity yields a form of the observability criteria similar to Eqn 8.35.∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ) g¯2(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ] (8.46)
As will be seen in Section 9.2.4, the perturbing accelerations due to g¯2 ensure that equality can not be
achieved, guaranteeing observability. Similar to maneuvers executed by actuators on board the chaser
vehicle, if the accelerations experienced by the higher-order gravity terms a(τ) = g¯2+ · · ·+ g¯∞ change
the nominal LOS measurement profile, then the relative position and velocity are observable.∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ] (8.47)
8.5 Detectability Criteria
Generally observability is treated like a light switch. Either a system is observable or it is not.
However there are several examples in the literature that address the notion that there are levels or
degrees of observability. For example, Ham and Brown [61] discuss the potential of using the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix to gain information about the degree of observability.
Small eigenvalues indicate a high degree of observability while large eigenvalues represent low observ-
ability levels. Fogel [50], whose research focused on target motion analysis (TMA), also suggests that
the observability concept should be generalized to include a metric indicating the degree of target
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observability when only two angle measurements (azimuth and elevation) are used for tracking. He
argues that such a metric would provide means for evaluating the allowed sensor noise level and target
trajectory deviation from the assumed linear dynamics. The idea that observability has levels is also
confirmed by Hermann’s work [62]. He proposed using Lie differentiation to determine observability
for nonlinear systems and uses terms such as locally observable, weakly observable, and locally weakly
observable.
With strategic maneuvers the observability criteria in Eqn 8.35 unequivocally shows that the
relative position and velocity of an unknown spacecraft are theoretically observable. However, it does
not address the level or degree of observability that results from accelerating the chaser spacecraft with a
particular maneuver sequence. For many practical applications, the perturbed trajectory resulting from
maneuvering may or may not be detectable given the current sensor technology. Although the relative
state is theoretically observable, in reality it remains largely unknown because it is not detectable. As
will be shown in the remainder of this section, analytically characterizing the degree of observability
naturally emerges from the closed-form observability criteria in the form of a metric called detectability
range error or detectability percent range error. Both of these metrics provide a means to determine
how observable the relative states become due to various types of maneuvers and ultimately becomes
the basis for finding optimal maneuvers that maximize observability for angles-only navigation.
8.5.1 Detectability Geometry
The geometry associated with the observability criteria is depicted in Figure 8.5(a), where the
nominal trajectory r¯ is represented with the thin solid (red) line, the actual trajectory r is shown with
the thick light (blue) line, and the trajectory perturbation δr due to a maneuver is indicated with a
dashed (green) line. The observability angle θ is defined as the angle between the nominal LOS profile
ı¯r and the actual LOS profile ır while the angle γ is referred to as the perturbation angle and it is
defined as the angle between the nominal LOS profile and the perturbation in the relative position due
to the maneuver δr.
θ = cos−1 (¯ır · ır) γ = cos−1
(
−ı¯r · δr|δr|
)
(8.48)
From the geometry of the problem in Fig 8.5(a), the initially unknown range parameter ρ = |r¯| can be
determined exactly from the basic parameters from Eqn 8.48 by using the law of sines and assuming
perfect angle measurements are observed.
ρ = δr
[
sin (θ + γ)
sin (θ)
]
(8.49)
Of course the exact range can not be determined since perfect measurements are unavailable and
consequently there is a level of uncertainty in the estimated relative range due to imperfect sensors.
8.5.2 Detectability Criteria Derivation
Suppose the LOS angle can be measured to an accuracy of ǫ as depicted in Figure 8.5(b) and the
trajectory perturbation due to a maneuver δr is known perfectly. As a result, there is an inherent
uncertainty in the relative range δρ called the detectability range error metric. Depending on the
resulting geometry of the problem, the detectability range error metric δρ varies according to the
observability angle θ, the perturbation angle γ, and the sensor accuracy ǫ.
δρ = δr
[
2 sin (γ) cos (ǫ/2) sin (ǫ/2)
sin2 (θ)− sin2 (ǫ/2)
]
(8.50)
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(a) Basic Parameters: The thin solid (red) line represents
the nominal trajectory profile r¯, the thick light (blue) line
is the actual relative position r, and the dashed (green) line
signifies the perturbation of the trajectory due to maneuvers
δr.
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(b) Detectability Range Error: The light gray lines repre-
sent possible angle measurements while the shaded (blue)
triangular area depicts the angle accuracy and the shaded
(gray) rectangular area defines the associated range of de-
tectability.
Fig. 8.5: Angles-only detectability geometry.
If the measurement errors are small ǫ << 1, the detectability metric can be simplified to a form where
it is proportional to the measurement error.
δρ ≈ ǫ
[
δr sin (γ)
sin2 (θ)
]
(8.51)
Knowing the accuracy of the angle measurement, the expected errors in estimating the relative range
can be determined for a particular trajectory. Vice versa, if a specific requirement is given for the
desired relative range accuracy, the necessary limits on sensor quality can be obtained. The key factors
related to the degree of observability become more apparent by simplifying Eqn 8.51 in the following
compact expression noting that sin (γ) = r
[
sin (θ)
δr
]
from the law of sines.
δρ ≈ ǫ
[
r
sin (θ)
]
(8.52)
As a result, the three factors influencing the level of observability are 1) measurement accuracy ǫ
2) the angle of observability θ and 3) the actual relative distance of the chaser with respect to the target
r. To minimize the uncertainty in the unknown range parameter δρ and consequently maximizing the
degree of observability, there are ideal values for each of these critical variables. For example, clearly if
there were no errors in the sensor measurement (ǫ = 0), then there would be no error in the downrange
parameter (δρ = 0). From the detectability criteria in Eqn 8.52, the intuitive conclusion that more
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Fig. 8.6: The affects of the observability angle θ on the detectability range error δρ given a specific
angle measurement accuracy ǫ and relative range distance r.
accurate angle measurements reduce errors in the relative state estimate is supported. Regarding the
observability angle θ, if a maneuver can perturb the relative trajectory to generate an observability
angle near 90 or −90 degrees, then the denominator term in Eqn 8.52 will be maximized causing the
q
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q
e
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| r | = 1 | r | = 3/4
q
e
dr
| r | = 1/3
Fig. 8.7: The affects of relative range r on the detectability range error δρ given a specific angle
measurement accuracy ǫ and observability angle θ.
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detectability range error to be minimized. Graphically, the varying levels of the detectability range
error δρ for observability angles θ of 15, 30, and 90 degrees are illustrated in Figure 8.6 for a given
measurement accuracy ǫ and specific relative range distance r. Notice that as the observability angle
increases towards 90 degrees, that the geometry of the problem causes the detectability range error to
be reduced. Lastly, the overall error in the relative range can also be reduced with maneuvers that bring
the chaser closer to the target. The geometric affects of reducing the relative range on the detectability
range error δρ for a given measurement accuracy ǫ and unique observability angle θ is illustrated in
Figure 8.7. Notice that as the relative distance diminishes, the relative range error is reduced.
For orbital rendezvous applications, the detectability criteria in Eqn 8.52 may not be the most
informative metric. For example, suppose that the detectability criteria shows that the uncertainty in
the relative position can be dropped to within 10 meters for a given maneuver sequence. Depending
on the relative distance of the chaser to the target, this may or may not be good enough. If the chaser
is several kilometers away, then this is an adequate estimate. If the chaser is preparing for docking and
is only a few meters away, then this accuracy is unacceptable. Since the accuracy of the relative state
required for orbital rendezvous depends on the relative distance to the target, a metric that may prove
more applicable is the detectability percent range error δρ
r
.
δρ
r
≈ ǫ
sin (θ)
(8.53)
This form of the detectability criteria reveals the range error as a fraction of the actual relative distance
from the target. Both forms of the detectability criteria in Eqns 8.52 and 8.53 will be used for angles-
only navigation analysis and as the basis for deriving optimal maneuvers.
[This page intentionally left blank]
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Chapter 9
Relative Position Observability Analysis
Besides characterizing the usefulness and limitations of angles-only navigation for orbital ren-
dezvous, an equally important objective of this chapter is to illustrate the fundamental concepts of the
derived observability criteria in Chapter 8 and validate them using more familiar navigation analysis
techniques. In the process of establishing the validity of the observability criteria, another key objec-
tive is to highlight the important role maneuvers play in generating observability and the affect they
have on determining the overall quality of the relative state estimate. In fact, this chapter is divided
into three main sections each emphasizing different potential types of orbital rendezvous maneuvers.
The first section shows the affects both impulsive and continuous maneuvers have on observability, the
second segment reveals how the higher-order gravitational accelerations can potentially serve as pseudo-
accelerations to generate observability, and the last portion demonstrates how optimal maneuvers can
be derived from the closed-form observability criteria.
In an attempt to quantify the observability of the relative position and velocity using angles-only
navigation, three different analysis techniques are employed. The first approach uses the closed form
observability criteria in Eqn 8.35 to analytically derive whether a particular rendezvous trajectory is
observable or not. The second method numerically computes the observability angle θ, the detectability
range error δρ, and the detectability percent range error δρ/r for each trajectory analyzed. Each of
these metrics provides a means to identify and gauge the level of observability. Recall from Eqn 10.8
that the observability criteria can be simplified to one decisive factor; the observability angle θ. If the
observability angle is zero during the entire observation period, then the relative states are unobservable.
However, if at any point during the relative trajectory the observability angle becomes non-zero, then
by definition the relative position and velocity are observable. The level or degree of observability
is captured by the detectability range error δρ or the detectability percent range error δρ/r metrics.
Based on the accuracy of the angle measurement ǫ, the relative range to the target r, and the resulting
observability angle θ, the detectability range error (see Eqn 8.52) reveals how accurate the relative
position can be determined based on the geometry of the problem. The last metric, the detectability
percent range error, is a way to normalize the results for different target-chaser separation differences.
This variable (see Eqn 8.53) presents the uncertainty of the relative position estimate as a percent of
the true range. The third and final analysis technique quantifies the observability of the relative states
based on the navigation performance of an angles-only Kalman filter. Essentially the navigation error
covariance matrix indicates how accurately the relative state can be determined based on a variety of
factors including initial uncertainties with the state estimate, the availability of measurements, and
the errors associated with these measurements. One indirect method of establishing observability is
if the covariance bounds characterizing the uncertainty in the relative state estimates are significantly
reduced with measurement updates. If processing angle measurements does not improve the estimate
of the chaser’s position and velocity, then this often implies the relative states are unobservable. Each
of these three different, yet complimentary analysis procedures are utilized to determine and validate
the observability of angles-only navigation for autonomous orbital rendezvous.
Navigation Analysis To evaluate the navigation performance, typically two common methods are
used; Monte-Carlo analysis and linear covariance analysis (LinCov). The fundamental concept behind
the Monte-Carlo approach is to run hundreds if not thousands of simulations, varying the random
variables in each trial. By simulating a large number of samples, the performance envelop naturally
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Fig. 9.1: The 1σ Monte-Carlo performance envelop.
emerges. For navigation, this approach can help reveal how accurately the estimated states computed
by the navigation filter actually represent the true state values. For example, assume a sufficient number
of cases were simulated and a statistical analysis of the resulting errors is performed. The difference
between the true and estimated state values can be plotted and bounded by a 1σ region that represents
the anticipated performance envelop as depicted in Fig 9.1. Monte-Carlo analysis provides a method
of computing the statistical information used in characterizing the performance of the navigation filter.
The downside is that this approach requires a large number of simulations. If one sample or simulation
takes hours, if not days, this approach becomes virtually unrealizable. Theoretically, linear covariance
analysis can produce the same statistical information as the Monte-Carlo approach but in a fraction
of the time. Instead of running numerous simulations, LinCov requires only one trial! Although it
has the potential to characterize the performance of the navigation system in a short period of time,
it does not simulate an actual GNC system. It does not generate or process measurements. It does
not produce actual thrust accelerations. It only produces the statistical results based on a linearized
version of the Monte-Carlo simulation. As a consequence, there may be subtleties such as nonlinearities,
approximations made in the filter design, or even flaws with the flight algorithms themselves that go
undetected. Even with these potential limitations, linear covariance analysis has proven itself in various
applications including orbital rendezvous as a valuable and dependable analysis methodology [148–152].
To evaluate the navigation performance in this chapter, a linear covariance analysis approach is
taken unless otherwise specified (see Section 9.2). The fundamental LinCov equations are based on the
analytical expressions used to propagate and update the state covariance matrix in a Kalman filter as
developed in Eqns 4.20, 4.67, and 4.70,
P i+1 = Φi P iΦ
T
i +Qi (9.1)
P+i+1 = (I −KiHi)P i (9.2)
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where P i is the state covariance matrix, Φi is the state transition matrix, H i is the measurement
sensitivity matrix, Qi is the state process noise covariance, Ki is the Kalman gain,
Ki = P i H
T
i
(
HiP iH
T
i +Ri
)−1
(9.3)
and Ri is the measurement noise covariance. The state vector for the observability analysis consists of
the inertial position and velocity of both the target and chaser vehicles.
x = [ r
T
, v
T
, r
C
, v
C
]T (9.4)
The target is assumed to be a non-maneuvering spacecraft while the chaser is capable of performing
both impulsive and continuous thrust accelerations a
C
. The equations of motion have the form,
r˙
T
= v
T
v˙
T
= g
T
r˙
C
= v
C
v˙
C
= g
C
+ a
C
(9.5)
where no disturbance accelerations act on either vehicle (Qi = 0) and the gravitational acceleration g
follows a spherical earth model.
g = − µ|r|3 r (9.6)
The state transition matrix is then approximated as a fourth order Taylor series expansion of the matrix
exponential,
Φi = e
F(ti+1− ti) = I + F∆T +
F 2∆T 2
2!
+
F 3∆T 3
3!
+
F 4∆T 4
4!
(9.7)
where F is the partial of the system dynamics with respect to the states evaluated along the specified
reference trajectory x¯.
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(9.8)
The matrix F
T
is the partial of the acceleration of the target spacecraft due to gravity with respect to
its radial position and F
C
is the partial of the acceleration of the chaser due to gravity with respect to
its radial position vector.
F
T
=
∂g
T
∂r
T
∣∣∣∣
x¯i
= − µ|r
T
|3
(
I − 3i
T
iT
T
)
F
C
=
∂g
C
∂r
C
∣∣∣∣
x¯i
= − µ|r
C
|3
(
I − 3i
C
iT
C
)
The measurement sensitivity matrix H
i
for the relative azimuth and elevation angle measurements
with respect to the inertial reference frame are given by
H i =


∂e
∂r
T
∂e
∂v
T
∂e
∂r
C
∂e
∂v
C
∂α
∂r
T
∂α
∂v
T
∂α
∂r
C
∂α
∂v
C


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x¯i
=

 He 01×3 −He 01×3
Hα 01×3 −Hα 01×3


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x¯i
(9.9)
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where the matrices He and Hα are partials of the elevation and azimuth measurements respectively
with respect to the target position vector (see Eqn 6.104).
He =
pe
ρ
Hα =
pα
ρ cos2(e)
The unit vectors pe and pα represent the partials of the line-of-sight unit vector with respect to the
elevation and azimuth measurements, respectively.
pe =


− sin (e) cos (α)
− sin (e) sin (α)
cos (e)


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x¯
pα =


− sin (α) cos (e)
cos (α) cos (e)
0


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x¯
The measurement noise covariance matrix Ri defining the accuracy of the angular measurements is
defined as a function of the elevation and azimuth measurement variances σ2e and σ
2
α.
Ri =
[
σ2e 0
0 σ2α
]
(9.10)
The relative position and velocity covariance matrices expressed in the relative LVLH reference
frame, P LVLHr and P
LVLH
v , can be obtained directly from the inertial state covariance matrix P i. The
relative position and velocity covariance matrices are computed as,
P LVLHr = T I→LVLH Hr P i H
T
r T
T
I→LVLH
(9.11)
P LVLHv = T I→LVLH Hv P i H
T
v T
T
I→LVLH
(9.12)
where T
I→LVLH
is the inertial to LVLH coordinate transformation matrix, and the matrices, Hr and
Hv, transform the inertial position and velocity vectors into relative position and velocity vectors.
Hr =
[ −I 0 I 0 ]
Hv =
[
0 −I 0 I ]
The main diagonals of the two relative covariance matrices in Eqns 9.11-9.12 contain critical information
regarding the uncertainty in the chaser’s downrange, cross-track, and altitude position and velocity
estimate. Consequently, the navigation performance is ultimately based upon these key variables.
Analysis Parameters In Section 7.2, the performance capability of an angles-only navigation filter
in a closed-loop GNC environment containing a variety of error sources including attitude errors,
sensor misalignments, biases, scale factors, etc. was analyzed previously. The primary objective of
this chapter is to establish the theoretical observability and detectability tools in order to provide a
qualitative understanding of the problem. To this end, nearly all of the error sources are eliminated for
the linear covariance analysis with the exception of a 0.3 mrad (1σ) angular measurement error and the
uncertainties associated with the initial position and velocity of both the target and chaser vehicles.
This implies the relative angular location of the target with respect to the inertial frame is not hindered
by attitude control performance or other practical pointing constraints. In fact, it is assumed that
azimuth and elevation measurements are always available and processed every 10 seconds. Regarding
the a priori navigation uncertainties, the chaser’s inertial position and velocity are assumed to be
known very accurately. On the other hand, the target’s inertial position and velocity errors are much
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Navigation Error Sources 1-σ
Target position and velocity per axis 0.1r m, 0.1rω m/s
Chaser position and velocity per axis 3 cm, 3ω cm/s
Angle measurements accuracy 0.3 mrad/axis
updates ∆t = 10 s
Table 9.1: Navigation error parameters for linear covariance analysis (LinCov) as a function of the
initial relative range r and orbital angular rate ω.
larger and are scaled according to the relative distance separating the two vehicles as outlined in Table
9.1 unless otherwise specified. This facilitates the comparison of covariance results for different ranges
of trajectories. For example, the standard deviation of the a priori position uncertainty is selected to
be 10% of the actual initial range. The velocity error is then computed as the orbital rate times the
initial position uncertainty. So in the case where the chaser is initially station-keeping 100 meters from
a target on the v-bar in low earth orbit (ω ≈ 0.0011 rad/sec), the 1σ position uncertainty associated
with the target would be 10 meters and the a priori velocity uncertainty would be approximately 1
cm/sec. If the chaser is station-keeping further away at a distance of 1 km behind on the target, then
the initial navigation position error would be 100 meters with a relative velocity uncertainty of 10
cm/sec.
9.1 Continuous and Impulsive Thrust Maneuvers
To illustrate the observability criteria and demonstrate the affects of both continuous and impulsive
maneuvers on determining the relative position and velocity using angles-only navigation, five different
orbital rendezvous scenarios and trajectories are analyzed. The first example reveals that a chaser
vehicle station keeping on the r-bar can determine both its relative position and velocity with only
angular measurements. The calibrated thrust profile required to hold a constant position either above
or below the target is directly dependent on the relative altitude of the chaser with respect to the target.
By knowing the level of acceleration necessary to station keep on the r-bar such that the observed
angle measurements are constant, the relative distance separating the two vehicles can be deduced and
consequently the entire relative state becomes observable. In contrast, the second scenario reveals that
for a v-bar approach, the relative states are unobservable using angle measurements alone. Even with
a known continuous acceleration, under practical operations the range can not be determined.
The last three examples demonstrate the impressive influence impulsive maneuvers can have on
generating observability. Generally, an arbitrary impulsive maneuver will ensure observability for or-
bital rendezvous applications. To motivate this claim, first assume the chaser is in a circumnavigating
football orbit with the potential to perform an instantaneous velocity change in all three axes. Regard-
less of which axis or combination of axes the thrust is generated, it is shown analytically that the system
becomes observable for a non-zero impulsive ∆v. A specific example is given to numerically validate the
analytical conclusions by applying an impulsive maneuver radially downward while to chaser is circling
the target in the elliptical relative trajectory. The next case illustrates that an out-of-plane impulsive
maneuver for any initial in-plane relative trajectory produces observability. This general observation is
also confirmed with a practical mission scenario where the chaser vehicle is station-keeping on the v-bar
and then executes an impulsive maneuver in the cross-track direction. The last example proves that
an arbitrary impulsive maneuver will generate observability for any given initial relative trajectory.
These five examples demonstrate how both continuous and impulsive maneuvers affect observability as
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predicted with the closed-form analytical observability criteria and validated with practical numerical
approaches.
9.1.1 R-bar Station Keeping
Suppose a chaser spacecraft is directly above a target vehicle as shown in Figure 9.2 at a height
z0 with no initial relative motion such that the initial relative position and velocity vectors r0 and v0
are,
r0 =
[
0 0 z0
]T
v0 =
[
0 0 0
]T
(9.13)
In order to maintain this stationary position, the chaser must thrust radially downward with a constant
acceleration proportional to the relative altitude of the chaser.
a(τ) =
[
0 0 −3 z0
]T
(9.14)
It is important to reemphasize that the acceleration a(τ) is a known quantity. Initially it may seem odd
that in order to determine the unknown relative altitude z0 , it must be used as a known commodity to
derive the necessary acceleration profile. Do not let this apparent paradox be too misleading. Whether
the actual altitude z0 is used to mathematically describe the magnitude of the known thruster burn
or any other constant value, the same fundamental conclusion is derived. However, in order to have a
relative trajectory where the chaser hovers above the target such that the target appears fixed in the
camera’s field-of-view (FOV), then the thrust magnitude must follow the profile outlined in Eqn 9.14.
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Fig. 9.2: R-bar station keeping scenario for observability criteria analysis.
Analytical Observability Results
From the observability criteria in Eqn 8.35, this relative trajectory is observable when using angles-
only navigation. In other words, for all possible values of the scalar function α(τ), the sufficient criterion
guaranteeing observability is satisfied,∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
where Φrr and Φrv are partitions of the state transition matrix in Eqn 8.3 for relative orbital motion,
a(τ) is the required thrust acceleration for r-bar station keeping defined in Eqn 9.14, and r0 and v0
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are the initial conditions specified in Eqn 9.13. Inserting these quantities (from Eqns 8.3, 9.13, and
9.14) into the above criterion yields,
∫ τ
τ0

 4sµ − 3∆τµ 0 2(cµ − 1)0 sµ 0
2(1− cµ) 0 sµ



 00
−3 z0

dµ 6=α(τ)

 1 0 6(sθ −∆τ0)0 c
θ
0
0 0 4− 3c
θ



 00
z0

 (9.15)
The shorthand notation of ∆τ0 = (τ − τ0), sθ = sin(∆τ0), and cθ = cos(∆τ0) introduced in Eqn 8.3 is
still maintained while ∆τµ = (τ − µ), sµ = sin(∆τµ) and cµ = cos(∆τµ). Integrating the convolution
integral and simplifying, the observability criteria for the r-bar station keeping reduces to,

−6 z0 (sθ −∆τ0)
0
−3 z0 (1− cθ)

 6= α(τ)


6 z0 (sθ −∆τ0)
0
3 z0 (
4
3 − cθ)

 (9.16)
where the inequality holds for any possible scalar function α(τ). It is true that there exists a scalar
function α(τ) = −1 such that the first element of each vector in Eqn 9.16 may equal one another.
However, this value of α(τ) causes the last elements to remain different. Attempting a similar strategy
to find an α(τ) to equate the last elements, only causes the first components to not be equal. Ultimately,
there does not exist a scalar function α(τ) that ensures these two vectors are equal during the entire
observation period. Therefore, according to the analytical observability criteria an r-bar station keeping
trajectory with a continuous thrust profile is observable.
Numerical Observability Results
To validate these analytical results, imagine the following extended mission scenario. The chaser
is initially approaching the target spacecraft on a co-elliptic approach trajectory 100 meters above the
target. When the chaser passes directly over the target, it begins to thrust continuously to maintain
its relative position above the target. The resulting trajectory of the chaser hoovering at a constant
altitude is depicted in Figure 9.3. Had the chaser not performed any maneuvers, the resulting nominal
trajectory is shown with the dashed (black) line where the chaser would drift away from the target
at a constant relative altitude. However, by performing this continuous thrust profile, notice at the
bottom of Figure 9.3 that the observability angle θ becomes non-zero suggesting the relative states
have become observable. As time passes the observability angle approaches 90 degrees which causes
the detectability range error δρ to approach its minimum value. In fact, for a 1σ angle measurement
accuracy of 0.3 mrad, the predicted 1σ total relative position error is near 3 cm.
Similar conclusions regarding the observability of the relative states can be drawn from the angles-
only navigation filter response. The relative navigation position errors shown in the top of Figure
9.4 suggest that the filter can not accurately determine the relative altitude of the spacecraft until
the chaser begins maneuvering. Once the chaser begins to accelerate, the uncertainty in the relative
altitude state is essentially eliminated and the total relative position error drops from 7 meters to 3
cm. This behavior is a strong numerical indicator that the relative position has become observable.
A similar trend is also observed with the relative velocity errors shown with the bottom plots in
Figure 9.4. If the chaser continued to coast along its original co-elliptic trajectory, it could have never
determined its downrange velocity. Its not until the maneuver sequence begins that the filter can
resolve its downrange rate and ultimately diminish the total relative velocity uncertainty. Although
the angular measurements can help identify certain relative state components prior to a maneuver, the
relative range can not be determined until the chaser’s nominal trajectory is strategically perturbed
by a calibrated thrust maneuver sequence.
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Fig. 9.3: Top: The relative trajectory for an r-bar station-keeping 100 meters above target from a
co-elliptic approach. The nominal co-elliptic trajectory is shown with the thick dashed (black) line.
Bottom: The resulting observability metrics including the observability angle θ, detectability range
error δρ and the detectability percent range error δρ/r. The light (yellow) dot indicates the location
when the continuous thrust profile began.
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Fig. 9.4: Top: The relative position 1σ navigation error plots for an r-bar station-keeping trajectory
100 meters above the target. Bottom: The relative velocity 1σ navigation error plots for an r-bar
station-keeping trajectory as a function of time. The light (yellow) dot represents when the continuous
maneuver profile began causing the chaser to hover directly above the target.
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In conclusion, the correlation between the predicted navigation performance based on the analytical
observability criteria and the actual navigation errors experienced by the angles-only filter is plotted in
Figure 9.5. The total 1σ position error as determined by the navigation filter is represented with the
dark (black) line and the predicted position error based on the detectability range error δρ is plotted
with the solid (blue) line. For this example, the analytical predictions accurately model the actual
navigation performance. Regardless, both methods arrive at the same fundamental conclusion that the
relative position and velocity are observable for a r-bar station-keeping trajectory.
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Fig. 9.5: Overlay of the relative position error as determined by the angles-only navigation linear
covariance analysis (black) and predicted by the detectability criteria (blue) for an r-bar station-keeping
trajectory. The light (yellow) dot represents when the chaser began accelerating to hover directly over
the target.
9.1.2 V-bar Approach
Now consider another common relative trajectory utilized for orbital rendezvous. A chaser space-
craft is station keeping on the v-bar behind the target at a downrange distance x0 as shown in Fig 9.6
such that the initial relative position and velocity vectors, r0 and v0, are
r0 =
[ −x0 0 0 ]T v0 = [ 0 0 0 ]T (9.17)
However, at this initial time τ0 the chaser begins to approach the target at a constant rate vC down the
v-bar by executing continuous thrust accelerations a(τ). The necessary maneuver profile to execute this
relative approach trajectory requires an impulsive thrust in the positive downrange direction causing
the chaser to move towards the target and a constant thrust acceleration in the negative radial direction
so the chaser remains on the v-bar. Mathematically, this maneuver sequence is modeled as,
a(τ) =
[
v
C
δ(τ − τ0) 0 −2 vC
]T
(9.18)
where δ(τ − τ0) is the Dirac delta function.
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Fig. 9.6: V-bar approach trajectory for observability criteria analysis.
Analytical Observability Results
From the observability criteria in Eqn 8.35, the maneuver sequence required for a v-bar approach
does not necessarily make the system observable. The mathematical reasoning for this conclusion is
that there exists an α(τ) > −1 such that,∫ τ
0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ = α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
To verify this, substitute the value of Φrr and Φrv from the relative orbital dynamics state transition
matrix in Eqn 8.3, the known thrust acceleration a(τ) in Eqn 9.18 required for the v-bar approach,
and the initial position and velocity for station keeping outlined in Eqn 9.17 such that the observability
criteria becomes,
∫ τ
τ0

4sµ − 3∆τµ 0 2(cµ − 1)0 sµ 0
2(1− cµ) 0 sµ



vC δ(µ− τ0)0
−2 v
C

dµ=α(τ)

1 0 6(sθ −∆τ0)0 c
θ
0
0 0 4− 3c
θ



−x00
0


where the same notation introduced in Eqn 9.15 is adopted. Solving the convolution integral by
recalling the definition of the Dirac delta function
∫ x
x0
f(u) δ(u − x0) du = f(x0), the observability
criteria simplifies to the following expression.
 vC ∆τ00
0

 = α(τ)

 −x00
0

 (9.19)
If the v-bar approach trajectory is unobservable, there must be a time varying scalar function α(τ) > −1
that ensures the above equation is true. The equality constraint in Eqn 9.19 is guaranteed if α(τ) equals,
α(τ) = −vC ∆τ0
x0
(9.20)
As a result, the v-bar approach is unobservable so long as the distance traveled along the v-bar (v
C
∆τ0)
is less than the initial downrange distance x0 such that α(τ) > −1. However, if the chaser continues
along the v-bar approach and passes through the target (v
C
∆τ0) > x0 , then α(τ) < −1 and based on
the observability criteria the relative states become observable! In other words, once the chaser reaches
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the target and passes on to the other side, the measured LOS vector rotates 180 degrees. Knowing the
amount of time required to reach this transition (and rate of approach), the initial downrange position
can be determined and consequently the system becomes observable.
Numerical Observability Results
These intriguing analytical results can also be confirmed using various numerical approaches. For
example, allow the chaser to be station-keeping 100 meters behind the target (x0 = 100). After one
orbital period, the chaser begins to approach the target at a constant rate such that it travels 10 meters
in the ensuing orbital period. The resulting relative trajectory is shown at the top of Figure 9.7. Notice
in the bottom plots of Figure 9.7 that both before and after the maneuver the observability angle is
zero, implying the relative states are unobservable. Even though a series of maneuvers are performed,
the relative position and velocity can not be determined. As a result, both the detectability range error
and detectability percent range error are infinity.
The same conclusions are reached from the angles-only navigation filter’s ability to estimate both
the relative position and velocity. In Figure 9.8 the navigation errors in the relative downrange,
cross-track, and altitude directions are plotted. As expected, the uncertainty in the chaser’s altitude
and cross-track position components are quickly determined from the accurate angle measurements.
However, the filter can not identify the chaser’s downrange position. Even when the chaser begins
maneuvering towards the target, the angles-only navigation filter still can not resolve its downrange
location. From a practical perspective, this response indicates the relative position, or the range,
is unobservable. Looking at the navigation errors for the relative velocity state leads to the same
conclusion. In this instance, the navigation filter is unable to determine the chaser’s altitude rate.
This correlation between downrange position and altitude velocity errors is well known and both are
the major contributors to the total relative position and velocity errors, respectively. Clearly, both the
relative position and velocity are unobservable even though maneuvers are performed.
Recall that the analytical results also suggest that if the chaser continues on its v-bar approach
and eventually passes through the target, then the relative states theoretically become observable.
This hypothetical scenario is tested and shown to be true. Like before, allow the chaser to be initially
station-keeping 100 meters behind the target. However, after one orbital period it begins approaching
the target at a faster rate such that orbital period later it has traveled 1 km placing it 900 meters in
front of the target. At this approach velocity, the chaser will reach the target in one-tenth of an orbital
period and continue on along the v-bar. The resulting trajectory is given in the top of Figure 9.9
and the observability metrics are shown in the plots below. The time the maneuver sequence begins
is highlighted with a light (yellow) circle and the moment when the chaser intersects the target is
represented with a dark (green) circle. Notice that the observability angle θ transitions from 0 to 180
degrees when the chaser passes by the target. At this same instant, the detectability range error δρ
drops from infinity to several millimeters suggesting the relative position can be determined.
These results are verified with the navigation filter’s performance. In Figure 9.10 both the relative
position and velocity can not be determined prior to the maneuver or even immediately following the
maneuver as indicated by the light (yellow) dot. It is not until the chaser actually passes beyond the
target, as marked with a dark (green) dot, that the navigation filter can determine its relative position.
This observation becomes more evident in Figure 9.11 where both the filter’s uncertainty in the total
relative position and the detectability criteria’s prediction of the relative position error are shown near
the maneuver and the moment the chaser passes by the target. It is not until the maneuver perturbs
the actual relative trajectory such that the resulting LOS profile differs from the nominal LOS profile
that the relative states become observable. Once again the observability criteria accurately predicts
the filter’s performance.
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Fig. 9.7: Top: The relative trajectory for a chaser spacecraft initially station-keeping on the v-bar 100
meters behind the target. After one orbital period, it begins to move towards the target at a rate of
10 meters per orbit. Bottom: The resulting observability metrics including the observability angle θ,
the detectability range error δρ and the detectability percent range error δρ/r. The light (yellow) dot
represents when the chaser began accelerating.
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Fig. 9.8: Top: The relative position 1σ navigation error plots for a v-bar approach trajectory where the
chaser remains behind the target. Bottom: The relative velocity 1σ navigation error plots for a v-bar
approach as a function of time. The light (yellow) dot represents when the chaser began accelerating
to approach the target.
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Fig. 9.10: Top: The relative position 1σ navigation error plots for a v-bar approach trajectory that
causes the chaser to pass through the target vehicle. Bottom: The relative velocity 1σ navigation error
plots as a function of time. The light (yellow) dot represents when the chaser began accelerating and
the darker (green) dot marks when the chaser passes by the target.
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Fig. 9.11: Overlay of the relative position error as determined by the angles-only navigation linear
covariance analysis (black) and predicted by the detectability criteria (blue). The light (yellow) dot
represents when the chaser began its v-bar approach trajectory and the darker (green) dot marks when
the chaser passed by the target.
9.1.3 Circumnavigating Football Orbit with an Impulsive Maneuver
Generally, a single arbitrary impulsive maneuver will generate observability for any particular
orbital rendezvous trajectory. This concept is formally proven later but is first exemplified with a
relative circumnavigating football orbit as illustrated in Figure 9.12. Let the chaser spacecraft be
located at a distance x0 downrange from the target with an initial velocity associated with the football
trajectory.
r0 =
[
x0 0 0
]T
v0 =
[
0 0
x0
2
]T
(9.21)
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Fig. 9.12: Initial circumnavigating football orbit for observability criteria analysis.
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At time τ = τm, the chaser experiences an instantaneous velocity change,
a(τ) =
[
∆vx ∆vy ∆vz
]T
δ(τ − τm) (9.22)
where ∆vx, ∆vy, and ∆vz are the unconstrained downrange, cross-track, and altitude components of
the impulsive maneuver.
Analytical Observability Results
Referring to the observability criteria, it can be shown that an arbitrary ∆v generates observability
for a circumnavigating football orbit such that the conditions,∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
are met for any scalar function α(τ). Using the portions of the orbital rendezvous state transition
matrix Φrr and Φrv from Eqn 8.3, the impulsive thrust acceleration a(τ) in Eqn 9.22 for a general
instantaneous maneuver, and the initial conditions for a circumnavigating football orbit in Eqn 9.21;
the observability criteria becomes,
∫ τ
τ0

4sµ − 3∆τµ 0 2(cµ − 1)0 sµ 0
2(1− cµ) 0 sµ



∆vx∆vy
∆vz

δ(µ− τm) dµ 6=α(τ)



x00
0

+

x0(cθ − 1)0
(
x0
2 ) sθ




where the same notation introduced in Eqn 9.15 is adopted. Letting the elapsed time from the impulsive
maneuver until time τ be defined as ∆τm = τ − τm where sm = sin(∆τm) and cm = cos(∆τm) the
observability criteria for the relative football trajectory simplifies to,

∆vx(4sm − 3∆τm) + 2∆vz(cm − 1)
∆vy sm
2∆vx(1− cm) + ∆vz sm

 6= α(τ)


x0 cθ
0
(
x0
2 ) sθ

 (9.23)
Upon close inspection, the above inequality is valid for any impulsive maneuver regardless of the scalar
function α(τ) and the possible combinations of ∆vx, ∆vy, and ∆vz. Consequently, the conditions
for observability as previously derived in Eqn 8.35 are guaranteed for any impulsive velocity change
initiated from a circumnavigating football orbit.
Numerical Observability Results
To validate these analytical conclusions with a simple numerical example, assume the chaser is
initially 100 meters in front of the target (x0 = 100) such that the initial conditions outlined in Eqn
9.21 are completely defined.1 After one orbital period when the chaser crosses the v-bar directly in
front of the target, an impulsive maneuver directed radially downward is executed reducing the total
length of the elliptical trajectory by 50 meters as seen in the top of Figure 9.14. The nominal relative
1Recall that for a time based simulation, the initial position and velocity for a circumnavigating football orbit are
defined in terms of the orbital angular rate ω such that
r
0
=

x
0
0 0
T
v
0
=

0 0 ω x
0
/2
T
(9.24)
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Fig. 9.13: Top: The nominal and actual relative trajectories for a circumnavigating football orbit. The
nominal trajectory is represented with a dotted (black) line while the true relative trajectory is shown
with a thick solid (blue) line. The location of the maneuver is indicated with a light (yellow) dot.
Bottom: The resulting observability metrics including the observability angle θ, detectability range
error δρ and the detectability percent range error δρ/r.
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Fig. 9.14: Top: The relative position navigation errors for a circumnavigating football trajectory.
Bottom: The relative velocity navigation errors as a function of the orbital period. The light (yellow)
dot indicates the location of the impulsive maneuver directed radially downward.
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trajectory is represented with a dotted (black) line while the actual relative trajectory is shown with a
thick solid (blue) line. The location of the impulsive maneuver is marked with a light (yellow) dot.
Once again, recall from Eqn 10.8 that the observability criteria can be simplified to one single
metric. If the observability angle θ is non-zero at any point during the observation period, then the
relative states are observable. If it remains zero, then the relative states are unobservable. In the bottom
of Figure 9.14 are the resulting values of the various observability metrics. Prior to the maneuver, the
observability angle is zero indicating the relative states are unobservable. However, directly after the
impulsive maneuver, the observability angle becomes non-zero suggesting the relative and position have
become observable. Notice as the observability angle reaches a maximum, the detectability range error
δρ is minimized. According to this detectability metric, the relative position can be determined to an
accuracy near 2 cm about a quarter of an orbital period following the maneuver.
These conclusions drawn from the observability theory are supported by the angles-only navigation
filter response. In Figure 9.14, the 1σ relative position and velocity errors are plotted as a function of
time. Prior to the maneuver, the filter is unable to accurately determine either the relative altitude
or downrange of the chaser spacecraft. However, immediately following the maneuver, the navigation
errors in both the relative position and relative velocity are significantly reduced suggesting both have
become observable. The rate at which the navigation errors drop and the level at which they approach
are accurately predicted by the detectability criteria. For example, the total relative position error as
derived from the navigation filter response and as predicted by the observability theory are overlayed
in Figure 9.15. Although it appears that the navigation filter initially estimates the total relative
position more precisely than anticipated by the detectability metric, the overall trend is captured and
the steady-state position error is accurately represented.
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Fig. 9.15: Overlay of the total relative position error for a circum-navigating football orbit as determined
by the angles-only navigation filter (black) and predicted by the detectability criteria (blue). The light
(yellow) dot represents when the impulsive maneuver directed radially downward occurred.
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9.1.4 In-plane Trajectory with an Out-of-plane Impulsive Maneuver
The next application of the observability criteria demonstrates that for any in-plane motion trajec-
tory, an impulsive out-of-plane maneuver will produce observability of the relative position and velocity
states. The initial position and velocity vectors are constrained to eliminate any initial out-of-plane
motion (y0 = y˙0 = 0) such that,
r0 =
[
x0 0 z0
]T
v0 =
[
x˙0 0 z˙0
]T
(9.25)
while the impulsive maneuver at time τ = τm is limited to be out-of-plane.
a(τ) =
[
0 ∆vy 0
]T
δ(τ − τm) (9.26)
Analytical Observability Results
For these given initial conditions and maneuver profile, the observability criteria states that the
system is observable if

0
∆vy sm
0

 6= α(τ)


x0 + 6z0(sθ −∆τ0) + x˙0(4sθ − 3∆τ0) + 2z˙0(cθ − 1)
0
z0(4− 3cθ) + 2x˙0(1− cθ) + z˙0sθ

 (9.27)
for any scalar function α(τ). Since the natural relative motion is constrained to be planar, there does
not exist a scalar function α(τ) that could possibly account for the out-of-plane position change due
to the non-zero impulsive maneuver ∆vy. As a consequence, the inequality expression in Eqn 9.27 is
guaranteed for all time τ ensuring the system is observable, regardless of the in-plane trajectory.
Numerical Observability Results
This general conclusion can be illustrated with a simple example. Assume the chaser’s in-plane
trajectory is a station-keeping profile on the v-bar 100 meters in front of the target. The resulting
initial position and velocity vectors in Eqn 9.25 are consequently defined by the parameters; x0 = 100
and z0 = x˙0 = z˙0 = 0. After one orbital period, an out-of-plane impulsive maneuver in the positive
cross-track direction is performed. The magnitude of the ∆v burn generates 100 meters of cross-track
displacement as illustrated in the top of Figure 9.17. The resulting non-zero observability angles θ
following the maneuver clearly indicate that the system is observable (see bottom of Figure 9.17).
In fact, for a 1σ sensor accuracy of 0.3 mrad the detectability range error metric δρ suggests that
relative position can be determined to an accuracy of about 7 cm. Note that this minimum estimation
error occurs exactly one quarter of a period following the impulsive maneuver when the chaser is at
its maximum out-of-plane offset location. The affect of maneuvering and getting additional angle
measurements to the target is similar to having multiple cameras onboard producing a pseudo stereo
imaging affect where the geometry of the different vantage points helps reveal the relative range. The
detectability percent range error also reveals that the relative position error is about a 20th of a percent
of the actual range to the target.
From a practical perspective, the relative states are often considered to be observable if the co-
variance of the relative state errors are significantly reduced. In Figure 9.17 the relative position and
velocity 1σ navigation errors are plotted. Prior to the maneuver, notice that the uncertainty in the
cross-track and altitude positions are practically eliminated while the relative downrange error remains
largely unchanged. A similar trend is also observed with the relative velocity errors which highlights
the correlation between downrange position and altitude rate errors. Initially the uncertainty in the
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Fig. 9.16: Top: The relative trajectory for a v-bar station-keeping profile with 100 meters of out-
of-plane motion. The true relative trajectory is shown with a thick solid (blue) line. Bottom: The
resulting observability metrics including the observability angle θ, detectability range error δρ and the
detectability percent range error δρ/r. The light (yellow) dot represents the location of the impulsive
out-of-plane maneuver.
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Fig. 9.17: Top: The relative position navigation errors for a v-bar station-keeping trajectory with an
out-of-plane maneuver. Bottom: The relative velocity navigation errors as a function of the orbital
period. The light (yellow) dot indicates the location of the impulsive maneuver generating 100 meters
of cross-track displacement.
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downrange and cross-track velocity components are reduced while the filter is unable to accurately
determine the relative altitude velocity. It is not until the ∆v burn that the uncertainty in both the
downrange position and the altitude velocity are eliminated reflecting that the relative state vectors are
observable. Although the navigation covariance plots seem to suggest that the relative states become
observable immediately following the maneuver, the relative position error transient and steady-state
value is accurately predicted by the detectability range error metric δρ. The resulting total relative
position error following the maneuver as estimated with the navigation linear covariance analysis and
predicted by the detectability criteria is shown in Figure 9.18.
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Fig. 9.18: Overlay of the total relative position error for a v-bar station-keeping chaser vehicle with
out-of-plane motion as determined by the angles-only navigation filter (black) and predicted by the
detectability criteria (blue). The light (yellow) dot represents when the impulsive out-of-plane maneuver
occurred.
9.1.5 Arbitrary Impulsive Maneuver
Due to the dynamics associated with relative orbital motion, an impulsive maneuver in any direc-
tion actually generates observability for all possible relative trajectories. Allow the chaser to have an
arbitrary initial relative position and velocity such that,
r0 =
[
x0 y0 z0
]T
v0 =
[
x˙0 y˙0 z˙0
]T
(9.28)
Although the acceleration profile is limited to being an impulsive maneuver, it is unrestricted in terms
of magnitude and direction,
a(τ) = ∆v δ(τ − τm) (9.29)
where ∆v = [∆vx ∆vy ∆vz]
T occurs at time τm during the observation period τ0 < τm < τf . Un-
der these parameters, the necessary and sufficient conditions for observability as derived in Eqn 8.35
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becomes,∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)∆vδ(µ− τm) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr(τ, τ0)r0 +Φrv(τ, τ0)v0 ] for any α(τ)
or∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)∆vδ(µ− τm) dµ = α(τ) [Φrr(τ, τ0)r0 +Φrv(τ, τ0)v0 ] for α(τ) < −1
where the system is observable if the inequality conditions hold for all time varying scalar function
α(τ) or equality occurs when α(τ) < −1. Evaluating the convolution integral, the observability criteria
for impulsive maneuvers reduces to,
Φrv(τ, τm)∆v 6= α(τ) [Φrr(τ, τ0) r0 +Φrv(τ, τ0)v0 ] for any α(τ)
or
Φrv(τ, τm)∆v = α(τ) [Φrr(τ, τ0) r0 +Φrv(τ, τ0)v0 ] for α(τ) < −1
Solving for the instantaneous maneuver, the conditions for observability are satisfied when the inequal-
ity is valid for all possible scalar functions α(τ) or there exists an α(τ) < −1 that ensures equality.
∆v 6= α(τ) [Φ−1rv (τ, τm)Φrr(τ, τ0)r0 +Φ−1rv (τ, τm)Φrv(τ, τ0)v0] for any α(τ) (9.32a)
or
∆v = α(τ)
[
Φ−1rv (τ, τm)Φrr(τ, τ0)r0 +Φ
−1
rv (τ, τm)Φrv(τ, τ0)v0
]
for α(τ) < −1 (9.32b)
Generally an impulsive maneuver will ensure observability because the time-varying vector on the right
can not equal the time invariant impulsive ∆v vector on the left for all τ regardless of the value of
α(τ). There are special circumstances where the linear system may remain unobservable even when
an impulsive maneuver is executed,2 but for all practical purposes it will typically ensure observability,
particularly for orbital rendezvous. For example, from the state transition matrix describing the linear
dynamics of relative orbital motion defined in Eqn 8.3, the inverse of the matrix Φrv(τ, τm) is defined
for all τ except when the determinant of Φrv is zero dm = [4s
2
m
−3∆τmsm+4(1− cm)2)] = 0 or sm = 0.
Φ−1rv (τ, τm) =


sm
dm
0
2(1 − cm)
dm
0
1
sm
0
2(cm − 1)
dm
0
(4sm − 3∆τm)
dm


(9.33)
2A linear system where the chaser is moving at a constant velocity relative to the target is a common assumption for
many naval applications such thatΦrr = I andΦrv = (τ−τ0)I . If the initial velocity is towards the target (v0 = βr0) and
an impulsive ∆v is also directed towards the target (∆v = η r
0
), this impulsive maneuver does not generate observability.
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Substituting the elements of the state transition matrix for Φrr(τ, τ0), Φrv(τ, τ0), and Φ
−1
rv (τ, τm) into
the observability criteria for an impulsive maneuver defined in Eqn 9.32a gives,


∆vx
∆vy
∆vz

 6= α(τ)




sm
dm
0 2(1−cm )
dm
0 1
sm
0
2(cm−1)
dm
0 (4sm−3∆τm )
dm




1 0 6(s
θ
−∆τ
0
)
0 c
θ
0
0 0 4− 3c
θ




x0
y0
z0


+


sm
dm
0 2(1−cm )
dm
0 1
sm
0
2(cm−1)
dm
0 (4sm−3∆τm )
dm




4s
θ
− 3∆τ
0
0 2(c
θ
− 1)
0 s
θ
0
2(1− c
θ
) 0 s
θ




x˙0
y˙0
z˙0




By expanding this expression, it becomes evident that in nearly all scenarios there does not exist a
scalar function α(τ) that can ensure equality between the time varying vector on the right and the
time invariant impulsive velocity vector on the left.


∆vx
∆vy
∆vz

 6= α(τ)




{
sm
dm
}
x0 +
{
6sm (sθ−∆τ0 )+2(1−cm )(4−3cθ )
dm
}
z0{
c
θ
sm
}
y0
{
2(cm−1)
dm
}
x0 +
{
12(cm−1)(sθ−∆τ0 )+(4sm−3∆τm )(4−3cθ )
dm
}
z0


+


{
sm(4sθ−3∆τ0 )+4(1−cm )(1−cθ )
dm
}
x˙0 +
{
2sm (cθ−1)−2sθ (cm−1)
dm
}
z˙0
{
s
θ
sm
}
y˙0
{
2(cm−1)(4sθ−3∆τ0 )−2(cθ−1)(4sm−3∆τm )
dm
}
x˙0 +
{
s
θ
(4sm−3∆τm )+4(cm−1)(cθ−1)
dm
}
z˙0




For the rare situations when equality can be obtained (∆vx = ∆vz = x0 = z0 = x˙0 = y˙0 = z˙0 = 0)
there are intervals when α(τ) < −1, such that the conditions specified in Eqn 9.32b are satisfied. So
although the system may be initially unobservable during the first portion of the observation period,
if sufficient time is allotted, observability of the relative states can be guaranteed for any arbitrary
relative trajectory given an impulsive maneuver is executed. This implies that with an instantaneous
velocity change, it is impossible for the chaser spacecraft to generate the same measurement profile
that would have been observed had no maneuver taken place. Thus, by altering the LOS profile and
knowing the thrust acceleration, the unknown range becomes observable and consequently the entire
relative state. If the maneuver occurred at the beginning of the observation period τm = τ0 such that
∆τm = ∆τ0, sm = sθ , cm = cθ , and dm = d0 = [4s
2
θ
− 3∆τ0sθ + 4(1 − cθ)2)] then the criteria simplifies
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even further.


∆vx
∆vy
∆vz


6= α(τ)




{
s
θ
d0
}
x0 +
{
6s
θ
(s
θ
−∆τ0 )+2(1−cθ )(4−3cθ )
d0
}
z0
{
c
θ
s
θ
}
y0
{
2(c
θ
−1)
d0
}
x0 +
{
12(c
θ
−1)(s
θ
−∆τ0)+(4sθ−3∆τ0 )(4−3cθ )
d0
}
z0


+


x˙0
y˙0
z˙0




Once again, regardless of when the maneuver is executed, there does not exist a scalar function α(τ) >
−1 for all τ that can ensure equality between the time invariant maneuver vector on the left and the
time varying vector on the right. Therefore, an arbitrary impulsive maneuver executed at the initial
observation period can generate observability for all relative trajectories.
9.2 Pseudo Higher-Order Gravitational Maneuvers
The necessary pieces to resolve the conflicting results regarding the ability of angles-only naviga-
tion to determine the relative position and velocity without imparting thruster accelerations are now
in place. It has been derived (see Section 8.3) and shown (see Section 9.1) that according to the linear
relative orbital dynamics, it is impossible to resolve the relative position and velocity from angle mea-
surements unless a maneuver is performed. The reason is that the resulting LOS measurement profile
is not unique and could have been produced from an infinite number of possible relative trajectories
in that family of orbits (see Section 8.1). In order for the relative states to become observable, ma-
neuvers are required. However, some of the great mathematical minds including LaPlace and Gauss
have developed well-known and frequently-used algorithms that can calculate the relative position and
velocity using only angular measurements. The key to combining these two apparent opposing claims
into complimentary arguments becomes possible when considering the higher-order gravitational terms
commonly neglected in the linearized relative motion models. These differential gravitational terms
essentially act as pseudo-maneuvers in the linearized equations of motion that perturb the nominal rel-
ative motion trajectory. The small deviation of the actual relative trajectory from the nominal motion
ultimately due to these minute accelerations generates observability.
To illustrate how the differential gravitational acceleration produces observability for angles-only
navigation, four orbital rendezvous scenarios and trajectories are evaluated both analytically and nu-
merically. The first example is a special case where an analytical solution can be obtained without
approximating the nonlinear accelerations. In this ideal station keeping scenario, both vehicles are
assumed to be in the same circular orbit such that the chaser spacecraft is positioned downrange from
the target. The constant elevation angle observed between the two spacecraft is directly associated
with the relative range and consequently ensures observability. The remaining examples utilize the ap-
proximation of the nonlinear accelerations as developed in Eqn 8.39 to obtain a quasianalytical result
in conjunction with the numerical solutions. The second case focuses on the in-plane circumnavigat-
ing football orbit commonly used for close proximity operations. For this special relative trajectory,
the nominal equations of motion reduce significantly and expose that the LOS measurements become
unique for each possible set of initial conditions. The next scenario shows how the out-of-plane motion
due to varying inclinations between the chaser and target orbits also produces observability. Once
again, the curvature of the orbits commonly neglected in the linearized equations of motion proves to
provide a means of determining the relative range. The last section summarizes the previous examples
and shows how observability is achieved for any arbitrary relative trajectory. These four scenarios
demonstrate that when the small yet influential higher-order gravitational terms are incorporated into
the observability criteria for angles-only navigation, the disturbance accelerations or perturbations to
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the nominal trajectory cause the relative position and velocity to become observable.
Since it is the nonlinear terms which produce observability in this case, the linear covariance
analysis (LinCov) approach does not capture this additional information. According to the LinCov
results, the trajectories are all unobservable. However, if the angle measurements are processed by an
extended Kalman filter, the higher-order gravitational terms are captured in the nonlinear dynamics
and the relative states become observable as reflected in the filter performance. As a result, the
navigation errors plotted in this section show good performance of the angles-only navigation filter as
the chaser follows one of the slightly perturbed trajectories according to the initial dispersions specified.
9.2.1 Downrange Station Keeping
Suppose the chaser and target spacecraft are in the same circular orbit as depicted in Fig 9.19
where |r
T
| = |r
C
| and the chaser’s true anomaly is offset from the target by ∆f . According to the law
of cosines, the constant relative range separating the two vehicles ρ is a function of the true anomaly
difference ∆f and the radial distance of the target’s position |r
T
|.
ρ =
√
|r
T
|2 + |r
C
|2 − 2|r
T
||r
C
| cos∆f (9.34)
In LVLH coordinates, the initial relative position and velocity for this scenario is
r0 =
[
x0 0 −z0
]T
v0 =
[
0 0 0
]T
(9.35)
where x0 = ρ cos (
∆f
2 ) and z0 = ρ sin (
∆f
2 ). A consequence of this unique relative trajectory is that the
true relative position and velocity as a function of time remain constant,
x = x0 y = 0 z = −z0
x′ = 0 y′ = 0 z′ = 0
(9.36)
while the nominal relative trajectory r¯(τ) with the same initial conditions slowly drifts away from the
target. Substituting the true relative position and velocity components from Eqn 9.36 into the non-
dimensionalized CW equations derived in Eqn 8.1, the acceleration due to the higher-order gravitational
terms a(τ) = g1 + g2 + · · ·+ g∞ accelerate the chaser in the positive radial direction,
a(τ) =
[
0 0 3z0
]T
(9.37)
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Downrange
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Fig. 9.19: Downrange station keeping trajectory for the nonlinear observability analysis.
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proportional to the magnitude of the initial relative altitude z0 . Notice that this acceleration profile
has the same form as the r-bar station keeping trajectory (see Eqn 9.14). The constant radial pseudo-
thrust due to the higher-order gravitational acceleration terms causes the chaser to remain at a constant
altitude below the target in the linear LVLH reference frame.
Analytical Observability Results
From the derived observability criteria, this relative trajectory is observable when using angles-
only navigation. In other words, for all possible values of the scalar function α(τ), the sufficient criteria
guaranteeing observability is satisfied,∫ τ
τ0
Φrv(τ, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(τ) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
where Φrr and Φrv are partitions of the state transition matrix derived in Eqn 8.3, a(τ) is the accel-
eration defined in Eqn 9.37, while r0 and v0 are the initial conditions specified in Eqn 9.35.
∫ τ
τ0

4sµ − 3∆τµ 0 2(cµ − 1)0 sµ 0
2(1 − cµ) 0 sµ



 00
3 z0

dµ 6= α(τ)

1 0 6(sθ −∆τ0)0 c
θ
0
0 0 4− 3c
θ



x00
z0

 (9.38)
The shorthand notation of ∆τ0 = (τ − τ0), sθ = sin(∆τ0), and cθ = cos(∆τ0) introduced in Eqn 8.3 is
still maintained while ∆τµ = (τ − µ), sµ = sin(∆τµ) and cµ = cos(∆τµ). Integrating the convolution
integral and simplifying, the observability criteria for the downrange station keeping reduces to,

6 z0 (sθ −∆τ0)
0
3 z0 (1− cθ)

 6= α(τ)


x0 + 6 z0 (sθ −∆τ0)
0
3 z0 (
4
3 − cθ)

 (9.39)
where the inequality clearly holds for any possible scalar function α(τ). Therefore, the downrange
station keeping trajectory has a unique measurement profile and is observable when the nonlinear
gravitational accelerations are included. Again, similar conclusions were reached in Section 9.1.1 with
the r-bar station keeping analysis. The only difference between these two scenarios is the downrange
offset position x0 and the magnitude of the relative altitude z0 . Just like a constant thrust acceleration
holding the chaser directly above the target produces observability, so does the pseudo-thrust from the
higher order gravitational accelerations cause the relative position and velocity to become observable.
Numerical Observability Results
To show the validity of these analytical results for a range of potential relative distances, three
test cases are performed and plotted simultaneously. At first, the chaser is placed 1 km away from the
target, then the two vehicles are separated by a distance of 5 km, and lastly the chaser is put 10 km
downrange. The uncertainty with the initial relative position for each profile is 1% of the initial relative
range. So for the 1 km case, the initial position error is 10 meters. For a separation distance of 5 km,
the position uncertainty in each axis becomes 50 meters and so on. Besides validating observability, one
other critical question to answer with this analysis is to identify the required sensor accuracy needed to
determine the relative state based on these small gravitational accelerations. So the observability and
navigational results for three different sensor quality levels of low (200 arcsec 3σ), medium (10 arcsec
3σ), and high (1 arcsec 3σ) are presented in Figures 9.20-9.25.
The observability metrics and relative trajectories for each test profile when a low quality sensor
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Fig. 9.20: Top: The actual relative trajectory for downrange station-keeping at relative distances
of 1 km (red), 5 km (green), and 10 km (blue). Bottom: Observability metrics for varying relative
separation distances for a low quality 3σ angle measurement accuracy of 200 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.21: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for downrange station-keeping with relative
distances of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10km (dashed blue line).
Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a low quality 3σ angle measurement accuracy of
200 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.22: Top: The actual relative trajectory for downrange station-keeping at relative distances
of 1 km (red), 5 km (green), and 10 km (blue). Bottom: Observability metrics for varying relative
separation distances for a medium quality 3σ angle measurement accuracy of 10 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.23: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for downrange station-keeping with relative
distances of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10km (dashed blue line).
Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a medium quality 3σ angle measurement accuracy
of 10 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.24: Top: The actual relative trajectory for downrange station-keeping at relative distances
of 1 km (red), 5 km (green), and 10 km (blue). Bottom: Observability metrics for varying relative
separation distances for a high quality 3σ angle measurement accuracy of 1 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.25: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for downrange station-keeping with relative
distances of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10km (dashed blue line).
Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a high quality 3σ angle measurement accuracy of
1 arcsec.
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is used are shown in Figure 9.20. First, notice that for each case the observability angle θ is non-zero
suggesting the system is observable. For larger separation distances the observability angle is greater
and for smaller ranges the magnitude of the observability angle decreases. However, notice that the
overall detectability range error δρ is the same for all three scenarios. Whether the chaser is 1 km, 5
km, or 10 km away from the target, it should be able to determine its relative position to the same
degree of accuracy. For this situation where the camera accuracy is 200 arcsec, the observability theory
indicates the total relative position error should be on the order of 750 meters, regardless of the relative
range. Consequently, this unique characteristic suggests that the detectability percent range error δρ/r
is more favorable for larger distances. In other words, an uncertainty in the chaser’s relative position
of 750 m when it is 10 km away is not as detrimental as the situation where the uncertainty is at this
same level but the chaser is only 1 km away. This affect is reflected by the metric δρ/r.
The navigation results in Figure 9.21 support the conclusions derived from the observability criteria
analysis. According to the observability criteria, an angle measurement accuracy of 200 arc-seconds
can potentially reduce the total relative position error uncertainty to about 750 meters. If the initial
relative navigation position error is 100 meters or less, these observability results indicate that the low
quality measurements will not improve the estimates precision. So although the system is theoretically
observable, it is undetectable due to the limitations with the sensing device. Notice in Figure 9.21 that
the filter can determine its relative position in the cross-track and altitude directions, but it can not
determine its downrange location from the target. Regardless of how many measurements it processes,
the noisy angle measurements do not allow it to decipher the relative range separating the two vehicles.
Now consider the prospect of using a more accurate camera. Figures 9.22 and 9.23 contain the
observability metrics and navigation results when a medium grade sensing device (10 arcsec) is available.
Notice in Figure 9.22 that although the relative trajectories and observability angles θ remain the same,
the detectability range error δρ and the detectability percent range error δρ/r are significantly reduced.
Instead of an anticipated relative position error near 1 km, now the expected uncertainty in the relative
position drops to as low as 40 meters. The navigation filter performance results in Figure 9.23 reflect
this improved estimation capability. Now this observable system is becoming more detectable due
to utilizing more accurate angle measurements. If a high performance sensing device is used with an
accuracy capability of 1 arcsec, the fact that the relative states are observable with angle measurements
alone becomes more apparent. The observability metrics in Figure 9.24 suggest that a 1 arcsec camera
can determine the relative position to an accuracy of 4 meters and this is evident in the resulting
navigation performance in Figure 9.25. With precise angle measurements, the observable system now
becomes detectable such that the navigation filter can determine the relative position and velocity of
the chaser with respect to the target spacecraft. So like the analytical observability criteria suggested,
the relative position and velocity are observable with the relative position known to an accuracy of less
than 5 meters with a 1 arcsec measuring device.
9.2.2 Circumnavigating Football Orbit
To support these initial observations, consider another relative trajectory where the chaser is
constantly circling the target as illustrated in Figure 9.26. For this relative circumnavigating football
orbit, the chaser spacecraft is at an initial distance x0 downrange from the target with an initial velocity
associated with the elliptical trajectory.
r0 =
[
x0 0 0
]T
v0 =
[
0 0
x0
2
]T
(9.40)
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Fig. 9.26: Initial circumnavigation football orbit for the nonlinear observability analysis.
With these initial conditions, the nominal trajectory of the chaser about the target is a 2:1 ratio football
orbit where the in-plane motion [153] simplifies to,
x¯ = x0cθ y¯ = 0 z¯ =
1
2
x0sθ (9.41)
The disturbance accelerations on the chaser spacecraft from the nonlinear gravitational terms are
reasonably approximated by substituting the nominal downrange, cross-track, and altitude positions
from Eqn 9.41 into Eqn 8.40.
a(τ) ≈ κ [ x2
0
(s
θ
c
θ
) 0 x2
0
(c2
θ
− 12 s2θ)
]
(9.42)
Analytical Observability Results
Referring to the observability criteria, it can be shown that the above acceleration profile will
generate observability for a circumnavigating football orbit such that the conditions,
κ
∫ τ
τ0


4sµ − 3∆τµ 0 2(cµ − 1)
0 sµ 0
2(1− cµ) 0 sµ




x2
0
(s c)
0
x2
0
(c2 − 12 s2)

 dµ 6= α(τ)




x0
0
0

+


x0(cθ − 1)
0
(
x0
2 ) sθ




are met for any scalar function α(τ). The same notation in Eqn 9.38 is adopted where ∆τ = µ − τ0 ,
s = sin(∆τ) and c = cos(∆τ). Letting the observation period begin at τ0 = 0, the observability criteria
for the relative football trajectory simplifies to,
κ


− 112 x20 (sθcθ − 16sθ + 15τ)
0
−16 x20 (c2θ + 4cθ − 5)

 6= α(τ)


x0 cθ
0
(
x0
2 ) sθ

 (9.43)
Although a scalar function α(τ) may exist that can ensure equality between either the downrange or
altitude components, equality for both elements can not be satisfied. As a consequence, this implies
the measurement profile for a circumnavigation football orbit is unique and is therefore observable.
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Fig. 9.27: Top: The actual relative trajectory for a circumnavigating football orbit with an initial
downrange distance of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed blue
line). Bottom: Observability metrics for varying relative separation distances for a low quality 3σ angle
measurement accuracy of 1000 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.28: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for a circumnavigating football orbit with an
initial downrange distance of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed
blue line). Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a low quality 3σ angle measurement
accuracy of 1000 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.29: Top: The actual relative trajectory for a circumnavigating football orbit with an initial
downrange distance of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed blue
line). Bottom: Observability metrics for varying relative separation distances for a medium quality 3σ
angle measurement accuracy of 20 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.30: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for a circumnavigating football orbit with
an initial downrange distance of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km
(dashed blue line). Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a medium quality 3σ angle
measurement accuracy of 20 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.31: Top: The actual relative trajectory for a circumnavigating football orbit with an initial
downrange distance of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed blue
line). Bottom: Observability metrics for varying relative separation distances for a high quality 3σ
angle measurement accuracy of 1 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.32: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for a circumnavigating football orbit with an
initial downrange distance of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed
blue line). Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a high quality 3σ angle measurement
accuracy of 1 arcsec.
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Numerical Observability Results
These analytical conclusions are also substantiated numerically using a similar approach in Section
9.2.1 for the downrange station-keeping trajectory analysis. The relative elliptical trajectory is scaled
to three different levels and the resulting navigation performance and observability metrics are plotted
simultaneously for three different classes of measurements: low (1000 arcsec 3σ), medium (20 arcsec
3σ), and high (1 arcsec 3σ) quality. To be specific, the chaser is positioned 1 km, 5 km, and 10 km
downrange from the target as depicted with the top plot of Figure 9.27. It is given an initial velocity such
that it would constantly remain in these relative football patterns under the assumed linear dynamics.
However, by including the higher-order gravitation accelerations, the actual trajectory begins to drift
ever so slightly. This perturbed relative motion from the nominal path causes the observability angle θ
to be non-zero as shown with the observability metrics in the bottom of Figure 9.27. Numerically, these
results suggest that the resulting trajectories are observable with a detectability range error level δρ
near 200 meters. Assuming the initial position errors are 100 m, 50 m, and 10 m for the football orbits
initially 10 km, 5 km, and 1 km downrange from the target, respectively, then angle measurements
with an accuracy of 1000 arcsec will not significantly improve the navigation performance as evident
in Figure 9.28. The total position error levels remain near 100 m, 50 m, and 10 m for each respective
case. Once again, the observable system is simply undetectable due to the limiting performance of the
sensing device.
By selecting the medium grade sensor (20 arcsec) both the observability metrics and navigation
performance in Figures 9.29 and 9.30 denote a better relative state estimate. Although the relative
trajectory and resulting observability angles remain the same, notice that the detectability range error
δρ and the total navigation position error drop significantly to a range near 5-10 meters. At this level
of sensor accuracy, the observable systems becomes more detectable. It is not until the high quality
measurements (1 arcsec) are incorporated that both the observability metrics and navigation results
clearly indicate that the system is both observable and detectable. In Figure 9.31 the predicted position
accuracy δρ is near 25 cm with a 1 arcsec quality angle measurement. Notice that the relative navigation
position uncertainty also drops to a similar level. Once again, both the relative position and velocity
of the chaser spacecraft are observable without performing any onboard thruster accelerations. The
perturbations from the higher-order gravitational terms alter the relative trajectory that a sufficiently
accurate sensing device can make the observable relative state become detectable.
9.2.3 Out-of-Plane Motion
Up to this point, the examples demonstrating how angle measurements alone can uniquely de-
termine the relative position and velocity of one orbiting vehicle with respect to another have had
no out-of-plane motion. To demonstrate that relative trajectories with cross-track motion are also
observable, consider the following example. An object (chaser) is jettisoned with an unknown velocity
from another spacecraft (target) perpendicular to the orbital plane as illustrated in Fig 9.33 causing
an inclination difference ∆i between the target and chaser orbits. Can the initial ejection velocity be
determined from angle measurements? Based solely on the linearized dynamics, the answer is no be-
cause there are an infinite number of possible initial cross-track velocities that could produce the same
LOS measurement profile. However, the perturbations from the nonlinear gravitational accelerations
allow the initial velocity to be determined by altering the measurement profile according to its initial
departure rate. To show this, let the initial relative position be at the origin and the initial relative
velocity include only an out-of-plane component.
r0 =
[
0 0 0
]T
v0 =
[
0 y˙0 0
]T
(9.44)
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Fig. 9.33: Out-of-plane motion of a chaser vehicle ejected from a target spacecraft.
According to the nominal equations of motion (Eqn 8.7), the chaser will oscillate back-and-forth indef-
initely with no relative altitude or downrange motion.
x¯ = 0 y¯ = y˙0sθ z¯ = 0 (9.45)
Depending on the magnitude of the initial cross-track velocity, the actual relative motion will deviate in
both the altitude and downrange directions. This is a result of the nonlinear disturbance acceleration
which is predominantly in the altitude direction,
a(τ) ≈ κ [ 0 0 y˙2
0
s2
θ
]T
(9.46)
obtained by substituting the nominal position vector defined in Eqn 9.45 into Eqn 8.40.
Analytical Observability Results
Although the magnitude of the acceleration is small, according to the observability criteria this
minute acceleration generates observability. The requirements for observability become,
κ
∫ τ
τ0

 4sµ − 3∆τµ 0 2(cµ − 1)0 sµ 0
2(1 − cµ) 0 sµ



 00
y˙2
0
s2

 dµ 6= α(τ)

 0y˙0sθ
0

 (9.47)
for any scalar function α(τ) where the same shorthand notation in Eqn 9.38 is applied and ∆τ = µ−τ0 ,
s = sin(∆τ) and c = cos(∆τ). Letting the epoch of the observation period be at τ0 = 0, the observability
criteria for the out-of-plane motion simplifies to,
κ


−13 y20 (sθcθ − 4sθ + 3τ)
0
1
3 y
2
0
(c2
θ
− 2c
θ
+ 1)

 6= α(τ)


0
y˙0sθ
0

 (9.48)
This oscillating trajectory reveals that the dispersion in the relative position due to the nonlinear accel-
eration terms is primarily in the downrange and altitude directions while the nominal relative position
is only in the cross-track direction. As a result, there is not a scalar function α(τ) that will ensure both
the nominal trajectory profile is equivalent to the relative position dispersions. Therefore, the system
is observable and the initial ejection velocity can be determined from LOS angle measurements.
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Fig. 9.34: Top: The actual relative oscillating trajectory with maximum out-of-plane displacements
of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed blue line). Bottom:
Observability metrics for varying relative separation distances for a low quality 3σ angle measurement
accuracy of 300 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.35: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for a relative oscillating trajectory with max-
imum out-of-plane displacements of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10
km (dashed blue line). Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a low quality 3σ angle
measurement accuracy of 300 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.36: Top: The actual relative oscillating trajectory with maximum out-of-plane displacements of
1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed blue line). Bottom: Observ-
ability metrics for varying relative separation distances for a medium quality 3σ angle measurement
accuracy of 10 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.37: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for a relative oscillating trajectory with maxi-
mum out-of-plane displacements of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km
(dashed blue line). Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a medium quality 3σ angle
measurement accuracy of 10 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.38: Top: The actual relative oscillating trajectory with maximum out-of-plane displacements
of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10 km (dashed blue line). Bottom:
Observability metrics for varying relative separation distances for a high quality 3σ angle measurement
accuracy of 1 arcsec.
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Fig. 9.39: Top: Relative position navigation error plots for a relative oscillating trajectory with max-
imum out-of-plane displacements of 1 km (solid red line), 5 km (dashed-dotted green line), and 10
km (dashed blue line). Bottom: Relative velocity navigation error plots for a high quality 3σ angle
measurement accuracy of 1 arcsec.
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Numerical Observability Results
These derived analytical results can be adequately supported numerically with a slightly modified
example to avoid potential computational instabilities with passing through the origin (|r| = 0). Instead
of the chaser starting at the target, let it initially be located at a downrange distance twice as large
as its desired out-of-plane motion. For example, if the chaser has an initial velocity that results in
1 km, 5 km, or 10 km of cross-track displacement, then the initial downrange location would be 2
km, 10 km, or 20 km, respectively. Without including the higher-order dynamics, the relative states
would be unobservable because each of these oscillating trajectories would produce the exact same LOS
measurement profile. However, with the small yet influential higher-order gravitational accelerations,
the system becomes observable. To demonstrate this let the chaser have an initial velocity in the cross-
track direction such that it produces 1 km, 5 km, and 10 km of position offset as previously outlined.
These three test cases will be analyzed simultaneously for three varying degrees of sensor quality: low
(300 arcsec 3σ), medium (10 arcsec 3σ) and high (1 arcsec 3σ).
The resulting relative trajectories and subsequent observability metrics for a low quality sensor
is shown in Figure 9.34. Notice that the actual relative trajectory due to the small gravitational
accelerations cause the relative trajectories to hop towards the target. For example, when the chaser
is initially 20 km downrange, the chaser will reach a maximum relative altitude of 200 m. This
perturbation in the true relative trajectory ultimately generates observability as confirmed with the
non-zero observability angle θ values. Regardless of the initial relative distance, the observability angle
is non-zero. Similar to previous relative trajectories, the detectability range error δρ is essentially the
same for all three scenarios. With a angle measurement accuracy of 300 arcsec, the observability theory
predicts that this measurement quality can not determine the total relative position more precisely than
about 250 meters. This projection is validated with the navigation results in Figure 9.35. After two
orbital periods, the angles-only navigation filter can not determine the relative range or the cross-
track motion more precisely than the assumed initial uncertainty bounds. It is not until the sensor
accuracy improves to 20 arcsec (see Figures 9.36 and 9.37) that the navigation response indicates that
the relative states are observable. With a 1 arcsec camera (see Figures 9.38 and 9.39), the uncertainty
in the relative position noticeably drops to an accuracy level of less than 2 m suggesting the relative
states are both observable and adequately detectable. Once again the same conclusion is obtained from
analyzing this simple out-of-plane motion scenario; the relative position and velocity are observable
with only angular measurements and the detectability of these states is dependent on sensor accuracy.
An angle measurement accuracy of 1 arcsec corresponds to a predicted position uncertainty near 2
meters, regardless of the relative distance separating the chaser and target spacecraft. A 20 arcsec
quality measurement produces a relative position estimate accurate to about 10 meters. Lastly, angle
measurements with a 300 arcsec uncertainty are limited in determining the relative position to within
250 meters.
9.2.4 Arbitrary Relative Trajectory
For specific relative trajectories, evaluating the observability criteria either analytically, quasi-
analytically, or numerically reveals that the relative state vector becomes observable when the weak
nonlinear terms in the inverse-square gravity model are included in the linearized CW equations as
disturbance accelerations. To verify this conclusion analytically for an arbitrary trajectory proves to be
a formidable challenge considering most simple cases are analytically intractable. However, using the
quasianalytical approach, insight regarding the observability for a general scenario naturally emerges
that demonstrates how the nonlinear accelerations perturb the relative motion to produce observability.
For example, allow the chaser to have an arbitrary initial relative position and velocity such that,
r0 =
[
x0 y0 z0
]T
v0 =
[
x˙0 y˙0 z˙0
]T
(9.49)
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The resulting nominal trajectory is simply the nominal downrange, cross-track, and altitude motion
given the associated initial position and velocity vectors.
r¯(τ) =
[
x¯ y¯ z¯
]T
= Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 (9.50)
As developed in Eqn 8.40, the second-order approximation of the nonlinear gravitational acceleration
as a function of the nominal relative state is
a(τ) ≈ κ [ 2x¯z¯ 2y¯z¯ (x¯2 + y¯2 − 2z¯2) ]T (9.51)
where κ = 32|r
T
| is a scaling constant. Regardless of the initial conditions, if it can be shown that the
disturbance accelerations associated with an arbitrary set of initial relative conditions can guarantee
inequality expressed in the observability criteria for all possible scaling functions α(τ), then measure-
ment uniqueness is ensured and the relative position and velocity can be determined. Substituting
the generic initial conditions and accelerations from Eqn 9.49 and Eqn 9.51 respectively, the general
observability criteria as a function of the nominal trajectory becomes,
κ
∫ τ
τ0


4sµ − 3∆τµ 0 2(cµ − 1)
0 sµ 0
2(1− cµ) 0 sµ




2x¯z¯
2y¯z¯
(x¯2 + y¯2 − 2z¯2)

 dµ 6= α(τ)


x¯
y¯
z¯

 (9.52)
where once again Φrr and Φrv are the partitions of the state transition matrix associated with relative
orbital motion in Eqn 8.3. Expanding Eqn 9.52 the observability criteria states,
κ
∫ τ
τ0


2x¯z¯(4sµ − 3∆τµ) + 2(x¯2 + y¯2 − 2z¯2)(cµ − 1)
2y¯z¯(sµ)
4x¯z¯(1− cµ) + (x¯2 + y¯2 − 2z¯2)(sµ)

 dµ 6= α(τ)


x¯
y¯
z¯

 (9.53)
Even though the evaluation of the convolution integral in Eqn 9.53 is unfeasible for most scenarios and
particularly for the general case, several basic insights can be observed from this expression. Regardless
of the nominal trajectory, notice that the perturbations experienced by the chaser spacecraft due to
the higher-order nonlinear terms introduce small oscillations and cross-coupling affects not observed
with the nominal trajectory. Ultimately, it is these perturbations added to the nominal trajectory that
generate observability of the relative position and velocity for angles-only navigation. Although these
small and minute displacements theoretically enable observability, other potential error sources like
sensor accuracy ultimately influence whether or not these perturbations can be sufficiently detected to
determine the relative range.
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9.3 Optimal Observability Maneuvers
Regardless of the application, a common consensus in the literature that has also been reinforced
with this research is that for angles-only navigation, maneuvers can improve navigation performance
and often generate observability if properly selected [5,7–9,25,46,48,50,51,63]. It is natural to consider
what maneuvers and relative trajectories are best in terms of maximizing observability (detectability).
This topic has received considerable attention in the bearings-only tracking community [4,11,64,65,67]
and is the basis for dual control theory [68–70], but it has not been addressed for orbital rendezvous
applications. With a closed-form analytical expression for the observability criteria, it becomes possible
to analytically derive optimal maneuvers that maximize the navigation performance.
Recall from Eqn 8.52 that the detectability range error δρ characterizes how accurate the relative
position can be determined as a function of the angular measurement uncertainty ǫ, the observability
angle θ, and the relative range r.
δρ ≈ ǫ
[
r
sin (θ)
]
The accuracy of the total position estimate is also a performance characteristic captured by the relative
navigation position error covariance. In some sense, the detectability range error δρ is a way to roughly
predict the expected navigation performance. According to this analytical expression, the navigation
error can be minimized in three ways. First, obtain a more accurate sensing device to reduce the overall
measurement error ǫ. Second, perform a maneuver that 1) brings the chaser closer to the target to
reduce the relative range r and 2) causes the observability angle to approach ±90 degrees. Assuming
the angular measurement accuracy is fixed, the only way to reduce the uncertainty in the relative
position estimate under the given constraints is to perform a strategic maneuver that has the combined
affect of minimizing the relative distance and producing a large observability angle θ. Depending on
the circumstance, it may prove more beneficial to reduce the percent range error which reflects the
range error as a fraction of the actual relative distance to the target. For this case, the detectability
percent range error δρ/r from Eqn 8.53 is a valuable performance metric.
δρ
r
≈ ǫ
sin (θ)
Regardless, one common theme from both performance indicators is that the uncertainty in the relative
range is minimized as the observability angle θ approaches 90 degrees (or 270 degrees) and is maximized
as the observability angle is near 0 degrees (or 180 degrees). So a rather simple way to establish the
conditions of optimality is to consider only the observability angle θ. In this manner, the fundamental
question that needs to be answered is, what accelerations cause the observability angle θ to approach
90 degrees causing the detectability percent range error δρ/r, and consequently the relative position
error, to be minimized? The objective of this section is to show how this approach can be used for
deriving observability maneuvers that optimally improve navigation performance for three common
orbital rendezvous trajectories.
9.3.1 V-bar Station Keeping
Suppose that a spacecraft is station keeping on the v-bar some positive downrange distance x0
from the target where the initial position and velocity vectors, r0 and v0 , are simply,
r0 =
[
x0 0 0
]T
v0 =
[
0 0 0
]T
(9.54)
Due to the limitations with angles-only navigation, the chaser is unable to accurately determine its
relative range to the target. Prior to the chaser beginning its final approach to either rendezvous with
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Fig. 9.40: The clock angle of potential fixed magnitude impulsive station keeping maneuvers that do
not alter the orbital period.
the target or initiate a series of close proximity operations, it is desirable to minimize the uncertainty
in the relative downrange location. The mission plan calls for a maneuver with the primary purpose
of improving observability in the chaser’s relative position. Depending on a variety of factors, each
potential maneuver sequence can produce varying levels or degrees of observability. This naturally
leads to the question, which maneuver is optimal in minimizing the uncertainty in the relative range
estimate? To limit the scope of the problem, three practical constraints are made on the types of
maneuvers that can be executed. First, it must be impulsive with a fixed magnitude. This restraint
simplifies the problem significantly but also represents a realistic scenario. Second, it can not change the
current orbital energy of the chaser. This limitation ensures that the chaser will return to its original
relative location with respect to the target after one orbital period. Third, the maneuver can not cause
the chaser to intercept the target or pass beyond it. Essentially, these three restrictions limit the type,
magnitude, and direction of the allowable maneuvers. The direction of an acceptable impulsive burn
must be perpendicular to the chaser’s velocity vector such that it does not have a component in the
downrange direction,
∆v = [ 0 ∆v cos(η) ∆v sin(η) ]T (9.55)
and the magnitude of the instantaneous maneuver in the altitude direction must be less than the
quantity, ∆v sin(η) <
x0
4 to ensure the chaser remains in front of the target. As a consequence, the
only variable that can be manipulated is the direction of the burn or the maneuver clock angle η, which
is defined as the angle between the positive cross-track direction ıy = [ 0 1 0 ]
T and the direction of the
impulsive velocity vector ı∆v =
∆v
|∆v| as illustrated in Figure 9.40.
η = cos−1(ıy · ı∆v) (9.56)
For a fixed magnitude impulsive maneuver, which direction η is optimal in reducing the uncertainty in
the range? According to Eqns 8.52-8.53, the uncertainty in the unknown range parameter is minimized
when the angle of observability θ is ± 90 degrees. One way to express the optimization problem is that
it is desirable to minimize the cost function J which is the cosine of the observability angle squared.
J = cos2(θ) (9.57)
Observe that as θ approaches ± 90 degrees, the cost function is minimized and as θ nears 0 or 180
degrees, the cost function is maximized. The advantage of defining the cost function in this manner is
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that it can be expressed in terms of the maneuver angle η. Recall that the observability angle is the
amount of angular change between the nominal and true LOS angle measurements as defined in Eqn
10.7.
cos(θ) = ı¯r · ır (9.58)
For any arbitrary observation time, the nominal LOS profile for a chaser vehicle station keeping on the
v-bar will be directed along the v-bar or x-axis,
ı¯r(τ) = [ 1 0 0 ]
T (9.59)
which can be derived by solving the expression for the nominal LOS measurement profile in Eqn 8.10
using the partitions of the state transition matrix Φrr and Φrv in Eqn 8.3 and the initial conditions,
r0 and v0 , specified in Eqn 9.54. For an arbitrary ∆v maneuver that occurs when τ = τ0 , the actual
relative position r(τ) = [x y z ]T as a function of time can be expressed as,
r(τ) = Φrr r0 +Φrv (v0 +∆v) (9.60)
With the impulsive maneuver defined in Eqn 9.55 and utilizing the initial conditions and the elements
of the state transition matrix outlined above, the actual relative position becomes a function of the
initial downrange distance x0, the magnitude of the impulsive burn ∆v, the direction of the maneuver
η, and the flight time ∆τ0 following the maneuver,
r(τ) =
[
{x0 + 2∆v(cθ − 1) sin(η)} {∆vsθ cos η} {∆vsθ sin(η)}
]T
(9.61)
where the shorthand notation of ∆τ0 = (τ − τ0), sθ = sin(∆τ0), and cθ = cos(∆τ0) introduced in Eqn
8.3 is still maintained. By definition of the relative position vector in Eqn 9.61, the true LOS profile
due to the impulsive maneuver is simply the true position vector divided by its magnitude.
ır(τ) =
r(τ)
|r(τ)| (9.62)
Now the cost function in Eqn 9.57 can be rewritten as a function of the control input η. Substituting
the dot product between the nominal LOS (Eqn 9.59) and true LOS (Eqn 9.62) vectors into Eqn 9.58
to determine the cosine of the observability angle θ, the cost function in Eqn 9.57 can then be evaluated
which produces,
J =
[
x
|r(τ)|
]2
(9.63)
where x = [x0 + 2∆v (cθ − 1) sin(η) ] is the downrange location of the spacecraft as a function of time
following the maneuver.
Optimal Maneuver Angle
The necessary conditions required to maximize or minimize the cost function is that the first
partial is zero. Taking the partial of J with respect to the impulsive maneuver angle η provides a
constraint for identifying the optimal maneuver angle,
∂J
∂η
= cos(η)
[
2x∆0
|r(τ)|4
]
(9.64)
where ∆0 = 2∆v
3 (c
θ
− 1)s2
θ
. It is important to note that ∆0 is either less than or equal to zero
regardless of the time of flight. Also, recall that the possible maneuvers are constrained such that the
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chaser remains in front of the target (x > 0). As a result, the ratio in Eqn 9.64 is negative except when
the flight time is some multiple of a half orbital period or multiple of an orbital period in which case
it becomes zero. For the given scenario with the chaser positioned in front of the target on the v-bar,
the maneuver angles η that minimize and maximize the cost function are those directed in the positive
and negative altitude direction, respectively.
η
minJ
=
π
2
(9.65)
ηmaxJ = −
π
2
(9.66)
To verify that these particular maneuver angles minimize and maximize the cost function, take the
second partial of J with respect to η.
∂2J
∂η2
= cos2(η)
[
4∆0∆v(cθ − 1)[−3x2 +∆v2s2θ ]
|r(τ)|6
]
− sin(η)
[
2x∆0
|r(τ)|4
]
(9.67)
When the maneuver angle points radially upward η = pi2 , the second partial in Eqn 9.67 is greater than
or equal to zero, indicating the cost function is minimized (or at an inflection point).
∂2J
∂η2
= −
[
2x∆0
|r(τ)|4
]
≥ 0 (9.68)
In other words, the observability angle θ is maximized by impulsively thrusting in the positive altitude
direction causing the uncertainty in the relative range to be optimally reduced. If the maneuver angle
pointed downward η = −pi2 while the chaser was station keeping in front of the target, the cost function
would be maximized,
∂2J
∂η2
=
[
2x∆0
|r(τ)|4
]
≤ 0 (9.69)
suggesting the observability angle was at its smallest possible value causing the uncertainty in the
relative range to remain at the largest magnitude given that an impulsive maneuver took place. Once
again, it is important to note that these results are valid regardless of the observation time. The
optimal fixed impulsive maneuver which maximizes the observability angle without altering the orbital
period of the chaser is in the positive altitude direction when the chaser is station keeping in front of
the target on the v-bar, regardless of when the measurements are observed.
Time of Optimal Observability Conditions
The time at which the observability angle is maximized (or the cost function minimized) for a
given maneuver angle η can also be determined. The optimal observation conditions emerge by taking
the partial of J with respect to the time following the maneuver ∆τ0 and equating it to zero.
∂J
∂∆τ0
= sin(∆τ0)
[−2x∆v2
|r(τ)|4
](
cos(∆τ0)[x0 − 2∆v sin η] + [2∆v sin η]
)
(9.70)
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Upon closer inspection of Eqn 9.70, the time ∆τ0 that either minimizes or maximizes the cost function
J for a given maneuver angle is when
sin(∆τ0) = 0 (9.71)
cos(∆τ0) =
2∆v sin(η)
2∆v sin(η)− x0
(9.72)
where ∆v sin(η) is the component of the impulsive maneuver in the altitude direction. In other words,
there are four critical times during an orbital period where the partial of the cost function becomes
zero and as a result it is either maximized or minimized. For a v-bar station keeping spacecraft, the
cost function is maximized (observability angle minimized) twice per orbital period when the flight
time following the maneuver is a multiple of the a half orbital period ∆τ0 = nπ.
(∆τ0)max1 = 0 (9.73)
(∆τ0)max2 = π
The cost function reaches a minimum (or the observability angle is maximized) at two critical phases
each orbit. The first typically occurs a quarter of a period (∆τ0 ≈ pi2 ) following the maneuver and the
other is generally around three-quarters of a period (∆τ0 ≈ 3pi2 ) later depending on the maneuver angle
and the initial relative distance away from the target.
(∆τ0)min1 = cos
−1
(
2∆v sin(η)
2∆v sin(η)− x0
)
(9.74)
(∆τ0)min2 = 2π − cos−1
(
2∆v sin(η)
2∆v sin(η)− x0
)
These results can be verified by taking the second partial of the cost function and evaluating at these
critical periods.
∂2J
∂∆τ2
0
=
(
sin2(∆τ
0
)
) [
2x∆v2(x
0
− 2∆v sin(η))
|r(τ)|4
]
+
(
cos(∆τ
0
)[x
0
− 2∆v sin η] + [2∆v sin η]
)
[
sin2(∆τ
0
)
{
8x∆v2
|r(τ)|6 [−2x∆vsθ sin(η) + ∆v
2s
θ
c
θ
]
}
− cos(∆τ
0
)
{
2x∆v2
|r(τ)|
}]
(9.75)
This rather cumbersome equation simplifies significantly at the time periods of interest. For example,
when Eqn 9.75 is evaluated when sin(∆τ0) = 0 the second partial of J is always negative representing
that the cost function is maximized.
∂2J
∂∆τ2
0
∣∣∣∣
∆τ0=0
= x0
[−2x∆v2
|r(τ)|
]
< 0 (9.76)
or
∂2J
∂∆τ2
0
∣∣∣∣
∆τ0=pi
= [x0 − 4∆v sin(η)]
[−2x∆v2
|r(τ)|
]
< 0 (9.77)
Regardless of the direction of the maneuver, the observability angle is at its smallest possible value
every half orbit when ∆τ0 = nπ. On the other hand, the observability angle reaches its maximum
point (cost function minimized) twice per orbital period. Evaluating Eqn 9.75 when the conditions in
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Eqn 9.74 are satisfied reveals that the second partial is always positive indicating the cost function is
minimized at these two critical points near a quarter of a period and three quarters of a period.
∂2J
∂∆τ2
0
∣∣∣∣
∆τ0=
h
cos−1

2∆v sin(η)
2∆v sin(η)−x0
i
= sin2(∆τ0)
[
2x∆v2(x0 − 2∆v sin(η))
|r(τ)|
]
> 0 (9.78)
or
∂2J
∂∆τ2
0
∣∣∣∣
∆τ0=
h
2pi−cos−1

2∆v sin(η)
2∆v sin(η)−x0
i
= sin2(∆τ0)
[
2x∆v2(x0 − 2∆v sin(η))
|r(τ)|
]
> 0 (9.79)
Recall that the impulsive maneuver is constrained to ensure that the chaser remains in front of the
target ∆v sin(η) <
x0
4 , which causes the ratios in the above equations to always be positive. As a
result, the optimal observation period occurs when the time of flight following the executed maneuver
satisfies the conditions in Eqn 9.74.
Numerical Observability Results
To illustrate these ideas, allow the chaser to be station keeping on the v-bar at a relative distance
of x0 = 100 m in front of the target as depicted in Figure 9.40. After one orbital period, a fixed
impulsive maneuver is executed with a magnitude that generates 20 meters of cross-track motion when
oriented in the out-of-plane direction.3 An orbital period later, the chaser spacecraft returns to its
original location on the v-bar and executes another impulsive maneuver to null out any relative motion
causing the chaser to return to its initial v-bar station keeping trajectory. Due to the symmetry of the
problem, maneuver angles such as -90, -45, 0, 45, 90 degrees produce the same results as the maneuver
angles -90, -135, 180, 135, 90, respectively. Consequently, the example runs that are used to show the
affects of the direction of the maneuver are sampled from the first range of maneuver angles of η equal
to -90, -45, 0, 45, 90 degrees.
For this particular scenario, the resulting observability angle metrics for each maneuver direction
are plotted in Figure 9.41 along with the corresponding relative trajectories that produced them. The
geometric symbols in each plot mark where in the trajectory the observability angle is maximized for
each maneuver angle. From the plot, notice that the observability angle is maximized for the entire
trajectory when the impulsive maneuver is directed upward (η = +90 deg) and is minimized for a
downward thrust (η = −90 deg) as predicted in Eqns 9.65-9.66. Geometrically, the reason the optimal
maneuver angle is η = 90 deg can be seen by looking at the resulting trajectories. Whether the
maneuver is pointed in the out-of-plane direction, radially upward, or straight down, each will cause
the chaser to travel to a maximum offset position of 20 meters. The out-of-plane burn will cause the
chaser to reach 20 meters in the cross-track direction, the impulsive burn upward places the chaser
on a trajectory to gain 20 meters initially in the positive altitude direction and then 20 meters in the
negative altitude, while the downward thrust produces an initial altitude mark of 20 meters downward
followed by a trajectory that places it 20 meters above the v-bar. Clearly, all three eventually generate
the same position offset magnitude from the nominal LOS vector.
The reason why a maneuver angle η = 90 deg maximizes the observability angle is because it
not only generates the maximum offset position normal to the nominal trajectory, but it reduces the
relative distance between the target and chaser. Both the relative distance and the relative position
offset generated by the impulsive maneuver ultimately determine the magnitude of the observability
angle and consequently the chaser’s ability to determine its relative position. Looking closely at the
3In the dimensionless time domain, the magnitude of the impulsive maneuver is ∆v = 20 m but in the time domain
it would be equivalent to ∆v = 20ω m/s where ω is the angular rate of the target orbit.
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Fig. 9.41: Top: Resulting relative trajectories for a v-bar station keeping trajectory with observability
maneuver angles η of -90, -45, 0, 45, and 90 degrees. Bottom: Observability criteria metrics asso-
ciated with each maneuver angle where the geometric symbols represent where in the trajectory the
observability angle is maximized.
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η (deg) θmax (deg) ∆τ1 (P) ∆τ2(P )
-90 8.4787 0.2040 0.7963
-45 9.0812 0.2147 0.7855
0 11.3099 0.2501 0.7501
45 16.8819 0.3147 0.6856
90 24.0948 0.3663 0.6340
Table 9.2: Maximum observability angles and their associated flight time as a function of an orbital
period for varying maneuver angles.
relative trajectory in Figure 9.41 reveals that the observability angle is not maximized when the offset
position is 20 meters, but at an optimum combination of position offset and relative distance. So
although the position offset is maximized at every quarter and three quarters of an orbital period
following the impulsive maneuver, the observability angles are only maximized near a quarter and three
quarters of an orbital period as derived in Eqn 9.74. In fact, the optimal maneuver angle η = 90 deg
maximizes the observability angle at 24.0948 degrees when 0.3663 and 0.6340 of an orbital period have
elapsed following the fixed impulsive maneuver. For the other particular maneuver angles sampled, the
maximum observability angles and the times when they occur are listed in Table 9.2. Lastly, take note
in Figure 9.41 that the observability angle is minimized (cost function J maximized) at each multiple
of a half orbital period as derived in Eqn 9.73. Regardless of the maneuver angle, the resulting relative
trajectory brings the chaser back to the v-bar each half orbital period causing the observability angle
to temporarily be zero.
These basic insights for optimal maneuvers derived from the observability criteria are supported
by the performance trends of an angles-only navigation filter. In figure 9.42 the linear covariance
results for the navigation position and velocity errors are plotted for the spectrum of maneuver angles
ranging from -90, -45, 0, 45, and 90 degrees. The geometric symbols mark when the observability
angle is maximized for each scenario. From the relative position errors, notice that the uncertainty
is minimized for a maneuver angle of 90 degrees (blue left triangle) directed radially upward and
maximized with a maneuver angle of -90 degrees (red down triangle) pointed radially downward as
predicted from the observability criteria analysis. In fact, the overall navigation accuracy for each
example follows the pattern anticipated from the numerical observability results. As expected, the
relative position and velocity errors for each case were dominated by the downrange position and
altitude velocity uncertainties. From the relative navigation error plots, it becomes evident that it is
not until the impulsive maneuvers are performed that the error levels are significantly lowered. These
results support the general conclusion that impulsive maneuvers for orbital rendezvous applications
cause the relative states to become observable and that different maneuvers generate varying degrees
of observability.
9.3.2 Co-elliptic Approach
Now assume the chaser vehicle is approaching a target spacecraft on a co-elliptic trajectory where
the chaser closes in on the target from behind and below with a near constant relative altitude and
velocity. When the relative elevation angle to the target, e, reaches a predefined cuing angle, an im-
pulsive maneuver is executed to transfer the chaser to rendezvous with the target. Triggering this
terminal phase initiation (TPI) burn with an elevation angle is a well known orbital rendezvous tech-
nique used for Apollo, Gemini, and other missions [78, 79, 88, 99, 151, 152, 154]. Prior to initiating this
critical transfer maneuver, it is desirable to have the best possible estimate of the relative position and
velocity to calculate the necessary ∆v to rendezvous with the target. With angles-only navigation the
limitation in determining the relative range must be reduced such that the state estimate is accurate
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enough to be used by the targeting algorithms. To improve the relative state estimate it is desirable to
do an observability maneuver prior to the main TPI burn. Allotting for a brief coasting phase between
maneuvers, the observability maneuver is initiated at least one orbital period prior to TPI as depicted
in Figure 9.43 such that the down range distance x0 at the time the thrusters are activated is greater
than
x0 > ∆x+ 3π∆h (9.80)
where ∆h is the height differential between the chaser and target orbits, ∆x is the chaser’s downrange
distance at the time of the large TPI maneuver, and 3π∆h is the downrange distance the chaser travels
in one orbital period. The initial relative position and velocity vectors in the LVLH frame that produce
the natural co-elliptic approach trajectory are,
r0 =
[
x0 0 z0
]T
v0 =
[ −32z0 0 0 ]T (9.81)
For this scenario, there are three restrictions placed on the types of maneuvers that can be per-
formed to improve observability. First, it must be a fixed impulsive burn. This practical assumption
reduces the problem significantly and also accounts for the reality that a limited amount of fuel is
reserved for these observability maneuvers. Second, the maneuver can not change the chaser’s orbital
energy. This constraint ensures the chaser approaches the target at the same average rate as if no ma-
neuver was performed. From a flight plan perspective, it provides flexibility to the rendezvous mission.
Whether or not the observability maneuver is needed and executed, the overall mission operations and
schedule are not affected. If the maneuver is required, the chaser will return to the nominal co-elliptic
path after one orbital period. Third, the maneuver can not cause the chaser to rise above the v-bar
and potentially collide with the target. Essentially, this limits the magnitude of the impulsive velocity
change to be small and more characteristic of a realistic application. Once again these three restrictions
limit the duration, magnitude, and direction of the potential maneuvers to have the form,
∆v = ∆v [ 0 cos(η) sin(η) ]T (9.82)
where η is the direction of the burn defined as the angle between the positive cross-track direction and
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the direction of the impulsive velocity vector (Eqn 9.56). The remainder of this section is dedicated to
determining which maneuver angle η is optimal in terms of maximizing observability and consequently
producing the best possible estimate of the chaser’s relative position and velocity.
Optimal Maneuver Angle
Recall from Eqn 9.57 that the optimal maneuver angle is one that causes the observability angle
θ to approach ±90 degrees such that the cost function J is minimized.
J = cos2(θ)
The reason for defining the cost function in this manner is that it can be expressed as function of the
maneuver angle η. Remember that the cosine of the observability angle is by definition the dot product
between the nominal and true LOS angle measurements, ı¯r and ır, respectively, as derived in Eqn
10.7.
cos(θ) = ı¯r · ır
The nominal LOS vector is the unit vector that points towards the chaser as it progresses along its
trajectory, and in this case, the co-elliptic approach trajectory. If no maneuvers are executed, the
nominal position of the chaser r¯ as a function of time can be derived from Eqn 8.9 by utilizing the
initial conditions specified in Eqn 9.82 and the appropriate partitions of the state transition matrix in
Eqn 8.3.
r¯(τ) =
[ {
x0 −
3
2
z0∆τ0
} {
0
} {
z0
} ]T
(9.83)
Assuming that the fixed impulsive maneuver is performed when τ = τ0, then according to Eqn 8.13
the actual relative position r at any future time is simply,
r(τ) = Φrr r0 +Φrv (v0 +∆v) (9.84)
Substituting the values for Φrr and Φrv from Eqn 8.3, the initial conditions r0 and v0 specified in Eqn
9.81, and the definition of the impulsive maneuver ∆v from Eqn 9.82, the relative position becomes a
function of time following the maneuver ∆τ0 , the maneuver angle η, and the initial conditions.
r(τ) =
[ {
x0 −
3
2
z0∆τ0 + 2∆v(cθ − 1) sin(η)
} {
∆vs
θ
cos(η)
} {
z0 +∆vsθ sin(η)
} ]T
(9.85)
Combining these cumbersome equations for the nominal and true relative position vectors in Eqn 9.83
and 9.85, the cost function can be expressed in terms of the maneuver angle η,
J =
(
sin(η)
[
(a0b0 + d0z0)
|r||r¯|
]
+
[
a2
0
+ z2
0
|r||r¯|
] )2
(9.86)
where the coefficients a0 , b0, and d0 are independent of the maneuver angle and are functions of the
initial downrange and altitude conditions x0 and z0 at the time of the maneuver, the known magnitude
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of the fixed impulsive maneuver ∆v, and the time of flight ∆τ0.
a0 = x0 −
3
2
z0∆τ0
b0 = 2∆v(cθ − 1) (9.87)
d0 = ∆vsθ
Combining the terms independent of η into two parameter variables, ∆0 and γ0 ,
∆0 = a0b0 + d0z0 (9.88)
γ0 = a
2
0
+ z2
0
the expression for the cost function can be further simplified to highlight its dependence on the ma-
neuver angle.
J =
(
∆0 sin(η) + γ0
|r||r¯|
)2
(9.89)
The fundamental question that this section is trying to answer is what direction should the impulsive
maneuver be directed as to minimize the cost function and consequently maximize the observability of
the relative position and velocity. The necessary conditions to maximize or minimize the cost function
occurs when the partial derivative of J with respect to the maneuver angle η is zero. This partial is
equivalent to,
∂J
∂η
= 2
[
∆0 sin(η) + γ0
|r||r¯|
]cos(η)
[
α0 sin(η) + β0
]
|r|3|r¯|

 (9.90)
where the variables α0 and β0 are functions of the parameters defined in Eqn 9.87 and 9.88.
α0 = ∆
2
0 − γ0b20 (9.91)
β0 = ∆0d
2
0
From the partial derivative of the cost function in Eqn 9.90, it initially appears that there is either a
maximum, minimum or an inflection point when
sin(η) = − γ0
∆0
(9.92)
cos(η) = 0 (9.93)
sin(η) = −β0
α0
(9.94)
However, due to the constraint on the initial downrange location in Eqn 9.80 and the restriction imposed
on the magnitude of the impulsive maneuver ∆v < z0 , a solution does not exist for Eqn 9.92 because
the ratio
∣∣ γ0
∆0
∣∣ > 1. This implies there are four critical maneuver angles that could potentially maximize
the observability angle (or minimize the cost function). From Eqn 9.93 the partial of the cost function
goes to zero when the maneuver angle is 90 or -90 degrees.
η1 = 90 deg (9.95)
η2 = −90 deg (9.96)
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These maneuver angles correspond with thrusting in the positive and negative altitude directions,
respectively. Regardless of the time of flight following the maneuver, these results suggest that a fixed
impulsive maneuver in either the positive or negative radial direction will cause the cost function to be
maximized, minimized, or be at an inflection point.
The necessary conditions for maximizing or minimizing the cost function also includes those ma-
neuver angles that satisfy Eqn 9.94. For the co-elliptic approach scenario outlined in this section, this
condition typically corresponds with a maneuver angle near 0 or 180 degrees,
η3 = sin
−1
(
−β0
α0
)
(9.97)
η4 = π − sin−1
(
−β0
α0
)
(9.98)
which are thrust maneuvers directed primarily in the positive or negative out-of-plane direction. To
resolve which angle produces the optimal thrust profile, a semi-analytical approach is used. For each
time step, the maneuver angles that cause the partial of the cost function to be zero are computed.
Based on these derived maneuver angles, the corresponding observability angle and cost function are
determined for that specific time period. The resulting cost functions are compared to identify which
maneuver angle produced a maximum or minimum for that particular instant. The angle is recorded
and the process is repeated until a maximum and minimum maneuver angle associated for each ob-
servation period has been derived. From this semi-analytical approach, the optimal maneuver angle is
determined. This process is illustrated in the following example.
Observability Criteria Analysis
Following the mission scenario outlined in Figure 9.43, the chaser approaches the target on a co-
elliptic approach at a relative altitude of 1 km below the target. The elevation trigger angle that cues
the chaser spacecraft to initiate the TPI burn is e = 26.5 deg such that the downrange distance at
TPI ∆x is approximately 2 km. The allotted coasting phase is 200 m and the inherent downrange
distance the chaser travels in one orbital period is approximately 10 km (3π∆h). Unlike the previous
examples, the assumed angular measurement accuracy has improved by a factor of ten from 1 mrad
to 0.1 mrad. This allows the correlation between the theoretical and practical navigation results to be
more apparent.
Prior to performing the observability maneuver, it is assumed the chaser is traveling along the
co-elliptic for one orbital period. Following this orbit phasing sequence, the chaser is about 12 km
downrange from the target and the observability maneuver is initiated producing 200 m of position
offset. Once the chaser returns back to the original co-elliptic trajectory one orbital period later, it
would perform another impulsive burn returning to its initial flight path until it reaches the critical
trigger angle to execute the final TPI maneuver. Only the segment of the trajectory associated with the
observability maneuver is considered as to determine which maneuver angle maximizes the observability
angle prior to the TPI burn.
The optimal maneuver angle η that results in maximizing and minimizing the observability angle
are plotted in Figure 9.44 as a function of time expressed in orbital period segments. For the majority
of the first half of flight from the nominal trajectory, the optimal maneuver angle is η2 = −90 deg
pointing downward in the negative altitude direction (see Eqn 9.96). Due to the symmetry of the
problem, there are actually two maneuver angles that minimizes the cost function during this second
phase whose specific mathematical expressions are η3 = sin
−1
(
− β0
α0
)
or η4 = π − sin−1
(
− β0
α0
)
from
Eqn 9.97. Both of these values correspond to maneuver angles near 0 and 180 degrees, respectively
pointing essentially in the positive and negative cross-track directions. Since both maneuver angles
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produce the same results, only the η3 angles are shown which range roughly between 0 and 5 degrees
for the first portion of the scenario. Near the half orbital period mark, a transition phase occurs where
the optimal maneuver angle that maximizes observability shifts from −90 degrees to 0 degrees and
the maneuver angle that minimizes observability becomes 90 degrees. Over the entire orbital period
dedicated for the observability maneuver, the optimal maneuver angle that reduces the uncertainty in
the relative position and velocity is primarily directed in the out-of-plane direction with a maneuver
angle of n3 = −7 deg. A summary of the local maximum for the observability angle θ with the
corresponding maneuver angle and time is given in Table 9.3 for both the first half and last half of the
observation period. Notice that once again the observability angle is maximized near a quarter and
three quarters of an orbital period following the impulsive maneuver regardless of the direction of the
impulsive burn. This is a repeated trend and characteristic related to observability maneuvers. The
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First Half Second Half
η (deg) ∆τ0 (P) θ (deg) η (deg) ∆τ0 (P) θ (deg)
Max -90.000 0.3413 1.7435 -6.9983 0.8025 2.6019
Min 4.8751 0.2757 1.2426 90.000 0.8517 1.6232
Table 9.3: Co-elliptic maneuver angles that maximize and minimize the observability angle at their
most favorable viewing times.
time at which the affects of an observability maneuver are most influential are typically delayed from
the maneuver itself by a quarter or three quarters of an orbital period.
The affects of the observability maneuver on the relative trajectory is illustrated in Figure 9.45
for maneuver angles ranging between -90, -45, 0, 45, and 90 degrees. Trying to understand why the
optimal maneuver angle points toward the cross-track direction is not intuitive at first glance by looking
at the resulting trajectories. Each maneuver angle causes the chaser to drift 200 m from the co-elliptic
trajectory line. A maneuver in the cross-track direction causes 200 m of displacement in the cross-track
direction, an upward or downward maneuver eventually produces 200 m displacement in the altitude
direction, and so forth. Although each maneuver may cause an equivalent displacement from the co-
elliptic path, they each do not produce the same level of observability. For example, consider the
maneuver angle η = 0 degrees. This maneuver induces an out-of-plane motion that causes the chaser
to drift down the co-elliptic with an oscillatory motion in the cross-track direction. At two critical
moments, a quarter of a period and three quarters of a period following the maneuver, the chaser’s
displacement from the nominal trajectory is maximized at 200 m. However, at the first opportune
time period, the observability angle barely surpasses a degree but at the three quarters of a period
mark, it becomes over 2 degrees. The same trajectory, the same displacement, but different degrees
of observability. The reason for this apparent paradox is that the chaser gets closer to the target and
the affect of the out-of-plane motion causes the actual LOS profile to change more drastically from
the nominal LOS profile. In fact, the optimal maneuver alters the trajectory such that the difference
between the actual LOS angle and the time varying nominal LOS profile reaches a maximum value at
some point during the observation period. Regardless if the maneuver generates the largest offset from
the original trajectory, if it does not alter the LOS profile from the nominal, then it does not improve
observability. In fact, the location of the maximum trajectory displacement is rarely associated with
the optimal observability angle. In this particular scenario, the maneuver angle that optimally changes
the LOS profile is the one directed in the out-of-plane direction (η3 = −7 deg) and occurs during the
last half of the observation time (∆τ0 = 0.8025 P) when the chaser is closer to the target.
The navigation results in Figure 9.46 seem to support the observability criteria analysis but also
contradict expected results. For example, the maneuver angle that minimizes both the relative position
and velocity errors is η = 0 degrees, as predicted. However, initially the optimal maneuver angle was
supposed to be in the negative altitude direction η = −90 degrees, but this proved to have the worst
navigation performance for practically the entire time period following the maneuver. So although the
observability criteria does capture relevant trends in the navigation analysis, there are subtleties that
it does not accurately characterize.
9.3.3 Circumnavigating Football Orbit
For the last example, suppose a chaser vehicle is station keeping in a circumnavigating football
orbit around a target vehicle as illustrated in Figure 9.47. Its initial relative position and velocity
can be arbitrarily defined for any location on this elliptical trajectory by using a phase angle φ and a
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Fig. 9.47: Circumnavigating football trajectory with an observability maneuver.
maximum downrange displacement x0 from the target [153],
r0 = x0
[
cφ 0
sφ
2
]T
v0 = x0
[
−sφ 0
cφ
2
]T
(9.99)
where cφ = cos(φ) and sφ = sin(φ). Before executing a series of maneuvers to either rendezvous and
dock with the target or perform subsequent close proximity operations, an observability maneuver is
scheduled to help reduce the uncertainty in the estimated relative range; an inherent limitation of
angles-only navigation.
The acceptable maneuvers permitted for this phase of the mission must satisfy the following three
constraints. First, it must be a short duration maneuver such that it can be modeled as a fixed
impulsive thrust imparted on the chaser spacecraft. Second, the maneuver can not change the chaser’s
orbital energy implying the chaser will return to its initial location on the football orbit one orbital
period following the impulsive velocity change. Third, the magnitude of the burn is small where the
relative trajectory is not drastically changed. The objective is to use the smallest amount of fuel
to perturb the trajectory sufficient enough to allow the onboard sensors to accurately determine the
relative position. To physically quantify the limit on the maximum velocity change it is proposed that
∆v <
x0
5 which ensures the chaser can not potentially collide with the target. The limitations on
the duration, magnitude, and potential direction of the observability maneuver once again force the
impulsive burn to have the form,
∆v = ∆v [ 0 cos(η) sin(η) ]T (9.100)
where the maneuver angle η is defined as the angle between the local cross-track direction and the
∆v vector. Unlike the previous examples where the location of the chaser relative to the target at the
time of the maneuver was fixed, this problem highlights how both the maneuver angle and the relative
location where the maneuver is triggered influence the increased level of observability. The remainder
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of this section not only answers which maneuver angle (η) is optimal in improving observability, but
it also reveals where on the circumnavigating football orbit (φ) is the optimal location to initiate the
observability maneuver.
Optimal Maneuver Angle
As derived previously in Eqn 9.57, a simple yet appropriate cost function J that captures the
conditions required to improve observability is,
J = cos2(θ)
where minimizing J will produce the best possible observability angle θ (near ±90 deg) that causes the
uncertainty in the relative position and velocity to be optimally reduced. By definition, the observability
angle is the angular separation between the nominal and true LOS angle measurements, ı¯r and ır,
respectively.
cos(θ) = ı¯r · ır
In general, the separation between these two LOS unit vectors depends largely on the magnitude, direc-
tion, and duration of the maneuver itself, the relative location of the chaser when the velocity change
occurs, and the amount of time following the maneuver. For example, a chaser on a circumnavigating
football trajectory has a nominal relative position vector,
r¯(τ) = x0
[
c
∆
0
s
∆
2
]T
(9.101)
which is dependent the position phase angle φ, the time of flight following the maneuver ∆τ0, and the
maximum downrange displacement x0 where the notation c∆ = cos(∆τ0 + φ) and s∆ = sin(∆τ0 + φ) is
used. For an impulsive maneuver initiated at time τ = τ0 , the true relative position as defined in Eqn
8.13 can be simplified to have the form,
r(τ) = Φrr r0 +Φrv (v0 +∆v) (9.102)
If the elements of the state transition matrix, Φrr and Φrv, associated with the linear relative orbital
motion in Eqn 8.3, the initial conditions, r0 and v0 , specified in Eqn 9.99, and the constrained impulsive
maneuver ∆v from Eqn 9.100 are applied to Eqn 9.102; then the true relative position of the chaser
perturbed from its nominal circumnavigating football trajectory becomes,
r(τ) =
[ {
x
0
c
∆
+ 2∆v(c
θ
− 1) sin(η)
} {
∆vs
θ
cos(η)
} { x
0
2
s
∆
+∆vs
θ
sin(η)
} ]T
(9.103)
where the short hand notation c
θ
= cos(∆τ0) and sθ = sin(∆τ0) is still maintained. Combining the
results for both the nominal and true relative position vectors in Eqns 9.101 and 9.103, the cost function
can be written as,
J =
(
sin(η)
[
(a0b0 + d0f0)
|r||r¯|
]
+
[
a2
0
+ f2
0
|r||r¯|
] )2
(9.104)
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where the relative position vectors as a function of time are represented as r = r(τ) and r¯ = r¯(τ).
The variables a0 , b0 , d0 , and f0 are independent of the maneuver angle η,
a0 = x0c∆
b0 = 2∆v(cθ − 1) (9.105)
d0 = ∆vsθ
f0 =
x0
2
s
∆
and are functions of the position phase angle φ, the downrange displacement x0 of the nominal football
trajectory, the magnitude of the maneuver itself ∆v, and the time of flight ∆τ0 . The mathematical
expression for the cost function in Eqn 9.104 can be simplified even further by letting,
∆0 = a0b0 + d0f0 (9.106)
γ0 = a
2
0
+ f2
0
Now the dependence of J on the maneuver angle η can be emphasized by substituting ∆0 and γ0 into
their equivalent counterparts in Eqn 9.104 to get,
J =
(
∆0 sin(η) + γ0
|r||r¯|
)2
(9.107)
Similar in form to the cost function associated with the co-elliptic approach in Eqn 9.89, the necessary
conditions for the optimal maneuver angle η for a spacecraft on a circumnavigating football orbit can
be derived by identifying what maneuver angles cause the partial of J to equal zero. The partial of the
cost function with respect to the maneuver angle η equals,
∂J
∂η
= 2
[
∆0 sin(η) + γ0
|r||r¯|
]cos(η)
[
α0 sin(η) + β0
]
|r|3|r¯|

 (9.108)
with α0 and β0 also representing a combination of those terms independent of the maneuver angle η
α0 = ∆
2
0 − γ0b20 (9.109)
β0 = ∆0d
2
0
From the partial of the cost function in Eqn 9.108, it appears that there are three conditions that cause
the partial to go to zero and consequently may ensure that a maximum, minimum, or an inflection
point is obtained.
sin(η) = − γ0
∆0
(9.110)
cos(η) = 0 (9.111)
sin(η) = −β0
α0
(9.112)
Upon closer inspection, a solution for the first condition in Eqn 9.110 does not exist because the ratio
| γ0∆0 | > 1 due to the constraints that are placed upon the magnitude of the impulsive observability
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maneuver. As a result, there are four maneuver angles that could potentially satisfy the necessary
conditions to minimize the cost function. According to Eqn 9.111, the maneuver angles directed in
the positive or negative altitude direction are possible candidates for the optimal maneuver angle.
Regardless of the time of flight or the specific location on the football orbit where the observability
maneuver is executed, a maneuver angle of ±90 degrees either maximizes, minimizes, or represents an
inflection point for the cost function.
η1 = 90 deg (9.113)
η2 = −90 deg (9.114)
The other maneuver angles that satisfy the conditions for maximizing the cost function include those
that satisfy Eqn 9.112. Like the co-elliptic scenario, these angles for a circumnavigating football orbit
generally point in the positive or negative cross-track directions.
η3 = sin
−1
(
−β0
α0
)
(9.115)
η4 = π − sin−1
(
−β0
α0
)
(9.116)
Given these four potential maneuver angles, a semi-analytical method is taken to identify which ma-
neuver angle η maximizes the observability for various maneuver locations on the football orbit. From
these results, one additional step can then be taken to identify which phase angle φ optimizes observ-
ability. In summary, both the optimal relative location and ∆v profile can be determined with this
strategy.
The following semi-analytical approach is used. For a specific position phase angle φ, the maximum
observability angle and its associated maneuver angle are determined for each time interval ∆τ0. This
is done by first calculating the four potential maneuver angles η1, η2 , η3 , and η4 in Eqns 9.113-9.116,
solving for the cost function associated with each maneuver angle J1 , J2 , J3 , and J4 , and then identifying
the specific maneuver angle that minimized the cost function (or maximize the observability angle) at
time τ . The resulting cost function Jmin and the maneuver angle ηmax are saved. The same procedure is
repeated at the next time interval until the entire trajectory over one orbital period has been scanned
for the selected phase angle φ. Once this process is completed, the maneuver angle that produced
the lowest cost function over the orbital period is identified as the optimal maneuver angle η for the
particular phase angle φ. This cycle continues until the optimal maneuver angle for each location on the
football orbit has been determined along with the associated observability angle and flight time. The
implementation of this semi-analytical optimization approach is illustrated with the following example.
Numerical Observability Criteria Analysis
Let the chaser spacecraft be in a circumnavigating football orbit as previously illustrated in Figure
9.47 with a maximum downrange distance of x0 = 1.5 kilometers. The magnitude of the fixed impulsive
observability maneuver is set such that it produces 200 meters of position offset when pointed in the
out-of-plane direction. The maneuver can occur at any location on the football orbit but one orbital
period following the maneuver, another impulsive burn would then be executed causing the chaser to
return to its original 2 × 1 elliptical station keeping trajectory. Only the segment of the trajectory
between these two impulsive maneuvers is analyzed to determine which maneuver angle is optimal and
where on the football orbit should the impulsive maneuver be executed to optimize the observability
conditions.
The optimal maneuver angle η for the circumnavigating football orbit alternates between either
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Fig. 9.48: Top: Maximum observability angles θ as a function of position phase angle φ on the circum-
navigating football orbit. The thick (red) line represent results when the optimal maneuver angle was
pointing in the negative altitude direction, η = −90 deg. The thin (blue) line indicates those results
when the optimal maneuver angle was in the positive altitude direction, η = 90 deg. The triangle sym-
bols represent where the four maximum observability angles were reached. Middle: Maneuver angles
that maximize the observability angle for each position phase angle φ. Bottom: The time following the
maneuver when the maximum observability angle was achieved.
−90 or +90 degrees depending if the chaser is in front of the target or behind it when the observability
maneuver is performed. If the chaser is in front of the target, then the optimal maneuver angle is
down in the negative radial direction, η = −90 deg. However, if the chaser is behind the target,
then the optimal maneuver angle is up in the positive altitude direction, η = 90 deg. The resulting
optimal observability angle θmax and the associated maneuver angle ηmax and time ∆τmax when the
optimal conditions occurred are plotted as a function of the phase angle φ in Figure 9.48. Notice that
the observability angle is maximized when the impulsive observability maneuver is performed at four
different locations on the football trajectory, φ = 58.3, 121.7, 238.3, 301.7 degrees. These four sweet
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spots are geometrically correlated as depicted in Figure 9.49 and vary depending on the magnitude of
the impulsive maneuver ∆v and the size x0 of the initial football trajectory. Given that an optimal
maneuver angle was used for the observability maneuver, the observability angle is at its lowest value
when a fixed impulsive maneuver is executed with the chaser on the v-bar directly in front of the
target or directly behind it. For angles-only navigation, the worst location to perform the observability
maneuver is when the chaser is directly downrange from the target. It is also interesting to note that
there is a local minimum in the observability angle when the maneuver is initiated either directly above
or below the target. So between one extreme of being directly in front of the target or behind it and
the other of being directly above or below it, are the four optimal sweet spots. Unlike the previous
examples, the time following the maneuver required to reach these optimal observability conditions is
near a half orbital period, not a quarter or three-quarters of a period. A summary of the phase angles
φmax, maneuver angles ηmax, the resulting observability angles θmax, and their associated flight times
∆τmax are given in Table 9.4.
The resulting observability angle as a function of time and the corresponding relative trajectory for
a specific phase angle, and in this case one of the optimal phase angles φ = 58.3 degrees, are plotted in
Figure 9.50 for maneuver angles ranging between −90, −45, 0, 45, and 90 degrees. For this particular
phase angle, these plots highlight the importance of selecting the proper maneuver angle η. Over the
entire orbital period following the initial observability maneuver, it is clear that the maximum maneuver
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Fig. 9.49: Circumnavigating football trajectory with critical locations associated with optimal fixed
impulsive observability maneuvers. Maneuvers executed when the chaser is in front of the target are
highlighted in red indicating that the optimal maneuver direction is down, or in the negative altitude
direction. Maneuvers initiated behind the target are colored in blue suggesting the optimal maneuver
direction is up, or in the positive altitude direction. The four solid triangles represent the four sweet
spots or optimal locations to perform the ∆v burn. The down pointing triangles (red) distinguish
maneuvers in the negative altitude direction and left pointing triangles (blue) designate maneuvers in
the positive altitude direction. The small white triangles on the v-bar mark where optimal maneuvers
produce a minimum observability angle. The white circles define where a local minimum occurs.
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Fig. 9.50: Top: Relative trajectory for a circumnavigating football orbit with observability maneuver
angles η of -90, -45, 0, 45, and 90 degrees at the optimal relative maneuver location with a phase angle
of φmax = 58.3 deg. Bottom: Observability metrics associated with each maneuver angle where the
geometric symbols represent where in the trajectory the observability angle is maximized.
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Fig. 9.51: Top: Navigation position errors for a circumnavigating football trajectory with observability
maneuver angles η of -90 (red down triangle), -45 (magenta square), 0 (green right triangle), 45 (cyan
circle), and 90 (blue left triangle) degrees at the optimal relative maneuver location with a phase angle
of φmax = 58.3 deg. Bottom: Navigation velocity errors associated with each maneuver angle where
the geometric symbols represent where in the trajectory the observability angle is maximized.
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φmax (deg) ηmax (deg) θmax (deg) ∆τmax (P)
58.3 -90 59.0481 0.5395
Sweet 121.7 90 59.0481 0.4604
Spots 238.3 90 59.0481 0.4604
301.7 -90 59.0481 0.5395
Global 0.0 -90 40.70 0.28
Min 180.0 90 40.70 0.28
Local 90.0 -90,90 55.39 0.45,0.54
Min 270.0 90,-90 55.39 0.54,0.45
Table 9.4: Phase angles, maneuver angles, and observability angles for a football orbit.
angle is η = −90 degrees in the negative altitude direction. For each particular maneuver angle, the
observability angle is maximized at different time periods typically near a half orbital period following
the impulsive burn. However, notice the difference in the maximums of the observability angles when
the maneuver angle is pointing in the cross-track direction (η = 0 deg) versus the optimal direction
pointing radially downward (η = −90 deg). The maximum observability angle when η = −90 degrees
is six times greater indicating that the percent accuracy δρ/r in the relative position could potentially
be five times greater (see Eqn 8.53) by maneuvering in the proper direction. By maneuvering in the
right direction at the right place, the degree of observability can be enhanced over maneuvering in the
wrong direction at the wrong place.
The actual navigation error plots for both the relative position and velocity are given in Figure
9.51. As predicted, the maneuver angle η with the lowest position uncertainty is the one pointing
radially downward η = −90 degrees where the largest relative position uncertainty was the out-of-
plane maneuver η = 0 degrees. Compare closely the total relative position navigation error in the
top of Figure 9.51 with the detectability range error metric δρ in the lower plot of Figure 9.50. The
navigation filter’s performance practically mimics those results based on the observability criteria.
These results show that optimizing the navigation performance ultimately requires more attention
than simply minimizing the observability angle θ. As the detectability range error metric indicates in
Eqn 8.52, the total position uncertainty is also affected by the total relative range r.
Up to this point, the optimal maneuver angle η as derived in the theoretical development has
been supported by both the numerical observability metric results and the linear covariance navigation
analysis. A similar numerical approach is taken to validate the optimal maneuver locations φ, or the
sweet spots as illustrated in Figure 9.49. For the given football trajectory dimensions, it is suggested
that the optimal phase angle φ to initiate an impulsive observability maneuver is when φ = 58.3, 121.7,
238.3, and 301.7 degrees. To show this, five different phase angles are selected in the range between
0, 15, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. At each phase angle, the optimal impulsive maneuver directed radially
downward η = −90 degrees is performed. According to the analytical results, the phase angle of φ = 60
should produce the largest observability angle θ and consequently minimize the navigation uncertainty.
The resulting relative trajectories and observability metrics for this example are plotted in Figure 9.52.
The nominal circumnavigating football orbit is depicted with the black dotted line and the point at
which the maneuver was initiated is marked with a solid light (yellow) dot.
As expected, the maximum observability angle came by maneuvering at a location on the football
orbit with a phase angle φ = 60 degrees and the phase angle with the lowest (maximum) observability
angle was φ = 0 degrees. Interestingly, according to the detectability range error metric δρ, they should
all produce roughly the same overall relative position accuracy. However, this is not what is observed
from the navigation results in Figure 9.53. According to the linear covariance analysis, the phase angle
φ that has the lowest minimum position error is φ = 60 degrees while a phase angle φ = 0 degrees has
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Fig. 9.52: Top: Relative trajectory for a circumnavigating football orbit with phase angles φ of 0,
15, 30, 60, and 90 degrees at the optimal maneuver angle of ηmax = −90 deg. Bottom: Observability
metrics associated with each phase angle where the geometric symbols represent where in the trajectory
the observability angle is maximized.
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Fig. 9.53: Top: Navigation position errors for a circumnavigating football trajectory with phase angles
φ of 0 (red down triangle), 15 (magenta square), 30 (green right triangle), 60 (cyan circle), and 90 (blue
left triangle) degrees at the optimal maneuver angle of ηmax = −90 deg. Bottom: Navigation velocity
errors associated with each phase angle where the geometric symbols represent where in the trajectory
the observability angle is maximized.
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the largest relative position uncertainty. In fact, the minimum total position error levels for each phase
angle corresponds to the resulting observability angles θ. Those phase angles with larger maximum
observability angles had lower minimum navigation position errors. Although the observability criteria
does adequately represent conditions for observability, predicting the navigation performance based on
this analytical approach can vary in its accuracy. It provides a rough estimate but it does not appear
capable of reflecting all the intricacies associated with a navigation filter’s performance.
9.3.4 Optimal Maneuver Analysis Summary
With a closed-form expression of the observability criteria, deriving optimal maneuvers analytically
becomes possible. For three specific mission scenarios, a basic cost function was utilized to minimize
the uncertainty with the relative position estimate by selecting maneuvers that caused the observability
angle θ to approach ±90 degrees. This optimization strategy proved sufficient for deriving the optimal
maneuver angle in the v-bar station keeping example. However, for the other two cases where the
co-elliptical approach and circumnavigation football orbits were analyzed, the optimal solution did not
necessarily coincide with the navigation results. To some extent, this may indicate that the criteria is
not valid or does not properly represent the given problem. However, recall that the optimization prob-
lem assumed that an observability angle θ near ±90 degrees minimizes the estimation error. However,
the relative position error δρ depends on the observability angle θ and the relative range r.
δρ ≈ ǫ
[
r
sin (θ)
]
The cost function used for the three cases presented in this section only maximizes the performance
based on the maneuver that produces the best observability angle and neglects the relative range
factor. As a result, the cost function minimizes the percent range error δρ/r, but is not guaranteed
to minimize the detectability range error δρ. If minimizing the range error is critical, a more complex
cost function can be used that incorporates both the relative range and observability angle factors.
In this situation, a hand calculated solution may not be possible and a more sophisticated numerical
optimization approach may be required. Regardless, deriving optimal maneuvers that maximize the
relative position estimate is possible by using the closed-form observability criteria.
[This page intentionally left blank]
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
After re-evaluating the experiences of the past, assessing activities in the present, and under-
standing the ambitions for the future, one can not deny the trend that orbital rendezvous was, is,
and will continue to be a crucial and critical aspect to space exploration. Perhaps it can be argued
that the procedures, techniques, and strategies required for such complex orbital operations are well
established with little need for innovation. If the future only continued to yield what the present al-
ready possesses, then this statement holds ample truth. However, this is rarely the case, especially for
ambitious initiatives containing roots of exploration. Limits must be overcome and barriers broken.
Currently, the navigation paradigms for orbital rendezvous require hardware systems that have high
costs in terms of power, volume, mass, and complexity. In addition, they often depend on cooperation
between both rendezvousing vehicles with supervision and control from either onboard astronauts or
ground controllers. There are other possible navigation solutions for missions where many of these
conveniences are either unavailable or undesirable for orbital rendezvous. In fact, the central focus of
this dissertation attempts to validate one such option; the possibility of using angles-only navigation
for autonomous orbital rendezvous.
Angles-only navigation is based on the basic concept that the relative position, velocity, and even
orientation between two orbiting vehicles can be determined by measuring azimuth and elevation angles
from one spacecraft to the other. Although the application to on-orbit space operations may be unique,
this is a tried and proven technique utilized in a variety of other fields ranging from submarine naval
applications to preliminary orbit determination strategies. Even with its rich and proven heritage,
there still remains a tainted perception associated with angles-only navigation. Through the lens of
skepticism, it may appear that angle measurements can not reveal the relative range and is therefore
reasonably discarded from the list of consideration. However, if given a second chance and seen from
an unbiased view, angles-only navigation has the potential to not only determine relative range, but it
can also accurately determine the relative orientation. Once this misconception is replaced with solid
analytical proof, angles-only navigation can be seen and accepted for its true capabilities.
The assertion that angles-only navigation is a viable solution for orbital rendezvous both theo-
retically and practically leads to the dissertation’s two primary theses. The first and practical thesis
claims that an angles-only navigation filter can sufficiently determine the relative position and orienta-
tion (pose) between two spacecraft to perform the necessary maneuvers and close proximity operations
for autonomous orbital rendezvous in a closed-loop GNC environment with sensor measurement errors,
actuator performance uncertainties, and various disturbance torques and accelerations. The second and
more theoretical thesis states that the observability of the relative position and velocity between two
orbiting vehicles using only angular measurements can be formally characterized with a closed-form
analytical expression. This mathematical representation of the observability criteria can then be ex-
tended to 1) identify the orbital rendezvous trajectories and maneuvers that ensure the relative position
and velocity are observable for angles-only navigation, 2) quantify the degree or level of observability
and 3) compute optimal maneuvers that maximize observability. The results from this research affirm
both proposals in a very conclusive and convincing manner.
10.1 Relative Pose Observability Thesis
An angles-only navigation filter can sufficiently determine the relative position and orientation (pose)
between two spacecraft to perform the necessary maneuvers and close proximity operations for au-
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tonomous orbital rendezvous in a closed-loop GNC environment with sensor measurement errors, ac-
tuator performance uncertainties, and various disturbance torques and accelerations.
10.1.1 Summary of Results
The theoretical development and implementation of a prototype angles-only navigation filter in
a closed-loop GN&C environment confirms that relative position and attitude (pose) between two
spacecraft can be determined when processing angle measurements to known features on the target.
These results obtained by Monte Carlo analysis verify earlier studies that came to similar conclusions
using both Monte-Carlo and linear covariance analysis techniques for a similar yet abbreviated approach
trajectory [150,155]. The ultimate potential of angles-only navigation and its limitations of accurately
determining relative attitude and position are observed. For the given scenario when the chaser slowly
approaches the target on the v-bar, angle measurements to target centroid quickly eliminate cross-track
and altitude errors, but they are unable to initially determine the relative range accurately. However,
as the distance separating the target and chaser is reduced and a pseudo-range measurement becomes
available from the apparent angular diameter of the target vehicle, the downrange error is gradually
eliminated. Once the angular separation between target features becomes detectable the chaser can
grasp a better estimate of the relative attitude between both vehicles. During this final phase when the
pseudo-range measurement is not possible, the measured geometry of the features allows the relative
range to be estimated.
Initially when the relative separation distance is large enough, getting angle measurements to three
or more target features is similar to getting a single angle measurement to the target’s center of mass
because the separation between features can not be distinguished. These measurements are able detect
deviations in the cross-track and altitude motion but it becomes difficult to determine range. It is not
until the chaser approaches more closely to the target that the angular separation between the target
features can be adequately detected which directly corresponds to the relative distance separating the
two vehicles. As the optical camera is able to distinguish the feature locations, the navigation filter is
able to more precisely determine the downrange position of the chaser. In addition, the analysis also
demonstrates that closed loop relative attitude and position control performance can be achieved to
provide dispersion levels that will enable rendezvous and close proximity operations.
Based on the theoretical and numerical simulation results for pose estimation, target feature angle
measurements can adequately determine the relative position and orientation for orbital rendezvous.
However, from the simulation results it is observed that when feature measurements are unavailable
and only bearing angles to the target are measured, the downrange location of the chaser can not
be determined during the initial phase of the v-bar approach. Once again, the reoccurring theme of
angles-only navigation’s inability to determine the relative range resurfaces. This nagging debate as
to whether or not the relative position and velocity can be determined with only angle measurements
(or bearings) is not limited to on-orbit applications. It arises in a wide variety of fields under an
assortment of names. One important theme of this dissertation summarized in 10.2 is that these
unresolved questions can now be answered with the newly developed closed-form observability criteria.
10.1.2 Future Work
Besides the design and filter implementation for an actual rendezvous mission, there are several
extensions that can be made to the initial work of the prototype filter development. First, it was
assumed that the target was uncooperative but known. Specifications such as feature location and
moments of inertia were known and used in the estimation process. Is it possible to approach an
unknown vehicle with unique features and based on the angular motion of these observed features
determine their location and consequently the relative position and orientation between vehicles? Also,
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by observing these features, can the target’s moment of inertia be accurately estimated? Can the
navigation filter teach itself properties of the target vehicle by identifying, detecting, and measuring
unknown target features? Related to these questions produces another practical aspect when trying
to rendezvous with an unknown, uncooperative, passive vehicle. It is likely that it could be randomly
tumbling with varying rotation rates. Under such conditions, can an angles-only navigation approach
scheme work for orbital rendezvous? Deriving solutions to these key questions can reasonably warrant
future attention.
A second area of future work related to angles-only navigation and on-orbit applications is the
concept of taking feature measurements not to a target spacecraft but to a target planet [16, 156].
For example, distinguishable landmarks or possible beacon signals from the surface of a planet can
potentially provide the needed features for determining the position and orientation of a satellite.
For Earth orbiting satellites, city night lights can provide a cluster of known stars to help navigate
and orient the spacecraft. Nadir pointing Earth observing satellites are a prime candidate for such
applications. If detectable land-mark features can be accurately catalogued and stored onboard the
orbiting spacecraft, images already being taken could naturally be processed to produce both attitude
and position estimates. These same ideas could easily be extended for a lunar, Mars, or asteroid landing
missions.
Lastly, one area of potential improvement for angles-only navigation and its practical implemen-
tation for orbital rendezvous is the technique employed for analysis. For complex orbital rendezvous
GNC systems, it is difficult if not impossible to adequately perform sensitivity analysis of the potential
sensor suite options, actuator types, trajectory profiles, and flight algorithms utilizing a Monte-Carlo
approach. Time becomes a limiting factor, particularly when the rendezvous scenario itself may last
several days. As alluded to in previous discussions, another complimentary approach is using linear
covariance analysis (LinCov) that produces the same statistical information as a Monte-Carlo method-
ology but in a fraction of the time. The speed and accuracy of linear covariance programs in determining
navigation knowledge and trajectory dispersions is invaluable, especially in the early design phases of
rendezvous and inspection missions. It can help untangle the complex interdependencies of a closed
loop system quickly and reliably. For a more intricate analysis of specific filter designs or various
aspects of the GN&C system, Monte Carlo simulations play a vital role in revealing design subtleties
that may have a great affect on the overall mission. One approach gives a quick big picture of the
problem where the other allows a more focused and detailed view at the expense of longer simulation
times. The idea is not to select one analysis package over the other, but to use them together. Since
both produce complimentary results using completely independent and separate theoretical founda-
tions, they provide a checks-and-balance system where each validates the other. Together, they serve
as a tremendous analysis package adaptable to the needs of the entire design process. Besides serving
as only an analysis tool, LinCov could also be implemented onboard the chaser spacecraft for real-time
autonomous mission planning [148]. Since it can quickly and accurately predict trajectory dispersions,
it can be utilized by the onboard flight algorithms to adjust maneuver times, actuator performance, or
ground intervention to maximize mission success.
10.2 Relative Position Observability Thesis
The observability of the relative position and velocity between two orbiting vehicles using only angular
measurements can be formally characterized with a closed-form analytical expression. This mathemati-
cal representation of the observability criteria can then be extended to 1) identify the orbital rendezvous
trajectories and maneuvers that ensure the relative position and velocity are observable for angles-only
navigation, 2) quantify the degree or level of observability and 3) compute optimal maneuvers that max-
imize observability.
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10.2.1 Summary of Results
A common concern with using angles-only navigation for orbital rendezvous is its perceived limi-
tation in determining range. As evident with the presented simulation results, these concerns have an
element of validity. The quest for resolving the observability question related to angles-only navigation
has not been limited to on-orbit applications and has received considerable attention. A combination
of influential papers written by Steven Nardone and Vincent Aidala [48] and later extended by Sherry
Hammel and Vincent Aidala [49] made a significant contribution to resolving this dilemma in their
attempt to tackle the target motion analysis (TMA) problem. For common naval applications, many
wanted to know whether the relative position of a one ship moving at a constant velocity with respect
to another could be determined by measuring the bearing angles between the two naval vessels. The
results from these research efforts revealed that the relative position and velocity became observable
if one vehicle performed a strategic maneuver. Not just any arbitrary maneuver would suffice, the
accelerating ship must alter its course such that it did not follow the same LOS profile or trajectory
that would have been experienced had no maneuver been executed.
For target motion analysis (TMA), a target naval ship is moving at a constant relative velocity
while an observer ship measures bearing angles to it. The system dynamics for the relative position
and velocity x(t) = [r v] = [x y z x˙ y˙ z˙] can be written in state space form as x˙ = Ax+ u where,
A =

 03×3 I3×3
03×3 03×3

 (10.1)
The control input is u = [0 | a ]T where a = [ax ay az]T simply characterizes the relative acceleration
of the active vessel. The solution to the first-order differential equation is
x(t) = Φ(t, t0) x(t0) +
∫ t
t0
Φ(t, µ)u(µ) dµ (10.2)
where the state transition matrix Φ(t, t0) equals,
Φ(t, t0) = e
A(t−t0 ) =
[
I3×3 (t− t0)I3×3
03×3 I3×3
]
(10.3)
The particular results from these ground breaking papers have a surprising correlation to the gen-
eral results derived in this work. Hammel concludes that the necessary and sufficient conditions for
observability of the relative states occurs when the following inequality holds∫ t
t0
(t− µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(t) [r0 + (t− t0)v0 ] (10.4)
for any arbitrary scalar function α(t). For this particular application, the elements of the state transition
matrix Φ in Eqn 10.3 are simply Φrr = I3×3 and Φrv = (t − t0)I3×3 . Notice that if these equivalent
expressions are substituted back into the target motion analysis (TMA) observability criteria in Eqn
10.4, that the criteria becomes,∫ t
t0
Φrv(t, µ)a(µ) dµ 6= α(t) [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ] (10.5)
This is exactly the general observability criteria derived in this work that is applicable for a variety of
linear dynamic systems ranging from target motion analysis (TMA) to orbital rendezvous. So long as
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the relative motion dynamics can be accurately modeled in the linear framework, then the observability
criteria is valid1! Another way to summarize these results is that if the time varying perturbation of
the chaser vehicle
(
δr =
∫ t
t0
Φrv(t, µ)a(µ) dµ
)
due to a maneuver does not equal a scaled value of the
nominal position
(
r¯ = Φrr r0 +Φrv v0
)
during the entire observation period, then the relative states
become observable; regardless of the linear relative motion dynamics.
δr(t) 6= α(t) r¯ (10.6)
The observability criteria can be simplified even further to one decision variable. When a calibrated
maneuver alters the natural measurement profile, the amount of angular change θ between the nominal
ı¯r and true ır LOS angle measurements is directly related to the initial range (see Figure 8.4).
θ = cos−1(¯ır · ır) (10.7)
If the observability angle θ is non-zero at some point during the observation period,
θ(t) 6= 0 (10.8)
then the relative range can be determined and the relative position and velocity become observable. If
the observability angle remains zero, then the relative states are unobservable even if maneuvers are
being executed.
With a closed form analytical expression of the observability criteria, the observability of a par-
ticular rendezvous trajectory (r0 and v0) and maneuver sequence (a) can quickly and accurately be
determined. The first critical result shown with the observability criteria is that all relative trajectories
are theoretically observable without performing any maneuvers. For orbital rendezvous, the well-known
and well-used Clohesy-Wiltshire (CW)-equations for orbital rendezvous are derived by neglecting the
higher-order gravitational terms. If these small yet influential terms are included as accelerations in the
observability criteria, they perturb the relative motion of any relative trajectory sufficiently to cause the
relative states to become observable. However, under the condition that the linearized CW-equations
accurately govern the relative motion of two rendezvousing vehicles, certain relative trajectories are
observable while others are not. For example, with angles-only navigation station-keeping on the r-bar
is an observable relative trajectory while a v-bar approach trajectory is unobservable. In both cases the
chaser is maneuvering and the angle measurements are constantly zero. Ironically, the mathematical
framework established with the observability criteria unequivocally reveals one is observable and the
other is not. The calibrated thrust profile required to hold a constant position either above or below
the target for an r-bar station keeping trajectory is directly dependent on the relative altitude of the
chaser with respect to the target. By knowing the level of acceleration necessary to station keep on the
r-bar such that the observed angle measurements are constant, the relative distance separating the two
vehicles can be deduced and consequently the entire relative state becomes observable. In contrast,
for a v-bar approach the same acceleration profile is needed to advance towards the target vehicle
regardless of the chaser’s initial relative distance from the target. As a result, the angle measurements
are not unique and can not identify the chaser’s relative range. The last major conclusion derived from
the observability criteria is that all relative trajectories become observable if an impulsive maneuver
is executed. Due to orbital dynamics, an impulsive maneuver will alter the relative motion of the
1For example, one common assumption used to derive the linearized CW-equations governing the relative motion
of two orbiting spacecraft is that the target is in a near circular orbit. If the target is in an eccentric orbit, are the
observability results generated in this dissertation valid for this scenario? Since the relative motion dynamics for an
eccentric target orbit can still be written in a time dependent linear form [141,142], then the answer is in the affirmative.
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chaser such that its actual LOS measurement profile will differ from the nominal LOS profile ensuring
measurement uniqueness and observability.
Besides indicating whether a particular trajectory is observable or not, the analytical observability
criteria is also capable of being extended to characterize the degree or level of observability, defined
in this work as detectability. Given a specific measurement accuracy ǫ, the accuracy of the resulting
relative state estimate δρ can be predicted with the following equation (see Eqn 8.52)
δρ ≈ ǫ
[
r
sin (θ)
]
(10.9)
where r is the magnitude of the actual relative range and θ is the observability angle representing the
angular separation between the nominal LOS vector ı¯r and the actual LOS measurement ır. For orbital
rendezvous applications, this may not be the most informative metric. For example, suppose that the
detectability criteria shows that the uncertainty in the relative position can be dropped to within 10
meters for a given maneuver sequence. Depending on the relative distance of the chaser to the target,
this may or may not be good enough. If the chaser is several kilometers away, then this is an adequate
estimate. If the chaser is preparing for docking and is only a few meters away, then this accuracy is
unacceptable. Since the accuracy of the relative state required for orbital rendezvous often depends on
the relative distance to the target, a metric that may prove more applicable is the detectability percent
range error δρ
r
.
δρ
r
≈ ǫ
sin (θ)
(10.10)
Depending on the magnitude of the non-zero observability angle resulting from accelerating the
chaser vehicle, the relative states may be considered either detectable or undetectable. For example,
under ideal conditions it is true that due to the higher-order gravitational terms, all rendezvous tra-
jectories are theoretically observable. However, the observability angle θ only varies from a few arcsec
to several hundred arcsec. For a measurement quality worse than 200 arcsec, the position estimate is
worse than 1 km. If the relative distance between the two rendezvousing vehicles is several hundred
meters, these results suggest the relative position is practically unobservable. However, if the sensor
accuracy improved to 1 arcsec, then the error in the position estimate can potentially drop to a range
near 5 meters. Although in both cases the relative states are technically observable, in one they are
also detectable and in the other they are not. Clearly, the ability to characterize the degree or level of
observability is a valuable asset in evaluating the practical performance of angles-only navigation for
particular orbital rendezvous trajectories.
Notice that as the observability angle θ approaches zero degrees that both the detectability range
error δρ summarized in Eqn 10.9 and the detectability percent range error δρ/r restated in Eqn 10.10
grow to unlimited values suggesting the relative states are undetectable. On the other hand, as the
observability angle approaches 90 degrees the position error is minimized for a fixed sensor quality and
relative range. A very natural extension of the observability criteria is to consider those maneuvers
that optimize the detectability conditions by accelerating the chaser vehicle to minimize the relative
separation distance r while pushing the observability angle towards 90 degrees. Using the simple
metric that optimal maneuvers cause the observability angle to approach 90 degrees, several optimal
maneuvers were derived analytically and validated numerically for several different relative trajectories.
For example, if a chaser vehicle is station-keeping in front of the target vehicle on the v-bar and wants
to improve its position estimate by performing a fixed impulsive maneuver, what is the best direction
to execute the burn if it wants to return to its original location one orbital period later? According to
the observability criteria, the best maneuver angle is thrusting radially upward such that the chaser
draws nearer to the target while maximizing the observability angle. Similar types of analysis were
performed for co-elliptic approach trajectories and circumnavigating football orbits to identify optimal
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maneuvers that maximize observability.
In summary, to resolve the unsettled dispute often associated with the capabilities and limitations
of angles-only navigation, an analytical observability criteria has been derived. It is general enough
to encompass an arbitrary number of systems whose relative motion is characterized accurately with
linear dynamic models. So whether the application is called bearings-only tracking, passive ranging,
passive target localization, optical navigation, angles-only or relative line-of-sight observations, or visual
navigation; the observability criteria provides a valuable tool in understanding the subtle characteristics
of using only angular measurements for estimating relative motion. With a closed-form expression, such
a mathematical formula can be used beyond arguing if the relative position and velocity are observable
or not. The observability criteria can be extended to characterize how well angles-only navigation can
perform and under what conditions it operates optimally. It essentially adds increased insight, analysis
capability, and design options that will allow current and future missions to maximize the efficiency of
angles-only navigation for autonomous orbital rendezvous and other applications.
10.2.2 Future Work
The observability criteria suggests that if the relative motion dynamics can be expressed in a linear
form, then it can potentially be applied. To prove whether or not the inertial position and velocity
of a spacecraft can be derived from angle measurements, one possible strategy is using the Sundmann
transformation [157] to transform the nonlinear two-body problem into a linear differential equation.
Typically the Sundmann transformation changes the independent variable from time to fictitious time2,
dt
ds
= r = |r| (10.11)
resulting in the following linear differential equation for the inertial position r of a satellite,
r′′ + αkr = −µǫ (10.12)
where αk is a constant proportional to the orbital energy, µ is the gravitational constant, and ǫ is the
eccentricity vector. The tempting urge is to quickly apply the observability criteria but note that the
differential equations are no longer a function of time, but of fictitious time. Assuming measurements
are made from the center of the Earth (or central planet) to a single orbiting satellite, then this
approach may provide a unique path to answering this rather complex question. However, if the idea
is to analyze the relative motion between two orbiting spacecraft using this method, caution should be
made such that time in synchronized. Exploring this avenue of applying the observability criteria for
inertial position and velocity may prove valuable for future research endeavors.
Another area of interest that may justify future investigation involves strategic maneuvers to im-
prove observability for angles-only navigation. In order for the relative position and velocity of two
orbiting vehicles to become observable, the linear relative motion dynamics must be perturbed. Typ-
ically this involves the chaser accelerating such as using thrusters to impulsively alter the chaser’s
trajectory. However, in order to accurately determine the relative states, the amount of acceleration
experienced by the chaser spacecraft needs to be known accurately. This either requires accelerometers
2The general form of the Sundmann transformation is
dt
ds
= c rn
where r is the magnitude of the radial position and c is a constant. If n = 1 and c =
p
(a/u) then s is the eccentric
anomaly. If n = 2 and c = 1/
p
µa(1− e2) then s is the true anomaly [158].
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Fig. 10.1: Rotate-to-accelerate concept for improving observability.
or accurate system models of the actuator system. In either case, these two luxuries may not be avail-
able. Perhaps another potential way to accelerate the chaser vehicle is by rotating it. Remember that
it is not the chaser vehicle that must accelerate, but the location of the optical camera. Imagine that
an optical camera was placed on the edge of a spacecraft as depicted in Figure 10.1. The location of
the camera could be perturbed by simply rotating the spacecraft. With an accurate attitude determi-
nation system, the amount of translational displacement of the camera mounted rigidly to the chaser
can be accurately identified. The potential of doing rotational maneuvers to improve observability for
angles-only navigation has significant advantages. The motto becomes rotate-to-accelerate.
The detectability criteria presented in this work assumes the only error source is sensor accuracy.
Based on the quality of sensor and assuming other ideal circumstances, the degree or level of observ-
ability can be calculated which characterizes how accurate the relative position can be determined.
The same theoretical framework could also incorporate uncertainties with acceleration imparted on
the chaser spacecraft. This avenue of exploration may prove to be beneficial in understanding how
unknown acceleration disturbances will affect the performance of angles-only navigation.
Lastly, deriving optimal maneuvers using the observability criteria can have greater potential when
considering numerical optimization tools. Instead of limiting the optimization problem to be simple
enough to solve analytically, both the constraints, types of trajectory, and optimization metric can be
expanded to handle more general and complex mission scenarios.
10.3 A Final Remark
The potential for angles-only navigation for orbital rendezvous was recognized from the beginning
by the early space pioneers. While working at the MIT Instrumentation Lab, Buzz Aldrin dedicated
his entire doctoral work [2] to analyze its use for orbital rendezvous. Completed in January of 1963,
his dissertation opens with the following remarks which capture his vision for the potential motivating
factors of using angles-only navigation for on-orbit applications.
In general, the ability to perform rendezvous missions in space utilizing only LOS angular
tracking information has two potential applications. Either the range information is in-
tentionally absent due to equipment limitations, or some component failure in the primary
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guidance system prevents the use of the anticipated complete automatic tracking informa-
tion.
Almost four years later following this publication, his prediction was validated with the Gemini XII
mission, the last flight of the Gemini program. During their final approach, the rendezvous radar
system malfunctioned producing intermittent signals that the onboard computer refused to accept. As
a back-up procedure, Buzz Aldrin used a sextant to manually measure the relative elevation angle to
the Agena target vehicle. Based on these observations and various rendezvous charts, the pilot Jim
Lovell was able to maneuver the Gemini spacecraft to rendezvous and dock with Agena [89].
If its potential was recognized from the beginning and even validated with orbital experience,
why has angles-only navigation not been more widely accepted and utilized for orbital rendezvous
applications? Why have so many ensuing programs since Gemini discarded its use and favored other
options? A significant reason has to do with the level of risk angles-only navigation poses. With access
to space so limited and costly, relying on a navigation methodology that is often shrouded with subtle
unknowns makes its selection seem irrational. Perhaps it becomes justified when no other option is
available and it becomes the only possible solution. One likely example of this scenario is the small
satellite industry. For small compact vehicles where traditional navigation technology demands too
much in mass, size, power, and financial requirements, angles-only navigation may present one of a
few potential options. If the negative perception is going to be shaken off, it will likely begin with
the small satellite applications, particularly with university or military satellite programs. In addition,
its acceptance may also emerge from interplanetary missions. Strict power and mass constraints may
provide the rationale for investing in angles-only navigation for these deep space missions that may
slowly add confidence in angles-only navigation. Besides an increased need factor, another important
aspect that will eventually help break down the current barriers are analytical proofs that clearly
characterize the performance of angles-only navigation. With a solid theoretical foundation established
and understood combined with experience from practical implementations, it is not unreasonable to
speculate that the use of angles-only navigation will become more frequent for orbital rendezvous
missions and a variety of other applications yet to be imagined.
[This page intentionally left blank]
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Appendix A
Navigation Filter Equations
A.1 State Differential Equation
The solution to the first order ordinary differential equation in vector form,
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
is a very common result in control theory. The actual result is re-derived based on ideas and concepts
from the book, Modern Control Systems (p. 134-137). First, assume the scaler scenario where the
matrices A and B along with the vectors x(t) and u(t) are scalers. The problem is then initially
reduced to this fundamental differential equation.
x˙(t) = ax(t) + b u(t)
The Laplace Transform of this equation equals
[sX(s)− x(0)] = aX(s) + bU(s)
Combining like terms and reducing yields an expression for the Laplace transform of x(t).
X(s) =
[
1
s− a
]
x(0) +
[
b
s− a
]
U(s)
For now, let G(s) = b/(s − a), which becomes,
X(s) =
[
1
s− a
]
x(0) +G(s)U(s)
The solution, x(t), can be derived by taking the inverse Laplace Transform of X(s). Recalling the
following two properties,
1. Laplace Transform of the Convolution Integral
G(s)U(s) ⇔ g(t) ∗ u(t)
G(s)U(s) ⇔
∫ t
t0
g(t− τ)u(τ)dτ
2. Laplace Transform of an Exponential
1
s− a ⇔ e
at
the solution has the form,
x(t) = eatx(0) +
∫ t
0
g(t− τ)u(τ)dτ
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Remember that g(t) is the inverse Laplace Transform of G(s)
G(s) ⇔ g(t)
b
s− a = b e
at
Substituting the value of g(t) into the convolution integral yields the following,
x(t) = eatx(0) +
∫ t
0
ea(t−τ) b u(τ)dτ
If no forcing function or control inputs were imposed on the system such that u(t) = 0, then the
solution is the initial value times the exponential. In a sense, the exponential transitions the state from
it’s value at time, t = 0, to some future time, t. As a consequence, this exponential is often referred to
as the state transition matrix, Φ(t, 0).
Φ(t, 0) = ea(t−0)
Φ(t, τ) = ea(t−τ)
So substituting the state transition matrix representation for the exponential yields the common form
of the solution to the standard first order ordinary differential equation, x˙(t) = ax(t) + bu(t).
x(t) = Φ(t, 0) x(0) +
∫ t
0
Φ(t, τ) b u(τ) dτ
In matrix form, the solution is simply,
x(t) = Φ(t, 0) x(0) +
∫ t
0
Φ(t, τ) B u(τ) dτ
where
Φ(t, 0) = eA(t−0)
Φ(t, τ) = eA(t−τ)
A.2 Measurement Residual Covariance Matrix
The expected value of the squared difference between the actual measurement, z˜, and the expected
measurement, zˆ, is known as the measurement residual covariance, R.
R = E
[
δz˜ δz˜T
]
From the linear measurement equation which is valid for both linear and non-linear measurements, the
measurement residual, δz˜, equals
δz˜ =H δx+ ν
Substituting and expanding yields,
R =H E
[
δx δxT
]
HT +H E
[
δxνT
]
+ E
[
ν δxT
]
HT + E
[
ν νT
]
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Substituting the following equivalent expressions,
E
[
δx δxT
]
= P E
[
ν νT
]
= R E
[
ν δxT
]
= 0
yields the the measurement residual covariance, R.
R =HP HT +R
A.3 Cross Correlation
The correlation between the measurement residuals and the state residuals can be computed noting
that δz˜ =Hδx+ ν.
E
[
δz˜ δxT
]
=H E
[
(δx δxT )
]
+ E
[
ν δxT
]
Note the following identities assuming that the sensor noise is uncorrelated with the states.
E
[
δx δxT
]
= P E
[
ν δxT
]
= 0
So, we have the cross correlation to be
E
[
δz˜ δxT
]
= H P
Conversely, the correlation between the measurement residuals and the state residuals can be computed
in a similar fashion such that,
E
[
δx δz˜T
]
= P HT
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Appendix B
Quaternions
B.1 Quaternions and Quaternion Dynamics
The angular position, or the orientation of the spacecraft, is expressed as a quaternion, q. In
particular, it is expressed as a right-handed quaternion with the scaler part as the fourth element.
Quaternions and quaternion algebra are used extensively to describe the attitude of both vehicles.
Unfortunately, neither of these topics can be adequately presented at this time. For a thorough deriva-
tion and explanation of quaternions and their associated algebra, see [121], [159], [?], and [160]. A
quaternion has a vector part, q¯, and a scaler part, q0.
q =
[
q¯
q0
]
(B.1)
Each of these components contain information about the vehicle’s orientation with respect to a given
reference frame. Euler showed that the rotation of any rigid body can be described by rotating the rigid
body about a single axis, u, through a specified angle, ψ, as shown in Fig B.1. This same concept can
also be applied to rotating reference frames. For example, by rotating the inertial frame, {XI YI ZI},
with the right-hand about the u axis through ψ degrees, then the inertial frame will be aligned with
u
y
yb
zb
XI
YI
ZI
xb
Fig. B.1: The quaternion axis and angle of rotation.
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the body frame, {x
b
y
b
z
b
}. This axis and angle of rotation define the inertial to body quaternion,
q
I→b
.
q
I→b
=


sin
(
ψ
2
)
u
cos
(
ψ
2
)

 (B.2)
Once this quaternion is known, any vector can be rotated or transformed from one reference frame to
another. The quaternion dynamics is directly related to the angular velocity of the spacecraft. The
dynamic equations of motion of the quaternion are a function of the angular velocity.
q˙
I→b
=
1
2
ω ⊗ q
I→b
=
1
2
Ω q
I→b
(B.3)
where ω⊗ indicates quaternion multiplication,
ω⊗ = Ω =


0 ωz −ωy ωx
−ωz 0 ωx ωy
ωy −ωx 0 ωz
ωx −ωy −ωz 0


B.2 Small Rotation Angles and Small Angle Dynamics
The relationship between the small rotation angle θ and the actual inertial-to-body quaternion
q
I→b
can be derived using quaternion multiplication. The inertial-to-body quaternion is equivalent
to the approximated inertial-to-body quaternion q
I→bˆ
multiplied by a quaternion representing the
difference between the true and estimated attitudes δq
bˆ→b
.
q
I→b
= δq
bˆ→b
q
I→bˆ
(B.4)
The difference between the estimated and true attitudes is typically very small and only differ by small
rotation angles. As a consequence, the quaternion representing this small rotation can be accurately
approximated as,
δq
bˆ→b
≈


(
θ
2
)
u
1

 (B.5)
The small rotation vector θ is defined as the axis of rotation u times the angle of rotation θ.
θ = θ u (B.6)
By defining the vector in this manner, it effectively represents the small rotational Euler angles (roll,
pitch, yaw) from the true body coordinate frame to the estimated body coordinate frame. Note that this
small rotation vector is coordinitized in body coordinates, not inertial coordinates. So the quaternion
describing the small rotation from the estimated body frame to the true body frame can be expressed
as a function of the new state vector, θ, in the following relationship.
δq
bˆ→b
≈

 θ2
1

 (B.7)
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The dynamics of the small angle of rotation vector θ can be derived as follows. The true inertial-to-
body quaternion, q
I→b
, equals the estimated inertial-to-body quaternion, q
I→bˆ
, rotated by some small
amount, δq
bˆ→b
.
q
I→b
= δq
bˆ→b
q
I→bˆ
(B.8)
Applying the product rule to Eqn B.8 and noting the Leibnitz rule for quaternion differentiation states
the following time derivative of the quaternion emerges.
q˙
I→b
= δq˙
bˆ→b
q
I→bˆ
+ δq
bˆ→b
q˙
I→bˆ
(B.9)
From Eqn ??, the time derivative of the actual and estimated inertial-to-body quaternions are defined
as,
q˙
I→b
=
1
2
ω ⊗ q
I→b
(B.10)
q˙
I→bˆ
=
1
2
ωˆ ⊗ q
I→bˆ
(B.11)
Notice that the estimated quaternion is a function of the estimated angular velocity, while the true
quaternion is a function of the true angular velocity. The difference between the true and estimated
angular velocity is defined as δω.
δω = ω − ωˆ (B.12)
By rearranging Eqn B.9 and substituting the expressions for the time derivative of the true and esti-
mated inertial-to-body quaternions from Eqns B.10 and B.11 yields,
δq˙
bˆ→b
q
I→bˆ
=
[
1
2
ω ⊗ q
I→b
]
− δq
bˆ→b
[
1
2
ωˆ ⊗ q
I→bˆ
]
(B.13)
Now, multiply both sides by the conjugate of the estimated inertial-to-body quaternion, q∗
I→bˆ
, and
solve for the time derivative of δq
bˆ→b
.
δq˙
bˆ→b
=
[
1
2
ω ⊗ q
I→b
]
q∗
I→bˆ
− δq
bˆ→b
[
1
2
ωˆ ⊗ q
I→bˆ
]
q∗
I→bˆ
(B.14)
This equation can be simplified further by observing two identities. First, from the identity that
q
I→b
= δq
bˆ→b
q
I→bˆ
, the quaternion error can be expressed as
δq
bˆ→b
= q
I→b
q∗
I→bˆ
Second, a quaternion multiplied by its conjugate produces the quaternion identity.
q
I→bˆ
q∗
I→bˆ
= [ 0 0 0 1 ]T
With these two observations, Eqn B.14 can be simplified to,
δq˙
bˆ→b
=
1
2
ω ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
− 1
2
δq
bˆ→b
ωˆ ⊗ [ 0 0 0 1 ]T (B.15)
The expression involving ωˆ⊗ can be reduced to the angular rate vector in quaternion form.
ωˆ ⊗ [ 0 0 0 1 ]T = [ ωˆ 0 ]T
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Now Eqn B.15 can be written as,
δq˙
bˆ→b
=
1
2
ω ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
− 1
2
δq
bˆ→b
[ ωˆ 0 ]T (B.16)
where the 4 element vector containing the estimated angular velocity and the angular velocity matrix,
ω⊗, can be treated as a quaternion. Substituting the expression for the angular rate defined in Eqn
B.12 into the above equation (Eqn B.16) and expanding produces,
δq˙
bˆ→b
=
(
1
2
δω ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
)
+
(
1
2
ωˆ ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
)
−
(
1
2
δq
bˆ→b
[ ωˆ 0 ]T
)
(B.17)
Observe that the term δω ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
can be approximated to first order,
δω ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
=


0 δωz −δωy δωx
−δωz 0 δωx δωy
δωy −δωx 0 δωz
−δωx −δωy −δωz 0




θx/2
θy/2
θz/2
1

 ≈ [ δω 0 ]T
such that Eqn B.17 can be simplified further to the following equation.
δq˙
bˆ→b
=
(
1
2
[ δω 0 ]T
)
+
(
1
2
ωˆ ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
)
−
(
1
2
δq
bˆ→b
[ ωˆ 0 ]T
)
(B.18)
The last simplification process requires the commutative property of quaternions. To introduce this
concept, suppose the two quaternions q
A
and q
B
,
q
A
=
[
a sin(θa)
cos(θa)
]
q
B
=
[
b sin(θb)
cos(θb)
]
(B.19)
were multiplied together. The quaternion commutative property states
q
A
q
B
= q
B
q
A
+ 2 [ (b× a) 0 ]T
Using this commutative property of quaternions, the middle term of Eqn B.18 can be expressed as,
1
2
ωˆ ⊗ δq
bˆ→b
=
1
2
δq
bˆ→b
[ ωˆ 0 ]T − 1
2
[ (ωˆ × θ) 0 ]T (B.20)
Substituting Eqn B.20 into Eqn B.18 simplifies the time derivative of the small angle rotation quater-
nion.
δq˙
bˆ→b
=
1
2
[ δω 0 ]T − 1
2
[ (ωˆ × θ) 0 ]T (B.21)
From Eqn B.7 the time derivative of the quaternion error can also be expressed as a function of the
small rotation vector, θ.
δq˙
bˆ→b
≈ 1
2
[
θ˙ 0
]T
(B.22)
By equating Eqns B.22 and B.21, the time derivative of the vector θ representing the small rotation
between the true body reference frame to the estimated coordinate frame is simply,
θ˙ = δω − ωˆ × θ (B.23)
Remember that the vector δω is the difference between the true angular velocity and the estimated
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angular velocity as defined in Eqn B.12. Substituting this expression in for the angular velocity error,
defines the small rotation vector dynamics in terms of the states.
θ˙ = (ω − ωˆ)− ωˆ × θ (B.24)
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Appendix C
Navigation Partials
C.1 Target State Partials, F
TT
In order to form the F matrix used to generate the state transition matrix Φ, the partial of both
the target and chaser state dynamics with respect to each vehicles states must be computed. The
partials associated with the target state dynamics are given below.
F
TT
=


∂r˙
T
∂rT
∂r˙
T
∂vT
∂r˙
T
∂θT
T
∂r˙
T
∂ωT
T
∂v˙
T
∂r
T
∂v˙
T
∂v
T
∂v˙
T
∂θT
T
∂v˙
T
∂ωT
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂r
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂v
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂θT
T
∂θ˙
T
T
∂ωT
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂r
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂v
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
∂ω˙T
T
∂ωT
T


=


03×3 F T1 03×3 03×3
F
T2
03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 F T3 F T4
F
T5
03×3 F T6 F T7


(C.1)
F
T1
– Partial of Target Velocity with Respect to Velocity The partial of the time rate of change of
the target’s position, or its velocity, with respect to the target’s velocity vector is simply the identity
matrix.
∂r˙T
∂v
T
= I3×3 (C.2)
F
T2
– Partial of J2 Gravity Model With Respect to Position The point mass J2 gravity model for the
target vehicle is given by
g(r
T
) = −µ rT|r
T
|3 − µ
J2R
2
eq
2|r
T
|5
[
6(r
T
· n)n+ 3r
T
− 15(i
T
· n)2r
T
]
The partial of the gravitational acceleration with respect to the target’s position equals,
v˙
T
∂r
T
=
∂
∂r
T
(
−µ rT|r
T
|3
)
− ∂
∂r
T
(
µ
J2R
2
eq
2|r
T
|5
[
6(r
T
· n)n+ 3r
T
− 15(i
T
· n)2r
T
])
The partial of the point mass term can be written as
∂
∂r
T
(
−µ rT|r
T
|3
)
= −µ
[
|r
T
|−3 ∂rT
∂r
T
+ r
T
(
−3|r
T
|−4∂|rT |
r
T
)]
By noting a few identities this expression can be simplified. First the partial of a vector with respect
to itself is simply the identity matrix.
∂r
T
∂r
T
= I3×3
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Also, the partial of the magnitude of a vector with respect to the vector itself equals the transpose of
its unit vector.
∂|r
T
|
∂r
T
= iT
T
Substituting these identities into the partial of the point mass gravity model yields,
∂
∂r
T
(
−µ rT|r
T
|3
)
= − µ|r
T
|3
(
I − 3 i
T
iT
T
)
Take the partial of the second term, or the J2 portion of the model, by pulling out the constant terms
and replacing the the dot product operation with vector multiplication (r · n = nTr).
∂
∂r
T

µ
J2R
2
eq
2|r|5

6(rT · n)n + 3rT − 15(iT · n)2rT


= µ
J2R
2
eq
2
∂
∂r
T

6(nT r
T
)n
|r
T
|5 +
3r
T
|r
T
|5 − 15
(nT iT)
2r
T
|r
T
|5

Breaking down the problem, the partial is divided up into three major components. Each will be solved
individually and brought back together for the final result. Solve the first partial.
∂
∂r
T
(
6(nTr
T
)n
|r
T
|5
)
=
(−30nT i
T
|r
T
|5
)
n iT
T
+
(
6
|r
T
|5
)
nnT
Solve for the second partial.
∂
∂r
T
(
3r
T
|r
T
|5
)
=
(−15
|r
T
|5
)
i
T
iT
T
+
(
3
|r
T
|5
)
I
Solve for the third partial.
∂
∂rT
(
−15(n
T i
T
)2r
T
|rT |5
)
=
(
−15(n
T i
T
)2
|rT |5
)
I +
(
75(nT i
T
)2
|rT |5
)
i
T
iT
T
−
(
30(nT i
T
)i
T
nT
|r
T
|5
){
I − i
T
iT
T
}
Substituting the value of these three individual partials into the J2 gravity partial and simplifying
produces the final expression for the partial of the J2 portion.
∂
(
gJ2
)
∂r
T
= µ
J2R
2
eq
2|r
T
|5
[−30nT i
T
n iT
T
+ 6nnT − 15i
T
iT
T
+ 3I − 15(nT i
T
)2I
+ 75(nT i
T
)2i
T
iT
T
− 30(nT i
T
)i
T
nT
{
I − i
T
iT
T
}]
Substituting the derived expressions for the point mass and J2 gravity partials gives the final solution
of the gravity partial with respect to the radial position of the spacecraft. Evaluating this partial at
the estimated states gives
∂v˙
T
∂r
T
= − µ|rˆ
T
|3
[
I − 3iˆ
T
iˆ
T
T
]
− µJ2R
2
eq
2|rˆ
T
|5
[
−30nT iˆ
T
n iˆ
T
T
+ 6nnT − 15iˆ
T
iˆ
T
T
+ 3I (C.3)
−15(nT iˆ
T
)2I + 75(nT iˆ
T
)2iˆ
T
iˆ
T
T
− 30(nT iˆ
T
) iˆ
T
nT
{
I − iˆ
T
iˆ
T
T
} ]
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F T3 – Partial of Small Angle Rotation with Respect to Small Rotation Vector The small angle dynamics
are governed by the following mathematical formula,
θ˙
T
T
= (ωT
T
− ωˆT
T
)− ωT
T
× θT
T
The partial of this non-linear equation with respect to the state, θT
T
, is,
∂θ˙
T
T
∂θT
T
= −∂
(
[ωT
T
×] θT
T
)
∂θT
T
where [ωT
T
×] represents the skew-symetric cross product matrix of the target angular velocity. The
partial evaluated at the estimated angular rate ωˆT
T
produces
∂θ˙
T
T
∂θT
T
= −[ωˆT
T
×] (C.4)
F
T4
– Partial of Small Angle Rotation with Respect to Angular Velocity Once again, the dynamics of
the small rotation vector are governed by the following mathematical expression,
θ˙
T
T
= (ωT
T
− ωˆT
T
)− ωT
T
× θT
T
The partial of this non-linear equation with respect to the state, ωT
T
, is now
∂θ˙
T
T
∂ωT
T
=
∂ωT
T
∂ωT
T
+
∂
(
[θT
T
×] ωT
T
)
∂ωT
T
where [θT
T
×] represents the skew-symetric cross product matrix. The partial evaluated at the estimated
states (θˆ
T
T
= 0) simplifies to the identity matrix.
∂θ˙
T
T
∂ωT
T
= I3×3 (C.5)
F
T5
– Partial of Angular Rate Dynamics with Respect to Inertial Position The dynamics of the
angular rate of the target spacecraft are governed by Euler’s equation where gravity gradient torques
are incorporated. The angular acceleration of the target spacecraft is modeled as
ω˙T
T
= I−1
T
[
τ T
g
− ωT
T
× I
T
ωT
T
]
where the point mass gravity gradient torque model has the following expression,
τ T
g
=
3µ
|r
T
|5
{
T (q
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
T (q
I→T
) r
T
}
The partial of the angular rate dynamics with respect to the inertial position becomes,
∂ω˙T
T
∂r
T
=
∂ I−1
T
[
3µ
|r
T
|5
{
T (q
I→T
) rT × IT T (qI→T) rT
}− ωT
T
× IωT
T
]
∂r
T
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Observe that the partial of the term involving the cross product of the angular velocity is zero. This
allows the equation to reduce to the following.
∂ω˙T
T
∂r
T
= I−1
T
∂
[
3µ
|r
T
|5
{
T (q
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
T (q
I→T
) r
T
}]
∂r
T
Expanding the partial, it becomes the sum of two partials.
∂ω˙T
T
∂r
T
= I−1
T
[
3µ
|r
T
|5
∂
∂r
T
(
T (q
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
T (q
I→T
) r
T
)
+
∂
∂r
T
(
3µ
|r
T
|5
) {
T (q
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
T (q
I→T
) r
T
}]
Evaluate the first partial by expressing the cross product operation in terms of a skew symmetric
matrix.
∂
∂r
T

T (q
I→T
) rT × IT T (qI→T) rT

= [T (q
I→T
) rT × ] IT T (qI→T)− [ IT T (qI→T)rT × ]T (qI→T)
Following similar procedures evaluate the second partial as done for the gravity partial,
∂
∂r
T
(
3µ
|r
T
|5
)
=
(−15µ
|r
T
|6
)
iT
T
Using these results, the partial of the angular rate dynamics evaluated at the estimated states produces
the final result.
∂ω˙T
T
∂r
T
= Iˆ
−1
T
[
3µ
|rˆ
T
|5
(
[T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
× ] Iˆ
T
T (qˆ
I→T
)− [ Iˆ
T
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
× ] T (qˆ
I→T
)
)
(C.6)
+
(−15µ
|rˆ
T
|6
)
iˆ
T
T
{
[T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
×] Iˆ
T
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆ
T
}]
F
T6
– Partial of Angular Rate Dynamics with Respect to Small Rotation Vector Once again, the
angular acceleration of the target spacecraft is modeled as
ω˙T
T
= I−1
T
[
τ T
g
− ωT
T
× I
T
ωT
T
]
where the gravity gradient torque in terms of the modified rotation vector state equals,
τ T
g
=
3µ
|rT |5
{
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
}
The partial of the angular rate dynamics with respect to the small angle of rotation vector becomes,
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
=
∂
∂θT
T
(
I−1
T
[
3µ
|r
T
|5
({
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
)
}
r
T
× I
T
{
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
)
}
r
T
)
− ωT
T
× I
T
ωT
T
])
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Observe that the partial of the term involving the cross product of the angular velocity is zero. This
allows the equation to reduce to the following equation.
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
=
3µ
|r
T
|5 I
−1
T
∂
∂θT
T
( {
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
)
}
r
T
× I
T
{
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
)
}
r
T
)
Expanding, there emerges four cross-product terms,
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
=
3µ
|r
T
|5 I
−1
T
∂
∂θT
T
{
T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
− T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
[θT
T
×]T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
− [θT
T
×]T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
+ [θT
T
×]T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
[θT
T
×]T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
}
where the first term goes to zero when the partial is evaluated. By rearranging the cross product term
[θT
T
×] these equations can be manipulated and the partial becomes,
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
=
3µ
|r
T
|5 I
−1
T
∂
∂θT
T
{
T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
[T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
,×]θT
T
− I
T
T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× [T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]θT
T
+ [T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]θT
T
× I
T
[T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]θT
T
}
Evaluating the partial,
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
=
3µ
|r
T
|5 I
−1
T
{
[T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×] I
T
[T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]− [I
T
T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×] [T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]
+[T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×] [θT
T
×] I
T
[T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]− I
T
[T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×] [θT
T
×] [T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]
}
Notice that each of these terms has a common factor [T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
×]. Pulling out this term, simplifying,
and evaluating at the estimated state values (θˆ
T
T
= 0) produces the final result.
∂ω˙T
T
∂θT
T
=
3µ
|rˆ
T
|5 Iˆ
−1
T
{
[T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆT×] IˆT − [IˆT T (qˆI→T) rˆT×]
} [
T (qˆ
I→T
) rˆT ×
]
(C.7)
F
T7
– Partial of Angular Rate Dynamics with Respect to Angular Velocity Vector The dynamics of
the angular rate of the spacecraft is Euler’s equation where gravity gradient torques are included. The
angular acceleration of the spacecraft is modeled as
ω˙T
T
= I−1
T
[
τ T
g
− ωT
T
× I
T
ωT
T
]
where the gravity gradient torque in terms of the modified state equals,
τ T
g
=
3µ
|r
T
|5
{
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
× I
T
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
) r
T
}
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So the partial of the angular rate dynamics with respect to the small angle of rotation vector becomes,
∂ω˙T
T
∂ωT
T
=
∂
∂ωT
T
(
I−1
T
[
3µ
|r
T
|5
({
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
)
}
r
T
× I
T
{
(I − [θT
T
×])T (qˆ
I→T
)
}
r
T
)
−ωT
T
× I
T
ωT
T
])
Notice that this partial quickly simplifies to the following matrix since only the last term of the ex-
pression is a function of the angular rate.
∂ω˙T
T
∂ωT
T
= −I−1
T
([
ωT
T
×] ∂IT ωTT
∂ωT
T
− [(I
T
ωT
T
)×] ∂ωTT
∂ωT
T
)
Simplifying and evaluating the partial at the estimated states yields the final result.
∂ω˙T
T
∂ωT
T
= Iˆ
−1
T
([
(Iˆ
T
ωˆT
T
)×
]
− [ωˆT
T
×] Iˆ
T
)
(C.8)
C.2 Chaser State Partials, F
CC
The partials associated with the chaser state dynamics which include the chaser’s velocity, accel-
eration, and attitude dynamics are given below.
F
CC
=


∂r˙
C
∂r
C
∂r˙
C
∂v
C
∂r˙
C
∂θC
C
∂v˙
C
∂rC
∂v˙
C
∂vC
∂v˙
C
∂θC
C
∂θ˙
C
C
∂r
C
∂θ˙
C
C
∂v
C
∂θ˙
C
C
∂θC
C


=


03×3 F C1 03×3
F
C2
03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 F C3

 (C.9)
F
C1
– Partial of Chaser Velocity with Respect to Velocity The partial of the time rate of change of the
chaser’s position (its velocity) with respect to the chaser’s velocity vector is simply the identity matrix.
∂r˙
C
∂vC
= I3×3 (C.10)
F
C2
– Partial of J2 Gravity Model With Respect to Position Similar to the derivation of the partial
of the target’s acceleration with respect to its radial position (Eqn C.3), the partial of the chaser’s
acceleration with respect to its inertial position is simply,
∂v˙
C
∂rC
= − µ|rˆC |3
[
I − 3iˆ
C
iˆ
T
C
]
− µJ2R
2
eq
2|rˆC |5
[
−30nT iˆ
C
n iˆ
T
C
+ 6nnT − 15iˆ
C
iˆ
T
C
+ 3I (C.11)
−15(nT iˆ
C
)2I + 75(nT iˆ
C
)2iˆ
C
iˆ
T
C
− 30(nT iˆ
C
) iˆ
C
nT
{
I − iˆ
C
iˆ
T
C
} ]
F
C3
– Partial of Small Angle Rotation with Respect to Small Rotation Vector The small angle dynamics
for the chaser spacecraft where gyro angular measurements replace Euler’s equations are,
θ˙
C
C
= (bˆ
C
ω − bCω)−
(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
× θC
C
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The partial of this non-linear equation with respect to the state, θC
C
, is,
∂θ˙
C
C
∂θC
C
= −
∂
( [(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
×
]
θC
C
)
∂θC
C
where
[(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
×
]
represents the skew-symetric cross product matrix of the chaser’s angular velocity.
The partial evaluated at the estimated states becomes
∂θ˙
C
C
∂θC
C
= −
[(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
×
]
(C.12)
C.3 Parameter State Partials, F
PP
Due to the assumed dynamics of the parameter states, the partial of a first order Markov process
with respect to the parameter states are quickly evaluated. A unique property of an exponential
correlated random variable (ECRV) is that the time derivative is proportional the the random variable
itself such that the gyro bias bCω, the star camera misalignment ǫ
S
S
, and the optical camera misalignment
ǫO
O
dynamics are the following.
b˙
C
ω = −
bCω
τbω
ǫ˙S
S
= − ǫ
S
S
τǫs
ǫ˙O
O
= − ǫ
O
O
τǫo
The partial of these parameter state dynamics with respect to the parameters themselves is,
b˙
C
ω
bCω
= −
(
1
τbω
)
bCω
bCω
ǫ˙S
S
ǫS
S
= −
(
1
τǫs
)
ǫS
S
ǫS
S
ǫ˙O
O
ǫO
O
= −
(
1
τǫo
)
ǫO
O
ǫO
O
Noting that the partial of a vector with respect to itself is the identity matrix, the partial of the
parameter dynamics become,
b˙
C
ω
bCω
= −
(
1
τbω
)
I3×3
ǫ˙S
S
ǫS
S
= −
(
1
τǫs
)
I3×3
ǫ˙O
O
ǫO
O
= −
(
1
τǫo
)
I3×3 (C.13)
C.4 Chaser State Partials with Respect to Parameter States, F
CP
The attitude dynamics of the chaser spacecraft is computed as a function of the measured gyro
angular rates and the gyro bias.
θ˙
C
C
= (bˆ
C
ω − bCω)−
(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
× θC
C
The partial of the chaser’s small rotation vector dynamics with respect to the gyro bias becomes
∂θ˙
C
C
∂bCω
= −
∂
{(
bˆ
C
ω − bCω
)
−
(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
× θC
C
}
∂bCω
Note that the cross product term is a function of the measured angular velocity and the estimated gyro
bias, such that this quantity becomes zero. The partial becomes,
∂θ˙
C
C
∂bCω
= −I3×3 (C.14)
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C.5 Chaser State Partials with Respect to Inertial Measurements, F y˜
Once again, the attitude dynamics of the chaser spacecraft is computed as a function of the
measured gyro angular rates and the gyro bias.
θ˙
C
C
= (bˆ
C
ω − bCω)−
(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
× θC
C
The partial of the chaser’s small rotation vector dynamics with respect to the measured angular rate
∂θ˙
C
C
∂ω˜C
C
= −
∂
{(
bˆ
C
ω − bCω
)
−
(
ω˜C
C
− bˆCω
)
× θC
C
}
∂ω˜C
C
First, note that the first term is a function of the true gyro bias bCω which can be written as a function
of the gyro angular measurement ω˜C
C
(see Eqn 5.16).
bCω = ω˜
C
C
− ωC
C
− ηCω (C.15)
Substituting this expression into the partial equation and rearranging the second cross product term,
this partial can be expressed as
∂θ˙
C
C
∂ω˜C
C
=
∂
([
bˆ
C
ω − (ω˜CC − ωCC − ηCω)
]
+ [θC
C
×] ω˜C
C
)
∂ω˜C
C
Evaluating this partial at the estimated state (θˆ
C
C
= 0) it becomes the identity matrix.
∂θ˙
C
C
∂ω˜C
C
= −I3×3
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Appendix D
State Process Noise
A numerical approximation of the state process noise covariance matrix Qˆw can be achieved using
a first order approximation of the state transition matrix. Substituting the derived value of Fˆ from
Eqn 6.18 into Eqn 6.32, the state transition matrix can be approximated as,
Φˆ(t, t0) ≈ I + Fˆ∆T =


Φ
TT
012×9 012×9
09×12 ΦCC ΦCP
09×12 09×9 ΦPP

 (D.1)
where Φ
TT
is the approximate state transition matrix for the modified target states,
Φ
TT
=


I3×3 I3×3∆T 03×3 03×3
F
T2
∆T I3×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 (I3×3 + F T3∆T ) F T4∆T
F
T5
∆T 03×3 F T6∆T (I3×3 + F T7∆T )

 (D.2)
Φ
CC
is a representation of the chaser transition matrix,
Φ
CC
=


I3×3 F C1∆T 03×3
F
C2
∆T I3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 (I3×3 + F C3∆T )

 (D.3)
Φ
PP
is the parameter state transition matrix,
Φ
PP
=


(I3×3 + F P1∆T ) 03×3 03×3
03×3 (I3×3 + F P2∆τ) 03×3
03×3 03×3 (I3×3 + F P3∆T )

 (D.4)
and Φ
CP
is the portion of the state transition matrix related to the chaser and parameter states.
Φ
CP
=


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
F
CP1
∆T 03×3 03×3

 (D.5)
Now, substituting the first order approximation of the state transition matrix from Eqn D.1 into the
integral representation of the state process noise
Qˆw ≈
∫ t
t0
Φˆ(t, τ) Sˆw Φˆ
T
(t, τ) dτ (D.6)
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the approximate numerical solution for the state process noise has the form,
Qˆw ≈
∫ t
t0


QwT 012×9 012×9
09×12 QwC +QwCP QwCPP
09×12 Q
T
wCPP QwP

 dτ (D.7)
where QwT is the target state process noise covariance matrix, QwC is the chaser state process noise
covariance matrix, QwP is the parameter state process noise covariance matrix, QwCP represents how
modeling the gyro bias as a Markov process affects the accuracy of the chaser attitude model, and
QwCPP is the chaser and parameter matrix defined below.
Target State Noise Covariance Matrix, QwT
A first order approximation of the target’s state covariance matrix can be evaluated by solving the
following integral equation,
QwT =
∫ t
t0
Φ
TT
SwTΦ
T
TT
dτ (D.8)
where Φ
TT
is defined in Eqn D.2 and SwT is the strength of the target state process noise from Eqn
6.30. After substitution , the expression in Eqn D.8 becomes,
QwT =
Z t
t0
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
σ2v˙T
2
4
I ∆τ 2 I ∆τ
I ∆τ I
3
5 0
6×6
0
6×6
σ2ω˙T
2
4
F T4F
T
T4
∆τ 2 F T4(I + F
T
T7
∆τ ) ∆τ
F T
T4
(I + F T7∆τ ) ∆τ (I + F T7∆τ )(I + F
T
T7
∆τ )
3
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
dτ
where ∆τ = t − τ . Notice that the matrices, F
T2
, F
T5
, and F
T6
naturally drop out of the expression.
The target’s state noise covariance matrix is a function of the time step, strength of the process noise
(σ2v˙T and σ
2
ω˙T
), and the matrices F
T4
and F
T7
. Note that the partial matrix, F
T4
= I3×3 . Also, the
elements of the partial matrix F
T7
are extremely small causing the matrix to approximately equal the
zero matrix. Substituting and integrating, the final form of the target state process noise covariance
matrix emerges,
QwT =


σ2v˙T


I
(
∆T 3
3
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I(∆T )

 06×6
06×6 σ
2
ω˙T


I
(
∆T 3
3
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I(∆T )




(D.9)
where the time step, ∆T = (t− t0). Note that these results are similar to those produced by Lear [119]
and Crassidis [161].
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Chaser State Noise Covariance Matrix, QwC
Similar to the state noise covariance matrix of the Target vehicle, a first order approximation of
the Chaser’s state noise covariance matrix can be evaluated by solving,
QwC =
∫ t
t0
Φ
CC
SwCΦ
T
CC
dτ (D.10)
where ΦCC is the chaser state transition matrix defined in Eqn D.3 and SwC is the strength of chaser’s
state noise from Eqn 6.30. Substituting and simplifying, the chaser’s state noise covariance matrix
becomes,
QwC =
∫ t
t0


σ2v˙C

 F C1F TC1 ∆τ2 F C1 ∆τ
F T
C1
∆τ I

 06×3
03×6 03×3

 dτ
where F
C1
is the identity matrix. Integrating, the expression for the chaser’s state noise covariance
matrix resembles the one derived for the target vehicle except for the noise introduced to the chaser’s
attitude state. Since a model replacement mode is used where gyro measurements replace Euler’s
equations for the rotational dynamics, there is no added process noise to the chaser’s attitude.
QwC =


σ2v˙C


I
(
∆T 3
3
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I
(
∆T 2
2
)
I(∆T )

 06×3
03×6 03×3


(D.11)
Parameter State Noise Covariance Matrix, QwP
The uncertainty introduced in the estimate of the chaser’s parameter states due to the dynamic
models is defined as,
QwP =
∫ t
t0
Φ
PP
SwPΦ
T
PP
dτ
Substituting the value of Φ
PP
from Eqn D.4 and the equivalent expression for SwP defined in Eqn 6.31
produces the following,
QwP =
Z t
t0
2
6
6
4
σ2
b
(I + F P1∆τ )(I + F P1∆τ )
T 0
3×3
0
3×3
0
3×3
σ2ǫs(I + F P2∆τ )(I + F P2∆τ )
T 0
3×3
0
3×3
0
3×3
σ2ǫo(I + F P3∆τ )(I + F P3∆τ )
3
7
7
5
dτ
The matrices F
P1
=
(
−1
τbω
)
I3×3 , F P2 =
(
−1
τǫs
)
I3×3 , and F P3 =
(
−1
τǫo
)
I3×3 are negligible for large time
constants. Under these conditions, the parameter process noise covariance matrix can be modeled as,
QwP =


(σ2
b
∆T ) I3×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 (σ
2
ǫs
∆T ) I3×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 (σ
2
ǫo
∆T ) I3×3


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Chaser Attitude and Gyro Bias Covariance Matrix, QwCP
The errors due to the chaser attitude estimate due to assuming the gyros are adequately modeled
as a Markov Process is captured mathematically as,
QwCP =
∫ t
t0
ΦCPSwPΦ
T
CP
dτ
Substituting the value of Φ
CP
from Eqn D.5 and the equivalent expression for SwP defined in Eqn 6.31
produces the following,
QwCP =
∫ t
t0


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 σ
2
bω∆τ
2I3×3

 dτ
Evaluating gives the final expression.
QwCP =
(
σ2bω∆T
3
3
)


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3


Chaser/Parameter State Noise Covariance Matrix, QwCPP
The chaser parameter state noise covariance matrix by definition has the form,
QwCPP =
∫ t
t0
Φ
CP
SwPΦ
T
PP
dτ
Substituting the value of Φ
CP
from Eqn D.5, Φ
PP
from Eqn D.4, and the equivalent expression for SwP
defined in Eqn 6.31 produces the following,
QwCPP =
∫ t
t0


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
σ2bωF CP1 [I + F P1∆τ ]
T∆τ 03×3 03×3

 dτ
Note that F
CP1
= −I3×3 and that F P1 = ( 1τ )I3×3 ≈ 03×3 . Therefore,
QwCPP =
(−σ2bω∆T 2
2
)


03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 03×3
I3×3 03×3 03×3

 dτ
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Appendix E
Non-unique Measurement Profile
The nominal LOS measurement profile ı¯r as a function of time τ and the initial relative position
and velocity is given in Eqn 8.10.
ı¯r(τ) =
Φrr r0 +Φrv v0
|Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 |
An arbitrary set of possible initial conditions can be represented as the multiplication of the true initial
position and velocity vectors by the scaling and rotating matrices B0 and C0.
x0 =
[
B0 r0
C0 v0
]
(E.1)
From angle measurements alone, what can be determined about the possible values of the constant
matrices B0 and C0 such that they satisfy the observed LOS measurement profile?
ı¯r(τ) =
Φrr r0 +Φrv v0
|Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 |
=
ΦrrB0 r0 +ΦrvC0 v0
|ΦrrB0 r0 +ΦrvC0 v0 |
(E.2)
At the initial time τ = τ0, the elements of the state transition matrix related to the position of the
chaser spacecraft simplify to, Φrr = I3×3 and Φrv = 03×3 , which constrain the B0 matrix in Eqn E.2
to satisfy,
ı¯r(τ0) =
r0
|r0 |
=
B0 r0
|B0 r0 |
(E.3)
In order for this relationship to hold, B0 can only scale the initial position,
B0 = ρ I3×3 (E.4)
where the relative range ρ > 0 is undetermined. Applying the restriction on B0 derived above in Eqn
E.4 to the LOS equality condition in Eqn E.2, the possible values for the C0 matrix begins to emerge.
ı¯r(τ) =
Φrr r0 +Φrv v0
|Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 |
=
ρΦrr r0 +ΦrvC0 v0
|ρΦrr r0 +ΦrvC0 v0 |
(E.5)
This equality constraint is satisfied when the two vectors point in the same direction for all time τ . As a
result, their cross product must be zero for the entire observation period. By taking the cross-product
of both sides of Eqn E.5 by the vector [Φrr r0 + Φrv v0 ] and expanding, it produces the following
expression,
ρ [Φrr r0 ×Φrv v0 ] = [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ]× [ΦrvC0 v0 ] (E.6)
which can be re-written as the following vector equation,
ρ [a× b] = [a+ b]× c (E.7)
where the time-varying vectors a, b, and c represent,
a = Φrr r0 b = Φrv v0 c = ΦrvC0 v0 (E.8)
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The fundamental question asks what possible vectors c satisfy the expression in Eqn E.7? There are
an infinite number of possible c vectors that satisfy this condition, but each solution has the form,
c = ρ b+ γ [a+ b] (E.9)
where γ is a scalar function. Substituting the equivalent expressions from Eqn E.8 we get the following
indirect constraint on the function of C0 that must be valid for all τ .
ΦrvC0 v0 = ρΦrv v0 + γ [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ] (E.10)
As depicted in Fig E.1, it appears there are constrained yet infinite possibilities forΦrvC0 v0 . However,
with the constraint that C0 is a constant matrix, it can be shown that γ is also a constant and equal
to zero. The expression in Eqn E.10 can be written as,
C0 v0 = ρv0 + γ d (E.11)
where d = [Φ−1rv Φrr r0 + v0 ] by multiplying both sides by the inverse of Φrv. The time derivative of
Eqn E.11 reveals that,
0 = γ d˙+ γ˙ d (E.12)
Taking the dot product of both sides of this expression by d/|d|2 produces a linear first-order homoge-
nous differential equation,
γ˙ = σ γ (E.13)
where σ = −d˙T d/|d|2. The solution to this differential equation has the form,
γ = γ0 e
R
σdτ (E.14)
Possible vectors
Fig. E.1: Possible C0 matrices.
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where γ0 = γ(τ0) is the initial value of γ. The value of γ0 can be derived from Eqn E.10 which simplifies
to
0 = γ0 r0 (E.15)
by noting that state transition matrix components become, Φrr = I3×3 and Φrv = 03×3 at the time
τ = τ0 . In order for Eqn E.15 to be true, the scalar variable γ0 must be zero which implies from Eqn
E.14 that γ is also zero for all time τ . As a consequence Eqn E.11 reduces to,
C0 v0 = ρv0 (E.16)
such that the C0 matrix can only scale the initial velocity vector by a factor ρ.
C0 = ρ I3×3 (E.17)
With the constraints for B0 and C0 as derived in Eqn E.4 and Eqn E.17 respectively, all the possible
initial conditions that satisfy the observed LOS profile in Eqn E.2 are scaled values of the true initial
conditions.
ı¯r(τ) =
ρ [Φrr r0 +Φrv v0 ]
|ρ| |[Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]|
=
[Φrr r0 +Φrv v0]
|Φrr r0 +Φrv v0|
(E.18)
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